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1 
Introduction 

SRM/UX is the Shared Resource Management product on the HP-UX 
operating system. SRNI/UX is a computer networking product that allows HP 
BASIC/WS and Pascal Workstation System SRM/UX clients to boot from 
the SRM/UX server's nlass storage, share files under the server's file system, 
and spool files to shared peripherals that are connected to the server. The 
SRM/UX server is a daemon process on an HP-UX host computer. 

What You Should Know Before You Begin 
There are many terms used in this manual that may be completely new to 
you. Every attempt has been made to define terms when they are first used. 
However, we recommend that you scan the Glossary at the back of this guide 
first to familiarize yourself with the terminology. Then in chapter 2 you will go 
through an SRM/UX system orientation that will clarify these terms further 
and put them into context for you. 

This guide is written for two different audiences: SRM/UX System 
Administrators and client users. 

The bulk of the material is aimed at SRM/UX System Administrators. 
The discussion throughout this guide assunles that the SR1vI/UX System 
Administrator has been trained in HP-UX system administration, either 
formally or through on-the-job training. Many of the procedures in SRM/UX 
system administration cannot be done without a basic understanding of the 
HP -UX operating system. 
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Note SRM/UX System Administrators may find the following 
HP-UX manuals helpful for some of the SRM/UX 
administration tasks. Refer to: 

• Section 1M and the Glossary of the HP-UX Reference 

o For descriptions of HP-UX system administration 
conlmands. 

o For definitions of HP-UX terms. 

• HP- UX System Administration Concepts and HP- UX System 
Administration Tasks 

For HP-UX system administration tasks, such as: 

o Installing new software (SRM/UX) on your HP-UX 
system. 

o Configuring the HP -UX kernel. 

o Setting up HP -UX spooling. 

o Adding devices. 

o Administering an HP-UX cluster server. 

• HP-UX System Security 

o For HP-UX security concepts. This may prove helpful in 
planning for your SRM/UX security needs. 

• ARPA Services/300 User's Guide 

• Installing and Administering NFS Services and/or Installing 
and Administe'ring LA1V/9000 Series 300 and/or Installing 
and Administering LA1V /9000 Series 800 

o For descriptions of Internet Addresses. The SRM/UX 
Administrator will need to know about Internet Addresses 
if the SRM/UX server will use LAN interfaces to 
communicate with SRM/UX clients. 

o For descriptions of NFS. The Administrator will need 
to know about NFS if the SRM/UX server will allow 
SRM/UX clients to a.ccess remote file systems. 
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Client users do not need to know HP -UX, but there are times that such 
knowledge would be helpful. The client users need only be familiar with the 
particular language system they will be using: either HP BASIC jWS or Pascal 
Workstation System. 

A Map Through This Guide 
The chapter descriptions below are preceded by either an S (server), a 
C (client), or both (SC) to indicate the audience to which the chapter is 
addressed. That is, entries headed with an S indicate that there is significant 
content on the server side, and entries headed with a C indicate that there is 
significant content on the client side. 

Following the chapter list is the recommended path through the chapters to 
most efficiently bring up your SRMjUX system. 

• (SC) Chapter 1: "Introduction" 

Read this chapter to understand the requirements for the SRMjUX system 
(both hardware and software), as well as the requirements for the system 
users (both server system administrator and client workstation users). This 
chapter also recommends a flow or path through the chapters to use this 
guide most efficiently. 

• (SC) Chapter 2: "SRMjUX Orientation and System Planning Guide" 

Read this chapter to orient yourself with SRMjUX. This chapter will give 
you a broad overview of what SRM/UX is all about, and will familiarize you 
with all of the component parts of the system. It discusses how SRMjUX 
emulates the SRM product: what is the same and what is different. Then 
it guides you through the process of planning your SRMjUX system and 
provides tools to help with the planning. 

• (SC) Chapter 3: "Installing the Hardware" 

Read this chapter to learn how to install and configure the SRM/UX system 
hardware. (This chapter will NOT tell you how to actually install the server 
or client workstations. See the appropriate manuals that come with your 
workstations for those instructions.) It will tell you how to configure and 
install SRM and LAN interfaces and how to install the cabling, adapters, 
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terminators, etc. between the workstations. Since the administration of 
the server's discs, printers, and plotters has moved into the domain of 
HP-UX system administration, this manual does not tell you how to do 
that administration-you should refer to the appropriate HP-UX system 
adnlinistration manuals, instead. 

• (S) Chapter 4: "Installing, Configuring, and Running the SRMjUX Server" 

Read this chapter for the in-depth details of administering the SRMjUX 
server. This chapter will tell you the details about the SRMjUX file system 
and spooling environment from the server's perspective. It tells you how 
to configure SRM/UX through the server's jetcjsrmdconf configuration 
file. It also tells you how to start the server process, srmd( 1M), initially 
and how to stop and restart it. Finally, it tells you the details of dynamic 
reconfiguration, that is, how to change the server's configuration without 
shutting srmd(lM) down. 

• (SC) Chapter 5: "Booting Clients From the SRMjUX Server" 

Read this chapter for the in-depth details of booting client language 
systems-specifically HP BASIC jWS and Pascal Workstation system-from 
the server's mass storage. This chapter covers client booting from both 
the server's and client workstation's perspectives and provides enough of a 
common language for client users and server administrators to communicate 
about the booting process. It provides a model of the booting process 
first and then provides the step-by-step procedures for both the server 
administrator and client user to perform. The procedures lead you through 
getting a client to boot from the server the first time and then adding the 
remaining clients to the booting environment. 

• (C) Chapter 6: "Installing and Configuring HP BASIC jWS Clients" 

Read this chapter if you will have HP BASIC jWS clients on your SRMjUX 
system. It tells you how to use the server's SRMjUX file system and 
spooling environment from your HP BASIC jWS client. 

• (C) Chapter 7: "Installing and Configuring Pascal Workstation Clients" 

Read this chapter if you will have Pascal Workstation System clients on 
your SRMjUX system. This chapter tells you how to establish access to 
the SRMjUX server and create the required Pascal directory structure on 
the SR:NljUX file system. It discusses designating your client workstation's 
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system volume and creating links to the system files. It also tells you how to 
add driver modules to the initialization library and how to compile, run, and 
verify lllodified CTABLE programs. Finally, it details system customization 
options. 

• (SC) Chapter 8: "Migrating Applications and Data from SRM to SRMjUX 
Using srmdrestore (1)" 

Read this chapter if you will be migrating your SRM files over to SRMjUX. 
This chapter discusses the command srmdrestore(l) which you can use to 
restore SRM files from backup tapes onto your SRMjUX file system. It 
details the options to srmdrestore(l) and gives examples of how you would 
use it to catalog a backup tape and restore the files from it. 

- • (SC) Chapter 9: "SRMjUX System Examples" 

Read this chapter to follow the examples of setting up actual SRMjUX 
systems. You will see, step-by-step, all of the processes involved in 
establishing, configuring, and running three SRMjUX systeills. The first 
example is basic and will get you started on all of the issues involved in 
establishing a "real" system. Then, the second example brings in more 
client workstations and adds some complexity. Finally, the last example is 
a complex, multiple server, multiple client system that exposes you to more 
advanced issues and guides you through setting up the complex system. 

• (C)Appendix A: "Porting BASIC and Pascal Application Programs from 
SRM to SRMjUX" 

Read this appendix if you need to port either HP BASIC jWS or Pascal 
Workstation System application programs from your SRM environment to 
the SRMjUX environment. 

• (SC) Appendix B: "Troubleshooting Your SRMjUX System" 

Read this appendix if you have problems when trying to set up the SRMjUX 
system. It provides troubleshooting guidance, lllostly from the client user's 
perspective-but with plenty of useful information for the SRMjUX System 
Administrator as well. The possible problems are organized into four 
major categories: general information, client booting problems, file system 
problems, and file spooling problems. 

• (S) Appendix C:"SRMjUX Reference" 
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Read this appendix for reference purposes. It contains the SRMjUX 
command -'man pages". 

• (SC) There is a Glossary and Index at the back of the manual to help you 
quickly locate specific information. 

RecommendedP aths Through This Guide 

For the SRM/UX System Administrator 

Read the chapters in the following order: 

• Chapter 1 

• Chapter 2 

• Chapter 3 

• Chapter 4 

• Chapter 5 

• Chapter 9 

These chapters will give you the core infonnation you need to administer the 
SRMjUX system. 

Then you can read chapter 8 if you need to port SRM files over to SRMjUX, 
Appendix B (Troubleshooting hints) if you have problems with the system, and 
Appendix C for reference (man pages) for the SRMjUX commands. 

You can also read chapters 6 and 7 to understand more about the client 
language systems (for example, to understand the client terminology, what the 
client user's needs are, and how they will be using the system). 

For the User of an HP BASIC/WS Client 

Read the chapters in the following order: 

• Chapter 1 

• Chapter 2 

• Chapter 5 

• Chapter 6 
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These chapters will give you an understanding of the overall SRM/UXsystem 
and how your client workstation fits in to the environment. They will show 
you how to boot your client workstation from the server, use the SRM/UX file 
system, and spool files to the spooling devices on the system. 

For a more in-depth understanding of the system and its capabilities, you could 
read about the server in chapter 4 and look at the complete SRM/UX system 
examples in chapter 9. 

Finally, if you will be porting your HP BASIC/WS progranls from the SR1I 
environment to the SRM/UX environment, then you should read Appendix A. 

For the User of a Pascal Workstation System Client 

Read the chapters in the following order: 

• Chapter 1 

• Chapter 2 

• Chapter 5 

• Chapter 7 

These chapters will give you an understanding of the overall SRM/UX systenl 
and how your client workstation fits in to the environment. They will show 
you how to use your client workstation to boot from the server, to use the 
SRM/UX file system, and to spool files to the spooling devices on the system. 

For a more in-depth understanding of the system and its capabilities, you could 
read about the server in chapter 4, and look at the complete SRlVI/UX system 
examples in chapter 9. 

Finally, if you will be porting your Pascal Workstation System progranls froin 
the SRM environinent to the SRM/UX environment, then you should read 
Appendix A. 
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SRM/UX System Requirements 

Hardware Requirements 

The SRMjUX server will run on any Series 300,400, or 800 HP 9000 which 
runs HP-UX and has its own local root file system. 

An HP 9000 Series 300 server is capable of supporting both LAN and SRM 
interfaces simultaneously. Series 400 and 800 servers support only LAN 
interfaces. 

HP 9000 Series 200 and 300 workstations will run as SRMjUX clients. 

Software Requirements 

The SRMjUX server must be running HP-UX version 7.0, or later. 

The HP BASICjWS clients must be running HP BASICjWS version 6.1, or 
later. (The upgrade from version 6.0 to 6.1 is included with the SRMjUX 
product.) 

The Pascal Workstation System clients must be running version 3.23, or later, 
together with the extra modules required to make the Pascal Workstation 
System run with SRMjUX. 
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SRM/UX Orientation and 
System Planning Guide 

2 

This chapter will give both SRM/UX System Administrators and client 
users an overview of the entire SRM/UX systenl. It describes each of the 
system's component parts and briefly lists and describes the SRM/UX System 
Administrator's tasks. It tells you what is involved in moving from an SRM 
system to and SRM/UX system. Finally, it provides a system planning guide 
with tools you can use to organize your system. 

What Was SRM? 
The SRM system was made up of three major component types. They were: 

• clients 
• servers 
• SRM cabling configurations 

The SRM server was a dedicated server hardware platform (HP .50960A or HP 
9000 Model 226 9826A) with its own operating system, which ran software that 
managed the data communication links to the client workstations. The server 
handled all mass storage and I/O activities related to the operation and use of 
shared system resources. 

The SRM server's three main functions were: 

• client language-system booting 

• SRM file system management 

• client file-spooling management 

SRM clients were applications, such as HP BASIC/vVS, that made use of the 
server's shared resources. 
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The SRM System Adlninistrator was responsible for doing backups on the 
server's system disc( s ). 

The SRM cabling configurations came in two types: 

• coax network configuration 

• multiplexer configuration 

What Is SRM/UX? 
SRMjUX is Shared Resource Management (SRM) on the HP-UX operating 
system. It emulates the SRTYI functionality, but provides expanded capabilities. 
The rest of this chapter and manual describes the SRMjUX system in detail. 

The HP-UX Operating System 
All of the discussion in this chapter and manual assumes that you are starting 
with a fully configured HP-UX system on your server workstation(s). That is, 
the server computer has been configured, at least, as an HP-UX version 7.0 or 
later system and all of the peripherals have been installed and are operating 
(such as discs, printers, and plotters). 

This manual also assumes that the you, the SRMjUX System Administrator, 
have been trained in HP-UX system administration, either through formal 
training or through on-the-job training. 

When HP-UX terminology appears in this manual, it is consistent with the 
HP-UX manuals. See the Glossary in the HP- UX System Administration 
Concepts manual for the definition of HP-UX terms that appear throughout 
this manual, such as cluster, file system, superuser, kernel, device file, and 
daemon. 
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The SRM/UX System 
The SRM/UX system refers to the full combination of server and client 
computer, peripheral, and interconnection hardware, together with all of 
the software that performs remote client booting, SRM/UX file system 
management, and SRM/UX client spooling, as well as the client language 
systems software. (See the SRIvI/UX system schematic in Figure 2-3 later in 
this chapter for a graphical description of a small SRM/UX system.) 

The SRM/UX system provides the same capabilities as the SRM, with some 
additional capabilities. 

Like SRM: 

• It allows HP BASIC /WS and Pascal Workstation System users to share 
data, test results, etc. through file sharing. 

• It allows central system administration so that a smaller number of people 
will require training as system administrators. 

• It reduces costs because systeln resources are shared. That is, only one set of 
printers, plotters, and disc drives is necessary for many users, rather than a 
set for each user. 

• It allows flexible use of computer workstations. Because you can install 
both client language systems (i.e., HP BASIC/WS and Pascal Workstation 
System) on a server, you can boot either one on the same client workstation, 
depending on the users' needs. 

Additionally: 

• It provides LAN connectivity. 

• It provides access to remote file systems through Network File System 
(NFS), an industry-standard networking tool available through HP-UX. 
This capability is provided entirely by the HP-UX operating system on 
the SRM/UX server and is cOlnpletely transparent to the HP BASIC /WS 
and Pascal Workstation Systenl clients and to the SRM/UX process itself. 
It provides access to both HP-UX and non-HP-UX computers, including 
computers which don't themselves support SRIVI/UX. It is independent of 
which interface card, LAN or SRM, the client uses to access SRM/UX. 
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• It allows the use of named pipes on HP BASIC/WS clients (but not Pascal 
Workstation Clients) 

Thus, SRM/UX's added benefits are: 

• It provides improved performance because LAN has a higher data rate than 
SRM. 

• It opens up network connectivity to HP BASIC/WS and Pascal Workstation 
System clients through the HP-UX networks. 

The SRM/UX system is made up of four component types. They are: 

• Clients 
• Servers 
• SRM connections 
• LAN connections 

The following sections discuss each of these component types to provide you 
with a complete picture of the SRM/UX system. 

Clients 

The clients are why SRM/UX exists. The server exists only to service requests 
for the shared resources from the clients. The clients for SRM/UX are the HP 
BASIC /WS and the Pascal Workstation System. 

An SRM/UX client workstation is an HP 9000 Series 200 or 300 computer, 
with either an SRM or a LAN interface installed. The client must: 

• Have an SRM interface card if on the SRM connection, and/or a LAN 
interface card if on the LAN connection. 

• Run as either an HP BASIC/WS or Pascal Workstation System. 

• Have entries in the server's configuration file (/etc/srmdconf) which 
accurately represent its status in the SRM/UX system. 
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Note Throughout this manual, SRMjUX clients are identified in .. 
several different ways, such as "client", "client workstation", 
"LAN client", "SRM client", etc. Most of the time it is not 
necessary to differentiate between the terms. However, because 
it matters in a few places to be technically precise, a "client" 
is ultimately an interface in a workstation: either an SRM 
interface card or a LAN interface. That is, a workstation that 
contains two interfaces (one SRM interface card and one LAN 

_ interface) can technically be thought of as two clients, each 
uniquely identified by its Server Dev file and Client Node 
Num pair (on SRM), and by its Client Link Level Address (on 
LAN). 

No SRMjUX client can communicate directly with another SRMjUX client. 
To pass information from one SRMjUX client to a. second, the first client must 
place the information in a shared file on the SRMjUX server's file system. 
The second client can then access the file to get the information. With the 
exception of accessing the SRMjUX shared resources, theSRMjUX client 
workstations act as independent computers. 

To establish a working client you need: 

• an HP BASICjWS language system (version 6.1 or later) up and running on 
your client com pu ter( s) (e.g., an HP 9000 Series 200 or 300), and j or 

• an SRMjUX-capable Pascal Workstation System running on your client 
com pu ter( s) (e.g., an HP 9000 Series 200 or 300) 

• an SRM interface card if on an SRM connection andj or a LAN interface if on 
a LAN connection 

• the correct entries in the server's configuration file, srmdconf, which specifies 
the SRMjUX file system access and spooling services available to this client 

• the correct entries in a set of support files on the server which help client 
booting work within the HP-UX environment (e.g., jetcjboottab and 
jetcjsrmdconf) if you are using a LAN connection. 
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Servers 

The server is the resource manager of the SRM/UX system. The server 
controls client access to the shared resources. 

The server has three primary functions: 

• Client language-system booting You can install all of the files needed to 
boot and run both HP BASIC /WS and Pascal Workstation System clients 
on the server. Once this is done, the client users don't need to boot up their 
systems from the local mass storage each time. Also, you have the flexibility 
to boot all clients into the same system configuration, or into unique system 
configurations. 

• SRM/UX file system management The server manages the SRM/UX file 
system as described in the section below. 

• Client file-spooling management The server manages the spooling of files to 
printers and plotters from HP BASIC /WS and Pascal Workstation System 
clients. 

Note The SRM/UX server workstation need not be dedicated to 
SRM/UX; it can be used 'simultaneously as an SRM/UX server 
and for other HP-UX applications as well. 

To establish a working server you need: 

• an HP -UX version 7.0 (or later) operating system running on your server 
computer (e.g., an HP 9000 Series 300 ). 

• an SRM interface card if serving an SRM connection and/or a LAN interface 
if serving a LAN connection (chapter 4 provides details on what this 
involves). 

• the server program, srmd (1M), which runs as a background HP -UX daemon 
process. 

• the configuration file, srmdconf, which specifies the SRM/UX file system 
access and spooling services available to the clients. 

• the correct entries in a set of support files which help srmd(lM) work within 
the HP-UX environment (e.g., /etc/boottab and /etc/services) if using a 
LAN connection. 
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Only one server process srmd(lM) can be running at one time on each server. 

There can be multiple servers in the SRMjUX system. If there are multiple 
servers, then the overall SRMjUX system becomes an interconnection of 
SRMjUX subsystems. A subsystem is simply a single-server SRMjUX 
system-defined above-that is a small constituent of a larger SRMjUX 
system. You should configure each subsystem as you would a single-server 
system; that is, with clients on one or multiple SRM connection(s), with clients 
on one or multiple LAN connection(s), and with a set of shared resources. 

Shared Resources 

Each server in the SRMjUX system has a set of "resources" which it makes 
available to its clients. The resources are: the SRMjUX file system, and the 
SRMjUX spooling environment. 

Both the SRMjUX file system and the SRMjUX spooling environnlent are 
defined in the sections below. 

The SRM/UX File System. The SRMjUX file system is defined from two 
different perspectives. From the client's perspective the SRMjUX file system is 
a set of emulated SRM volumes. From the server's per'spective the SRMjUX 
file system is one subtree or a set of subtrees of the HP-,UX file system that is 
presented to the SRMjUX clients. The SRMjUX file system is established by 
the SRMjUX System Administrator under the HP-UX root directory and is 
configured into the mass storage of the HP-UX server (host) computer. 

You can create the SRMjUX root directory anywhere under the HP-UX 
root directory that makes sense for your particular site. That is, you nlight 
wish to place the SRMjUX root directory at jsrmroot or jsrmuxroot, or 
it may fit your requirements better to place it at another location, such as 
jusr jlocalj srmuxroot. 

The following figures show an exam pIe HP -UX file system and an exam pIe 
SRMjUX file system. 
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/ (HP-UX root) 

I I I I I I I I 
dey bin etc users lib srmuxroot net disc usr tmp 

newconfig conf filesets lib bin local mail admin spool 

Figure 2·1. Example HP-UX File System 

/ srmuxroot (emulated Volume 8) 

~------------------------~I--~----------~------------r-. · · 
SYSTEMS WORKSTATIONS AUTOST RMBBINS 

I 
SYSB6_INSTALL I I I I CRTA 
SYSTEM_BA6 SYSTEM TEMP_FILES SYSTEM23 SYSTEM012345 CRTB 
SYSTEM_BA6-ALL INITUB 
AUTOBOOT 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

AUTOST14 
AUTOST23 
AUTOST28 

TABLE 
STARTUP 

• 
• (the rest of 

the files from 
all the Pascal 
discs) 

• 
• 

AUTOSTART 

• 
• 

• 
• 

INIT_200 
INIT_300 

INITUB 

TABLE 
STARTUP 

INITUB SRM 

TABLE LAN 
STARTUP DCOMM 

• • 
• • (the rest of (the rest of 

the files from the files from 
all the Pascal all the Pascal 
discs) discs) 

• 
• 

AUTOSTART 

• 
• 

SRM 
LAN 
DATA_COMM 

• 
• 

INIT_200 
INIT_300 

• 
• 

AUTOSTART 

• 
• 

SRM 
LAN 
DATA_COMM 

• 
• 

INIT_200 
INIT_300 

TRANS 
10 
HPIB 

• 
• 

Figure 2-2. Example SRMjUX File System 

The server process, srmd(lM), manages the SRMjUX file system based on the 
information you give it in the configuration file, jetcjsrmdconf. That is, the 
SRMjUX System Administrator controls, through the entries in jetc/srmdconf, 
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which HP BASICjWS and/or Pascal Workstation System clients can access 
which directories (Le., emulated SRM volumes) on the HP-UX file system. 

The SRM/UX Spooling Environment. The SRMjUX spooling environment 
involves using the existing HP-UX spooling environment to emulate SRM 
spooling. The SRMjUX server supports printer and plotter spooling. 

To properly configure your SRMjUX spooling environment, first you must 
configure your HP-UX spooling environment, and then configure the SRM/UX 
spooling environment to pass files to the HP-UX spooling environment. To 
learn how to configure your HP-UX spooling environlnent, refer to the HP- U}( 
System Administration Tasks manual. 

Both Pascal Workstation System and HP BASIC jvVS client users do spooling 
to SRM/UX exactly as they do for SRM. 

To use a spooler, a client user places a copy of the file to be printed or plotted 
into a spooler directory (for priority printing, the file is placed into a special 
"PRIORITY" subdirectory in the spooler directory). Any SRlVI/UX data file 
may be spooled. (Non-HP-UX files are handled by srmdlpfilter(l); see chapter 
4 of this nlanual for details.) 

A spool file is automatically sent to the printer or plotter associated with the 
spooler directory when the file meets the following criteria: 

• The file is not empty. 

• The file is closed. 

• The file is either: 

o the head of the queue of files in the PRIORITY subdirectory of the spooler 
directory. 

o the head of the queue in the spooler directory and the PRIORITY queue is 
empty. 
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SRM Connections 

One of the cabling schemes available in the SRM/UX' system is the SRM 
connection. There are two supported varieties of SRM connections: the SRM 
coax connection and the SRM multiplexer connection. You can have multiple 
SRM connections on each server in your SRM/UX system. Each SRM coax 
connection consists of the server's SRM interface card, the cabling, connectors, 
and terminators, and the client workstations' SRM interface cards and adapters 
(if applicable). Each SRM multiplexer connection consists of the server's SRM 
interface card, the multiplexers, cabling, connectors, and terminators, and the 
client workstations' SRM interface cards and adapters (if applicable). 

Chapter 3 of this manual provides details on installing the SRM connection. 

LAN Connections 

Although the SRM connection was the only available connection with the SRl'I 
product, SRM/UX provides the added capability of the LAN connection. 
You can have multiple LAN connections on each server in your SRM/UX 
system. Each LAN connection consists of the server's LAN interface, the coax 
cabling (ThinLAN or ThickLAN), connectors, and terminators, and the client 
workstations' LAN interfaces. 

See chapter 3 of this manual for SRM/UX-specific details on the LAN 
connection and the "Inter-System Communication" chapter of the HP 9000 
Workstations Configuration Guide for details on how to install your LAN 
interfaces and LAN cabling. 

SRM/UX System Administration Tasks 
The following is a brief overview of the SRM/UX System Administrator's 
responsibilities. Each of these SRM/UX system administration tasks is 
described in detail in the appropriate places throughout this manual. 
Whenever you need to perform the actual procedures, detailed instructions are 
provided at that time. Also, you can find the location of the details on each of 
these tasks by looking up keywords in the Index and Table of Contents. 
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Backups 

The SRM "front panel" (Le., the SRM server's command set as presented on 
its computer monitor) provides a backup facility. SRM/UX does not provide 
a specific backup capability; instead the underlying HP-UX backup facility 
should be used to provide whatever level of backup is required. If the SRM/UX 
System Administrator and the HP-UX System Administrator are two different 
people at your site, then they should discuss the SRM/UX system backup 
needs and plan accordingly. 

See the HP- U"Y System Administ,ation Tasks manual for instructions on how 
to perform HP-UX backups. 

SRM/UX System Organization 

The SRM/UX System Adnlinistrator configures the SRM/UX system based 
on the needs of the client workstation users at his or her site. The major 
variables involved are: the number of client and server workstations and what 
model of HP 9000 they should be, whether they are HP BASIC /WS or Pascal 
Workstation System clients, which connections (SRM or LAN) suit the existing 
environment, and what the shared resources will be. 

Hardware Installation 

The SR:NI/UX System Administrator plans and installs the SRM/UX system 
hardware. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the HP -UX Systelll 
Administrator should have already installed and configured the server 
workstation(s), the peripherals, and all of the underlying HP-UX system 
utilities to make the hardware work. 

The hardware to be installed by the SRM/UX System Administrator consists 
of: 

• Client workstations. 

• Server and client interfaces (SRM and/or LAN). 

• Connections (SRM and/or LAN). 
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Booting HP-UX on the Server(s) 

If the SRIvljUX and HP-UX system administration tasks will be performed by 
one person at your site, then he or she will be responsible for installing and 
booting-up HP-UX on the server computer(s). If the tasks will be performed 
by different people, then the HP-UX System Administrator should boot 
HP-UX version 7.0 or later on the server(s). 

Customizing the Server's HP-UX Environment 

You may need to customize the HP-UX kernel to handle SRMjUX. You 
should configure SRM andj or LAN drivers into the kernel-depending on the 
connections you are supporting-and if you will be using remote file systenls, 
you must include the Network File System (NFS) driver in the kernel. 

You must also ensure that the HP-UX kernel includes drivers for every printer 
and plotter you will be using in your system. See the "Reconfiguring the 
Kernel" chapter in the HP- UX System Administration Tasks manual for 
details. 

Converting Discs to Long File Names 

To ensure compatibility with SRM, we recommend that you convert all 
of the discs used by the SRMjUX file system to long file names. (See the 
convertfs(lM) man page and the "Managing the File System" chapter of the 
HP-UX System Administration Tasks manual for details on this subject.) 

Establishing the SRM/UX File System 

Part of the job of organizing the SRMjUX system involves defining the 
SRMjUX file system for your site. For details on the SRMjUX file system, see 
the SRMjUX system section towards the beginning of this chapter and chapter 
4. 
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Obtaining and Assigning SRM/UX System Parameters . 

The SR:NI/UX System Administrator must obtain some parameters from 
the client workstations, such as the LAN interfaces' Link Level Addresses, 
and about the client workstations, such as the client Internet Address. The 
SRM/UX System Administrator must also assign some parameters to the 
client workstations, such as SRM client node addresses, LAN (emulated) 
node addresses, and client names. (The SRM/UX System Administrator will 
most likely obtain the entire client Internet Address from the HP-UX System 
Administrator. ) 

Configuring the SRM/UX Server 

The vehicle for configuring the SRM/UX server is the configuration file: 
/etc/srmdconf. By filling out the tables in srmdconf, you are telling the server 
process, srmd(lM), the composition and details of the system that the server 
will be serving. 

The srnldconf file is an HP -UX text file that you create or modify with an 
editor. A template srmdconf file is placed in your server's / etc. directory 
and also in the /etc/newconfig/srmux directory by the SRM/UX installation 
process. There are five tables in srmdconf, that is, sections of the file which 
are organized into formatted tables which contain the configuration details 
srmd(lM) needs to run the SRM/UX system. The tables are: 

• VOLUME-TABLE 
• LAN-CLIENTS 
• SRM-CLIENTS 
• SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT 
• SPOOL-TABLE 

See chapter 4 of this manual for the details on /etc/srmdconf. 

Establishing the SRM/UX Spooling Environment 

SRM/UX uses the HP-UX spooling environment to emulate an SRM spooling 
environment for the SRM/UX client workstations. After the HP-UX spooling 
environment is ready, then the SRM/UX System Administrator must establish 
the spooling environment by adding the proper entries to the SPOOL-TABLE 
and modifying the SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT table in /etc/srmdconf. 
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Installing Client Booting 

Installing client booting on the server involves performing procedures on both 
the server's side and the client's side. 

It is not necessary to shut down the server's HP-UX system to install client 
booting. 

You can boot both HP BASIC/WS and Pascal Workstation System clients 
from the server. You can boot these clients over the SRM connection and over 
the LAN connection. 

See chapter 5 of this manual for details on client booting from the server's side, 
and from the client's side. 

Dynamically Reconfiguring the Server 

. Some typical reasons for reconfiguring the server are: adding a new client, 
deleting a client, modifying the parameters of an existing client (for example, 
adding a new volume to a client's Volume List in either the LAN-CLIENTS or 
SRM-CLIENTS table of srmdconf), changing a spooling directory, adding or 
deleting a printer or plotter, etc. SRM/UX lets you make changes to individual 
client's configurations without disturbing all of the users on the overall 
SRM/UX system; that is, you can make the changes while the server process is 
still running. 

To reconfigure a running server (also called dynamic reconfiguration) you 
simply make the changes in each relevant field of the appropriate tables in 
the /etc/srmdconf configuration file and then run srmdconfcheck(lM) to 
check the correctness of your entries, followed by srmdreconfig(lM) to do the 
reconfiguration. 

See the next section for an introduction to srmdconfcheck(lM), 
srmdreconfig(lM), and the other "SRM/UX Front Panel Commands". 
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Using SRM/UX Front Panel Commands 

SRNI/UX front panel commands are executed from the server at the HP-UX 
shell prompt. 

srmdrestore( 1) 

You should use srmdrestore(l) if you want to use your SRM files on SRM/UX. 
It moves the files from an SRM backup tape (SRM version 3.0 or later only) to 
the SRM/UX server's file system. 

srmdstat( 1 ) 

You use srmdstat(1) to check on the status of the SRM/UX clients. It reports 
such things as whether clients are "active" or "not active" , which clients have 
open files, and which clients have files locked. 

srmdconfcheck(1 M) 

You run srmdconfcheck(1M) to verify your initial srmdconf file, and every time 
you make changes to srmdconf. Make a copy of the srmdconf file, make your 
changes, run srmdconfcheck( 1M) on the copy, and then move the copy to the 
"real" /etc/srmdconf file. Using this method will keep you from adversely 
impacting the clients with mistakes in /etc/srmdconf. 

srmdreconfig( 1 M) 

You can run srmdreconfig( 1M) to reconfigure a running server without shutting 
it down. Srmdreconfig(1M) tells the SRM/UX daemon process, srmd(1M), to 
reread the /etc/srmdconf file and reconfigure itself, without shutting down and 
restarting. 

srmdreset( 1 M) 

You can run the srmdreset(lM) command to unlock and close open files for the 
clients specified in the command line of srmdreset( 1M). For example, if a client 
has malfuctioned (say, due to a hardware failure) and the malfunction is tying 
up shared resources that other clients are waiting to use, then the SRM/UX 
System Administrator can use sT'mdreset(lM) to free the shared resources. 
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srmdshut(1 M) 

You can execute the srmdshut( 1M) command to do a "graceful" shutdown of 
the SRM/UX daemon process, srmd(1M). It replaces the SRM's SYSTEM 
DOWN command. For details on what a "graceful" shut down means, see the 
"Stopping the Server Process" section in chapter 4 of this manual. 

From SRM to SRM/UX 
If you have an operating SRM system that you want to upgrade to SRM/UX, 
then you will find this section helpful. If you are starting an SRM/UX system 
from scratch, then proceed to the "System Planning Guide" section later in 
this chapter. 

SRM/UX is a functional replacement of the SRM. Most of the SRM 
functionality is provided by the SRM/UX server; other functionality is 
provided more directly by HP -UX, especially in the areas of configuring and 
administering the server. SRM/UX has capabilities that SRM.didn't have: 

• You can access remote file systems using NFS (Network file system) 

• You can use LAN connections in addition to SRM connections 

• You can use pipes on HP BASIC /WS clients 

The SRM/UX server emulates SRM operations, such as opening files, writing 
and reading data to and from files, etc. by performing the corresponding 
operations on the SRM/UX file system. Most operations are functionally 
identical with SRM from the HP BASIC /WS and Pascal Workstation System 
clients' perspectives. 

Many of the SRM commands have no direct SRM/UX equivalent (for example, 
MOUNT and UNMOUNT), but the tasks they accomplish are handled by the 
server's underlying HP-UX operating system. The table below shows which 
SRIYI/UX front panel commands accomplish the functions of the remaining 
SRM commands. 
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Table 2-1. SRM Commands in SRM/UX 

SRM Conunand SRM/UX Connnand 

REMOVE_USER srmdreset(lM) 

SYSTEM DOWN srmdshut(lM) 

FILES srmdstat(l) 

USERS 

NODES 

RESTORE srmdrestore (1) 

The-SRM server hardware and operating system have been replaced by an 
HP-UX process named srmd(lM) which runs in the background on an HP 9000 
computer that is running as a multi-tasking HP-UX workstation. As a result, 
under SRM/UX, some SRM system administration tasks (such as backups) 
have been moved into the domain of HP-UX system administration. 

Controlling File Access (Passwords) 

The main difference between SRM and SRM/UX from the HP BASIC /WS and 
Pascal Workstation System clients' perspectives is how the server controls file 
access. That is: 

• SRM uses a password-per-file scheme, with each password controlling up to 6 
different properties. 

• SRM supports multiple passwords per file or directory, each with different 
property control sets. The SRM file access control properties are unrelated 
to the HP-UX read/write/execute file protection properties; that is, SRM 
passwords and the HP-UX file protection scheme are not compatible. (See 
the "File System" chapter in the HP- UX System Administration Concepts 
manual for a complete discussion of HP-UX file protection.) 

SRM/UX uses the HP-UX file protection properties, NOT the SRM file 
protection properties. 

• The HP-UX file protection properties must be observed by SRM/UX to 
protect the non-SRM/UX HP-UX files and processes running on the server 
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platform. The SRMjUX server ignores SRM passwords specified in path 
names. Therefore, the client will not have to modify any applications if they 
presently use passwords in path names, with the exception of HP BASICjWS 
application programs that use the PROTECT statement. 

Long File Names 

SRM supports file names up to 16 characters long. The default HFS file system 
under HP-UX has 14 character file names. Therefore, to ease the nligration of 
applications and data from SRM to SRMjUX, HP recommends converting all 
of the HP-UX discs that contain files that are accessed by SRMjUX clients to 
a long-file-name system by using convertfs( 1M). Refer to the HP- UX Refe1'ence 
Vol 3:Sections 1]1;/,5,7, and 9 manual for details on convertfs(1M). Also, read 
the discussion on converting to long file names in the "Managing the File 
System" chapter of the HP- UX System Administration Tasks manual. 

The SRMjUX server hides file names longer than 16 characters from the 
clients. 

Note 

File Locking 

HFS disks configured for long file names cannot be connected 
directly to Pascal Workstation System or HP BASIC jWS 
systems because their HFS drivers support only short-file-name 
HFS disks. 

On a given SRMjUX server, a client can "lock" a file, and other SRMjUX 
clients on that server will not be able to access it; for example, an HP 
BASICjWSuser can lock a file using the HP BASICjWS LOCI{ statelnent 
(See the HP BASIC Language Reference for details on LOCK). This emulates 
SRM functionality exactly. However, the SRMjUX server does NOT prevent 
other HP -UX processes from accessing the file. 

Note The file lock will work only if the clients involved are accessing 
the file through the same SRMjUX server. If one client has the 
file locked on one server, then a client of another server can 
access the same file through an NFS connection. 
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On the other hand, HP- UX applications can open files exclusively to lock out 
SRMjUX clients by using the open(2) and lockf(2) system calls. Refer to the 
HP- U~¥ Reference Vol 2:Sections 2 and 3 manual for details. 

Accessing Remote File Systems 

Through the Network File System (NFS), an industry standard networking tool 
available through HP-UX, the SRMjUX server can mount remote file systems. 
This added capability means that parts of or all of the SRMjUX file system 
may be located on mass storage that is physically remote from the SRMjUX 
server. 

As SRMjUX System Administrator, you should communicate with the HP-UX 
System Administrator about files you ported frOln SRM to SRMjUX. You 
want to ensure that all of those files work on SRMjUX; so it may be necessary 
to convert the remotely mounted mass storage to long file names. 

Porting Files From SRM Backup Tapes To SRM/UX 

There is a way to use your SRM files and data on SRMjUX: you can bring the 
files over (port them) using a command called srmdrestore(l). You can restore 
the files you have on SRM version 3.0 or later backup tapes. 

Use srmdrestore(l) after your SRMjUX server is installed and configured. 

See chapter 8, N/igrating Applications and Data from SRM to SRMjUX for a 
detailed description of srmdrestore (1). 

System Planning Guide 

Before you build your SRMjUX system you must plan it, so that it will meet 
your user's needs. This guide will help you with that task. With the above 
SRMjUX orientation you are ready to make the decisions about how you will 
configure your SRMjUX system. 
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SRM, LAN, or Both Connections? 

Does your SRIvI/UX system include SRM connections, LAN connections, or a 
mix of both? 

Be aware that the LAN connection has a higher data rate than the SRM 
connection, which results in higher performance for SRM/UX operations. As 
a result, HP recommends using the LAN connection for all new SRM/UX 
systems which don't contain HP 9000 Series 200 clients. 

Servers 

This Inanual assumes that the HP-UX System Administrator at your site 
has already installed the server workstation and all of its peripherals. As the 
SRM/UX System Administrator, you should identify what peripherals have 
been installed on the server. 

The supported workstations that can be used as servers are: HP 9000 Series 
300, Series 400, and Series 800. 

Your SRM/UX system should contain the correct number of servers to handle 
the user's needs. Some considerations for how many servers you need in the 
system follow: 

• program and data isolation (security) 

• loading-how many SRM/UX clients, and other HP-UX processes will be 
running on the server 

• physical proxin1i ty of the resources 

• the need for redundancy 

Decide on how you are going to install the SRM/UX file system (i.e, what will 
its structure be) on the server's HP-UX file system. 

Clients 

The supported workstations that you can use as clients are HP 9000 Series 
200, and Series 300. The only Series 200 workstations you can use over the 
LAN connection are Model 226 and Model 236. However, you can not boot 
over LAN from any Series 200 workstation. 
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Identify how many HP BASIC /WS clients you will have. Identify how many 
Pascal Workstation System clients you will have. 

Completing the Plan 

After you have made all of the above decisions, more must be done to bring 
the SRM/UX system plan together: you must assign some parameters and 
collect the rest of the parameters for the clients and servers on both the SRM 
connection( s) and the LAN connection( s). 

This section provides four tools to help you plan your system: the SRM/UX 
system schematic, the SRM/UX Client Descriptions worksheet, the SRM/UX 
SRM Worksheet, and the SRM/UX LAN Worksheet. Their use is described in 
the "System Planning Tools" section later in this chapter. 

On the BRAff connection you must: 

• Assign unique client node addresses. 

• Assign unique server node addresses. (Node addresses are physically set with 
switches on the SR:NI interface cards.) 

• Assign Uids, Gids, and Umasks for each cl~ent. 

• Assign unique client naines. 

• Assign specific volumes within the SRM/UX file system that each client will 
be allowed to access. 

• Obtain the name of each SRM interface device file that will be used in each 
server. 

On the LAN connection you must: 

• Obtain each client interface's unique link level address from the client's 
Boot ROM. (For Series 300s: it is displayed on the monitor after cycling the 
power. For Series 200s: it is read from a label on the interface card.) 

• Obtain or assign each client's Internet Address from your site's allocated 
Internet Addresses. (See your HP-UX System Administrator or the HP-UX 
manuals and/or the server's /etc/hosts file.) Note: Clients must be on the 
same LAN su bnet as the server. 

• Assign Uids, Gids, and Umasks for each client. 
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• Assign unique emulated client node addresses. 

• Assign unique emulated server node addresses. 

• Assign unique client names. 

• Assign specific volumes within the SRMjUX file system that each client will 
be allowed to access. 

Note HP recommends setting up a simple, single-server, single-client 
system first. Then after you have set the simple system up, you 
can proceed to bring up the entire SRMjUX system more easily 
and successfully. 

The following subsections give you some guidelines for accomplishing the above 
tasks on either or both of the system connections. 

Guidelines for Assigning Server and Client Node Addresses 

Note The server's allowed ranges are 0 .. 126 for server node addresses 
and 1..126 for client node addresses. However, HP BASIC/WS 
can only access servers with server node addresses in the 
range 0 .. 63. (HP BASIC /WS can access node-specific 
AUTOST files in the full range of client node addresses, e.g., 
/SYSTEMS/ AUTOSTI26). 

With the above restrictions in mind, the following guidelines for assigning 
node addresses on SRM connections and LAN connections are adequate for 
most systems and ensure reliable operation, with minimum complexity and 
confusion: 

• Assign a unique node address to each server in the system, beginning at node 
address 0 (zero). Use incrementing values (0,1,2,3, ... ) for each additional 
server on the SRM/UX system. 

• Assign unique node addresses for each client workstation, beginning at 
address 10 (assuming there are no more than 10 servers in the system). 
Assign addresses from 10 to a maximum of 63 (for the SRM.connection) and 
99 (for the LAN connection), one address for each workstation. (Assigning 
addresses higher than 99 may cause problems with compatibility of client 
applications. ) 
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• Although it is not recommended, duplicate node addresses can be assigned in 
the same SRM/UX system, provided that no two computers having identical 
node addresses are connected to the same SRM connection. If you ever move 
a computer or rearrange the SRM or LAN cabling, you run the risk of a 
system malfunction if you have assigned duplicate node addresses. 

• If any server or client workstation has more than one interface card, then 
all interfaces in the workstation may be assigned the same node address, 
provided the address does not conflict with any other computer on the same 
connection. 

Note N ever assign node address 0 (zero) to any client workstation. 
That would cause a system malfunction, since address 0 is 
reserved as a default server address. 

Guidelines for Creating Unique Node Names 

SRM/UX node names are optional, but we recommend using theln to make 
system administration easier. You can base the node names on what the 
workstation is being used for (Le., a certain product), or on its lllodel type, or 
on the user's name, or on any combination of all of these; for exalnple: 

• Product use: prodxyz 

• Model type: 236 

• User's name: fred_smith 

• Combination: fred236xyz 

The information in the server's /etc/hosts file and, if one exists on your system, 
the /etc/hosts.local file should help avoid collisions with Node Names assigned 
to other HP-UX computers. 

Guidelines for Assigning Volumes to Clients 

As the SRM/UX System Administrator you must decide which client 
workstations will have access to various pieces of the SRM/UX file system. 
You should set up a directory structure that places programs and files in 
locations that are logical and efficient. Then you can control which users access 
various pieces of the SRM/UX file system through the /etc/srmdcollf file's 
VOLUME-TABLE, LAN-CLIENTS table, and SRM-CLIENTS table. 
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Guidelines for Assigning Uid, Gid, and U mask Values 

• The Uid field appears in three tables in srmdconf: the VOLUME-TABLE, 
the LAN-CLIENTS table, and the SRM-CLIENTS table. The Uid field 
specifies the HP-UX User ID or Owner ID that SRMjUX assigns to all 
new files and directories that are created in a specific volume (when Uid is 
specified in the VOLUME-TABLE) or that are created by a specific client 
workstation (when Uid is specified in the LAN-CLIENTS or SRM-CLIENTS 
tables). If Uid is specified in both the VOLUME-TABLE and on the 
lines in the LAN-CLIENTS or SRM-CLIENTS tables, the value in the 
VOL U:rvlE-TABLE overrides. The Uid is used for all file permission checking. 
The Uid is also used for jobs submitted to the HP-UX print spooler by 
each client; therefore, you must specify a Uid value for each client in the 
LAN-CLIENTS and SRM-CLIENTS tables. 

• The Gid field appears in the same three tables as Uid. It specifies the 
HP-UX Group ID that SRMjUX assigns to all new files and directories. The 
rules for the Gid field are the same as listed above for the Uid field. 

See the "File System" chapter of the HP- UX System Administration 
Concepts manual for details on setting effective user and group IDs. 

• The Umask field appears in only two of the srmdconf tables: LAN-CLIENTS 
and SRM-CLIENTS. The value you specify for Umask sets the default file 
permission bits for all new files and directories that each client workstation 
creates through SRMjUX. 

See the "File System" chapter of the HP- UX System Administration 
Concepts manual and the u'mask(l) man page in the HP-UX Reference, Vol 1 
for details on setting the correct U mask. 

System Planning Tools 

Three tools are suggested to help you organize all of this information: the 
SRMjUX system schelnatic, the SRMjUX Client Descriptions worksheet, the 
SRMjUX SRM Worksheet, and the SRMjUX LAN Worksheet. The SRMjUX 
system schematic will be unique for each system. An example SRMjUX 
system schematic is shown in Figure 2-3. Templates are provided for the 
SRMjUX Client Descriptions worksheet, the SRMjUX SRM Worksheet, and 
the SRMjUX LAN vVorksheets. 

To construct an SRMjUX system schematic, do the following: 
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• Draw an SRM/UX system schematic. 

• Layout the system on the page with related components close to each other. 

• Draw the server( s) and each SRM connection and LAN connection with all of 
the clients connected to each connection. 

• Draw the peripherals connected to the server( s). 

• Label each server with its SRM Server Node Address and/or LAN Server 
Node Address, and its workstation type (Le., Model number). 

• Label each client on the SRM connection with its Client Node Name and 
Client Node Address, and its workstation type (Le., Model number). 

• Label each client on the LAN connection with its Client Node Name, 
Client Link Level Address, and (emulated) Client Node Address, and its 
workstation type (Le., Model number). 
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I All Computers are HP 9000 Series 300 unless otherwise noted I 

SRM Server 

Node Addr: 3 

LAN Server 
Node Addr: 3 

SRM/UX 
Server 

Disc 

CN = Client Name 

CNA = Client Node Address 
Node Addr = Node Address 
WS = Workstation System 

LAN 
Connection 

WS 

CN: joanne 
CNA: 11 

~ I Series 200 I 
~ASIC/WS 

CN: david 

CNA: 12 

CN: TEST1 
CLLA: Ox080009006838 
(emulated) CNA: 14 

CN: DEVELOP 1 
CLLA: Ox0800090B27A3 
(emulated) CNA: 15 

CN: TEST2 
CLLA: Ox080009007014 
(emulated) CNA: 16 

Figure 2-3. Example SRMjUX System Schematic 

Next, make photocopies of the three worksheets provided here. Then if you 
need to make changes or expand your SRM/UX system, you will have blank 
worksheets to work with. 
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Fill out the SRM/UX Client Descriptions worksheet, the SRM/UX SRIvI 
Worksheet, and the SRNI/UX LAN Worksheet by following the guidelines 
above. The worksheets provide an organized place to record the system 
parameters for all of your servers and client workstations. Walk around to each 
workstation and record all of the parameters while you are there and have 
easy access to the state of the hardware, and to such parameters as the LAN 
interfaces' Client Link Level Addresses, or the SRM interface cards' Client 
Node Addresses. 

Then, when it comes time to edit the server's jetc/srmdconf configuration file, 
you can just copy all of the necessary information right off of the worksheets. 
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Table 2-2. SRM/UX Client Descriptions 

SERVER NAME: 

Client Name Comments 
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Table 2-3. SRM/UX SRM Worksheet 

SERVER NAME: 

Client Name Server Node Server's SRM Device Client Node Uid Gid Umask 

Address1 File Address 

1 This field is not entered in the /etc/srmdconf SRM-CLIENTS table. 
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Table 2-4. SRMjUX LAN Worksheet 

SERVER NAME: 

Client Client Link Level Client Internet Client Server Uid Gid 
Name Address Address Node Node 

Address1 Address 

1 The Client Node Address and Server Node Address are emulated on the LAN connection 
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Where To Go From Here 

Now that you understand the fundamental concepts of the SRMjUX system 
and have planned your specific system, we recommend reading through: 

• Chapters 4, 5, and 6 if you have only HP BASIC jWS clients. 

• Chapters 4, 5, and 7 if you have only Pascal Workstation System clients. 

• Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 if you have both HP BASIC jWS and Pascal 
Workstation System clients. 

to learn the details of the server and the clients. 

Then, go to chapter 9 and follow the step-by-step instructions in the first 
single-server, single client (on both an SRM connection and a LAN connection) 
example SRMjUX system. After you get the simple system operating correctly 
it will be nluch easier to get your complete SRMjUX system running. 

After the simple SRMjUX system example you will find more complex system 
examples in chatper 9 that will give you a more detailed understanding of all of 
the issues involved in bringing up a complete SRMjUX system. 

The instructions in chapter 9 will point you to the appropriate sections of this 
manual and other HP manuals that discuss the concepts you should understand 
and tasks you must perfonn to set up your complete SRMjUX system. 
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3 
Installing the Hardware 

Hardware System Overview 

I ntrod uction 

The SRM/UX server process will run on any HP 9000 Series 300, Series 400, or 
Series 800 computer which runs HP-UX version 7.0 or later and is a standalone 
workstation or a diskless HP-UX server. 

A Series 300 server may support both LAN and SRM interfaces simultaneously, 
but the Series 800 and Series 400 servers support LAN interfaces only. LAN 
interfaces provide increased performance compared to the SRM cards. 

You could replace an existing SRM server with a Series 300 HP-UX computer 
(with SRM card installed) and no other hardware changes would be required. 
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An Example SRM/UX System 

I All Computers are HP 9000 Series 300 unless otherwise noted I 

SRM Server LAN 
Node Addr: 3 

Connection 

LAN Server 
Node Addr: 3 

SRM/UX 
Server 

S R M I '_18IIf\\ 
Connection P I WS 

Disc 

CN = Client Name 

CNA = Client Node Address 
Node Addr = Node Address 
WS = Workstation System 

L 
osca 

tn81J1I!!!_1I111 JJ 
CN: joanne 
CNA: 11 

~ I Series 200 I 
~ASIC/WS 

CN: david 

CNA: 12 

GSIClWS 
CN: beth 

CNA: 13 

CN: TEST1 
ClLA: Ox080009006838 
(emulated) CNA: 14 

CN: DEVELOP 1 
ClLA: Ox0800090827A3 
(emulated) CNA: 15 

CN: TEST2 
ClLA: Ox080009007014 
(emulated) CNA: 16 

Figure 3·1. Example SRM/UX system (Series 300 server, both connections) 
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The System Hardware Components 

The SRM/UX system is made up of four categories of hardware components: 
the server and client workstations, the SRM connection, the LAN connection, 
and the shared peripherals. 

Communication over the SRM/UX system is achieved through either or both of 
two cabling schenles: the SRM connection and the LAN connection. For both 
of these cabling schemes, interfaces must be installed, one in the server and 
one in each client workstation for each connection to which they are attached 
(built-in LAN interfaces can be used on Series 300). The SRM/UX system 
can be made up of a number of SRM connections and/or a number of LAN 
connections. The limits on the nunlber of interfaces are: 

• On Series 300 servers: 9 SRM interfaces and/or 5 LAN interfaces 

• On Series 800 servers: On versions 7.x of HP-UX, 3 LAN interfaces 

• On Series 800 servers: On versions 8.x of HP-UX, 5 LAN interfaces 

Note LAN and SRM coax cable must NEVER be connected 
together. The protocols and electrical specifications are 
different for the two types of coax cable. 

Other HP-UX networking software Inay use the server's LAN interfaces 
simultaneously with the SRM/UX server process. However, the server acquires 
exclusive access to the SRM cards. In particular, the existing SRM Access 
Utilities (e.g., srmcp) cannot be used on the same SRM cards used by the 
SRM/UX server. (They may be used on other SRM cards in the same 
machine, which are not used by the SRM/UX server process.) 

Throughout this manual, the terms "SRM card" and "LAN interface" mean 
any of the interfaces listed in the table below. 
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Table 3·1. Valid Interfaces 

-- Series 300 Series 800 Series 400 

SRM 98629A not supported not supported 

98629 + 50961U 

50962A 

LAN 98643A 36967A 98171A 

98171A 91786B built-in 

built-in 

Server and Client Workstations 

The heart of the SRM/UX system is the resource management server 
hardware-platf~rm, running special software-the srmd(lM) daemon process
which manages the data communication with the client workstations. In the 
SRM/UX system, the term "server" typically refers to the entirety of the 
HP-UX platform running the srmd(lM) process. The server also handles all 
mass storage and I/O activities related to the operation and use of shared 
system resources. Unlike the SRM server, the SRM/UX server can be 
simultaneously used as an HP -UX workstation. 

HP-UX Host Platforms that run as servers: 

• HP9000 Series 300 which can have SRM cards and/or LAN interfaces 
installed 

• HP9000 Series 400 which can have only LAN interfaces installed 

• HP9000 Series 800 which can have only LAN interfaces installed 

o The Series 400 and Series 800 can act as a server only over the LAN 
connection because SRM card support is not included in HP-UX on those 
workstations. As a result, some Series 200 clients could not use a Series 
400 or 800 as a server because there would be no way to connect them 
together. 

Platforms that run as clients: 

• HP 9000 Series 300 
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• HP 9000 Series 200 

o Some Series 200 computers don't support LAN interfaces; they must use 
SRM cards. LAN interfaces are supported only for 226's and 236's. 

The SRM Connection 

The SRM connection has two different configurations: the SRM coax 
connection and the SRM multiplexer connection, which are functionally 
identical. Both connections are supported. 

For instructions on how to correctly install your SRM interface cards and SRM 
cabling, see the "Installing the SRNI/UX System Hardware" section later in 
this chapter. 

The LAN Connection 

See the "Inter-system Communication" chapter of the HP.9000 fVorkstations 
Configuration Guide for details on how. to correctly install your LAN interface 
cards and the LAN cabling. 

The Shared Peripherals 

The shared peripherals on the SRNI/UX system which are attached to the 
server( s ), will be installed and configured by the HP -UX systeln adlninistrator 
at your site. Installing and configuring peripherals is no longer in the 
province of the SRM/UX system administrator, as it was for the SRM system 
administrator. The SRM/UX system administrator needs only to configure the 
SRM/UX system spooling environment to work within the HP-UX spooling 
environment. See chapters 2 and 4 for details about doing this. 

The shared peripherals are connected to the SRM/UX server and include: 
printers, plotters, and disc drives. The number and kind of shared peripherals 
are dictated by user requirements. The nunlber of disc/tape drives, printers, 
and plotters the SRM/UX server can support, is dependent on the constraints 
of your HP -UX system. See the HP .9000 Workstations Configurations Guide 
for details. Additional peripherals can be connected to individual client 
workstations for special needs, but they cannot be shared by other client 
workstations. 
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Glossary of Hardware Terminology 

SRM: Stands for Shared Resource Management, typically used to refer to the 
SRM server (HP50960A), its operating systenl software, and the peripherals 
attached to the SRM server. SRMjUX is an emulation of the SRM on HP-UX. 

SRM card (or SRM interface): Refers to one of the following HP SRM card 
part numbers: HP98629A, HP98629 + HP50961 U combination, or HP50962A. 

SRM Coax Adapter: Refers to the HP 50961 Resource Management Coax 
Adapter. This adapter attaches to an HP 98629 to allow the use of this SRM 
interface on a coax connection. 

SRM coax connection: Describes the SRM hardware configuration that uses 
SRM coax interfaces or HP 50961 Resource Management Coax Adapters at the 
client and server workstations, and uses coax cabling to connect the client ( s) 
and server( s) in a bus fashion. 

SRM coax interface: Refers to the HP,50962A SRM card. This interface 
is functionally equivalent to the HP98629 SRM card and HP50961 U Coax 
Adapter combination, which is also used on a coax connection. 

SRM multiplexer connection: Describes the SRM hardware configuration in 
which the HP 98028A Resource Management Multiplexer and HP 97061 cables 
are used to connect clients and the SRM server. This configuration is obsolete. 

SRMjUX server: An SRMjUX server is an HP Series 300, 400 or 800 HP-UX 
computer running a special application (snnd(lM)) that provides booting, file 
system, and spooling services to SRMjUX clients. It provides these services 
such that in most cases SRMjUX clients do not have to know that they are 
using an SRMjUX server instead of an SRM. 
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Installing the SRM/UX System Hardware 

Site Preparation Checklist 

To help make the hardware setup go smoothly, use the following checklist to 
verify the preparatory tasks: 

• If needed, has EMI/RFI shielding been installed? 

• Depending on local building codes, coaxial cables should either be run 
through conduits and ducts, or placed carefully out of the way of foot traffic. 
Have the T connectors installed, or ready to be installed, at the server and 
client workstation locations. Both ends of the entire coax link should be 
terminated with 50 ohm terminators, and one end should be at earth ground. 

• Ensure at least one Ineter of coax cable exists between adjacent workstations 
and servers on the connection. 

• Provide adequate clearances at the front, back, and sides of all workstations 
to allow for service and operator access, as well as for ventilation. 

• It is highly recommended that you check for proper grounding before you 
make initial connections between the coax cable and the SRM/UX servers 
and client workstations. 

Note SRM coax cable and LAN coax cable have different 
specifications. In general, LAN coax can be used for both 
connections, but SRM coax can NOT be used for LAN. 

Installing Series 300 and Series 200 Workstations On SRM 

Series 300 and Series 200 workstations can communicate with the SRM/UX 
system through the HP 50962A SRM coax interface or the HP 98629 Resource 
Management interface. The HP 98629 can use an SRM coax connection 
configuration after you attach an HP 50961 Resource Management coax 
Adapter. 

Individual client workstations are identified to a server by the workstation's 
unique node address. This address is set by the DIP switches on the SRM 
interface card, before the interface is installed in the workstation. This address 
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is emulated in the SRMjUX software for the LAN connection. See chapter 4 of 
this manual for details on how this is done. Use your hardware configuration 
worksheets to record information as you configure your SRMjUX servers and 
clients. 

Assigning Node Addresses (SRM Connection) 

Once you have established the physical layout of the SRMjUX system, you 
should assign "node addresses" to every client workstation and server on the 
SRM connection; follow the procedures in the system Planing Guide in chapter 
2 of this manual. 

For the SRM connection, select codes and node addresses are physically set via 
switches on the SRM interface cards that plug into each client and server. 

Handling interfaces 

Note the following guidelines to avoid equipment damage when handling any 
interface cards: 

• 1vlake sure the workstation's power is OFF before installing or removing 
interface cards. 

Caution Inserting or removing an interface with the power on may 
damage the interface and the workstation. 

• Most interfaces contain components that are sensitive to damage from 
electrostatic discharge. Therefore, use protective measures, including 
anti-static workstation and personnel grounding devices. Be especially 
careful when working in carpeted areas. 

Caution Whenever you install, remove, or handle an interface, hold it 
by its extractors, edges, or cover plate. Do NOT touch its 
electronic components or circuit board traces. 

• If you remove an interface from an anti-static bag to view or to set switches, 
place the bag on a flat, dry surface and place the interface on top of the bag. 
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Set the interface Select Code and Node Address 

The interface configuration switches are manufactured as clusters of two to 
eight individual switches combined in a single molded plastic housing. Rocker 
switches may be flush with the housing, or they may protrude above the 
housing on one side or the other. The switch value is always determined by 
which end of the rocker is depressed. If the switch is a slider or a flip switch, 
the switch position is determined by the position of the tab on the switch. 

The following figures show how to interpret switch settings correctly. Each of 
the four clusters have the identical setting: 01110000. 

Figure 3-2. Interface card DIP Switch Types 

To set rocker switches, use a ball-point pen or other pointed tool to depress 
each rocker until it is fully seated. To set slide and flip switches, use your 
fingers or a suitable tool, such as a sm.all screwdriver. 

If the rocker or slider is not fully seated, the SRM/UX system may 
malfunction. 

Installing the Interface 

1. If you haven't already done so, unpack your Series 300 or Series 200 
workstation from its shipping carton. Set up the computer according; to its 
instructions. Situate the computer so that its backplane is accessible. 
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2. Carefully unpack the HP 50962A SRM coax interface from its shipping 
carton, leaving it in its protective envelope. 

3. Handling the interface carefully by its cover plate and edges only, remove it 
from the protective envelope, place the envelope on a dry, flat surface, and 
place the interface on the bag, oriented as shown in the figure below. 

R 
(must be 1) 

Level 
( 4 shown) Code 

(21 shown) 
Node Address 
(15 shown) 

'------+-..... IOODOOOool ~~~~) 1000000001..-------1 @ 

'-¥--' 
Switches: 1011 0101 

'-¥--' 
0000 1111 

o 

Figure 3-3. SRM Interface Card-Set Select Code and Node Address 
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4. Locate and set the clusters of switches as follows: 

Table 3-2. 
HP 50962A SRM coax interface Configuration Switches 

Switch Function Value Switch Setting 

Remote (R) true 1 

Interrupt Level (INT) 4 (for the client's SRM cards) 3 (for the 01 (for the 
server's SRM cards) client's SRM 

cards) 00 (for 
the server's 

SRM cards)l 

Select Code (Sel. Code) 21 is recommended, unless you have a 10101 
LAN interface whose select code has also 

been set to 21. To avoid a conflict, change 
the select code for one of the interfaces to 

a value other than 2l. 

Node Address (Node unique address in the range 10 through 63 see table 
Addr.) 

1 Note that the two switches governing the interrupt level do NOT follow binary numbering 
conventions. 

Note that the leftmost switch in the left cluster must be set to 1. Also, the 
leftmost two switches in the right cluster must be set to 00. 

The following tables illustrate the correct switch settings for node addresses 
and select codes. 
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Table 3-3. Node Address Switch Settings 

Decnnal Valne 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 Decnnal Valne 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 

10 001010 37 10010 1 
11 o 0 1 0 1 1 38 100 1 1 0 
12 001100 39 100 1 1 1 
13 001101 40 101000 
14 001 110 41 101001 
15 00111 1 42 101010 
16 010000 43 1 0 101 1 
17 010001 44 101100 
18 010010 45 1 0 110 1 
19 010011 46 1 0 1 1 1 0 
20 010100 47 1 0 1 1 1 1 
21 010101 48 110000 
22 010110 49 1 100 0 1 
23 010111 50 1 100 1 0 
24 o 1 100 0 51 1 100 1 1 
25 011001 52 1 1 0 1 0 0 
26 011010 53 1 1 0 101 
27 o 1 101 1 54 1 101 1 0 
28 011 100 55 1 101 1 1 
29 011101 56 111000 
30 011110 57 1 1 100 1 
31 01111 1 58 1 1 1 0 1 0 
32 100000 59 1 1 101 1 
33 10000 1 60 1 1 1 100 
34 100 0 1 0 61 111101 
35 10001 1 62 1 1 1 1 1 0 
36 100100 63 1 1 111 1 
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Note 

Table 3·4. Select Code Switch Settings 

Decnnal Value 24 23 22 21 20 

21 1 0 1 0 1 
22 10110 
23 10111 
24 1 1 000 
25 1 100 1 
26 11010 
27 1 1 0 1 1 
28 1 1 100 
29 1 1 101 
30 1 1 1 1 0 
31 1 111 1 

Use these values in the above tables as guidelines; values 
other than those in the Select Code table may be used. Also, 
numbers below 10 can be used for client node addresses (except 
for 0) if there are less than 10 servers. 

Connecting the SRM Coax Cable 

This section describes how the coax cable should be connected to form the 
SRM coax connection. It does not discuss the installation and configuration of 
the workstations and peripherals. For that information refer to the installation 
and operating manuals that were shipped with the device. 

The RG 58C IU cable connects the servers and client workstations in bus 
fashion, as shown in the figure below. Place BNC T-connectors at points along 
the cable, that is, at both ends of each segment, where you plan to connect a 
server or a client workstation. 
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Figure 3-4. SRM Coax Connection Example 

The SRM coax connection configuration consists of the following components: 
coaxial cable, with or without connectors attached (HP offers precut 
lengths with attached connectors, or uncut lengths to which you attach the 
connectors), end connectors, barrel connectors, T -connectors, terminators, 
grounding wire, and plastic insulators. 

There are no special power requirements for the SRM coax connection 
configuration. 

Correct and Incorrect Coax Connections 

The following figure shows the correct SRM coax connections: the 
T -connectors are attached to the coax interface or the coax adapter; the 
cables are attached to the ends of the T -connectors; and both ends of the 
coax connection are correctly terminated, one at ground and the other with a 
50-ohm tenninator. 

Figure 3-5.- Correct SRM coax connection configuration 
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Caution An unterminated cable can cause permanent damage to 
HP 50961 or 50962A coax interface cards. Make sure that 
both ends of your SRM coax connection cable are properly 
terminated, and that one end is grounded. Do NOT ground 
both ends of the SRM coax cable. 

To properly ground one end of the SRM coax connection, attach a coax 
terminator with a coated wire one meter long that has a fiat, U-shaped end 
(i.e., a spade lug) to a grounded source, such as an AC wall-outlet or a water 
pipe. A section of coax cable can be used between the last T connector and a 
convenient grounding source. The cable should then be fitted with a grounded 
terminator and the grounding wire attached to the ground source. 

The following two figures show incorrect SRM coax connections. The first 
configuration is incorrect because you cannot connect the cable directly to 
a coax adapter, and the second because you cannot place a length of cable 
between the coax interface and the T -connector or between the coax adapter 
and the T -connector. 

Figure 3-6. Incorrect SRM coax connection configuration-Example 1 
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Figure 3-7. Incorrect SRM coax connection configuration-Example 2 

To assure product and personnel safety, cover any exposed connectors
T-connectors, barrel connectors, or terminators-on the SRM coax connection. 
Use the covers that come with the devices. 

The following figure shows a close-up view of how the interface card or adapter, 
T -connector, and coax cable are assembled. 

Caution To assure personnel and product safety, an insulating "boot" 
must be used to cover the T -connector. 

Figure 3-8. Close-up of SRM coax connection at the interface 

If it becomes necessary to physically disconnect either a server or client 
workstation from the SRM coax connection, do so by unplugging the 
T-connector from the interface card. Leave the cables, or cable and terminator, 
connected to the T to preserve the SRM coax connection's continuity for other 
servers and cHents. 
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Assigning Node Addresses (LAN Connection) 

Individual client workstations are identified to a server by the workstation's 
unique node address. This address is emulated in the SRMjUX software for 
the LAN connection. See chapter 4 of this manual for details on how this is 
done. 

See chapter 2 of this manual for an overview of the SRMjUX system and the 
details on system planning and assigning node addresses. 

Connecting the LAN Coax Cable 

See the "Inter-system Communication" chapter of the HP9000 Workstations 
Configuration Guide for details on how to correctly install your LAN interface 
cards and the LAN cabling. 

Installing the Peripherals 

The installation of peripheral hardware on the server is done entirely by the 
HP-UX system administrator and is not in the province of the SRMjUX 
system ,administrator. 

If you are not only the SRMjUX system administrator but the HP- UX 
system administrator as well, see the "Series 300, 400, and 800 Interfacing and 
Accessories" chapters of the HP 9000 Workstations Configuration Guide for 
instructions on how to install the SRMjUX system peripherals. 
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'Installing, Configuring, and Running 
the SRMjUX Server 

Overview 

4 

This chapter covers the details of the SRMjUX server software. The 
assumption at this point in the manual is that you have read the first three 
chapters and, therefore, understand the basics of the SRMjUX system, have 
planned your site's specific SRMjUX system, have installed the hardware, and 
have HP-UX version 7.0 or later up and running on the server. This chapter 
fills in the technical details of the server installation and configuration with 
respect to SRM/UX file system management and spooling; then, the following 
chapter covers everything you need to know about clients booting fronl the 
SRMjUX server. 

Chapters 6 and 7 concentrate on the SRMjUX client issues (HP BASIC /V\lS 
and Pascal Workstation System), such as spooling from the client's side and 
using the SRM/UX file system. 

As mentioned earlier, there are a number of tasks that cross the boundaries 
between SRM/UX system administration and HP-UX system administration. 
Because there is variety in the way different sites will install computer 
resources, sometimes both sets of tasks will be handled by one person, 
and other times there will be several people handling different tasks. It is, 
therefore, important to closely coordinate among all of the administrators to 
ensure that all of the necessary tasks get done. 
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Installing the SRM/UX Server Software 
Read the "Updating HP-UX" chapter in the HP-UX System Administmtion 
Tasks manual to learn about the process of installing new HP-UX applications. 

Run update(l:NI) on your server to install SRM/UX from the installation tape. 
You will find the following partitions on the SRM/UX installation tape: 

• SRMUX_COM-SRM/UX man pages and HP BASIC/WS 6.1 installation 
files 

• SRJvIUX_300-SRJvI/UX Series 300/400 binaries 

• SRMUX_800~SRM/UX Series 800 binaries 

Depending on your SRM/UX server's hardware you will want to select either 
the SRMUX_300 or SRMUX_800 partition, but not both. During the Update 
process you will be asked the following question: 

Are the files on this media unit for a Series 300? (y or n) 

If you are loading the partitions onto a Series 300 or 400 answer: y, or if 
you are loading the partitions onto a Series 800 answer: n. Update will then 
install the SRM/UX files into the correct locations on your server's HP-UX file 
system. 

The SRM/UX installation process places some new HP-UX configuration, 
command, and device driver files in /etc/newconfig/srmux files on your HP-UX 
file system. Specifically, the files it places under /etc/newconfig/srmux are: 
boottab, rbootd, services, srmdconf and srm.o (srm.o on Series 300/400 only). 
The SRM/UX customization script moves, replaces and modifies, if necessary, 
the following files: -

• / etc/boottab 

• /etc/rbootd 

• /etc/srmdconf 

• / etc/ conf/libdil_srm.a 

• / etc/ services 

The SRM/UX customization script saves old files into "save" directories 
(for example: on an HP-UX revision 7.00 system, /etc/confnibdil_srm.a 
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is saved as /etc/conf/HPUX7 _OO/libdil_srm.a). The customization script 
updates configuration files if they exist or it uses the latest possible version 
of the file. For example, if /etc/services exists, then the script modifies it. 
Otherwise it checks /etc/newconfig/services (the current HP-UX version). 
If /etc/newconfig/services exists, then the script copies it to /etc/services 
and then modifies it. Finally, if the above two checks fail, the script copies 
/etc/newconfig/srmux/services (the HP-UX version 7.0) to /etc/services and 
then modifies it. 

Below is an exanlple of what the SRM/UX installation process will put in the 
file /tmp/update.log for a Series 300/400 SRNI/UX server a.s you run through 
the installation process: 

12/18/90 12:02:48 MST BEGINNING UPDATE PROGRAM (interactive) 
@(#) $Revision: 64.508 $ 

Beginning to load :fileset "BASIC_VS". 
Success:fully loaded fileset "BASIC_VS". 
Beginning customize script for fileset "BASIC_VS" using the command: 
/system/BASIC_VS/customize HP-MC68020 
Customize script :for fileset "BASIC_VS" succeeded. 
Beginning to load :fileset "SRMUX_300". 
Success:fully loaded fileset "SRMUX_300". 
Beginning customize script for fileset "SRMUX_300" using the command: 
/system/SRMUX_300/customize HP-MC68020 

A.B7.03.0A 
VARNING: If your network is using Yellow Pages (YP), you must add the 

following line to jetc/services on the Yellow Pages server and 
rebuild the Yellow Pages services database: 
"lansrm 570/udp # SRM/UX server" 

NOTE: Saved "rbootd" in l/etc/HPUX7_00". 
NOTE: "/etc/rbootd" replaced with "/etc/newconfig/srmux/rbootd". 
NOTE: Saved "libdil_srm.a" in l/etc/conf/HPUX7_00". 
NOTE: A new SRM driver has been installed in libdil_srm.a. In order 

for this new driver to be used by your system the kernel must 
be rebuilt and the system rebooted. Please use SAM to include 

NOTE: 
the SRM driver in your kernel. 
See the update information in "/etc/newconfig/Update_info/srmux_notes". 
Customize script for file set "SRMUX_300" succeeded. 
Beginning to load :fileset "SRMUX_KAN". 
Successfully loaded fileset ISruruX_MAN". 
Beginning customize script for fileset "SRMUX_MAN" using the command: 
/system/SRMUX_MAN/customize HP-MC68020 
Customize script for fileset "SRMUX_MAN" succeeded. 

12/18/90 12:05:22 MST COMPLETED UPDATE PROGRAM (interactive) 
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Configuring the Server's HP-UX Environment For SRM/UX 
The SRMjUX server is implemented as a daemon process running in the 
background of a multitasking HP-UX host workstation. For SRMjUX to 
function correctly you must customize the server's HP-UX environment. This 
customization involves some combination of the following tasks-depending on 
your specific system needs (Depending on your specific HP-UX configuration, 
many of these tasks may already be conlplete.): 

Note There are tasks that require the server to be shut down and 
tasks that can be done while the server continues to run. 

Tasks to be done with the server shut down: 

• plugging in interfaces 

Tasks to be done with the server up and running: 

• mounting file systems 

• reconfiguring the HP -UX kernel 

• converting all or part of the HP -UX file system to handle long file nalnes 

• installing the capability to mount remote file systems (if desired) 

• establishing a working HP-UX spooling environlnent 

Reconfiguring the HP-UX Kernel 

For the Initial SRM/UX System 

To create the needed HP -UX kernel configuration on your server, you will 
use the procedures detailed in the "Reconfiguring the Kernel" chapter of the 
HP- UX System Administrator Tasks manual. 

First, establish what your HP-UX kernel needs are based on the SRMjUX 
system you want to configure. That is: 

• Do you have a LAN connection? 

o If you do, then you need the LAN driver in the kernel. 
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• Do you have an SRM connection (Series 300 only)? 

o If you do, then you need the SRM driver in the kernel. 

• Do you need to mount remote file systems? 

o If you do, then you need the nfs driver in the kernel. 

• What printers and plotters will you be using? 

o You need the correct drivers in the kernel for each spooling device. 

Next, check your server's current HP-UX kernel configuration with the HP-UX 
systeln adlninistration prograln: SAM. If your HP-UX kernel is missing any of 
the needed drivers, then you llUISt reconfigure the kernel. 

You may reconfigure the HP-UX kernel using SAM, the HP-UX system 
administration program. Use the procedures from the "Reconfiguring the 
Kernel" chapter in the HP- U,\ Systern Administmtion Tasks manual. 

For an Existing SRMjUX System 

If you have reconfigured the HP-UX kernel to fit your original SRM/UX system 
needs and later you need to change the SR1tI/UX system configuration, you 
may have to reconfigure the HP-UX kernel again. Refer to the HP- UX Systern 
Administrator Tasks Inanual for details on how to reconfigure the kernel. 

• If you want to add a LAN connection to the SRM/UX system, then verify 
that the kernel contains the LAN driver. If it doesn't, reconfigure the kernel. 

• If you want to add an SR11 connection to the SRM/UX system, check to see 
if you have the correct SR11 driver in your kernel by executing the following 
command: 

what /hp-ux 

You should search for the following line in the output of the what comllland: 

NEW SRM DRIVER 12/14/90 

You have the correct version if the date is 12/14/90 or later. 

The correct version of the new SR1t1 driver (that replaces the standard 
7.0X version) was installed by the SRM/UX installation process in 
/etc/conf/libdil_srm.a (for Series 300 and 400 only). 
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If you do not have the correct version, then reconfigure the kernel. 

• If you want to add printers or plotters that don't have drivers in the 
standard kernel, first check / etc/master to see if HP supports the device. If 
the device appears in lete/master, then add the appropriate driver to the 
kernel . 

• If you need NFS Mounts, then add the nfs driver to the kernel. 

HP-UX System Considerations 

The srm Device File 

If you are running on the SRM connection, then you must create a device file, 
with a unique nalne within its server, for each SRM interface card in each 
server. We recolnmend using the name /dev/srm if you have only one SRM 
interface card, and using / dev / srm1, / dev / srm2, etc. if you have nlultiple 
SRIvI cards. It is standard HP-UX practice to put all device files in the / dev 
directory. 

As superuser (root), set up an srm device file by executing the command: 

/ete/mknod /dev/srm e 13 OxnnOOOO 

where nn(hex) is the SRM card's select code 

See the "Device Files" chapter in the HP- UK System Administration Concepts 
manual for a complete discussion of device files, hardware addresses, and 
Inajor/nlinor numbers. 

Note While the server process srmd(lM) is running, any SRM 
interface cards in the server that are referenced by their device 
files (in /etc/srmdconf), will be "locked" . While they are 
locked, the SRM Access Utilities, HP BASIC/UX, and other 
HP-UX processes will not be able to access the card, through 
the device file in / etc/ srmdconf or any other device file. 
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Note If you are also using the SRM Access Utilities, then there is a 
different convention for the minor number. See the srm(l) man 
page that comes with the SRM Access Utilities for details. It is 
also possible to use multiple device files with the SRM Access 
Utilities. 

Single LAN Interface Support 

The SRM/UX installation process adds the following line to /etc/services to 
allow the SR:NI/UX server to support LAN interfaces (if it does not alre.ady 
exist ): 

lansrm 

Note 

570/udp # SRM/UX server 

To set up an SRM/UX server on an HP-UX system that is. 
running Yellow Pages, you must take the additional steps listed 
below: 

• add the line: lansrm 570/udp to /etc/services on BOTH the 
SR:NI/UX server computer and the Yellow Pages server 

• on the Yellow Pages server type: 

/ etc/yp/ypmake services 

This will add the changes to the services file into the Yellow 
Pages data base and srmd(lM) will work properly. 

Multiple LAN Interface Support 

If you need to configure the SRM/UX server to handle multiple LAN cards, do 
the following: 

• Perform the procedure for installing a singl~ LAN interface detailed above 

• Install the appropriate "ifconfig" invocation for each LAN card in the 
/etc/netlinkrc file. The names of the LAN cards specified in the ifconfig 
commands MUST include either of the strings "Ian" or "ieee" (lower case) to 
be recognized by SRM/UX. 

Valid name examples: lanO lanl ieee2 
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Refer to the "Managing an HP-UX Cluster" chapter in the HP-U,J( System 
Administmtion Tasks manual for details . 

• Set up rbootd(lM) to listen to multiple LAN cards by changing the shell 
variable, RBOOTD_DEVICES, in the initializeO function in /etc/rc to 
accommodate all of the LAN cards. 

For example, with two LAN cards, the assignment statement might look like 
this: 

RBOOTD_DEVICES = "/dev/lanO /dev(lanl 11 

File Name Length 

SRNI supports file names up to 16 characters long. The default HFS file system 
under HP-UX has 14 character file names. Therefore, to ease the llligration of 
applications and data from SRM to SRM/UX, HP recommends converting all 
of the HP-UX discs that contain files that are accessed by SRM/UX clients to 
a long-file-name system by using convertfs(lM). See the HP- UK Reference, Vol 
3 for details on convertfs(lM). Also, read the discussion on converting to long 
file names in the "Managing the File System" chapter of the HP- UX System 
Administration Tasks manual. 

The SRM/UX server hides file names longer than 16 characters frorn the 
clients. 

Note HFS disks configured for long file names cannot be connected 
directly to Pascal Workstation System or HP BASIC /WS 
systems because their HFS drivers support only short-file-name 
HFS disks. 

Remote File System Access 

Through the Network file system (NFS), an industry standard networking tool 
available through HP-UX, the SRM/UX server can mount remote file systems. 
Refer to the "Networking" chapter in the HP-UX System Administration 
Concepts manual for details on NFS. 

This capability is provided entirely by the HP -UX operating system on the 
SRM/UX server, and is completely transparent to the HP BASIC/WS and 
Pascal Workstation System clients, and to SRM/UX itself. It provides access 
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to both HP-UX and non-HP-UX machines, including machines which don't 
thelllseives support SRM/UX. It is independent of which interface card, LAN 
or SRM, the client uses to access SRM/UX. 

This added capability means that parts of or all of the SRM/UX file system 
may be located on discs that are physically remote from the SRM/UX server's 
disc( s). It allows more flexibility in configuring an SRM/UX system, but has 
the added responsibility for the SRM/UX System Administrator to ensure that 
each disc which contains SRM/UX files is converted to long file names and to 
ensure (via the HP-UX System Administrator) that all of the remote discs are 
includ~d in backups. 

To provide remote file system access for SRM/UX, the root user must first 
make sure that NFS is installed on the SRM/UX server computer. After 
NFS is installed, the root user can, at any time, mount renl0te file systems 
for which the server ha.s permission. For example, in order to mount the 
directory /users on the remote system hpxyzzy, and access it via the local 
path /srmuxroot/usersxyzzy, make sure /snnuxroot/usersxyzzy exists on the 
SRM/UX server (using mkdir(1) to create directories), then execute: 

/ etc/mount hpxyzzy: /users / srmuxroot/usersxyzzy 

Now, SRM/UX client workstations can access /users on hpxyzzy via 
path /usersxyzzy on the volume associated with /srmuxroot in the 
VOLUME-TABLE in /etc/srmdconf. The directories' and files' uids and gids 
should match on both the SRM/UX server and the relnote NFS-mounted 
computer, in order to minimize confusion over pernlissions. 

Spooling 

The SRM/UX System Administrator must investigate to see what spooling 
devices are supported on the server. He or she must then set up the SRNI/UX 
spooling environment to support those devices. See your site's HP-UX Systenl 
Administrator and/or the HP- UK System Administration Tasks manual for 
details on setting up the server's HP-UX spooling environment. 

The SRM/UX server supports printer and plotter spooling by using the 
underlying HP-UX spooling functionality. In addition, a front-end to the 
HP-UX lp(l) command (called srmdlpfilter(l)) pre-processes HP BASIC/vVS 
and Pascal Workstation System file types. The pre-processing includes 
stripping off vVS headers (which are hidden binary headers in HP BASIC /vVS 
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and Pascal Workstation System files). The operation of this front-end is 
transparent to the clients. Therefore, Pascal Workstation Systenl and HP 
BASIC/WS users are able to do spooling to SRM/UX exactly as they do for 
the SRM. 

Establishing the SRM/UX File System 
The SRM/UX file system is defined from two different perspectives. From the 
client's perspective the SRM/UX file system is a set of emulated SRM volumes. 
From the server's perspective the SRIvI/UX file systelll is one subtree or a set 
of subtrees of the HP-UX file system that is presented to the SRM/UX clients. 
The SRM/UX file system is established by the SRM/UX System Administrator 
under the HP -UX root directory and is configured into the mass storage of the 
HP-UX server (host) conlputer. 

Through the Network File Systelll (NFS), an industry standard networking tool 
available through HP-UX, the SRM/UX server can mount remote file systems. 
This added capability means that parts of or all of the SRM/UX file systeln 
may be located on mass storage that is physically remote from the SRM/UX 
server. 

If you want to transfer your SRM file system directly to SRM/UX with 
minimum effort, because of nailling conventions in the Boot ROIvI and in HP 
BASIC /WS and Pascal Workstation System, HP recommends placing all of 
the directories and files that are related to booting SRM/UX clients (such as 
the SYSTEMS, WORKSTATIONS, and RMBBINS directories) under one 
directory, and calling that directory the SRM/UX root directory (srmuxroot). 

You can place the SRM/UX files that are not related to client booting at 
any location under the HP-UX root, if you set up the appropriate volumes in 
/ etc/ srmdconf. 

As the SRM/UX System Administrator, you can allow SRMjUX clients access 
to only the SRM/UX root directory at first. This is the most straight-forward 
way to serve the clients. As your client's needs grow and you gain more 
experience with SRM/UX, you may customize the SRM/UX file system to 
more closely match your SRIvI/UX system requirements. 
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You can create the SRM/UX root directory anywhere under the HP-UX 
root directory that makes sense for your particular site. That is, you might 
wish to place the SRM/UX root directory at Isrmuxroot or Isrmroot, or 
it may fit your requirements better to place it at another location, such as 
I usr Ilocall srmuxroot. 

/ (HP-UX root) 

I I I I 
dev bin etc users lib srmuxroot net disc usr tmp 

newconfig conf filesets lib bin local mail admin spool 

Figure 4-1. Example HP-UX File System 
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/ srmuxroot (emulated Volume 8) 

~------------------------~I--~----------~-------------r-- -· 
SYSTEMS WORKSTATIONS AU TOST RMBBINS 

I 
SYSB6_INSTALL I I I CRTA 
SYSTEM_BA6 SYSTEM TEMP_FILES SYSTEM23 SYSTEM012345 CRTB 

SYSTEM_BA6_ALL INITLIB 
AUTOBOOT 

---
---

AUTOST14· 
AUTOST23 
AUTOST28 

TABLE 
STARTUP 

• 
-(the rest of 

the files from 
all the Pascal 
discs) 

-• 
AUTOSTART 

-• 
SRM 
LAN 
DATA_COMM 

• 
• 

INIT_200 
INIT_300 

INITLIB 

TABLE 
STARTUP 

INITLIB SRM 
TABLE LAN 
STARTUP DCOMM 

• -• • (the rest of (the rest of 
the files from the files froni 
all the Pascal all the Pascal 
discs) discs) 

• 
• 

AUTOSTART 

• 
• 

• 
• 

INIT_200 
INIT_300 

-• 
AU TOSTART 

--
SRM 
LAN 
DATA_COMM 

--
INIT_200 
INIT_300 

TRANS 
10 
HPIB 
• 
• 

Figure 4-2. Example SRMjUX File System 

The server process, srmd(lM), manages the SRMjUX file system based on 
the information you give it in the configuration file, srmdconf. That is, the 
SRMjUX System Administrator controls, through the entries in srmdconf, 
which HP BASIC/WS and/or Pascal Workstation System clients can access 
which directories (Le., emulated SRM volumes) on the HP-UX file system. 
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Establishing the SRM/UX Spooling Environment 

The SRMjUX spooling environment uses the existing HP-UX spooling 
environment to emulate SRM spooling. 

The SRMjUX server supports printer and plotter spooling. To properly 
configure your SRMjUX spooling environment, first you must configure your 
HP-UX spooling environment, and then configure the SRMjUX spooling 
environment to pass files to the HP-UX spooling environment. To learn how 
to configure your HP-UX spooling environment, refer to the HP-U,X System 
Administration Tasks manual. 

If something goes wrong with the spooling environment, error 
messages, warnings, and other general infonnation are sent to the 
jusr jlib j srmuxj srmdspool.log file. 

Both Pascal Workstation System and HP BASIC jWS client users do spooling 
to SRMjUX exactly as they do for SRM. 

Sending Files From a Client Workstation to a Printer or Plotter 

Printers and plotters are accessed through the SRMjUX system's spooler for 
SRMjUX clients and can also be accessed through HP-UX for the server. 
Every printer or plotter must have its own spooler directory, which the 
SRMjUX System Administrator configures into the jetcjsrmdconf file by 
adding a line to the SPOOL-TABLE. A spooler directory stores files from 
clients in order and sends the files, one-by-one, to the associated printer 
or plotter. To the extent that a client workstation must treat printers and 
plotters as directories for spooling files, access to these shared peripherals is 
transparent. 

To use a spooler, a client user places a copy of the file to be printed or plotted 
into a spooler directory (for priority printing, the file is placed into a special 
"PRIORITY" subdirectory in the spooler directory). Any SRMjUX data file 
may be spooled. (Non-HP- UX files are handled by srmdlpfilter(l); details on 
srmdlpfilter( 1) appear later in this chapter.) 

A spool file is automatically sent to the printer or plotter associated with the 
spooler directory when the file nleets the following criteria: 

• The file is not empty . 

• The file is closed. 
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• The file is either: 

o the head of the queue of files in the PRIORITY subdirectory of the spooler 
directory. 

o the head of the queue in the spooler directory and the PRIORITY queue is 
empty. 

Printer Environments and Priority Spooling 

SRMjUX provides both ENVIRONMENT and PRIORITY spooling. These 
features and their use are described in the next sections. 

Printer Environment Spooling 

Sonle printers allow you to send cOlnmands and data that set up a 
desired printing environment, e.g., to load a certain font or to select a 
printing orientation. An SRMjUX system spooler allows files that contain 
printer environment infonnation (environment files) to be held in an 
ENVIRONMENTS subdirectory of the spooler directory. When a print file is 
sent to a printer, the spooler prefixes an environment file (that you specify) 
to the print file, or it prefixes the default environment file, if one exists. The 
environment file's printer information defines the printer environment in which 
the print file is then printed. 

Files spooled without ENVIRONMENT files are handled this way: 

• ASCII files are sent with an automatic carriage return and line feed after 
each record. 

• The byte stream contained in files of any non-ASCII type are NOT printed 
or plotted exactly as they were in the file, srmdlpfilter( 1) does a translation 
on the files. 

To set up environment spooling, follow these steps: 

1. Use a client workstation on the SRMjUX system to create a subdirectory 
called ENVIRONMENTS (upper case required) in the desired printer 
spooler directory, or you can create the ENVIRONMENTS directory from 
the server with an HP-UX mkdir(l) command. 

2. Determine from the particular printer's manual what environment 
information is required. 
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3. Place the appropriate information in a file in the ENVIRONMENTS 
subdirectory. Environment files: 

a. Ivlust be of type ASCII, BDAT, or Pascal Data. Do not use Pascal 
TEXT. Files of type ASCII may end in .ASC or .asc. 

b. Must have valid file names. 

-c. Must have unique filenames. The spooling environment does not 
distinguish environment filenames with different extensions. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to create a file for each printer or plotter on your 
system . 

.5. Optionally, place default environment information in a file in 
the ENVIRONMENTS subdirectory. Name this file DEFAULT, 
DEFAULT.ASC, or DEFAULT.asc. This environment is used when no other 
environlnent file is specified. 

Here is an example spool directory: 

I 
file1.pice 

I 

PP 
I 

file2.€lite.ASC 
I 

ENVIRONMENTS 

I 
pice.ASC 

I 
DEFAULT 

I 
I 

elite.esc courier 

Figure 4-3. Example Spool Directory 

To use environment spooling: 

I 
LP.ASC 

Specify the name of the desired environment file as part of the file name of the 
spooled file. A spool file name then takes the form: 

spooLfilename.environment_filename{.ASC] 

where a period is used to separate spooLjilename from environment_filename, 
and the suffix [.ASC] or [.asc] applies to the spool file itself and not to the 
environment file. 

In the example spool directory above, for example: file2. Ase is to be printed 
in the printer environment specified by the environment file elite. asc. To do 
this, a file with the following filena,lne is placed in the spool directory: 
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file2.elite.ASC 

where the .ASe extension is part of the original filename, f ile2. ASC. 

When an environment file is not specified in the spool file name, the spooler 
prefixes the DEFAULT environment file to the spool file. In the absence of a 
DEFAULT environment file, the spool file is printed without an environment. 

Note If you create an ENVIRONMENTS subdirectory in a spooler 
directory, you should thereafter include the name of an 
environment file as part of every file you send to that spooler, 
unless you want the default environment. 

An Example Environment File 

The data below could be placed in an AsciI environment file called "LP" or 
"LP.ASC". In this example, the unprintable ASCII character 27 (escape) is 
replaced by - [. You would have to substitute ASCII 27 for every occurrence of 
- [ in the example below for it to work. 

[&110-[(8U-[(sOP-[(s16.66H-[(s8.5V-[(sOS-[(s-3B-[(sOT-[&15C 

Do not confuse 0 (zero) with a (upper case "0") or 1 (lower case "L") with 1 
(the number one). 

This environment works with the HP LaserJet Series II printer and sets up 
the printer to print in landscape orientation; "Line Printer" is the primary 
typeface. This environment is good for printing prograln listings. 

To use this environment file, pla.ce file_name. LP . ASC in the spooling directory 
and the environment file "LP" described above will be prefixed to file_name for 
spooling. 

Priority Spooling 

The SRMjUX system's spooler allows you to print "rush" jobs before others. 
Print or plot files sent to the PRIORITY subdirectory in a spooler directory 
will print or plot before other files in the spooler directory. 

To set up priority spooling, use a client workstation on the SRM connection to 
create a subdirectory called PRIORITY in the desired spooler directory, or you 
can create the PRIORITY directory from the server using the HP-UX mkdir(l) 
command. 
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To use priority spooling, place the file to be printed or plotted with higher 
priority into the spooler directory's PRIORITY subdirectory; Any file in 
the PRIORITY subdirectory is printed before the files placed directly in the 
spooler directory if the Spool Command in /etc/srmdconf for this printer uses 
the $PRIORITY shell variable in its lp invocation. 

Priority spooling is compatible with environment spooling, as described in 
the subsection above. Below is an example spooler directory set up for both 
priority spooling and environlllent spooling: 

filel.pica file2.elite.ASC 

I 

LP 

PRIORITY 
I 

I 
fast.pica quick 

I 
pica.ASC 

I 
ENVIRONMENTS 

I 
elite.asc 

I 
DEFAULT 

Figure 4-4. Example Spool Directory-Environment and Priority Spooling 

Note You should lilllit the use of the PRIORITY subdirectory. 
If all spool files are placed in the PRIORITY subdirectory, 
the priority advantage is lost. You may want to protect the 
PRIORITY directory by only allowing special users to access it. 
To do this, the SRM/UX System Administrator should lllodify 
the HP-UX pennissions 011 the PRIORITY subdirectory. 

Configuring the SRM/UX Server Process 

The file, /etc/srmdconf, is used to configure srmd(lM) and defines how 
it emulates an SRM host for each Pascal Workstation System and HP 
BASIC /WS client. 

Changing the /etc/snndconf file is the province of the SRM/UX system 
administrator; client users are not allowed to change any of the items in 
/etc/srmdconf. 

The SRM/UX insta.llatioll process will place a "telnplate" srmdconf in your 
server's / etc directory, with its permissions already set correctly. To maintain 
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the integri ty of the srmdconf file, the root user should own it. If for some 
reason the file's permissions have been changed, set its permissions to: 

rw-r--r-- # i. e ., mode 644 

so that other users can examine it but not modify it. 

The SRM/UX Configuration File-srmdconf 

The functions of srmdconf are: 

• Specifying file access control 

The Adrninistrator controls which HP BASIC /WS and Pascal Workstation 
System client workstations can access which pieces of the HP-UX file system 
on the SRM/UX server computer. The set of allowed accesses may be 
different for each client. 

The Adrninistrator also controls file permissions via the Uids, Gids, and 
Umasks specified in /etc/srnldconf. 

• Declaririg the emulation of SRM node addresses for LAN clients 

LAN and SRM interfaces are managed in different ways. For the LAN card, 
node addresses do not exist, therefore, srmd(lM) emulates an SRM node 
address for each LAN card it communicates with. Two node addresses need 
to be emulated: the SRM host (server) node address and the client node 
address. 

Such emulation is not necessary for SRM interfaces, because the required 
node addresses are set using "DIP" switches on the SRM cards. 

As a result of the differences between SRM and LAN interfaces, the format 
of the LAN-CLIENTS and SRM-CLIENTS tables of /etc/srmdconf are 
different. 

• Specifying spooling services 

The SRM/UX server provides printer and plotter spooling services to the 
HP BASIC /WS and Pascal Worksta.tion System clients through entries 
in /etc/srmdconf. The srmd(lM) process controls SRM/UX spooling 
opera.tions. 
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The SRNljUX installation process installs a template srmdconf file In the jetc 
directory on your server. This template appears below: 

VOLUME-TABLE 

• Volume Descriptions 

• 
• Volume IVolumel ITemp IRoot 

• Name 
INumberl Uid Gid IOi rectorylDi rectory 

.----------------+------+-----+-----+---------+------------------------------------
SRMUXROOT 8 9 : tmp : Is rmuxroot 

LAN-CL I ENTS 

t LAN CI ient Descriptions 

t 

• Client 
• Link Leve I 

• Add ress 

ICI ient 

I Internet 
IAddress 

ICI ientlServerl 

INode INode ICI ient 

IAddr IAddr IName 

IVo I ume 

Uid Gid IUmasklList 

.--------------+---------------+------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+--------
'Ox080009001234: 15.99.99.100: 11 o :examplelan: 102: 9: 002 :SRMUXROOT t Scott's hp9000s332 

SRM-CL I ENTS 

t SRM CI ient Descriptions 

t 
t ICI ientl 

t Server's SRM INode ICI ient 

• Device Fi Ie IAddr IName 

IVolume 

Uid Gid IUmasklList 

.----------------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+-----------------------------
t/dev/srm 10 : EXAMPLESRM: 101: 9: 002 :SRMUXROOT 

SPOOL-ENV IRONMENT 

• The following environment variables are pre-initialized for spooling 
t processes. 

t 
t SHELL 

t TZ 

• 
t SRMSPOOLF I LENAME 

t 
t PATH 

• 

- defaults to Ibin/sh, unless overridden 

- inherited from the OS, if it is set there, 

othe rw i se defa u I ts to MST7MDT 

- defaults to the full pathname of the file 

being spooled <e.g. Isrmuxroot/PRINTER/xyzzy) 

- defaults to Ibin:/usr/bin. Recommend that 
it be set to inc I ude paths needed for a II 

• commands used in- Spool Commands . . -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PATH=/b in: lusr/b in: • s rmd I pf i I te r i sin Ius r / bin 

SPOOL-TABLE 

• Spoo ling Comma nds 

• 
• Spool ISpool 

• Directory IPrioritylCommand 

.----------------------+--------+--------------------------------------------------
/srmuxroot/PRINTER 2 :srmdlpfilter I Ip $PRIORITY 
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Format of srmdconf-Keyword Tables 

There are 5 keywords that introduce the various tables of srmdconf. 
They are: VOLUME-TABLE, LAN-CLIENTS, SRM-CLIENTS, SPOOL
ENVIRONIvIENT, and SPOOL-TABLE. They must appear in the order given, 
and in upper-case, exactly as shown in the template srnldconf file that appears 
above. (The SRM-CLIENTS table appears in Series 800 and Series 400 server's 
/etc/srmdconf files, but must be empty because Series 400's and Series 800's do 
not support SRM Cards.) Each table in srmdconf describes a different part of 
the configuration. 

For all tables, fields within each line of the table are separated by"":" 
characters. Some fields are optional, which nleans that you can omit the value 
for the parameter, but you must include both colons on either side of the field. 
You can put any amount of "white-space" between the colons. 

Tables and the fields within the tables must appear in the order seen in the 
example (the same order in which they are discussed below). A comnlent can 
appear as the last item in any line of the file, and is introduced by the "'#" 
character; anything after a "#" is ignored by sr'md(lM), and rbootd(lM), 
until the start of the next line. Blank lines or comment lines may be inserted 
anywhere in the file to improve readability. The non-comnlent part of a line is 
limited to 255 characters. 

The VOLUME· TABLE 

The VOLUME-TABLE contains names and descriptions of "volumes" 
(enlulated SRNI volumes) that the server "presents" (Le., allows access to) 
to Pascal Workstation System and HP BASIC /vVS clients. Each SRM/UX 
volume is a subtree of the currently nlounted tree of the HP-UX host 
(including any accessible remote-file-systems previously mounted by NFS 
utilities) and is described by one line of text in the VOL UME-TABLE. 

As the SRM/UX System Administrator you must decide which client 
workstations will have access to various pieces of the SRM/UX file system. 
You should set up the SRM/UX file system and place programs and files in 
locations that follow your system plan (as developed in chapter 2). Then you 
can control which users access various pieces of the SRM/UX file systeln 
through the /etc/srmdconf file's VOLUME-TABLE, LAN-CLIENTS table, and 
SRM-CLIENTS table. 
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If the client users have an HP-UX account on the server and, therefore, have 
a login or "home" directory, you can give those users access to that directory 
from the SRM/UX client workstations. You do this by making entries in both 
the VOLUME-TABLE and the LAN-CLIENTS or SRM-CLIENTS table. You 
would do this if the client workstation had one user most of the time. If a 
client is used by many people, you probably would not want to do this. 

Create a volume name in the VOL UME-TABLE that represents the user and 
assign it to the user's HP-UX home directory in the Root Directory field. 
For example, if Joe Smith has an HP-UX account and his login directory 
is /users/ j oes, then you could create a Volume Name of JOES with a Root 
Directory of /users/joes. Then in the LAN-CLIENTS table (assulning the 
client is on the LAN connection) you would include JOES in the Volume List. 

In this indirect way, then, Joe Smith can access his HP- U'X directories froln an 
HP BASIC /WS or Pascal Workstation Syste111 SRM/UX client workstation. 

Below you will find the detailed explanation of the fields in the VOL UME
TABLE and valid entries in them. Directly after the explanations you will 
find a summary table which provides quick access to VOLUME-TABLE 
configuration information. 

The Volume Name field is the na111e of the VOlU111e as seen by the client. It 
simulates the Volume Label of an SRM disc. An HP BASIC/WS user uses this 
name as the LABEL specifier in the MSI statement, and can see it as part of 
the header on CAT output. A Pascal Workstation Syste111 user can see this 
name by using the Filer List command to list the directory" /" for the unit to 
which the volume is associated. Each line of the VOL UlvIE-TABLE NIUST 
have a unique volume name. 

The Volume Number field is the emulated disk volulne number as it would be 
seen on an SRM. Volume 8 is special: booting frolll SRM/UX is supported 
only from this volume. Only one volulne 8 is allowed in the VOL UME-TABLE. 
There may be multiple volumes with other volullle nUlllbers, but a given client 
may access only one volume with a given number. See the Installing and 
Configuring Pascal Workstation Clients chapter in this manual for details of 
how this field is used in CTABLE. HP BASIC /vVS does not use this field 
(except that the Boot ROM uses Volume 8); it only uses volume labels for 
SRM disks. 
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The Uid field is a User or Owner ID value that will be assigned to files and 
directories created through the srmd(lM) server. The Uid and Gid fields are 
used for all file permissions checking. This Uid is an override of the value 
specified in the LAN-CLIENTS and SRM-CLIENTS tables of srmdconf. If the 
uid field in the VOLUME-TABLE is empty, the value in the LAN-CLIENTS or 
SRM-CLIENTS tables will control. 

Note Using a Uid of 0 (zero) is NOT recommended. The Uid of 0 is 
used for the HP-UX super-user. In general, you should not give 
SRM/UX Clients access to HP-UX super-user privileges on the 
S R1'I lUX Server. 

The Gid field is similar to the Uid field, providing group ID assignment for 
newly created files and directories and file permissions checking. 

The Temp Directory field provides a mapping for the file name 
/WORKSTATIONS/TEMP _FILES for Pascal clients. (The Temp 
Directory field is NOT relevant for HP BASIC /WS clients.) For 
many operations, the Pascal Workstation System SRM driver creates 
temporary files which it stores on the SRM/UX file system in the directory 
/WORKSTATIONS/TEMP _FILES. It is often not convenient to provide the 
directory /WORKSTATIONS/TE11P _FILES at the root of each SRM/UX 
subtree. To provide flexibility, this field tells srmd(lM) to convert the directory 
/WORKSTATIONS/TEMP _FILES to one which is Inore convenient. If the 
path you specify here starts with a leading "/", it is an absolute path name in 
the HP-UX file system (for example: Itmp). Otherwise, the path is evaluated 
relative to the Root Directory field for its volume (see next paragraph). If the 
field is empty (or is all spaces), no conversion is done. 
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Note Many of the Pascal Workstation Systenl tools expect to create 
files in /WORKSTATIONS/TEMP _FILES and then link them 
to their final name in the current directory using hard links. If 
there are HP-UX mount points inside of a logical SRM/UX 
volume, this may cause problems because hard links are not 
allowed across physical disks. (The SRM can also encounter 
these problems if the SRM's MOUNT command is used to 
mount another disk within an SRM logical volume.) 

- See the "Pascal-Specific File Serving Problems" in Appendix 
B in this manual for a description of the work-around for this 
problem. 

The Root Directory field provides the path on the HP -UX file systerll to use 
as the SRM/UX root directory for this volume. For example, the SRM/UX 
installation process will create a volume 8, called SRMUXROOT, which will 
use the HP-UX directory /srmuxroot as its Root Directory. This enlulated 
SRM volume contains all of the directories and files that are related to booting 
SRM/UX clients (such as the SYSTEMS, WORKSTATIONS, and RMBBINS 
directories). vVhen a client specifies the root of this SRM/UX volUlne ("/"), 
the SRM/UX server process will translate the client's path into the HP-UX 
path /srmuxroot. (This translation is completely invisible to the clients.) 
Attempting to go above the SRM/UX Root Directory from the clients 
(e.g., by issuing an MSI II •• II command in BASIC) will leave the user at the 
SRM/UX Root Directory; that is, going above the SRTvl/UX Root Directory 
from the client is not allowed. 
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The following table summarizes the configuration rules for the 
VOLUME-TABLE: 

Table 4-1. VOLUME-TABLE Configuration Guidelines 

The string VOLUME-TABLE must appear exactly as shown here 

Six fields are required in Each VOLUME-TABLE Entry 

Field Rules for Valid Entries 

Volume Name 1) must be 16 characters or less 

2) must be non-blank 

3) must be unique 

Volume Number 1) must be between 1 and 127, inclusive 

2) it is not necessary to have a unique Volume Number for each 
Volume Name (but a given client cannot access multiple volmnes with 
the same Volume Number) 

Uid 1) entry not required 

2) must be between 0 and 65535, inclusive (0 NOT recommended) 

Gid 1) entry not required 

2) must be between 0 and 65535, inclusive 

Temp Directory 1) entry not required 

2) the directory specified must exist on the system 

3) if the entry has a leading slash, the path is absolute otherwise the 
path is relative to the Root. Directory of the volume 

Root Directory 1) entry must be non-blank 

2) must be entered as an absolute pat.h 

3) the directory specified must exist on the system 

The LAN-CLIENTS Table 

Below you will find the detailed explanation of the fields in the LAN-CLIENTS 
table and valid entries in them. Directly after the explanations you will 
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find a sumlnary table which provides quick access to LAN-CLIENTS table 
configuration information. 

The Client Link Level Address field specifies the LAN Link Level Address of 
the LAN Interface on the Pascal Workstation System or HP BASIC /WS client 
to which service is to be provided. It is a 12 digit hex number (6-bytes) which 
is factory-set by HP to be unique. Many Series 300 computer BOOTROMs 
report this number; if it is reported, it will appear on the left side of the screen, 
on the line where the existence of the LAN Interface is reported. You should 
enter the attended boot mode to keep the Link Level Address on the screen 
long enough to record it. If the BOOTROM does not report the Link Level 
Address, either use the HP BASIC /WS Status Registers 21 through 26 on 
the LAN Interface, or see the installation manual that came with the LAN 
Interface (or the computer's installation manual if the LAN Interface is built 
in) for information on deternlining the Link Level Address. 

The Client Internet Address field specifies the Internet Address (IP 
Address) of the client. Each LAN client must have a unique Internet Address 
AND the client's Internet Address must be on the same sub net as the 
SRM/UX server (meaning that the network address part of the server and 
client IP addresses are the same). For example, if the SRM/UX server is at IP 
Address 1.5.99.99.1 (with a network address of 15.99.99, and a host address of 
1), then SRM/UX clients could use any IP Addresses from 15.99.99.2 through 
15.99.99.254 that were not already in use by other machines. (Host addresses 
of 0 and 255 are reserved addresses.) 

If there are also HP-UX computers (i.e., workstations running HP-UX 
that are unrelated to SRM/UX) on the same subnet, care is required to 
avoid duplication of Internet Addresses. You should make entries for your 
SRM/UX clients in your / etc/hosts file and, if one exists on your system, your 
/etc/hosts.local file, so that HP-UX System Administrators for other 11lachines 
on your network will know which IP Addresses are assigned to your SRM/UX 
Clients. (If multiple computers attempt to operate with duplicate Internet 
Addresses, your SRM/UX System and/or your entire HP-UX network, may 
malfunction. ) 
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Note 

Note 

Note 

If a given LAN client will be connected to multiple SRMjUX 
servers from one LAN Interface, it MUST have the same Client 
Internet Address on all of the SRMjUX servers. 

If a given workstation runs HP-UX at some times, and is 
an SRMjUX Client (running HP BASICjWS or Pascal 
Workstation System) at other times, it should be assigned the 
same Internet Address for both cases (there should be just one 
entry in jetcjhosts). 

For a more detailed discussion of assigning Internet Addresses, 
see the "Managing an HP-UX Cluster" chapter of the HP- UX 
System Administration Tasks manual or the Installing and 
Administering LAN /9000 Series 300. or Installing and 
Administering LAN /9000 Series 800 manuals. 

The Client Node Addr field specifies the emulated SRM client node 
address that the SRrvIjUX server will supply to the SRMjUX client. On 
SRM cards, the Node Address is set with 6 switches. SRrvI clients use 
their Node Address to generate node-specific file names. For example, HP 
BASICjWS uses this number to support node-specific AUTOST files (such 
as jSYSTEMSj AUTOST23). User applications can also use this number to 
generate node-specific file names. (HP BASIC jWS returns this number in 
response to a "STATUS sc, 6" statement, where sc is the select code of the 
client's SRM or LAN interface.) For example, multiple SRM clients, with Node 
Addresses 34 and 41, which are running the identical program, could write 
their output to different files, such as RESULTS34 and RESULTS41. The 
SRMjUX server supplies LAN clients with an emulated SRM Node Address so 
that programs which used the Node Address on the SRM can easily be ported 
to SRMjUX. 

Client Node Addresses on LAN must be between 1 and 126, inclusive. 
However, numbers less than 10 are (by convention) reserved for servers, not 
clients, and numbers higher than 99 may cause problems for client applications 
which assume that Node Addresses use only 1 or 2 digits (which is the case 
on the SRM). Therefore, you nlay wish to only use values between 10 and 99, 
unless you know that your applications will handle 3 digit Node Addresses 
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correctly. (HP BASICjWS does handle node-specific AUTOST files which 
contain 3 digits correctly, for example: jSYSTEMSj AUTOST105.) Also, the 
Pascal Workstation System does NOT know its Client Node Address during 
boot, and when assigning a "*,, directory, and uses instead the unique 6-digit 
hex number taken froin the last six digits of the LAN Link Level Address (e.g., 
0012B5). 

Note If a given LAN client will be connected to multiple SRlvljUX 
servers from one LAN interface, it should have the same Client 
Node Address on all of the SRMjUX servers. 

The Server Node Addr field specifies the emulated SRM server node address 
that the SRMjUX client can use to connect to this SRMjUX server. Both 
HP BASICjWS and Pascal vVorkstation System clients use this nunlber. 
HP BASIC jWS users put the Server Node Address in MSI specifiers, as in 
'":REMOTE 21,[Server Node Address]"; for example, ":REMOTE 21,4". The 
Server Node Address is used in the ba parameter of the tea_srm function-calls 
in the Pascal Workstation System CTABLE program (see chapter 7 for details 
on the ba parameter). 

Note We strongly recommend assigning 0 NL Y ONE Server Node 
Address to each server in your SRMjUX system. That is, all 
entries in the column labeled "Server Node Addr" in each 
server's jetcjsrmdconf LAN-CLIENTS table should contain 
the same address. Also, each server in your SRMjUX system 
should have a unique Server Node Address. (If one SRJvljUX 
client is a client of multiple servers that have the same Server 
Node Address, your SRMjUX system may malfunction.) 

The Client Name field is optional. Its value is a string, up to 10 characters 
long, that assigns a unique name to each client, and that can be used by the 
SRMjUX "front-panel commands", such as srmdreset(lM) and srm,dstat(l), to 
refer to a client by name rather than by node address. The client name must 
be unique across both the LAN-CLIENTS and SRM-CLIENTS tables. If a 
name is not given for a client, then this field must be empty or all blanks, but 
the colon field separators must remain on both sides of the Client Name field. 
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Note vVe recommend that you assign a Client Name to all clients, 
especially for larger configurations. 

The Uid field specifies the HP-UX User Id which will be the owner of all new 
files and directories created by this Client on this SRM/UX Server (unless 
overridden by the optional Uid field in the VOL UME-TABLE). The Uid is used 
for all file permissions checks done by the Server. The Uid will also be used for 
jobs submitted to the HP-UX print spooler for this Client. (A value must be 
specified in this field, even if overridden in all VOL UME-TABLE entries.) 

The Gid field specifies the HP-UX Group Id which will be assigned to all new 
files and directories created by this Client on this SRM/UX Server (unless 
overridden by the optional Gid field in the VOL UME-TABLE). The Gid is used 
for all file permissions checks done by the Server. The Gid will also be used for 
jobs submitted to the HP-UX print spooler for this Client. (A value must be 
specified in this field, even if overridden in all VOL UME-TABLE entries.) 

The Umask field is optional. If specified, it must be an octal number between 
o and 777. The Umask field specifies the HP-UX Umask which will be applied 
to all new files and directories created by this client on this SRM/UX server. 
Two common values of Umask are 022; which restricts write permission to the 
owner of the file, or 002, which restricts write permission to either the owner, 
or a member of the group specified in the Gid field. If a value for U mask is not 
specified, then a default value of 0 is used, which will allow anyone to have 
write permission on the file. (Refer to the umask(l) man page in the HP-U .. Y 
Reference for more details.) 

The Volume List field specifies a list of emulated volumes chosen from the 
VOL UIvlE-TABLE above. It specifies which volumes in the VOL UME-TABLE 
can be accessed by each client. The primary way that the SRM/UX System 
Administrator controls which pieces of the HP-UX file system each client may 
access is through entries in the Volume List, together with the SRM/UX 
volume structure set up in the VOL UME-TABLE. 

Make sure that no two Volume Names in a client's Volume List have the sanle 
Volume Number in the VOLUME-TABLE. 
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Note If the SRM/UX server allows LAN clients on more than one 
LAN interface in the server, then you must also modify /etc/rc 
and /etc/netlinkrc. For instructions on how to do that, see the 
"HP-UX System Considerations" section earlier in this chapter. 
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The following table summarizes the configuration rules for the LAN-CLIENTS 
Table: 

Table 4·2. LAN-CLIENTS Table Configuration Guidelines 

The string, LAN-CLIENTS, must appear exactly as shown 

Nine fields are required in each LAN-CLIENTS table entry 

Field Rules for Valid Entries 

Client. Link Level 1) must be Ox followed by 12 hexa.decima.l digits 
Address 

2) must be unique 

Client Internet 1) must be a.n Internet Address on the sa.me subnet a.s the Server's Internet 
Address Address 

2) must be unique 

Client Node Addr 1) must be a.n integer between 1 a.nd 126, inclusive (we recommend 10 .. 99) 

2) recommend using a. unique number, but not required 

Server Node Addr 1) must be between 0 a.nd 126, inclusive (we recommend 0 .. 9) (HP BASIC/WS 
only supports Server Node Addresses in the ra.nge 0 to 63, inclusive) 

Client Na.me 1) must be 10 cha.ra.cters or less 

2) must be unique 

3) entry not required 

Uid 1) entry is required 

2) must be between 0 a.nd 65535, inclusive (O NOT recommended) 

Gid 1) entry is required 

2) must be between 0 a.nd 65535, inclusive 

Uma.sk 1) entry not required (defa.ults to 0) 

2) must be between 000 a.nd 777 (octal), inclusive 

Volume List 1) must contain between 1 a.nd 15 volumes which a.re defined in the 
VOLUME-TABLE 

2) must not contain duplica.te Volume Na.mes 

3) each volume in a. client's Volume List must ha.ve a. unique Volume Number 
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The SRM-CLIENTS Table 

This table in /etc/srmdconf will have entries only on Series 300 servers, 
because Series 400 and Series 800 servers do not support SRM cards. 

Below you will find the detailed explanation of the fields in the SRM-CLIENTS 
table and valid entries in them. Directly after the explanations you will 
find a summary table which provides quick access to SRM-CLIENTS table 
configuration information. 

The Server's SRM Device File field specifies the full path to the 
device-special file for the SRM interface on the server's HP-UX file systen1. 
The SRM/UX Systen1 Administrator should set up the device file by following 
the instructions in the "Configuring the Server's HP -UX Environment for 
SRM/UX" section earlier in this chapter. 

The Client Node Addr field specifies the node address that is set on 
the switches on the SRM card installed in an HP BASIC/vVS or Pascal 
Workstation Systen1 client workstation. Each SRM card on a given SRM 
connection NIUST have a unique Node Address; otherwise the SRNI hardware 
will malfunction. 

Client Node Addresses in the SRM-CLIENTS table and the LAN-CLIENTS 
table are completely separate with respect to setting up communication 
between the server and clients. Also, they do not have to be unique for SRM 
clients which access the server using different SRM device files. However, 
having multiple clients with the same Client Node Address may cause 
problems with multiple HP BASIC/vVS clients accessing the same node-specific 
AUTOST files (/SYSTEMS/ AUTOSTnn), and may confuse applications 
which use their Client Node Address to generate unique file names, which 
the application expects to be accessed by only one client. Therefore, HP 
recommends that all clients in both the LAN-CLIENTS and SRM-CLIENTS 
tables have unique Client Node Addresses, if at all possible. 

Note The Server's SRM Device File and Client Node Addr fields 
are the (SRM connection) client's core parameters; that is, they 
uniquely define the client's SRM card. If you change either of 
these two, you have essentially removed the existing client and 
have created a new one. 
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The remaining fields (Client Name, Uid, Gid, Umask, and Volume List) have 
the same definitions as the corresponding fields in the LAN -CLIENTS table. 
Please read the LAN-CLIENTS section of this chapter for details. 

The following table summarizes the configuration rules for the SRM-CLIENTS 
Table: 
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Table 4-3. SRM-CLIENTS Table Configuration Guidelines 

The string, SRM-CLIENTS, must appear exactly as shown 

Seven fields are required in each SRM-CLIENTS table entry 

Field Rules for Valid Entries 

Server's SRM 1) entry is required 
Device File 

2) must have an absolute path (starts with /) 

3) the file must exist 

4) the Device must be character special; if errors here then the mknod(lM) 
command was incorrectly issued 

5) the Device must be an SRM Card; if errors here then the mknod (1M) 
command was incorrectly issued 

6) the Server must be able to open the Device File 

Client Node Addr 1) must be an integer between 1 and 63, inclusive (we recommend 10 .. 63) 

Client Name 

Uid 

Gid 

Umask 

Volume List 

2) MUST be unique on a given SRM connection or the hardware will malfunction 

1) must be 10 characters or less 

2) must be unique 

3) entry not required 

1) entry is required 

2) must be between 0 and 65535, inclusive (0 NOT recommended) 

1) entry is required 

2) must be between 0 and 65535, inclusive 

1) entry not required (defaults to 0) 

2) must be between 000 and 777 (octal), inclusive 

1) must contain between 1 and 15 volumes which are defined in the 
VOLUME-TABLE 

2) must not contain duplicate Volume Names 

3) each volume in a client's Volume List must have a unique Volume Number 
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The SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT Table 

Below you will find the detailed explanation of the fields in the SPOOL
ENVIRONMENT table and valid entries in them. Directly after the 
explanations you will find a summary table which provides quick access to 
SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT table configuration information. 

The SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT table declares HP-UX environment variables 
used by the SRMjUX spooling processes. When a file is closed in a Spooling 
Directory, srmd(lM) will pass an open file descriptor for the file to an HP-UX 
shell process specified in the SPOOL-TABLE (next section), and then the file is 
spooled. 

The server sets up default values for the following variables: SHELL, TZ, 
SRMSPOOLFILENAME, PATH, and PRIORITY. You may add additional 
entries to the SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT table to define additional environment 
variables for use by the Spool Comlnands in your SPOOL-TABLE, or you may 
override the default values for SHELL, TZ, or PATH. This capability provides 
more power and flexibility for your SRMjUX spooling environment. (See the 
"Bourne Shell" section of the HP- UX nlanual Shells and Nliscellaneous Tools 
for details on shell and environment variables, and using pipes.) 

The first and only field on each line (except for an optional trailing comment) 
is the variable assignment field. It always has the format: 

variable = value 

where the allowed values depend on which environment variable is being 
defined. For example, PATH accepts a list of one or nl0re path names 
separated by colons, as in: 

PATH=/bin:/usr/bin:/usr/local/bin 

The following table summarizes the configuration rules for the 
SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT table: 
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Table 4-4. 
SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT Table Configuration Guidelines 

The string, SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT, must appear exactly as shown here 

There are no required entries in the spool-environment table 

Lines in this table must be 255 characters or less 

The total number of environment variables must be 126 or less 

The correct fOl'mat for entries in this table is: variable=value; however, 
snndconfcheck(lM) checks only for the presence of an equals sign in the line 

There are five, pre-initialized environment variables: 

Variable: Comments: 
# 

1) SHELL=/bin/sh 

2) TZ=MST7MDT or the TZ value inherited from the OS 

3) SRMSPOOLFILENAME=defa11.lts to the full path. name 
of the file being spooled 

4) PATH=/bin:/usr/bin PATH should be set to include the 
paths needed for all commands used in 
spooler execution. The default PATH 
includes all utilities supplied with 
SRM/UX 

5) PRIORITY= PRIORITY will be set to null for files 
spooled from the main Spooling 

or Directory, or it will be set t.o the value 

PRIORITY =-p2 (jor example) specified in the Priority field of the 
SPOOL-TABLE for files spooled from 
the PRIORITY subdirectory. 

The SPOOL-TABLE 

Below you will find the detailed explanation of the fields in the SPOOL
TABLE and valid entries in them. Directly after the explanations you will find 
a summary table which provides quick access to SPOOL-TABLE configuration 
information. 

This table in srmdconf provides directions for SRM/UX to use to emulate SRM 
printer and plotter spooling. 
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The Spool Directory field specifies the name of the spool directory. It 
is an absolute path in the SRM/UX file system from which files are to be 
print-spooled by s'rmd(lM). 

The Priority field, which is optional, specifies the Priority SRM/UX will 
use for jobs fronl the PRIORITY sub-directory of the Spool Directory. It 
must have a value between 0 and 7, inclusive. The SRM server supports 
a "high-priority spooling mechanism" by using an optional PRIORITY 
sub-directory in Spooling Directories. Files placed in a PRIORITY 
sub-directory are spooled ahead of files placed in the main Spooling Directory. 
The sanle mechanislll is supported by the SRM/UX server. Srmd(lM) checks 
for files to be spooled in the PRIORITY sub-directory (if it exists) for each 
Spool Directory. If the Priority field has a value of 7, for example, then the 
shell variable PRIORITY is set to '-p7' for each job from the PRIORITY 
sub-directory. This value (-p7) can be used as an argument to [p(l) to 
specify a higher priority for jobs froln the PRIORITY sub-directory, if the 
$PRIORITY argulnellt is included in the [p( 1) invocation in the Spool 
Command (discussed next). Srmd(lM) sets the PRIORITY shell variable to the 
null string for jobs frOln the main Spool Directory, so they will be submitted 
with the default priority. If no value is specified in the Priority field, or if the 
$PRIORITY argunlent is not included in the fp(l) invocation in the Spool 
Command, then all jobs frorn that Spool Directory, including the PRIORITY 
sub-directory, will be sublnitted with the default priority. 

The Spool Command field specifies an HP-UX shell command sequence, 
to be executed in order to perform the spooling operation. (It will be a 
Bourne shell sequence unless the SHELL variable has been set to something 
else in the SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT table. The command sequence is 
passed to /bin/sh (or the current value of SHELL) by srmd(lM), along 
with the contents of the spool file. The full path name of the file (e.g. 
/srmuxroot/PRINTER/Abc-job.UX) is passed in to this command sequence in 
the environment variable SRMSPOOLFILENAME. See the HP-UX man page 
for she 1) for shell programming information. The spool file will be removed 
after the shell conlmand sequence completes. 

Note DO NOT put an explicit: rm $SRMSPOOLFILENAME conlmand in 
the Spool Command field. 
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The Spool Conunand is executed with the client's Uid. Therefore, if it is 
necessary to cancel an lp(l) request (for example), root user capability is not 
required, because jobs are submitted under the client's Uid. 

How print spooling is done depends partly on how the HP-UX system's own 
printer spooling is set up. However, from the HP BASIC/WS or Pascal 
Workstation System user's point of view, all that is required for proper 
spooling is to place a file into a Spool Directory on SRM/UX. 

The example SPOOL-TABLE from the /etc/srmdconf template shown earlier 
in this chapter illustrates SRIvI/UX spooling: 

SPOOL-TABLE 

# Spooling Commands 
# 

# Spool 
# Directory 

I Spool 
IPrioritylCommand 

#----------------------+--------+--------------------------------------------------
/srmuxroot/PRINTER 2 :srmdlpfilter I lp $PRIORITY 

In this example, the PRINTER subdirectory in Volume 8 has been designated 
as a Spool Directory. The example Spool Command is: srmdlpfilter I lp 
$PRIORITY. Srrndlpfilter(l) is a command, provided as part of the SRM/UX 
product, which translates non-HP-UX file types (such as LIF ASCII or 
.TEXT files) to standard HP-UX vi-colnpatible text, suitable for printing 
by the HP-UX spoolers, such as lp(l). It will also prefix the appropriate 
ENVIRONMENT file to the output, if an ENVIRONMENT subdirectory exists 
in the Spool Directory. 

For example, from a Pascal Workstation System's EDITOR, when a file is 
ready for printing, you could Quit, Save, and specify a file name such as 
#.5:/PRINTER/ ABC-JOB.TEXT. The file would then be printed on the 
Server's default printer, lp, after srm,dlpfilter(l) translated the .TEXT fonnat 
to vi-compatible format. The file /PRINTER/ ABC-JOB.TEXT will be 
removed after it is spooled. An HP BASIC /WS user could execute a SAVE or 
COpy command to place the file to be printed in the /PRINTER directory. 
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Note The SRMjUX System Administrator does not have to include 
srmdlpfilter( 1) in the Spool Command pipeline; however, a 
Spool Command which invokes lp(l) directly will successfully 
print only standard HP-UX files. (Standard HP-UX files are 
created by using the suffix". UX" in Pascal Workstation System 
version 3.2 and later, or by using the CREATE statement in 
HP BASICjWS.) Also, if srmdlpjilter(l) is not included in the 
Spool Command pipeline, ENVIRONMENT files will not be 
supported. 

The following table summarizes the configuration rules for the SPOOL-TABLE: 

Table 4-5. SPOOL-TABLE Configuration Guidelines 

The string SPOOL-TABLE must appear exactly as shown here 

Three fields are required in each entry in the SPOOL-TABLE; however, no entries are 
required if no spooling will be done. 

Field Rules for Valid Entries 

Spool Directory 1) entry is required 

2) must have an absolute path (starts with j) 

3) the Spool Directory must exist 

4) at least one volume must have access to this Spool Directory 

Priority 1) entry is optional 

2) must be between 0 and 7, inclusive 

3) the default will be whatever your HP-UX spooling priority is set to 
(default OJ see /padmin(lM)) 

Spool Command The Spool Command may be an arbitrary shell pipeline. No error 
checking is performed on the Spool Command. IT you add your own 
customized Spool Commands, we recommend debugging them as 
standalone commands before adding them to the SPOOL-TABLE. 
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An Example /etc/srmdconf File 

The following is an example /etc/srmdconf file which illustrates the format 
and principles for configuring SRM/UX. The discussion following the example 
explains the details of the entries in each table. 

VOLUME-TABLE 

t Volume Descriptions 

t 
t Volume 

t Name 

IVolumel 

INumberl Uid 

ITemp IRoot 

Gid IDirectorylDirectory 

t----------------+------+-----+-----+---------+------------------------------------
SRMUXROOT 8 17 9 /srmuxroot 

HPUXROOT 9 /tmp / 

ABC 10 /tmp /users/abc 

DEF 10 /tmp /users/def 

GH I 10 /tmp /users/gh i 
JKL 10 /srmtmp /users/jkl 

MNO 10 /tmp /users/mno 

LAN-CL I ENTS 

t LAN CI ient Descriptions 

t 
t CI ient ICI ient 

t Link Level I Internet 
t Add ress I Add ress 

ICI ientlServerl 
INode INode ICI ient 

IAddr IAddr I Name 
IVolume 

Uid Gid IUmasklList 

t--------------+---------------+------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+--------
Ox080009001234 : 15.99.99.10 : 11 : 0 

HPUXRDDT. ABC t User Abc's Workstation 

Ox080009005678 : 15.99.99.11 : 12 0 
DEF t User Def's Workstation 

Ox0800090012AB : 15.99.99.12 13 : 0 

GHI t User Ghi 's 1st Workstation 

Ox080009009876 : 15.99.99.13 14 0 
GHI t User Ghi 's 2nd Workstation 

: Abc : 101 : 99 : 022 :SRMUXRODT. 

Def 102 99 022 : SRMUXROOT • 

Gh i 200 99 022 :SRMUXROOT. 

Gh i2 200 99 022 : SRMUXRODT • 
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SRM-CL I ENTS • enter SRM cl ients on lyon Series 300 Servers 

• SRM CI iut Descriptions 

• 
• ICI ientl 
• Server's SRM INode ICI ient 
• Device Fi Ie IAddr I Name 

IVo I ume 
Uid I Gid IUmasklList 

.----------------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+-----------------------------
/dev/srm 20 jkl 103 : 99 : 022 : SRMUXROOT,JKL 
/dev/srm 21 : mno : 123 : 99 : 022 : SRMUXROOT ,MNO 

SPOOL-ENV IRONMENT 

I The following envi ronment variables are pre-in itia I ized for spool ing 

• processes. 
I 
• SHELL - defaults to /bin/sh, unless overridden 
I 

• • 
I 

• 

TZ 

SRMSPOOLF I LENAME 

PATH 

- inherited from the OS, if it is set there, 
otherwise defau Its to MST7MDT 

- defau Its to the fu II path name of the file 
be i ng spoo led (e.g. /srmuxroot/PRINTER/xyzzy) 

- defaults to /bin:/usr/bin. Recommend that 

• it be set to include paths needed for all 

• commands used in Spoo I Commands • . ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SHELL=/b i n/ksh 

SPOOL-TABLE 

• Spool ing Commands 

• 
• Spoo I 
• Di rectory 

ISpool 
I Pr i or i tyl Comma nd 

.----------------------+--------+-----------------------------------------------
/s rmuxroot/PR INTER 3 : srmdlpfi Iter I Ip -dljet ·oraw $PRIORITY 

Discussion of the Example jetcjsrmdconf File 

In the above example /etc/srmdconf file, a Pascal Workstation System 
or HP BASIC/WS client using a LAN interface with Link Level Address 
Ox080009001234 (remember: the "core" parameter of an SRM/UX client on 
the LAN connection is its Link Level Address), has access to three volumes: 
SRMUXROOT, HPUXROOT, and ABC, as specified by this client's Volume 
List in the LAN-CLIENTS table. . 

Volume SRMUXROOT is defined in the VOLUME-TABLE to be the HP-UX 
directory /srmuxroot. This client (Ox0800090012:34) always boots up in this 
emulated Volume 8 (named SRMUXROOT). After boot up, users can move 
around in Volume 8 with "MSI" commands iIi HP BASIC /WS or with U dir or 
Pdir commands in the Pascal Workstation System's Filer. 
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The client user is not allowed to move above the root of the emulated SRM 
volume. If the user issued the command to go above the root of the volume
for exanlple: in HP BASIC jWS, MSI " .. / .. / .. 1\, from jSYSTEMS-he or she 
would be left at II /1I(the volume's root directory) from the HP BASIC/vVS 
system's perspective, and at /srmuxroot from the server's HP-UX perspective. 
Trying to luove above a volume's Root Directory will cause no problmus and 
no error messages will be issued; the attempt will simply be unsuccessful. 

The client with Link Address Ox080009001234 has access to two other volunles 
as well, HPUXROOT and ABC as shown in the Volume List. HPUXROOT is 
assigned to "/" on the HP-UX file system (the HP-UX root directory). This 
volume provides access to the entire HP-UX file system, if read/write/ execute 
permissions on the HP -UX system so allow. Access to the HP -UX root 
directory should not be given to clients casually; only those who need it for 
special reasons should be permitted to access it. HPUXROOT is a volUlne 
intended for special uses of SRMjUX; such as SRM/UX clients data-sharing 
with HP BASIC lUX or other HP-UX applications, or accessing renlote file 
systelus mounted via NFS on the SRM/UX server. 

Notice, for all clients, that no two Volume Names in their Volume List luay 
have the same Volume Number in the VOLUME-TABLE. (In this exanlple, a 
client can have access to only one of the volumes: ABC, DEF, GHI, ,IKL, or 
MNO because each has a Volume Number of 10.) 

In this example /etc/srmdconf, in the lines headed by Volume Names: ABC, 
DEF, GHI, ,IKL, and MNO, the SRM/UX System Administrator has set up 
volumes for the client users that give them access to their HP-UX "holue" 
directories. 

For example: Volume Name ABC is assigned to the HP-UX directory /users/abc 
that user abc gets as his or her "home" directory when logging in to the 
HP-UX host computer that is acting as the SRMjUX server. Hence, while 
working as, say, an HP BASIC /WS user he or she could access files under the 
/users/abc directory by issuing the command: MSI II : REMOTE 21, O;LABEL 
ABC" (assuming the client's LAN interface's Select Code is 21. The 0 in this 
command represents Server Node 0 as specified in the Server Node Addr field 
of this client's line in the LAN-CLIENTS table.) 

Files and directories that the SRM/UX clients create on Volume Name 
SRMUXROOT (Volume 8) will be created with Uid=17 and Gid=9, according 
to the override specified in the VOLUME-TABLE. The VOLUME-TABLE 
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override Uid and Gid values will also be used for all file permissions checks on 
accesses to SRMUXROOT. For all other Volumes in this example, the client's 
Uid and Gid fields will control file access permissions and ownership of newly 
created files and directories, because none of the other Volumes have Uid or 
Gid fields specified. 

Files and directories that client Ox080009001234 creates on both of the other 
Volume Names it has access to (Le., HPUXROOT and ABC) will be created 
with Uid=101 and Gid=99, as specified in the Uid and Gid fields of this client's 
line in the LAN-CLIENTS ta.ble. 

Any directories client Ox080009001234 creates via any of the volulnes in its 
Volume List will have permissions 755 (rwxr-xr-x), because the Umask for 
the client is set to 022 in the LAN-CLIENTS table; ordinary files will have 
permissions 644 (rw-r--r--). 

The Pascal Workstation System's SRM driver creates telnporary files in the 
/WORKSTATIONS/TEMP _FILES directory under Volume 8. The Temp 
Directory field of the VOLUME-TABLE provides the flexibility to have 
SRM/UX place the client's temporary files in a directory other than Volulne 
8 /WORKSTATIONS/TEMP _FILES; the temp files ca.n be placed anywhere 
under the server's HP-UX root directory as specified in this field. Each volume 
listed in the VOL UME-TABLE can have its own directory to store temporary 
files in. 

An HP BASIC /WS client user would use the LABEL field in his or her MSI 
statement to choose between Volumes SRMUXROOT, HPUXROOT, and ABC 
for any given mass storage operation. 

A Pascal vVorkstation System client user would not have to modify CTABLE 
to talk to volume SRMUXROOT, because it is disk Volume 8 on Server Node 
Address 0, which matches the default CTABLE values. However, to access 
HPUXROOT and/or ABC, he or she would have to modify and recompile 
CTABLE; because disk volumes 9 and 10 are not defaults of CTABLE. (See 
chapter 7 of this manual for details on how to do this.) 

Users on the other client workstations on the LAN connection see an entirely 
different view of the same SRM/UX server. They have access to different 
volumes, and files and directories they create will have different Uids and Gids. 
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On the SRlVI connection, this example shows two clients: Client Name jkl 
and Client Name mno. They are both uniquely determined as clients by the 
combination of their Server's SRM Device File and Client Node Addr fields. 

SRM client jkl, at Client Node Addr 20, has access to volumes SRMUXROOT 
and JKL. Both clients on the SRM connection are using the same server's 
device file: /dev/srm. There must be a uniquely named (within its server) 
device file for each SRM interface in the server. In this example, the server has 
only one SRM interface and one device file / dev / srm. 

Each client on the SRM connection also sees an entirely different view of the 
same SRM/UX server; in that they have access to different volumes, and files 
and directories they create will have different Uids and Gids. 

In the SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT table, the default value for SHELL 
has been overridden. The Spool Conunand will be executed in the Korn 
shell instead of the default Bourne shell. The variables PATH, TZ and 
SRMSPOOLFILENAME will be set to their default values. 

The example SPOOL-TABLE has configured the directory 
/srmuxroot/PRINTER as a Spool Directory, with a corresponding 
Spool Conunand: 

srmdlpfilter I lp -dljet -oraw $PRIORITY 

If a client places a file Abc-job. TEXT in /srmuxroot/PRINTER, then 
the server will set the shell variable SRMSPOO LFILEN AME to 
/ srmuxroot/PRINTER/ Abc- job. TEXT and pass an open file descriptor for 
Abc- job. TEXT to the Spool Conunand shell sequence. This Spool Conunand first 
invokes srmdlpfilter(l), which will translate the .TEXT file to vi-compatible 
format, and pipe its output to the HP-UX spooler, lp(l), which will print the 
file on the Ij et printer in raw mode. 
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Validating the Configuration File (/etc/srmdconf) 
The SRM/UX "front-panel command", srmdconfcheck(lM), validates the new 
or newly updated jetc/srmdconf file. Use it when initially starting-up the 
SRM/UX daemon process and when dynamically reconfiguring the Server (Le., 
reconfiguring without shutting down the server process). 

Note All of the SRlvI/UX "front panel commands" (EXCEPT 
srmdstat(l)) can be executed ONLY by the super-user 
(root), induding:srmdconfcheck(lM), srmdreconfig( 1M), 
srmdreset(lM), and srmdshut(lM). 

Srmdconfcheck(lM) attempts to discover all of the errors in /etc/srmdconf 
on the first pass, however, that may not always be possible. Some errors will 
mask other errors so that, after fixing the first-level errors, more will be caught 
while rerunning srmdconfcheck(lM). Specifically, if you have more than one 
error on any line in /etc/srnldconf, srmdconfcheck(lM) reports the first error 
it finds (which mayor may not be the first error that occurs in the line from 
left to right) and quits checking the rest of the line. Hence, it may take several 
iterations through srmdconfcheck( 1M) to completely debug and validate your 
/etc/srmdconf file; depending on how many nested errors there are in the 
configuration file originally. 

To validate your / etc/ srmdconf file, proceed as follows: 

• Execute srmdconfcheck( 1M) by executing the command: 

/etc/srmdconfcheck 

The output will be sent to stdout, however, if there are multiple errors you 
may want to redirect the srmdconfcheck(lM) output to a file so that you 
have a record of the errors. For example, issue the command: 

/etc/srmdconfcheck > confcheck.out I 
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• Below is an exarnple output from srmdconfcheck(lM) that results from the 
/etc/srmdconf file just below the output: 

Checking SRM/UX configuration rile /etc/srmdconf 
Illegal link address (Ox08000900jrjk) on line 21. Line ignored. 
Srm device /dev/rake_srm on line 32: 10 such rile or directory. Line ignored. 
10 client descriptions round. 
Could not complete checking SRM/UX conriguration rile, 3 errors round. 

Example /etc/snndconf that generated the previous error message: 

VOLUME-TABLE 

• Volume Descriptions 

• 
• Vo I ume IVolumel I Temp IRoot 

• Name INumberl Uid Gid IDirectorylDirectory 

.----------------+------+-----+-----+---------+------------------------------------
SRMUXROOT 8 Itmp Is rmuxroot 

HPUXROOT 9 Itmp I 
DTESTV 10 /tmp /users/geoff/dtestv 

LAN-CL I ENTS 

• LAN CI ient Descriptions 

• 
• CI ient ICllent 
• Link Leve I II nternet 

ICI ientlServerl 
IVolume 

• Add ress I Add ress 

INode INode ICI ient 

IAddr IAddr IName Uid Gid IUmasklList 

.--------------+---------------+------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+--------

.** ""'ega' link level address" error on the line below*****.******** 
Ox08000900jf j k : 15.99.99.61 : 11 10: newc I i ent: 3824: 33 : 022 : SRMUXROOT , 
HPUXROOT, DTESTV 

SRM-CL I ENTS 

• SRM CI ient Descriptions 

• 
• ICI ientl 
• Server's SRM INode ICI ient 

• Device Fi Ie IAddr IName 

IVo I urne 

Uid Gid IUrnasklList 

.----------------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+-----------------------------

.** "non-existent device fi Ie" error on the line below***.*****.***** 
Idev/fake_srrn : 16 :newsrmclnt: 3824: 53 : 022 : SRMUXROOT,DTESTV 
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SPOOL-ENV IRONMENT 

• The following environment variables are pre-initialized for spooling 

• processes. 

• • SHELL - defaults to Ibin/sll, unless overridden 

• TZ - inherited from the OS, if it is set there, 

• otherw i se defa u I ts to MST7MDT 

SRMSPOOLF I LENAME - defau Its to the fu II pathname of the file 
being spooled (e.g. Isrmuxroot/PRINTER/xyzzy) 

- defaults to Ibin:/usr/bin. Recommend that 
• • PATH 

• it be set to include paths needed for all 

• - commands used in Spool Commands • . ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PATH=/b in: Ius rIb in: 

SPOOL-TABLE 

• Spooling Commands 

• 
• Spoo I 
• Oi rectory 

• s rmd I pf i I te r i sin / u srI bin 

ISpool 
I Pr i or i ty ICommand 

.----------------------+--------+--------------------------------------------------
/srmuxroot/PRINTER 2 :srmdlpfi Iter I Ip $PRIORITY 

Notice the error message: No client descriptions found. Since there is 
only one entry in each of the LAN-CLIENTS and SRM-CLIENTS tables, 
and each of those entries is incorrect, srmdconfcheck(lM) reports that there 
are no valid clients. 

You must fix all of the errors. We recommend that you also fix all of the 
warnings that srmdco'l1fcheck(lM) gives . 

• Exanline the srmdconfcheck(lM) output on your screen or in the output file 
(confcheck.out in this example) and correct the errors reported there . 

• Rerun srmdconfcheck(lM) until it reports: 

Checked SRM/UX config file /etc/srmdconf, 0 errors and 0 warnings 
found. 

You now have a validated configuration file on your SRM/UX server. 

If you are starting the SRMjUX server for the first time, and you have filled 
out the tables in j etc/ srmdconf and have run srmdconfcheck( 1M) successfully, 
then you are ready to get the server process up and running on the server 
computer. To do so, see the next section: "Starting the srmd Process on the 
Server." 
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Starting the srmd Process on the Server 

After you have made the necessary entries in /etc/srmdconf you are ready to 
start the srmd(1M) process on the server. 

Manually Starting srmd 

To manually start up the srmd(1M) server process: 

1) You must be logged in as root (super-user) 

2) Type /ete/srrnd at the HP-UX prompt. 

Note Only ONE srmd( 1M) process is allowed at anyone time on a 
server. If you attempt to start multiple srmd(1NI) processes, 
you will not get an error message on your terminal or window. 
However, an entry will be made in /usr / adm/ srmd .log that 
looks like this: 

Mon Dec 10 17:15:29 1990 pid=15313: STARTUP 
Mon Dec 10 17:15:29 1990 pid=15313: ABORT: only 1 srmd process alloved at a time 

Mon Dec 10 17:15:29 1990 pid=15313: TERMIRATIRG 

Automatically Starting srmd 

You can start the server process manually, any time, using the procedures 
detailed above, and stop it by executing srmdshut(1M) (See the section later in 
this chapter for details on srmdshut( 1M).) You can also arrange for srmd( IN1) 
to come up running, automatically, every time you reboot HP-UX on the 
server. 

The server is started by invoking the SRNI/UX server program: / ete/ srmd. 

The following discussion assumes your server's HP-UX system has a standard, 
"as shipped" version of the / ete/re file installed. If you have customized your 
/ete/re script, then you probably have a good idea of where the following 
modifications should be placed in it, based on what events must happen before 
and a.fter the 81'md(1M) invocation. 
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Do the automatic srmd(lM) startup by adding the following line to the 
I etc/rc script: 

letc/srmd # start-up the SRM/UX server 

If your server is NOT an HP-UX cluster server, and you want to have 
SRM/UX clients booting over the LAN connection from your server, then you 
will also need to add an additional line to the I etc/rc script: 

# start-up the HP-UX boot daemon 

Some of the networking initialization must occur before starting I etcl srmd. 
Locate the section of /etc/rc shown here in the standard HP-UX I etc/rc file. 

several hundred lines exist above this ... 

# Actions based on system type: 
case $state in 
standalone) # Not a member of a diskless cluster 

echo "Starting up standalone system" 
swap_start 
set_date 
setmount 
hfsmount 
syncer_start 
lp_start 
clean_ex 
clean_uucp 
net_start 
/etc/srmd #««<add this line without this comment 
rbootd_start #««<add this line without this comment 
cron_start 
pty_start 
vt_start 
list_tmps 
clean_adm 
save_core 
delog_stcirt 
audit_start 

localroot) # This is a root server in a Diskless system 
echo "Starting up DISKLESS server ($rootname)" 
swap_start 
set_date 
setmount 
hfsmount 
syncer_start 
lp_start 
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clean_ex 
clean_uucp 
net_start 
csp_start 
/etc/srmd # ««<add this line without this comment 
rbootd_start 
cron_start 
pty_start 

more lines exist below here ... 

Make the following changes to the shell "case" statement: 

• In the "case" where $state is "standalone" (meaning that your server is 
NOT an HP-UX cluster server), add the / etc/srmd and rbootd_start lines 
immediately after the line which calls net_start . 

• In the "case" where $state is "localroot" (lneaning that your server IS an 
HP-UX cluster server), add the /etc/srmd line between the lines which call 
esp_start and rbootd_start. (The rbootd_start will already be present 
in this case; you will not need to add it.) 

Since the update(lM) procedure for new HP-UX versions does not normally 
delete an existing / ete/rc file, it is possible that your server is running with an 
/ etc/re file which pre-dates HP- UX 7.0. In this case, you may wish to update 
your / etc/rc file to the HP-UX 7.0 version, and make the changes detailed 
above to automatically start srmd(lM), OR you can locate the networking 
initialization code in your /etc/rc, and add the /etc/srmd line after the 
networking initialization, but before the diskless boot process, rbootd(lM), is 
started. 

Checking the Status of the SRM/UX Clients 
The SRM/UX "front panel command", srmdstat(l), provides the SRM's 
FILES, USERS, and NODES functionality. Srmdstat(lM) reports the status 
of the SRM/UX file system; that is, it reports on the status of the client 
workstations' files. 

Srmdstat(lM) reports whether clients are "active" or "not active", and reports 
on other system status as well (see the discussion below). 
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A client is "active" if the client has submitted "requests" (e.g., has booted from 
the server, has opened or closed files, has spooled a file) to the server since 
the server's latest invocation (Le., since the SRM/UX, System Administrator 
last issued the /etc/srnld command). If a client has submitted requests to the 
server since its latest invocation, then it remains active even if you power down 
the client workstation. 

A client is "not active" if the client has NOT submitted requests to the server 
since the server's latest invocation. There are several reasons why a client 
might be "not active": 

• The client workstation has not powered up since the last server invocation. 

• The client has booted from SOlne place other than this server and has not 
submitted any requests. 

• The client is using a local disc and has sent no file system requests to this 
server. 

• The client is using another (i.e., not this server's) remote file system. 

Below is a discussion of the srmdstat( 1) command. It shows example 
srmdstat( 1) command lines using all of the options available and the output 
from those conlnlands. 

Note For all of the SRM/UX "front panel commands" , you can add 
fete in your PATH variable and then type just the command 
name. If /etc is not in your PATH, then you must provide the 
full path as you execute each command: for example, 

With / etc in PATH: srmdstat 

Without: /etc/srmdstat 

Example 1 - (srmdstat) 

If you execute: 

/etc/srmdstat 

The output might look like this: 

test1 at 15.99.99.19 not active 
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design1 at 15.99.99.23 has open files: 
/srmuxroot/STATTEST 
/srmuxroot 

design3 at 15.99.99.115 has open files: 
/srmuxroot/STATTEST (this client owns LOCK) 
/srmuxroot 

JOESCLIENT on /dev/srm at node 16 not active 

test5 on /dev/srm at node 53 has 0 open files 

This example shows the current status of all clients on this server: 

• testl and JOESCLIENT are not active 

• designl has 2 open files: /srmuxroot/STATTEST and /srmuxroot 

• design3 has the same 2 open files; in addition it has /srmuxroot/STATTEST 
LOCKed, so that other clients cannot access the file until design3 releases its 
lock. 

• test5 has no open files 

Example 2-(srmdstat -u) 

If you execute: 

/etc/srmdstat -u 

The output might look like this: 

design1 at 15.99.99.23 - open file count 2 

design3 at 15.99.99.115 - open file count 2 

The -u option produces a condensed version of the default srmdstat(l) output; 
it reports only those clients which have open files, and tells how many files each 
client has open. 
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Example 3-(srmdstat -n) 

If you execute: 

/etc/srmdstat -n designl 

The output might look like this: 

designl at 15.99.99.23 has open files: 
/srmuxroot/STATTEST 
/srmuxroot 

The -n (name) option reports the status of a single client, the one with the 
specified name. 

Srmdstat( 1) reports the same information (for the named client) with this 
option as it reports with no options specified. 

Example 4-(srmdstat -i) 

If you execute: 

/etc/srmdstat -i 15.99.99.115 

The output might look like this: 

design3 at 15.99.99.115 has open files: 
/srmuxroot/STATTEST (this client owns LOCK) 
"/srmuxroot 

The -i option is similar to the -n option, except that the Client Internet 
Address is used to specify the LAN client you want a report on. 

Example 5-(srmdstat -s) 

If you execute: 

/etc/srmdstat -s /dev/srm 53 

The output might look like this: 

test5 on /dev/srm at node 53 has 0 open files 
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The -s option is similar to the -n option, except that the Server's SRM Device 
File and Client Node Address are used to specify the SRM client you want a 
report on. 

Example 6-(srmdstat -1) 

If you execute: 

/etc/srmdstat -f /srmuxroot/STATTEST 

The output might look like this: 

/srmuxroot/STATTEST open by: 
design1 at 15.99.99.23 
design3 at 15.99.99.115 owns LOCK 

The -f option is used to show which clients are using particular file( s). It also 
tells which client, if any, has the file LOCKed. 

The SRMjUX System Adnlinistrator can use this option to see if one client 
is holding onto a LOCK inappropriately. In this example, the Administrator 
could do an srmdreset( IN1) on design3 to clear the LOCK thereby allowing 
design1 use of the file jsrmuxrootjSTATTEST. 

Notice how srmdstat(l) reports each client's Client Name, and Client 
Internet Address (for LAN) and Client Name, Server's SRM Device File, 
and Client Node Addr (for SRM); in addition to the other infonnation detailed 
above. 

Resetting SRM/UX Clients 
Srmdreset(lM) gives the SRMjUX Systeln Adluinistrator explicit control over 
what files and LOCKs are in use by each Client. (Srmdreset(IM) emulates the 
SRM's REMOVE_USER command.) The SRMjUX System Adlninistrator can 
use srmdreset(IM) to unlock and close specific files, or to unlock and close all 
of the files open by a particular client. The following exanlples illustrate the 
various ways to use srmdreset( 1M): 
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Example 1-(srmdreset -n) 

If you execute: 

/etc/srmdreset -n design3 /srmuxroot/STATTEST 

Then: 

The above command closes the file /srmuxroot/STATTEST for client design3 
and also releases any LOCKs that design3 had on this file. Any other clients 
that have the file open, will still have it open. Any other files that client 
design3 has open will remain open. 

Example 2-(srmdreset -n) 

If you execute: 

/ etc/ srmdreset -n des ign3 

Then: 

The above command closes all files open by client design3. It will also release 
all LOCKs held by design3. All other clients are unaffected. (If other clients 
were kept from accessing files by LOCKs held by design3, they will now be able 
to access those files.) 

Note Sl'mdl'eset(lM) does NOT disable future requests by the 
Clients which get reset. In order to completely disable a 
client from accessing the SRM/UX Server, the SRM/UX 
System Administrator must edit /etc/srmdconf to delete or 
"comment out" the line defining the Client, and then execute 
sl'mdl'eCo11jig(lM) 

Example 3-(srmdreset -i) 

If you execute: 

/ etc/ srmdreset - i 15.99.99. 115 

Then: 
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Exanlple 3 is the same as Example 2, except that the LAN client to be reset is 
specified here by using the Client Internet Address instead of the Client Name. 

Example 4-(srmdreset -s) 

If yO'll execute: 

/etc/srmdreset -s /dev/srm 53 

Then: 

Exalnple 4 is similar to Example 3. The difference is that you specify the 
SRrvI client to be reset by using the server's SRM Device File and Client Node 
Address instead of the Client Name. 

Example 5-(srmdreset -a) 

If yO'll execute: 

/ etc/srmdreset -a /srmserve/STATTEST 

Then: 

The above command closes the file /srmuxroot/STATTEST on ALL Clients 
that have it open. No other files are affected. 

Example 6-(srmdreset -a) 

If you execute: 

/etc/srmdreset -a 

Then: 

The above command closes ALL files that ALL Clients have open. (Executing 
the above command is essentially the same as executing srmdshut(UvI), and 
then restarting the server.) 
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Note On your HP BASICjWS clients, after you execute 
srn~dreset(lM), you may have closed the directory file in which 
the client user was working. The BASIC jWS user can use the 
following command to re-open his current directory: 

MSI SYSTEM$("MSI") 

Reconfiguring a Running SRM/UX Server 
(Dynamic Reconfiguration) 
Some typical reasons for reconfiguring the server are: adding a new client, 
deleting a client, modifying the parameters of an existing client (for example, 
adding a new volume to a client's Volume List in either the LAN- or 
SRM-CLIENTS table of srmdconf), changing a Spooling Directory, adding 
or deleting a printer or plotter, etc. SRMjUX allows making changes to 
individual client's configurations without disturbing other clients on the overall 
SRMjUX system. 

Note Once you have configured and started the server with the 
original SRMjUX system and are ready to make changes to 
that systeln, you are ready to reconfigure the running server. 

As you perform all of the procedures detailed below, lnake 
a copy of the jetcjsrmdconf file, then edit and validate 
(with srmdconfcheck(lM), using the -f option: for example, 
/etc/srmdconfcheck -f srmdconf_copy) the copy file. This 
will avoid complications caused by changing the clients' 
identities before the systeln "catches up" with what you've 
done. 

The following discussion will give you a detailed understanding of what is 
involved in dynamic reconfiguration. 
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Principles of Dynamic Reconfiguration 

1. The definition of an SRM/UX client varies, depending on whether the client 
workstation is connected to the server over the LAN connection or over the 
SRM connection. On the LAN connection the client is defined by its Link 
Level Address, (Client Link Level Address in the LAN-CLIENTS table 
in srmdconf). All of the other entries in the client's line are tied to this 
essential parameter. On the SRM connection the client is defined by both 
its device file (Server's SRM Device File in the SRM-CLIENTS table in 
srmdconf) and its client node address (Client Node Addr). All of the other 
entries in the client's line are tied to these two essential paranleters. 

As a result, if you make any changes to the Client Link Level Address 
(for LAN) or the Server's SRM Device File a.nd/or Client Node Addr (for 
SRM) you have c!eated a NEfV CLIENT. In other words, once you chang~ 
(by editing the appropriate field in the srmdconf file) one of these "core" 
client parameters, you have elhninated the previously existing client and 
have created an entirely new client, even if the rest of the line in srnldconf 
remains the same. 

2. Clients can be "active" or "not active". 

A client is "active" if the client has submitted "requests" (e.g., has 
booted from the server, has opened or closed files, has spooled a file) to 
the server since the server's latest invocation (Le., since the SRM/UX 
System Administrator last issued the /etc/srmd comnland). If a client has 
submitted requests to the server since its latest invocation, then it remains 
active even if you power down the client workstation. To discover if clients 
are "active" or "not active", run srmdstat(l). 

A client is "not active" if the client has NOT submitted requests to the 
server since the server's latest invocation. There are several reasons why a 
client might be "not active": 

a. The client workstation has not powered up since the last server 
invocation. 

b. The client has booted from some place other than this server and has not 
submitted any requests. 

c. The client is using a local disc and has sent no file system requests to this 
server. 
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d. The client is using another (Le., not this server's) remote file system. 

3. Several modifications to the /etc/srmdconf file are effective ONLY for new 
requests to the server, not for already existing requests, such as already open 
files (details below). 

4. You will use a combination of the following SRM/UX "front panel 
cOlllmands" to accomplish the dynamic reconfiguration of your SRM/UX 
system: srmdconfcheck(lM), srmdreset(lM) and srmdreconfig(lM). 

Use of srmdconfcheck(lNI) 

Always run srmdco'11Jcheck(lM) after you make changes to /etc/srmdconf. It 
verifies the correctness of the entries in the tables and ensures that the changes 
you have made will work. 

Use of srmdreconfig(lNI): 

Srmdreconfig(lM) tells the SRM/UX daemon, srmd(lM), to reread the 
/etc/srmdconf file and reconfigure itself, without shutting down and restarting. 
The advantage of dynamic reconfiguration is that clients whose configurations 
have not been modified by the revised /etc/srmdconf can continue normal 
operations, uninterrupted by an otherwise necessary shut-down of srmd(l:NI). 

If you make modifications to a client's line in the LAN or SRM-CLIENTS 
tables, the "core" client parameters (as described above) must be correct when 
you run srmdreconfig(lM), otherwise: 

• All of the client's files are closed . 

• No new requests will be accepted from that client. 

Srmdreconfig(lM) reports any Inodifications that it cannot carry out in the 
/usr / adm/ srmd .log file. 

If you are modifying the configuration of any client that you wish to reboot 
from this server, be aware that the HP- UX boot daemon, rbootd, continuously 
scans the /etc/srmdconf file for valid, bootable clients. Therefore, if you change 
the "core" parameter for a LAN connection client (Le., the client Link Level 
Address), and then you try to reboot the applicable client, its Boot ROM 
will no longer report this server as a bootable system host, and you will have 
effectively deleted your client's ability to boot from this SR:NI/UX server over 
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the applicable LAN connection. This is one of the main reasons to modify a 
copy of srnldconf and verify it first, before you rename it to /etc/srmdconf. 

Details of Dynamic Reconfiguration 

Note The changes discussed below take effect only after restarting 
srmd(lM) or executing srmdreconfig(lM). 

The VOLUME-TABLE 

You can modify any field in the VOLUME-TABLE and the changes will take 
immediate effect for new client requests, but the changes will not take effect for 
already open files. 

The LAN-CLIENTS Table 

The Client Link Level Address is a permanent part (i.e., is kept in ROM) 
of the LAN interface installed in the client workstation and "anchors" the 
client's identity when cOIDlllunicating over the LAN. That is, an SRM/UX 
LAN connection client is bound to the Client Link Level Address as set in 
its interface card and as correctly entered in the /etc/srnldconf file. Therefore, 
any change to the Client Link Level Address field constitutes deleting the 
old client and adding a new client. 

If you make changes to fields other than the Client Link Level Address field, 
then whether the client is "active" or "not active" affects the reconfiguration 
process. 

You can change the following three fields in the LAN-CLIENTS table only 
when the client's state is "not active". These fields are: 

• Client Internet Address 
• Client Node Addr 
• Server Node Addr 
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Note Srmd(IM) will NOT acknowledge the changes to the Client 
Internet Address, Client Node Address, or Server Node 
Address fields in the LAN -CLIENTS table after you issue the 
command srmdreset(lM), followed by srmdreconfig(IM). There 
are two ways to force srmd(IM) to acknowledge changes in 
these fields: 

1. The preferred way is to: 

a. Delete the client by: 

1. Editing the /etc/srmdconf file (either delete the 
client's line or comment it out with a # at the 
beginning of the line) 

n. Running srmdreconfig( INI) 

b. Then add the (modified) client by: 

1. Editing the / etc/ srmdconf file to include the desired 
changes 

ii. Running srmdreconfig(IM) 

2. A less desirable way is to: 

Execute srmdshut( 1M) to shut down the server, then 
execute /etc/srmd to restart the server; upon restart 
srmd(IM) will acknowledge the changes. This method is 
undesirable because you must shut down the server for all 
clients, not just the one( s) you are reconfiguring. 

You can change the rest of the fields in the LAN-CLIENTS table any time, 
whether the client is active or not active, and the changes will be effective 
for new requests hnmediately upon executing srmdreconfig(INI), but not 
for existing open files. To make them effective for all requests, first execute 
srmdreset(lM) on that client usin"g the -n <name> or -i <internet> options 
(to close the client '8 open files), then execute srmdreconfig(IM). 

These fields (which are coupled with open files) are: 

• Uid 
• Gid 
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• Volume List 

The SRM-ClIENTS Table 

The Server's SRM Device File and Client Node Addr pair "anchor" the 
client's identity when communicating over the SRM connection. That is, to 
SRM/UX an SRM client is bound to the Server's SRM Device File (created 
with the mknod(lM) command) and Client Node Addr (set on its interface 
card with DIP switches) and the correct setting for both being entered in the 
/etc/srmdconf file. Therefore, any change to either of these fields constitutes 
deleting the old client and adding a new client. 

You can change the rest of the fields in the SRIvI-CLIENTS table any time, 
whether the client is "active" or "not active" , and the changes will be effective 
for new requests immediately upon executing srmdreconfig(lM), but not 
for existing requests. To nlake thenl effective for all requests, first execute 
srmdreset(lM) on the client using -n <name> or -s <device file> options (to 
close the client's open files), then execute srnulr'econfig( 1M). 

These fields (which are coupled with open files) are: 

• Uid 
• Gid 
• Volume List 

The SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT Table 

You can change any line in the SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT table in 
/ etc/ srmdconf and the changes will automatically take place upon the next 
spool request. 

The SPOOL-TABLE 

Files are spooled from the spool directory when they are closed. 

There are two special cases when dynamically reconfiguring the 
SPOOL-TABLE: 

1. If you delete a Spool Directory by deleting or modifying a line in the 
SPOOL-TABLE in /etc/srmdconf and there are open files in the old Spool 
Directory when you execute srmdreconfig(lM), then the open files willllot 
be spooled when they are closed. 
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2. If you define a new Spool Directory by adding or modifying a line in the 
SPOOL-TABLE in /etc/snndconf, and there are already open files in the 
new Spool Directory when you execute snndreconfig(lM), then the open 
files will be spooled when they are closed. 

You can change any of the fields in the SPOOL-TABLE and the changes will 
take effect immediately, with the above considerations. 

Stopping the Server Process 

You will want to stop and restart the server process, srrnd(lM), if you ha.ve 
made configuration changes that cannot be easily handled with dynamic 
reconfiguration. Stopping and restarting srmd( llV1) will be the easiest wa.y to 
handle large reconfiguration tasks, such as changing the Client Internet 
Addresses for all of your LAN Clients. 

The SRM/UX "front panel comlnand" srrndshut(lM) provides the SRM's 
SYSTEM DOWN functionality. However, the SRlVI's powerfail option is NOT 
supported. 

Srmdshut( 1M) will do a "graceful" shutdown of the SRM/UX daemon. 
Incoming client requests will be disabled, and then all open files will be 
unlocked and closed before terminating the daeluon process. The daemon 
will wait for a brief time for spooling activity to complete so that spool 
files can be removed from spool directories. If spooling operations have not 
completed when the daemon terminates, then spool files will renlain in the 
Spool Directory. (A list of these files will be put in /usr/adm/srmd.log before 
the daemon terminates.) Srrndshut(lM) will wait for the daemon to terminate. 

Files in Spool Directories will not be spooled when they are closed 
by srmdshut(lM). If the Spool Directory has a subdirectory called 
"ABORTED"', then the partial spool file will be moved to that directory 
(replacing any previous file with the same name). If there is no "ABORTED" 
sub-directory, or the move operation fails, then the partial spool file will be 
purged. (A list of spool files moved to an "ABORTED" sub-directory, or 
purged, will be written to /usr/adm/srmd.log before the daemon terminates.) 

PRIORITY subdirectories can also have "ABORTED" subdirectories.-
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Only the super-user (root) can execute srmdshut(lM). 

Stopping the Server's HP-UX System and Host Computer 

Since SRIvljUX is a daelnon process running in the background on an 
otherwise fully usable HP-UX workstation, you can shut down SRMjUX 
without shutting down either HP-UX or the host computer's power. 

If you need to shut down HP-UX and the host computer's power, see the 
HP- UX System, Administ'ration Tasks manual for those procedures. 

Restarting the Server Process 
If you have shut down both HP-UX and the host computer, follow the steps in 
the HP- U)( System Administration Tasks manual to bring them back up. 

To manually restart up the srmd(lM) server process: 

1) You must be logged in as root (super-user) 

2) Type /etc/srmd at the HP-UX prompt. 

Note Only one instance of srmd(lM) is allowed at a time on a server. 

If you previously performed the procedure detailed in the "Automatically 
Starting srmd" section of this chapter, then the srmd(lM) process will 
automatically restart when you bring up the host conlputer and boot HP-UX. 
If you did not perform that procedure, then you can do so after you reboot 
HP-UX and srrnd(lM) will automatically restart the next time you boot 
HP-UX. 
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5 
Booting Clients From the SRMjUX Server 

Installing the capability for clients to boot from the server requires action fronl 
the server si.de and from the client side. The following is a discussion of the 
overall model. It talks about the whole process without separating out the 
server side from the client side. Then in the procedures section towards the end 
of the chapter, the server tasks are separated from the client tasks. 

When you are installing the ability for clients to boot from the server, most of 
the procedures can be done on the server and one client. 

Both the server administrator and the client users should read the first half of 
this chapter-up to "The Procedures" section. Only those who are responsible 
for the technical implementation details need to read "The Procedures" section. 

The Model On the SRM Connection 

HP BASIC/WS Clients 

To begin the process of booting the HP BASIC/WS from the SRJvl/UX server, 
the client workstation's Boot ROM establishes communication with the server 
process, srmd(lM). The Boot ROM then looks at the /SYSTEMS directory in 
Volume 8 (as defined in the server's /etc/srmdconffile) and lists the available 
system boot files on the client's screen (if you enter the attended boot mode), 
or the Boot ROM boots the first system boot file it finds in /SYSTEMS (if 
allowed to run in the unattended mode). 

For clients to automatically boot in unattended mode, the SRM/UX system 
administrator must ensure that the desired system boot file is the first 
one found in the server's /SYSTEMS directory under Volume 8. See the 
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Procedures section towards the end of this chapter for details on ensuring that 
a system boot file is the first file in an HP-UX directory. 

There are two critical HP BASIC /WS binaries that are relevant to booting HP 
BASIC/WS clients on the SRM connection: the SRM and DCOMM binaries. 
It is essential that both of these binaries be loaded into the HP BASIC /WS 
language system so that it can communicate directly with srmd(1M) and, 
therefore, work on the SRM/UX system. A special system boot file named 
SYSB6_INSTALL has been installed by the SRM/UX installation process 
on your server in the /SYSTEMS directory under Volume 8. The boot file 
SYSB6_INSTALL contains the following binaries: SRM, DCOMM, LAN, 
CRTA, CRTB, HFS, ERR, DISC, CS80, HP9885, HPIB, FHPIB, and SCSI. It 
has been designed to get your first HP BASIC/WS client up on the SR~I/UX 
system as quickly and easily as possible. After SYSB6_INSTALL has booted, 
you can load as many other binaries as you need (from your HP BASIC/WS 
local mass storage) to create the "customized" or "extended" system that 
works best for the client users. 

Note SYSB6_INSTALL is used only for installing the 6.1 version of 
HP BASIC/WS. 

Sometimes, you may have a system boot file which contains a "minimal" 
system; that is, just the "core" system, CRTA, and CRTB. You could name 
such a boot file, SYSTEM_BA6, SYS_MIN, etc. Since this minimal file does 
not contain the critical binaries SRM and DCOMM, the HP BASIC/WS 
system is unable to communicate directly with srmd(1M). So when the client 
user executes the necessary LOAD BIN commands to load both binaries, 
HP BASIC/WS invokes Boot ROM code to do the loading. Then, once it 
has loaded both binaries, HP BASIC /WS can communicate directly with 
srmd(1M). You can then load as many other binaries as you need to create the 
"customized" or "extended" system that works best for the client users. 

HP reconlmends that you store the SRM and DCOMM binaries with any 
system boot file that you will be booting from SRM/UX over the SRM 
connection. Doing so allows the HP BASIC /WS client to cOlnmunicate with 
the server at boot time. 
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Pascal Workstation System Clients 

To begin the process of booting the Pascal Workstation System from the 
SRM/UX server, the client workstation's Boot ROM establishes communication 
with the server process, srmd(lM). The Boot ROM then looks at the 
/SYSTEMS directory in Volume 8 (as defined in the server's / etc/ srmdconf 
file) and lists the available system boot files on the client's screen (if you enter 
the attended boot mode), or the Boot ROM boots the first system boot file it 
finds in /SYSTEMS (if allowed to run in the unattended mode). 

For clients to autonlatically boot in unattended mode, the SRM/UX systenl 
administrator must ensure that the desired systenl boot file is the first 
one found in the server's /SYSTEMS directory under Volume 8. See the 
Procedures section towards the end of this chapter for details on ensuring that 
a system boot file is the first file in an HP -UX directory. 

There are two critical illodules needed for conlmunication between a Pascal 
client and srmd(lM) on the SRM connection: the SRM and DATA_COMM 
modules. If th~se modules are not present in your INITLIB file the client can't 
communicate with the server after booting. In that case, you can execute 
DATA_COMM and SRM (in that order) on the client from local mass storage. 

HP recommends placing the DATA_COMM and SRM modules in each user's 
INITLIB file so that the process of booting establishes connection to the server. 
In general, each client user's INITLIB file will be a customized version of the 
INITLIB file that is included on the client's BOOT: or BOOT2: flexible discs. 

The Model On the LAN Connection 

HP BASICfWS Clients 

To begin the process of booting the HP BASIC/WS over LAN from the 
SRM/UX server, the client workstation's Boot ROM establishes contact with 
the server by first contacting the HP-UX rbootd daemon. Rbootd looks at the 
paws-srm and basic-srm lines in the server's /etc/boottab file to see which 
system boot file names the SRM/UX system adnlinistrator has placed there, 
specifically in the fourth field of the line. The Boot ROM lists them on the 
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client's screen in the order they appear in the line (if you enter the attended 
boot mode), or the Boot RO M boots the first system boot file listed in the 
paws-srm line in /etc/boottab (if allowed to run in the unattended mode). 
Putting a system boot file name first in the paws-srm line is what provides the 
capability of doing "unattended" or "automatic" client booting over LAN of 
either the HP BASIC /WS or the Pascal Workstation System. 

There are two critical HP BASIC/WS binaries that are relevant to booting 
HP BASIC /WS clients on the LAN connection: the SRM and LAN binaries. 
It is essential that both of these binaries be loaded into the HP BASIC /WS 
language system so that it can communicate directly with sr'md(1M) and, 
therefore, work on the SRM/UX system. A special system boot file named 
SYSB6_INSTALL has been installed by the SRM/UX installation process 
on your server in the /SYSTEMS directory under Volume 8 . The boot file 
SYSB6_INSTALL contains the following binaries: SRM, DCOMM, LAN, 
CRTA, CRTB, HFS, ERR, DISC, CS80, HP9885, HPIB, FHPIB, and SCSI. It 
has been designed to get your first HP BASIC /WS client up on the SRM/UX 
system as quickly and easily as possible. After SYSB6_INSTALL has booted, 
you can load as many other binaries as you need (from your HP BASIC /WS 
local disc or other mass storage) to create the "custoluized" or "extended" 
system that works best for the client users. 

Note SYSB6_INSTALL is used only for installing the 6.1 version of 
HP BASIC/WS. 

Sometimes, you may use a system boot file which contains a "minimal" systeln, 
that is, just the "core" system, CRTA, and CRTB. You could call such a boot 
file SYSTEM_BA6, SYS_MIN, etc. Since this minimal file does not contain 
the critical binaries SRM and LAN, the HP BASIC /WS system is unable to 
communicate with srmd(1M). So, when the client user executes the necessary 
LOAD BIN commands to load both binaries, HP BASIC /WS invokes Boot 
ROM code to do the loading with the help of rbootd. In this case, you nlust 
tell rbootd where the SRM and LAN binaries are on the server's SRM/UX 
file system. You tell rbootd the path name of both binaries, relative to the 
root directory of Volume 8, in the fifth (last) field of the paws-srm line of 
/ etc/boottab. You can also do this in the fifth (last) field of the basic-srm 
line of / etc/boottab, in special cases. 
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Then, once it has loaded both binaries, HP BASIC/WS can comlllunicate 
directly with srmd(lM) and you can load as many other binaries as you need 
to create the "customized" or "extended" system that works best for the client 
users. 

If the system boot file that is first loaded by the Boot ROM and rbootd 
contains the SRM and LAN binaries, then the HP BASIC /WS client can 
communicate directly with srmd(lM) right away, and no entries are necessary 
in the fifth (last) field of the paws-srm and basic-srm lines. For this reason, 
HP recommends that you store the SRM and LAN binaries with any systenl 
boot file that you will be booting from SRM/UX over the LAN connection. 
Doing so allows the HP BASIC /WS client to communicate with the server at 
boot time. 

Pascal Workstation System Clients 

To begin the process of booting the Pascal workstation system over LAN froIn 
the SRlvI/UX server, the client workstation's Boot ROM establishes contact 
with the server by first contacting the rbootd daemon. Rbootd looks at the 
paws-srm line in the server's /etc/boottab file to see which systenl boot file 
names the SRM/UX system administrator has placed there, specifically in the 
fourth field of the line. Whichever system boot file names are there, the Boot 
ROM lists them on the client's screen in the order they appear in the line (if 
you enter the attended boot mode), or the Boot ROM boots the first systenl 
boot file listed in the paws-srm line in / etc/boottab (if allowed to run in the 
unattended mode). Putting a system boot file name first in the paws-srm line 
is what provides the capability of doing "unattended" or "autolllatic" client 
booting over LAN of either the HP BASIC/vVS or the Pascal Workstation 
System. (See the "Automatically Booting a Preferred Systenl" section towards 
the end of this chapter for details.) 

The critical INITLIB modules needed for proper cOlnmunication between 
srmd(lM) and the Pascal client are: DATA_COMM, IOMPX, LANDVR, and 
SRM. The DATA_COMM module is contained in the file DATA_CONIM (the 
CONFIG: disc for single-sided media and the ACCESS: disc for double-sided 
media), the IOMPX and LANDVR modules are contained in the file LAN 
(the LIB: disc for single-sided media and the ACCESS: for double-sided 
media), and the SRM module is contained in the file SRM (the CONFIG: disc 
for single-sided 11ledia and the ACCESS: disc for double-sided llledia). You 
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can execute these files manually to establish initial contact with srmd( 1M) 
after you boot locally, however, these modules must be present in the client's 
INITLIB file to ensure correct booting from the SRM/UX server. 

Both Clients-The General Case 

You can insert two lines in the server's /etc/boottab file that relate to client 
booting over the LAN connection. They are: the paws-srm line (if there are 
any Pascal Workstation System clients booting over LAN), and the basic-srm 
line (if there are any HP BASIC/WS clients booting over LAN). At Inost, one 
line of each type is allowed in / etc/boottab. 

You can simplify the task of modifying /etc/boottab by using only one line
the paws-srm line. All of the necessary functionality provided by the two 
lines (basic-srm and paws-srm) has been combined into one line called (by 
convention) paws-srm. Through this one line you can direct rbootd with 
information about both HP BASIC /WS and Pascal workstation system clients. 

Note HP recommends using only the paws-srm line in /etc/boottab 
to handle all client booting over LAN, unless you have special 
SRM/UX system needs, such as a large number of system boot 
files and/or autostart files. Read the restrictions below to see if 
you need to use more than just the paws-srm line. 

Lines in / etc/boottab can have, at most, 1024 characters; 
therefore, at 80 characters per line, you may run into trouble 
if your boottab line is 12 or more lines long. The fourth field 
(which holds the names of the system boot files) can have a 
maximum of 32 comma-separated entries. The fifth field (which 
holds the names of the au tostart files and/or the names of 
the HP BASIC /WS binaries and/or the names of the Pascal 
workstation system TABLE, STARTUP, and INITLIB files) can 
have a maximum of 32 comma-separated entries. 

You will find two subsections below describing the / etc/boottab entries 
necessary for booting the clients over LAN. The first subsection (The 
Recommended Method of Configuring boot tab ) describes the recolnmended 
and preferred method for configuring the / etc/boottab file. It describes the 
concepts for modifying a single line-paws-srm-that handles all cases; that is, 
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HP BASIC /WS client booting, Pascal workstation system client booting, and 
automatically booting a preferred system-either HP BASIC/WS or Pascal 
workstation system. The second subsection (Another Method of Configuring 
boottab) describes the concepts for nlodifying the basic-srm line to boot HP 
BASIC /WS clients, in the unlikely event that you need to use the basic-srm 
line (See the note above). 

The Recommended Method of Configuring boottab 

A typical paws_srm line looks like this: 

paws-srm:HPS300: :SYSB6_INSTALL,SYSTEM_BA6,SYSCUSTOM_B,SYSTEM_P: 
/AUTOST,/RMBBINS/SRM,/RMBBINS/LAN,INITLIB,STARTUP,TABLE 

The printed output appears he'f'e on 1nultiple line.5, but there is only 1 line in the 
actual /etc/boottab file 

The fields in this line are separated by colons. The last two fields allow 
multiple entries, separated by conlnlas. 

• The first field, paws-srm, tells rbootd that the file / etc/ srmdconf exists and 
should be processed. 

• The second field is the client machine type field, which must be HPS300 for 
both HP BASIC/WS and Pascal vVorkstation System clients. 

• The third field is empty (spaces are allowed between the colons for this field, 
but none are required). 

• The fourth field is a list of one or more system boot files, separated by 
commas. These files must be in directory /SYSTEMS on Volume 8 as 
declared in the SRM/UX / etc/ srmdconf file (described in detail in chapter 
4 of this manual). The /SYSTEIvIS directory in Volume 8 is the only 
valid location for system boot files for both HP BASIC /WS and Pascal 
workstation system clients, therefore, you do not have to specify a path name 
for the system boot files in this fourth field. 

The HP BASIC /WS system boot file names in the fourth field of 
the example line above are: SYSB6_INSTALL, SYSTEM_BA6, and 
SYSCUSTOM_B. They have been customized to contain special binaries 
and will be used for different clients. For example, SYSB6_INSTALL is a 
system that contains the "core" and all of the mass storage driver binaries. 
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SYSTE1tl_BA6 is a nlinimal file containing the "core" system, CRTA, and 
CRTB. SYSCUSTOM_B is an in-between file containing the "core" system 
and a particula.r set of binaries that one set of client users find useful. 

The Pascal vVorkstation Systenl boot file in the example line above is named 
SYSTEM_Po 

• The fifth field contains the nanles of the three standard Pascal extension 
boot files, and the HP BASICjWS general autostart file / AUTOST, together 
with the HP BASIC /WS binaries SRM and LAN (which can be anywhere 
under Volulue 8 and so require the full path name from the Volume root 
directory-here the binaries are all kept under jRMBBINS ). The SRM and 
LAN binaries are included to allow the minhnal system (SYSTE:Nl_BA6) to 
LOAD BIN and establish comlnunication with SRM/UX over LAN. 

The rules for specifying path nanles in the fifth field are different for HP 
BASIC /WS and Pascal Workstation System clients: you must specify 
complete path nanles with respect to Volulne 8 for HP BASIC jWS (e.g., 
specify /R1tlBBINS/SRM instead of SRIvl), but you must NOT specify 
complete path nanles for Pascal Workstation System (e.g., specify INITLIB 
instead of /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM/INITLIB). 

The Pascal extension boot files lllust be on Volume 8, just like the 
SYSTEM_P file, a.nd they Inust be in either jWORKSTATIONS /SYSTE1tI 
or /WORKSTATIONS /SYSTEMnnnnnn (where nnnnnn is the six character 
emulated client node address-see chapter 4 for details). 

Note Any alpha characters MUST be capitalized in the name of this 
directory; for example: /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM012ABC 
is correct, but /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM012abc is not. 

For a discussion of booting from the clients' local Inass storage, and building 
system boot files, etc. see chapter 6 for HP BASIC /WS clients, and chapter 7 
for Pascal workstation system clients. 

Another Method of Configuring boottab 

If you have special SRM/UX system requirements that make using only the 
paws-srm line in /etc/boottab impossible, then use the basic-srm line. 
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Note Even though you can place HP BASIC/WS boot information 
in the /etc/boottab paws-srm line, you may NOT place Pascal 
workstation system boot information in the basic-srm line. 

A typical basic-srm line looks like this: 

basic-srm:HPS300::SYSTEM_BA6,SYSBA6_SRM,SYSTEM_BA6_ALL: 
/AUTOST,/RMBBINS/SRM,/RMBBINS/LAN 

The fields in this line are separated by colons. The last two fields allow 
multiple entries, which are separated by commas. 

• The first field, basic-srm, tells rbootd that the file /etc/srmdconf exists and 
should be processed. 

• The second field is the client machine type. The only legal value for 
SRM/UX in this field is HPS300. 

• The third field is always empty. (spaces are allowed between the colons for 
this field, but none are required) 

• The fourth field is a list of one or more system boot files. These system boot 
files MUST be in directory /SYSTEMS on Volume 8 as declared in the 
/etc/srmdconf file (described in detail in chapter 4). 

• The fifth field contains the HP BASIC /WS general autostart file / A UTOST, 
together with the HP BASIC /WS binaries SRM and LAN (which can be 
anywhere under Volume 8 and so require the full path name from the Volume 
root directory-here the binaries are all kept under /RMBBINS on Volume 
8). The SRNI and LAN binaries are included to allow the minimal system 
(SYSTEM_BA6) to LOAD BIN and establish communication with SRM/UX 
over LAN. 
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What the Client User Needs to Know About the Server 
There is a special file on the SRM/UX server called /etc/srmdconf that can 
be modified only by the SRM/UX system administrator. Through entries in 
a table in this file, the administrator assigns "Volume Names" and "Volume 
Numbers" to directories in the server's HP-UX file system. In this table, 
Volume Number 8 is special: it is reserved as a place for the clients (on both 
the LAN and SRM connections) to store their files and directories that are 
used in the booting process. 

Both HP BASIC /WS and Pascal workstation system clients should store their 
systeln boot files in /SYSTEMS under Volume 8. 

Both clients should store their autostart files under the Volume 8 root 
directory. 

For example: 

• For a Pascal Workstation System LAN client, store 
/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM012345/ AUTOSTART under 
Volume 8 

• For a Pascal Workstation System SRM client, store 
/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM15/ AUTOSTART under Volume 
8 

• For an HP BASIC /WS client on either connection, store 
/SYSTEMS/AUTOST23 under Volume 8 

All HP BASIC /WS client users should ask the SRM/UX System Administrator 
what the volume name assigned to Volume 8 is, so they can MSI to Volume 8 
/SYSTEMS before they create customized system boot files using LOAD BIN 
and STORE SYSTEM comnlands. 

HP recommends storing the HP BASIC /WS driver and language systenl 
binaries in /RMBBINS under Volume 8. 

The Pascal Workstation System INITLIB drivers are kept under 
/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM in Volume 8. 

There are two other tables in the server's /etc/srmdconf file that the client 
users should know about for booting purposes: the LAN-CLIENTS table 
and the SRM-CLIENTS table. Client users should ask the SRM/UX System 
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Administrator to ensure that the Volume Name for Volume 8 appears in the 
Volume List on their client's line in either the LAN-CLIENTS table or the 
SRlII-CLIENTS table, depending on which connection is applicable. 

Clients should ask the SRM/UX System Administrator to ensure that the 
correct entries for their needs are in the paws-srm line (and for large systems 
the basic-srm line) in /etc/boottab. 

What the Server Administrator Needs to Know About the 
Clients 

About HP BASIC/WS Clients 

The HP BASIC /WS system is a self-contained operating system and 
language system that runs on HP computers, and provides a BASIC language 
P!ogralnming environment for various project applications. 

The HP BASIC /WS system contains a "core" system which is auglnented by 
various language system and driver binaries. Any number of binaries can be 
combined into a system boot file which the client workstation can boot up and 
run under. 

Typical HP BASIC /VVS binaries are called: CRTA, CRTB, SRM, LAN, 
DCOllIM, 10, TRANS, etc. System boot files are called anything the user 
wishes to name them, with the restriction that they start with SYS. Some 
typical system boot file names are: SYSTEM_BA6, SYSB6_INSTALL, 
SYS_CUSTOM, etc. 

The HP BASIC /WS client user can load a minimal system boot file and then 
rely on autostart files to dynamically load the desired binaries after the system 
boots up. The autostart files contain BASIC programs that do the LOAD BIN 
commands after the core system boot file has started. There is a general 
autostart file, named AUTOST, and node-specific autostart files, named 
AUTOSTnn, where nn is the two digit client node address (e.g., AUTOST23). 

The HP BASIC /vVS client will need to install the system boot files and 
autostart files on the SRM/UX file system under the Volume 8 (as specified in 
/etc/sf1lldconf) directory /SYSTEMS. 
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Only an HP BASICjWS client system can create an HP BASIC/WS system 
. boot file (using LOAD BIN and STORE SYSTEM commands); it can not be 
done from the server. 

About Pascal Workstation System Clients 

The Pascal Workstation System is a self-contained operating system and 
language system that runs on HP computers, and provides a Pascal language 
programming environment for various project applications. 

The Pascal workstation system contains a "core" systelll boot file which is 
augmented by various programs, tables, and drivers. Usually the system boot 
file is named SYSTEM_Po 

The three key programs in the Pascal workstation system for extending the 
booting environment are: TABLE, STARTUP, and INITLIB. 

The Pascal workstation system clients also have autostart files that can be used 
to custom-configure individual client systenl environnlents. 

The client user will need to install the system boot file, configuration programs, 
and autostart files under the SRM/UX file systenl Volume 8 directory, 
under the /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM, /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnn, 
and/or /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnnnnnn subdirectories (where nn is the 
two-character client node address on the SRM connection and nnnnnn is the 
client's six-character emulated node address on the LAN connection). 

The Procedures 

Establishing the Booting Environment 

The procedure used to establish the booting environment is done once, before 
the SRM/UX system is ready to be used for day-to-day operations. It is 
done on the server and on one client of each type, i.e., HP BASIC/WS and 
Pascal Workstation System. It is performed either entirely by the SRM/UX 
System Administrator-if he or she is knowledgeable about the client language 
system-or by a team effort between the SRM/UX Systelll Administrator and 
client users who are knowledgeable about their respective language systems. 
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You must have HP-UX superuser (root) privilege to perform the procedures 
from the server side. 

Note To boot from the SRM/UX server over the SRM connection, 
client workstations must have BootROM version 3.0 or 
later. The BootROM version number is displayed while the 
workstation is powering up or rebooting. 

To boot from the SRM/UX server over the LAN connection, 
client workstations must have BootROM version 3.0 Revision B 
or later. 

If no BootROM message is displayed, the workstation's 
BootROM is an earlier version. In that case the workstation 
will not boot from the SRM/UX server over the SRM or LAN 
connection and must boot from its own mass storage. 

General Information on Booting Over the LAN Connection 

Note The steps below assume that you have already loaded the 
SRM/UX installation tape and run update(lM), as described in 
chapter 4 of this manual. 

Wi th respect to booting over the LAN connection there are two modes of 
operation that the HP-UX computer, which is acting as your SRM/UX 
server, can be in: standalone and localroot. In the standalone case, the 
computer is not a member of a diskless cluster. In the localroot case, the 
computer is configured as a root server in a diskless cluster. You do not 
have to be concerned about which mode your HP-UX server is in. The 
SRM/UX installation process will install the correct files in the correct places 
automatically. 

With respect to client booting on the server there are two files that the 
installation process manipulates: /etc/rbootd and /etc/boottab. 

The file / etc/boottab is the bootstrap configuration file for the rbootd daemon. 
The SRM/UX installation process "looks" at your server's current file system 
as it installs the boottab file in the following way: 
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• First, update(lM) looks in the jetc directory. If there is an jetcjboottab file, 
then update(lM) modifies it by installing the line: 

paws-srm:HPS300: :SYSB6_INSTALL,SYSTEM_BA6,SYSTEM_P: 
/AUTOST,/RMBBINS/SRM,/RMBBINS/LAN,INITLIB,TABLE,STARTUP 

The above paws-srm line is one line in the file but appears as two lines here. 

• If there is no boottab file in jetc, then update(lM) looks in jetcjnewconfig 
for a boottab file. If jetcjnewconfigjboottab (which is the current HP-UX 
version of boottab) exists, then update(lM) copies it to jetc and modifies it 
by installing the paws-srm line above. 

• If there is no jetc/newconfigjboottab file, then the 
jetcjnewconfigjsrmux/boottab file (the HP-UX version 7.0 
boottab) is copied to jetc and Inodified by installing the paws-srm line 
above. 

Note Although the SRMjUX installation process modifies 
j etcjboottab on your file systeln into a default configuration 
for SRMjUX, you will have to modify the paws-srm line (and 
possibly the basic-srm line) in jetc/boottab when you create 
new, custom system boot files and/or new autostart files. Refer 
to the section titled "The Model On the LAN Connection" 
earlier in this chapter for details. 

The file jetc/rbootd is the executable, HP-UX remote boot server. The 
SRMjUX installation process installs the correct rbootd file in the j etc 
directory as follows: 

• If the server computer is running HP-UX version 7.0x, then update(lM) 
saves the current rbootd file as jetcjHPUX7 _Oxjrbootd and replaces the 
current rbootd with the correct version. 

• If the server computer is running HP-UX 8.0 or later, then update(lM) does 
nothing. 
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Note You can check which version of /etc/rbootd is running on 
the server by executing what / ete/rbootd from the server's 
keyboard. It will return: 

/ete/rbootd: 
$Revision: 66.35 $ 

Revision 66.35 or later will work with SRM/UX. 

After the installation process, the SRM/UX Systeln Adnlinistrator needs 
only to perform the following steps to a.llow clients to boot froin the server 
(in addition to the other steps detailed in chapter 4 which are indirectly 
related to client booting, such as reconfiguring the HP-UX kernel, modifying 
/ etc / srmdconf, and starting / etc / srmd): 

• Start /etc/srmd if it is not already running. Execute: 

/ete/srmd 

• Start / etc/rbootd if it is not already running. Execute: 

/ete/rbootd 

o If rbootd is already running, then kill the process: 

ps -ef I grep rbootd 

Note the PID (xxxx) for rbootd. Then, 

kill xxxx 

And start the daemon process. Execute: 

/ete/rbootd 

Autostart File Search Rules. SRM/UX uses a set of rules when searching for 
autostart files. HP BASIC/WS clients have access to a node specific autostart 
file in the same way as provided by the SRM; tha.t is, the autostart file is first 
looked for as /SYSTEMS/ AUTOSTnn on Volume 8, where nn is the 2 digit 
emulated SRM node number of the client (see chapter 4 for a discussion of 
emulated SRM node numbers). 
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If /SYSTEMS / A UTOSTnn on Volume 8 does not exist, then the name 
/ AUTOST is tried, where / AUTOST is a general autostart file for all HP 
BASIC /WS client nodes. 

Note that the paths jSYSTEMSj AUTOSTnn and / AUTOST are relative to 
the SRM/UX Root Directory specified for Volume 8 in jetc/srmdconf. So the 
path /SYSTEMS / AUTOST12 as seen by the HP BASIC /WS client is actually 
/srmuxrootjSYSTEMS/ AUTOST12 on the server's SRM/UX file system, when 
Volume 8 is assigned to /srmuxroot. 

For the Pascal Workstation System client, the AUTOSTART file is searched for 
in the same directory in which the extension boot files were found, i.e., either 
/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnn, /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnnnnnn, or 
/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM. 

General Information on Booting Over the SRM Connection 

For clients to automatically boot in unattended mode, the SRM/UX system 
administrator must ensure that the desired system boot file is the first one 
found in the server's Volume 8 /SYSTEMS directory. 

The concept of a file being the "first one" in a directory needs some explaining. 
HP -UX builds directories with "slots" for files, and these slots have an order. 
You can see the order of files in an HP- UX directory with the HP-UX Is -f 
command. 

The order of the slots is not maintained in a simple fashion, it changes as files 
are removed and created. Here we want to ensure that the correct system boot 
file is in the first slot. One way to do this is the following. From the server: 

1. create a new directory: 

mkdir /srmuxroot/SYS_NEW 

2. copy or move the files into the new directory in the order you want them to 
appear: 

cp /srmuxroot/SYSTEMS/SYSTEM_BA6 /srmuxroot/SYS_NEW 

cp source_file_name destination_file_name, etc. 

OR 

mv /srmuxroot/SYSTEMS/SYSTEM_BA6 /srmuxroot/SYS_NEW 
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mv source_file_name destination_file_name, etc. 

3. remove the old directory and rename the new directory to 
/ srmuxroot/SYSTEMS: 

rm -r / srmuxroot/SYSTEMS 

Then: 

mv / srmuxroot/SYS_NEW / srmuxroot/SYSTEMS 

Booting the First HP BASICjWS Client Over LAN 

This procedure is separated into tasks on the server and tasks on the client. Do 
the server tasks first. 

Note During the SRM/UX installation process, the following system 
boot files and binaries were installed on your SRM/UX server: 

• In /SYSTEMS under Volulne 8: 

o SYSTEM_BA6-Minimal BASIC system boot file 

o SYSB6_INSTALL-BASIC system boot file used for 
installing 6.1 

• In /RMBBINS under Volume 8: 

o LAN-LAN interface card driver 

o SCSI-SCSI interface card driver 

o SRM-Shared Resource Manager driver 

These are the files which changed between the 6.0 and 6.1 
releases of lIP BASIC /WS. 

Server Tasks. From the server workstation, do the following: 

1. Bring up the server according to the procedures in chapter 4 of this manual. 
Ensure that: 

a. the /etc/snndconf entries are correctly made (use /etc/srmdconfcheck to 
verify the correctness of / etc/ srmdconf) 

b. /etc/services is nlodified to handle LAN interfaces 
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c. / etc/ srmd (the server process) is running 

d. /etc/rbootd is running 

2. Ensure that the paws-srm line appears correctly in /etc/boottab. 

That is, ensure that this line is in / etc/boottab: 

paws-srm:HPS300: :SYSB6_INSTALL,SYSTEM_BA6,SYSTEM_P: 
/AUTOST,/RMBBINS/SRM,/RMBBINS/LAN,INITLIB,TABLE,STARTUP 

The printed output appears here on multiple lines, but there is only 1 line in 
the actual /etc/boottab file 

Refer to the '''The Model on the LAN Connection" 
section earlier in this chapter for an explanation of the 
SYSB6_INSTALL:/AUTOST ,/RMBBINS/SRM,/RMBBINS/LAN entries in 
this line. 

3. Get the correct version of /etc/rbootd running (Use the instructions in the 
Gene-ral Information on Booting Over LAN section above.) 

Client Tasks. 

Note The following is the HP BASIC /WS version 6.1 installation 
process. It does NOT apply to earlier or later versions of HP 
BASIC/WS. 

After the SRM/UX System Administrator has done the above, do the following 
from one of the HP BASIC /WS client worksta.tions: 

1. SYSBOOT or cycle the computer's power. 

2. Boot the SYSB6_INSTALL systeln boot file from the server. 

3. Copy the binaries from your local mass storage onto the server's SRM/UX 
file system. To do this: 

a. Insert the version 6.0 BIN ARIES ONE disc into the client's flexible disc 
drive. 

b. MSI to the directory where the binaries are: e.g.: 

MS I ": , 701 , 0 II 

c. Turn wildcards on: 
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WILDCARDS UX; ESCAPE 1111 

d. Copy the binaries onto the server's file system, e.g., For a server at node 
address 0 and select code 21: 

Note 

COpy "*" TO II /RMBBINS : REMOTE 21, 0 ; LABEL SRMUXROOT" 

If your 6.0 discs are single-sided (option 042 or 044), then remove the 
BINARIES ONE disc from the drive and insert the BINARIES TWO 
disc. Then re-execute the COpy statement above. 

Do NOT specify PURGE. This will ensure that you don't 
overwrite the binaries that the SRMjUX installation process 
already installed in jRMBBINS under Volume 8. Since you do 
not specify PURGE, you will see ERROR 293 reported after 
the COpy command is issued. This error is expected. 

The binaries that are already installed are: SRM, LAN, and 
SCSI. They are the binaries that differ from version 6.0 to 
version 6.1. 

4. Change the permissions on the binaries that you just copied. To do this: 

a. MSI back to the SRMjUX directory. For example, execute: 

MSI II /RMBBINS : REMOTE 21, 0; LABEL SRMUXROOT" 

b. Change the permissions: 

PERMIT II * II ; OWNER: READ; GROUP: READ; OTHER: READ 

Since some of the binaries in this directory were illsta.1led during the 
SRMjUX installation process, you will see Error 293. This error is 
expected. . 

5. SYSBOOT to the minimal system, SYSTEM_BA6. To do this execute: 

SYSBOOT IISYSTEM_BA6: REMOTE 21, 0; LABEL SRMUXROOTII 

6. Use LOAD BIN comlnands to build the new system boot file, for example: 

a. LOAD BIN II/RMBBINS/SRM" 

b. LOAD BIN II /RMBBINS/LAN" 

c. LOAD BIN II /RMBBINS/IO II 
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d. LOAD BIN II /RMBBINS/GRAPH II 

e. LOAD BIN II /RMBBINS/TRANS II 

f. etc. 

You must load the SRM binary FIRST followed by the LAN binary. 

The client users on your SRM/UX system may have different needs for 
binaries, so you should load and store as many custom system boot files as 
is necessary to provide the most efficient client environment. (See chapter 6 
for more details on creating custom system boot files.) 

HP recommends, at a minimum, storing the SRM and LAN binaries with 
each of your custom system boot files to be used on the LAN connection. 
Doing so will allow your client workstation to communicate directly with the 
SRM/UX server, rather than requiring it to communicate through the Boot 
ROM. 

7. Store the custom system boot files in Volume 8 /SYSTEMS 

Use STORE SYSTEM commands, for example: 

a. STORE SYSTEM II /SYSTEMS/SYSB6_JOEII 

b. STORE SYSTEM II /SYSTEMS/SYSB6_TEST3" 

c. STORE SYSTEM II /SYSTEMS/SYSB6_DESIGN1" 

d. etc. 

8. Have your SRM/UX System Administrator add the new system boot file 
names that you have created to the /etc/boottab file. 

Verifying the Custom HP BASIC/WS System. - LA1V connection 

Client Task 

To verify that you have performed the HP BASIC /WS client booting 
configuration correctly, execute a CAT command and a LIST BIN command. 
The CAT command should give you a listing of the files in the directory to 
which you have MSI'ed and the header should say "SRM/UX". The LIST 
BIN command should give you an accurate list of the language extension and 
driver binary files that the recently-stored system file contains. If the CAT and 
LIST BIN cOlnmands don't give you the results you expect, carefully repeat 
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the above procedures. If you still have problems, refer to Appendix B of this 
manual for troubleshooting hints. 

Booting the First HP BASICjWS Client Over SRM 

This procedure is separated into tasks on the server and tasks on the client. Do 
the server tasks first. 

Note During the SRM/UX installation process, the following system 
boot files and binaries were installed on your SRM/UX server: 

• In /SYSTEMS under Volume 8: 

o SYSTEM_BA6-:NIinimal BASIC system boot file 

o SYSB6_INSTALL-BASIC systenl boot file used for 
inst alIi llg 6.1 

• In /RMBBINS under Volume 8: 

o LAN-LAN interface card driver 

o SCSI-SCSI interface card driver 

o SRM -Shared Resource Manager driver 

These are the files which changed between the 6.0 and 6.1 
releases of HP BASIC/WS. 

Server Tasks. From the server workstation, do the following: 

1. Bring up the server according to the procedures in chapter 4 of this manual. 
Ensure that: 

a. the /etc/srmdconf entries are correctly made (use /etc/srmdconfcheck to 
verify the correctness of / etc/ srmdconf) 

b. /etc/srmd (the server process) is running 

Client Tasks. 

Note The following is the HP BASIC/WS version 6.1 installation 
process. It does NOT apply to earlier or later versions of HP 
BASIC/WS. 
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After the SRMjUX System Administrator has done the above, do the following 
from one of the HP BASIC jWS client workstations: 

1. SYSBOOT or cycle the computer's power 

2. Boot the SYSB6_INSTALL system boot file from the SRMjUX server 

3. Copy the binaries from your local mass storage onto the server's SRMjUX 
file system. To do this: 

a. Insert the version 6.0 BINARIES ONE disc into the client's flexible disc 
drive 

b. MSI to the directory where the binaries are: e.g.: 

MSI ": , 70 1 ,0" 

c. Turn wildcards on: 

WILDCARDS UX; ESCAPE 1111 

d. Copy the binaries onto the server's file system, e.g. For a server at node 
address 0 and select code 23: 

Note 

COpy "*" TO "/RMBBINS:REMOTE 23, O;LABEL SRMUXROOT" 

If your 6.0 discs are single-sided (option 042 or 044), then remove the 
BINARIES ONE disc from the drive and insert the BINARIES TvVO 
disc. Then re-execute the COpy statement above. 

Do NOT specify PURGE. This will ensure that you don't 
overwrite the binaries that the SRMjUX installation process 
already installed in jRMBBINS under Volume 8. Since you do 
not specify PURGE, you will see ERROR 293 reported after 
the COpy command is executed. This error is expected. 

The binaries that are already installed are: SRM, LAN, and 
SCSI. They are the binaries that differ from version 6.0 to 
version 6.1. 

4. Change the permissions on the binaries that you just copied. To do this: 

a. MSI back to the SRMjUX root directory. For example, execute: 

MSI "/RMBBINS:REMOTE 23, O;LABEL SRMUXROOT" 
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b. Change the permissions. For example, execute: 

PERMIT "* .. ; OWNER: READ; GROUP: READ; OTHER: READ 

Since some of the binaries in this directory were installed during the 
SRM/UX installation process, you will see Error 293. This error is 
expected. 

5. SYSBOOT to the minimal system, SYSTEM_BA6. To do this execute: 

SYSBOOT "SYSTEM_BA6: REMOTE 23, 0; LABEL SRMUXROOT" 

6. Use load bin commands to build the new system boot file, for example: 

a. LOAD BIN II /RMBBINS/SRM II 

b. LOAD BIN II /RMBBINS/DCOMM II 

c. LOAD BIN II /RMBBINS/IO II 

d. LOAD BIN II/RMBBINS/GRAPHII 

e. LOAD BIN II /RMBBINS/TRANS II 

f. etc. 

You must load the SRM binary FIRST followed by the DCOMM binary. 

The client users on your SRM/UX system may have different needs for 
binaries, so you should load and store as many custom system boot files as 
is necessary to provide the most efficient client environment. (See chapter 6 
for more details on creating custom system boot files.) 

HP recommends, at a minimum, storing the SRM and DCOMIvI binaries 
with each of your custom system boot files to be used on the SRM 
connection. Doing so will allow your client workstation to communicate 
directly with the SRM/UX server, rather than requiring it to comnlunicate 
through the Boot ROM. 

7. Store the custom system boot files in Volume 8 /SYSTEMS 

Use STORE SYSTEM commands, for example: 

a. STORE SYSTEM II /SYSTEMS/SYSB6_JOE II 

b. STORE SYSTEM II /SYSTEMS/SYSB6_ TEST3 11 

c. STORE SYSTEM II /SYSTEMS/SYSB6_DESIGN1 11 
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d. etc. 

Verifying the Custom HP BASICfWS System. -SRM connection 

Client Task 

To verify that you have performed the HP BASIC /WS client booting 
configuration correctly, execute a CAT command and a LIST BIN cOlnmand. 
The CAT command should give you a listing of the files in the directory to 
which you have MSI'ed and the header should say "SRM/UX". The LIST 
BIN command should give you an accurate list of the language extension and 
driver binary files that the recently-stored systeln file contains. If the CAT and 
LIST BIN commands don't give you the results you expect, carefully repeat 
the above procedures. If you still have problems, refer to Appendix B of this 
manual for troubleshooting hints. 

Booting the First Pascal Workstation System Client Over LAN 

This procedure is separated into tasks on the server and tasks on the client. Do 
the server tasks first. 

Server Tasks. From the server workstation, do the following: 

1. Bring up the server according to the procedures in chapter 4 of this manual. 
Ensure that: 

a. the /etc/srmdconf entries are correctly made (use /etc/srmdconfcheck to 
verify the correctness of /etc/srmdconf) 

b. /etc/services is modified to handle LAN interfaces 

c. /etc/srmd (the server process) is running 

d. the directory /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM (relative to the root of 
volume 8 as specified in /etc/srmdconf) has been created 

e. the directory /SYSTEMS (relative to the root of volume 8 as specified in 
/etc/srmdconf) has been created 

2. Make sure that the paws-srm line in /etc/boottab contains the appropriate 
Pascal client entries. If the server allows booting for Pascal clients only, 
ensure that the following line is in /etc/boottab: 

paws-srm:HPS300::SYSTEM_P:INITLIB,STARTUP,TABLE 
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If the server allows booting for both HP BASIC /WS clients and Pascal 
clients, see the discussion in the "Both Clients - The General Case" 
section earlier in this chapter for more on what a correctly formed entry in 
/ etc/boottab looks like. 

3. Get the correct version of /etc/rbootd running (Use the instructions in the 
"General Information on Booting Over LAN" section above). 

Client Tasks. After the SRM/UX System Administrator has done the above, do 
the following from one of the Pascal Workstation System clients: 

1. Boot your SRM/UX-capable version of Pascal, either from local mass 
storage (not from an SRM) or fro In flexible discs purchased as a separate 
product i.e., they are not supplied on the SR:NI/UX tape. 

2. If you booted fronl local mass storage, and the DATA_COMM, IOMPX, 
LANDVR, and SRM modules were present in your INITLIB file, then skip--
steps 3 and 4 and go to step 5. 

3. Execute (in order) the files DATA_COMM, LAN, and SRM. The modules 
IOMPX and LANDVR are present in LAN, the module SRM is present in 
SRM, and the module,DATA_COMM is present in DATA_COM:NI. 

4. Re-run the TABLE program that first executed when you booted. 

5. Execute the FILER and request a volume listing (press 0). 
The volume label corresponding to the root of volume 8 as 
specified in / etc/ srmdconf should appear at unit #5 and the 
/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM (or /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnnnnnn, 
where nnnnnn is the last 6 hex digits of the client's LAN Link Level 
Address) directory should appear at unit #45. If this does not happen 
contact your SRM/UX System Administrator for help. 

With the correct server volumes on line you are ready to copy the 
SRM/UX-capable Pascal Workstation System from either local mass storage 
or flexible discs to the server's SRM/UX file system. 

6. If you booted from local mass storage, you already have the entire 
Pascal system in a particular directory on this mass storage device. 
Use the FILER to copy the entire contents of this directory to the 
/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM directory (relative to the root of volume 8 as 
specified in /etc/srmdconf) on the server. 
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If /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnnnnnn is the directory corresponding to 
the on line volume at unit #4.5, you should prefix unit #45 to the volume 
/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM instead, since the purpose of this procedure 
is to build a generic system from which other systems can be constructed. 

Execute the FILER, and prefix to #45: .. /SYSTEM. 

If you booted from flexible discs, you should copy the Pascal Workstation 
System to the /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM directory. Copy the system 
one floppy at a time. 

Note Since you have a Series :300 workstation (booting over the LAN 
is not possible with a Series 200), you want the INITLIB file 
from the BOOT2: flexible disc. However, it is a good idea to 
make copies in the SYSTEM directory of a correct INITLIB for 
both the Series 200 C0111puters (copy INITLIB from BOOT: to 
the SYSTEM directory and call it INIT _200) and the Series 
300 cOlnputers (copy INITLIB from BOOT2: and call it 
INIT _300). Individual users may then use the correct INITLIB. 

Make sure the modules DATA_COMM and SRM are present 
in INIT _200 and that the modules DATA_COMM, IOMPX, 
LANDVR, and SR:NI are present in INIT _300. Use the 
LIBRARIAN to add them if necessary (see chapter 7 for details 
on how to do so). 

7. Copy the SYSTEM_P file to the /SYSTEMS directory (again, relative to 
the root of volume 8 as specified in /etc/srmdconf). 

Verifying the Pascal Workstation System Booting Environment. -LA1V 
connection 

Client Tasks 

At this point a minimal, bootable sys~em is in place. To verify this : 

1. Cycle power on your workstation (or, if the Debugger is loaded, enter the 
Debugger with (CTRL)-(RESET) and enter the sb (lower case) command). 

2. Hit the space bar, to request attended boot 1110 de , after the Boot ROM 
indicates that the keyboard has been found. (You must do this before the 
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Boot ROM begins searching for system boot files or it will boot the first 
system boot file it finds, that is, it will enter the unattended boot mode.) 

3. The Boot ROM should communicate with /etc/rbootd on the server and 
find SYSTEM_P as a boot able system. 

4. Enter the appropriate number(s) and letter (e.g. IP) to try booting from 
your newly-created boot environment on the server. 

If everything is set up correctly, the files SYSTEM_P, INITLIB, STARTUP, 
and TABLE will all be loaded and the AUTOSTART file present in 
/vVORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM will be streamed. The volume present 
at unit #.5 after booting should correspond to the root of volume 8 as 
specified in /etc/srmdconf and the volume at unit #45 should correspond to 
/vVORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM or /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTElVlnnnnnn. 

Booting the First Pascal Workstation System Client Over SRM 

This procedure is separated into tasks on the server and tasks on the client. Do 
the server tasks first. 

Server Tasks. From the server workstation, do the following : 

1. Bring up the server according to the procedures in chapter 4 of this manual. 
Ensure that : 

a. the /etc/srmdconf entries are correctly made (use /etc/srmdconfcheck to 
verify the correctness of /etc/srmdconf) 

b. / etc/ srmd (the server process) is running 

c. the directory /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM (relative to the root of 
volume 8 as specified in /etc/srmdconf) has been created 

d. the directory /SYSTEMS (relative to the root of volume 8 as specified in 
/etc/srmdconf) has been created 

Client Tasks. After the SRM/UX System Administrator has done the above, do 
the following from one of the Pascal Workstation System clients: 

1. Boot your SRM/UX-capable version of Pascal from either local mass storage 
(not SRM) or fro In flexible discs. . 
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-Note During this process your client workstation should not be 
attached to an SRM server or the Pascal Client SRM driver 
will get confused. 

2. If you booted from local mass storage and the DATA_COMM and SRM 
modules were present in your INITLIB file, skip steps 3 and 4 and go to step 
5. 

3. Execute (in order) the files DATA_COMM and SRM. 

4. Re-run the TABLE program that executed when you booted. 

5. Execute the FILER and request a volume listing (press 0). 
The volume label corresponding to the root of volume 8, as 
specified in /etc/srnldconf, should appear at unit #5 and the 
/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM or /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnn 
directory should appear at unit #45. If this does not happen contact your 
SRM/UX System Administrator for help. 

vVith the correct server volumes on-line you are ready to copy the 
SRIvI/UX-capable Pascal Workstation System from either local mass storage 
or flexible discs to the server's SRM/UX file system. 

6. If you booted from local mass storage, you already have the entire 
Pascal Workstation System in a particular directory on this mass storage 
device. Use the FILER to copy the entire contents of this directory to the 
/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM directory (relative to the root of volume 8 
as specified in /etc/srmdconf) on the server. If the volume at unit #45 
corresponds to /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnn, enter the FILER and 
prefix to #45: .. /SYSTEM. 

If you booted from flexible discs, you will have to copy the Pascal 
vVorkstation System to the /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM directory. Copy 
the system one flexible disc at a time. 
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Note Copy the INITLIB file on the BOOT: flexible disc to the 
INIT _200 file and copy the INITLIB file on the BOOT2: 
flexible disc to the IN IT _300 file. These are the correct 
INITLIB files for the Series 200 and Series 300 workstations, 
respecti vely. 

Make sure that INIT _200 and INIT _300 each contain the modules 
DATA_COMM and SRM. Use the LIBRARIAN to add them if necessary. 

If the workstation you are using to establish the booting environnlent on the 
server is a Series 200 computer, then "Dup-Link" INIT _200 to INITLIB (in 
the jWORKSTATIONSjSYSTEM directory). If it is a Series 300 computer, 
then "Dup-Link" INIT _300 to INITLIB in this directory. 

7. Copy the SYSTEM_P file to the jSYSTEMS directory (again, relative to 
the root of Volume 8 which is specified in jetc/srmdconf). 

Verifying the Pascal Workstation System Booting Environment. -SRll;! 
connection 

Client Tasks 

At this point a minimal, bootable system is in place. To verify this: 

1. Cycle power on your workstation (or, if the Debugger is loaded, enter the 
Debugger with (CTRLHRESET) and enter the sb (lower case) command). 

2. Hit the space bar, to request the attended boot mode, after the Boot ROM 
indicates the keyboard has been found. (You must do this before the Boot 
RO M begins searching for system boot files or it will boot the first system 
boot file it finds, that is, it will enter the unattended boot lllode.) 

3. The Boot ROM should should find SYSTEJvI_P as a boot able system on the 
server. 

4. Enter the appropriate number(s) and letter (e.g. lP) to try booting fronl 
your newly-created boot environment on the server. 

If everything is set up correctly, the files SYSTEM_P, INITLIB, STARTUP, 
and TABLE will all be loaded and the AUTOSTART file present in 
jWORKSTATIONSjSYSTEM will be streamed. The volume present 
at unit #5 after booting should correspond to the root of volume 8 as 
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specified in /etc/srmdconf and the volume at unit #45 should correspond to 
/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM. 

Adding Clients to the Booting Environment 
Once you have installed the booting environment with one client of each type 
(HP BASIC/WS and Pascal Workstation System) on the server, you will need 
to complete the system by adding the rest of the clients. 

General Recommendations 

Organizational Hints 

• The SRM/UX installation process has installed the directory 
/srmuxroot/RMBBINS on your SRM/UX file system. This directory contains 
all of the HP BASIC /WS binaries that have been modified since version 6.0 
(the modified binaries are SRM, LAN, and SCSI). We recommend copying 
all of the rest of the HP BASIC/WS (version 6.0) binaries from your local 
flexible discs into this directory on the server's file systenl. Any of the 
binaries that are not shipped on the SRM/UX product tape can be used with 
SRM/UX from the HP BASIC /WS flexible discs . 

• We recommend that you set up some kind of client user tree under the 
Volume 8 root directory that will provide a set of working directories for the 
users after they boot (e.g., /srmuxroot/users). For example, if you want your 
system to be organized according to client workstation names, you could 
set up client name directories; for example, /srmuxroot/users/designl, 
/srmuxroot/users/test23, etc. If you want your systeln to be organized 
according to client user names, you could set up user nalne directories; for 
example, /srmuxroot/users/joe_smith, /srmuxroot/users/mary_jones, 
etc. 

Using Autostart Files 

You can create autostart files for both HP BASIC /WS and Pascal 'iVorkstation 
System clients. One of the main functions of autostart files is to dynamically 
load a custom system <?n a client workstation. That is, in HP BASIC /'iVS you 
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can boot a minimal system boot file (for example, SYSTEM_BA6) and then 
either manually perform the LOAD BIN and STORE SYSTEM commands to 
create a custom systenl or write an autostart program that will dynamically 
and automatically perfonll the LOAD BIN commands to create a custom 
system. Every time you boot the client from then on, the autostart file will 
load the custom system. 

You can create both general and node-specific autostart files. Some of the 
clients may use the same set of binaries as other clients. In that case you can 
write a general autostart file that performs the LOAD BIN comnlands that 
create the custonl HP BASIC /WS system. 

Many client workstations are used for unique functions and, therefore, have 
special requirements that can be handled by creating unique, node-specific 
autostart files. The node-specific autostart file can perform the LOAD BIN 
commands that create the custom HP BASIC/WS system for each client's 
unique needs. 

After the HP BASIC/WS system takes control from the Boot ROM, it follows 
a search path for autostart files in the following sequence: first, it locates 
its node-specific autostart file in the / snlluxroot /SYSTEMS directory under 
Volume 8. If the node-specific file is not found, then it looks for the general 
autostart file, / AUTOST under the Volume 8 root. Then, if no autostart files 
are found, the HP BASIC /\VS system remains in the state that the system 
boot file established, and it turns the screen over to the user. 

Note If you are booting over the LAN connection, you can use 
node-specific autostart files ONLY if you boot a systenl that 
contains the SRM and LAN binaries. 

The advantage of autostart files to load the binaries is that they are quite small 
and, therefore, take up nluch less disc space than customized system boot files. 
The disadvantage of autostart files is the time required during boot-up and 
system-configuration to load all of the required binaries. 

See your HP BASIC /WS and Pascal vVorkstation System manuals for details 
on how to write autostart files. 
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The Procedures For Adding Clients 

Edit /etc/srmdconf 

The SRM/UX System Administrator is responsible for editing the 
/ etc/ srmdconf configuration file, therefore all of the instructions below are 
addressed to the Administrator. 

• You must give each client in the SRM/UX system access to Volume 8 (the 
SRIvI/UX root directory) if the client will boot from the server. To do this, 
enter the Volullle 8 volume name (SRMUXROOT as shipped on the tape) 
into each client's volume list in the LAN-CLIENTS or SRM-CLIENTS table. 

• Each interface in each client workstation must have its own line in either the 
LAN-CLIENTS table or in the SRM-CLIENTS table. 

• Fill in the entries in all of the applicable fields in srmdconf so that the 
SRM/UX file system you planned in chapters 2 and 4 of this manual will be 
correctly utilized by the clients. 

See chapter 4 of this manual for the complete discussion on editing 
/etc/srmdconf. 

Edit /etc/boottab For LAN Clients 

The SRM/UX System Administrator is responsible for editing the 
/ etc/boottab file, therefore all of the instructions below are addressed to the 
Administrator. 

You must ensure that the paws-srm line (and possibly the basic-srm line) 
in /etc/boottab contains the proper entries. You should add all of the 
system boot file names that you and the client users have built (for both HP 
BASIC/WS and Pascal Workstation System), and that will be booted from the 
server, to the fourth field in the paws-srm line. 

For the Pascal Workstation System clients: 

• you should add all of the custom INITLIB, STARTUP, and TABLE program 
names to the fifth field in the paws-srm line; full path names are not 
recommended. 

See the discussion in: 
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• "'The Model On the LAN Connection" section earlier in this chapter for 
details on using the recommended method for editing the /etc/boottab file 

• "The Procedures" section earlier in this chapter, to follow the procedures 
for modifying / etc/boottab for the first clients. Then you can extend the 
procedures to fit all of the clients 

Autostart Files 

HP BASICjWS on the SRM Connection. To create a general autostart file, 
/ AUTOST under the Volume 8 root, which contains a progralll that executes 
the LOAD BIN conlmands that will create the nlost applicable systelll for your 
client users, follow this procedure: 

• boot an HP BASIC/WS system boot file (e.g., SYSTE:NI_BA6, 
SYSB6_INSTALL, etc.), in attended mode 

• load the SRM and DCOMM binaries (if they are not in the systenl boot file). 
Execute: 

o LOAD BIN (I/RMBBINS/SRM" 

o LOAD BIN" /RMBBINS/DCOMM" 

• load the EDIT binary (if it's not in the boot file) with: 

LOAD BIN" /RMBBINS/EDIT" 

• write the program that loads the desired binaries and store it in a. file nallled 
/ A UTOST and run the file to verify proper operation 

• execute a SYSBOOT or cycle the client workstation's power 

• again, boot an HP BASIC /WS system boot file, in attended mode 

• since no node-specific autostart-program file is found, the systenl boot 
program looks for and finds your Volunle 8 / AUTOST file and the progralll 
therein dynamically loads the extended system 

• if no autostart-program files are found, the client is left with the 
configuration established by the system boot file 

To create a node-specific autostart file, for example /SYSTEMS/ AUTOST42, 
under Volume 8 root, which contains a program that executes the LOAD BIN 
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commands that will create the custom system for the client at node address 42, 
follow this procedure: 

• boot an HP BASIC /WS system boot file (e.g~, SYSTEM_BA6, 
SYSB6_INSTALL, etc.), in attended lllode 

• load the SRM and DCOMM binaries (if they are not in the system boot file). 
Execute: 

o LOAD BIN II /RMBBINS/SRM I1 

o LOAD BIN II /RMBBINS/DCOMM" 

• load the ED IT binary (if it's not in the boot file) with: 

LOAD BIN II /RMBBINS/EDIT" 

• write the program that loads the desired binaries and store it in a file named 
/SYSTEMS/ AUTOST42 and run it to verify proper operation 

• execute a SYSBOOT or cycle the client workstation's power 

• again, boot the HP BASIC /WS systelll 'boot file, in attended mode 

• if the system boot program finds the node-specific autostart file, 
/ AUTOST42, the program therein dynaillically loads the extended system 

• if the node-specific autostart-prograul file is not found, the system searches 
for a general autostart file / AUTOST. If the general file is not found the 
client is left with the configuration established by the system boot file. 

HP BASICjWS on the LAN Connection. Although the recomnlended nlethod of 
booting HP BASIC jWS over LAN is to boot a custom system boot file that 
contains at least the SRM and LAN binaries, you could use a different method. 

You could boot a minimal system boot file (e.g., SYSTEM_BA6), execute: 
LOAD BIN "jRMBBINS/SRM", LOAD BIN "/RMBBINSjLAN", LOAD BIN 
"/RMBBINSjEDIT", and write a general autostart file (/ AUTOST) which
next time you boot this client-will load the SRM and LAN binaries and then 
query the LAN card for its emulated node address. It then proceeds to load 
the correct node-specific autostart file, which will leave your HP BASIC /WS 
system configured as you planned. 

The general autostart prograul that will perform the above procedure is listed 
below: 
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10 RE-STORE "/AUTOST" 
11 Suggested generic AUTOST program xor deriving an 
12 emulated node address ox a LAN interIace and loading the 
13 appropriate node-specixic autostart xile 
14 DIK Str$[80] 
15 INTEGER lode 
17 LOAD BU "/RKBBINS/SRK" KUST LOAD THIS OlE FIRST 
19 LOAD BU "/RKBBINS/LAI" 
21 Str$=SYSTEK$("KSI") 
29 STATUS VAL(Str$[9;2]),6;lode 
31 01 ERROR GOTO Errortrap 
35 LOAD "/SYSTEKS/AUTOST"lVAL$(Ilode) 
39 ! ix LOAD succeeds, viII not reach here 
41 Errortrap: ! 

42 OFF ERROR 
43 IF ERRI<>56 THEN PRIIT ERRM$ 
46 END 

Pascal Workstation System Clients. The details of adding Pascal clients to the 
booting environment are provided in chapter 7 of this manual and are not 
repeated here. 

Placing Autostart and System Boot Files in the File System 

For HP BASICjWS Clients. Ensure that all of the system boot files are in the 
/SYSTEMS directory under Volume 8 (Volume 8 is specified in the server's 
/ etc/ srnldconf file). 

If there is one, ensure that the general autostart file, AUTOST, is under the 
Volume 8 root directory. 

If there are any, ensure that the node-specific autostart files are in the 
/SYSTEMS directory under Volume 8. 

For Pascal Workstation System Clients. Ensure that the system boot file, 
SYSTEM_P, is in the /SYSTEMS directory under Volume 8 (Volume 8 is 
specified in the server's / etc / srmdconf file). 

If there is one, ensure that the general autostart file, AUTOSTART, is under 
the /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTENI directory under Volume 8. 

If there are any, ensure that the node-specific autostart files 
(also called AUTOSTART) are under the node-specific 
directories /WORKSTATION /SYSTEMnn (for SRlvI) and 
/WORKSTATION /SYSTEIvlnnnnnn (for LAN), under Volulne 8 
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(where nn and nnnnnn are the SRM client node address and LAN emulated 
client node address, respectively). 

Automatically Booting a Preferred System 
After you have booted and verified the first client of each type, and have added 
aU of the remaining clients to the booting environment, there is one more level 
of· customization available for your SRM/UX client booting environment: you 
can configure the server to automatica.1ly boot either the HP BASIC /WS or 
Pascal Workstation System. That is, you can configure the system so that each 
client autonlatically boots the language system that you predetermine is the 
one the users need. 

The procedures to install this capability do not invalidate anything you have 
done up to this point. 

The mechanisms that provide this capability are differ~nt on the SRIvI 
connection and LAN connection, as shown below. 

Note If a client computer is configured not only as an SRM/UX 
client, but also as an HP-UX Cluster client (cnode) as well, 
then the client will boot HP-UX as its preferred system, if you 
use the unattended mode. (That is, automatically booting 
either HP BASIC /WS or Pascal Workstation System will not 
work if the client computer is also configured as an HP-UX 
cnode.) 

To boot the client as an SRM/UX client requires the attended 
boot mode in this case. 

On the LAN Connection 

The mechanism that provides automatic booting of a preferred system over the 
LAN connection is an HP-UX-style Context Dependent File (CDF) structure 
for system boot files. 

Hewlett-Packard has developed a structure called a Context Dependent File 
(CDF). A CDF is a mechanism for allowing different Cluster clients ~cnodes) 
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to see different contents for a file which has the same name for all clients. See 
the "HP-UX Clusters" chapter of the HP-U)( System Administration Concepts 
manual for a complete discussion of HP-UX Context Dependent Files. 

To install the capability for clients to automatically boot node-specific systems, 
you (the SRM/UX System Administrator) will create the CDF in /SYSTEMS 
under Volume 8 and will make changes to /etc/boottab. 

All Clients Automatically Booting the Same System 

If your SRM/UX system needs require all client workstations to run the same 
systenl, then follow the procedures below. 

This is the simple case. All you need to do is create the system boot file you 
want all the clients to boot-using the procedures detailed above-and then 
place the system boot file's file name FIRST in the fourth field of the paws-srm 
line in /etc/boottab. 

For example: 

• If you have all HP BASIC /WS clients and you want them all to 
automatically boot SYSTEM_BA6, then your /etc/boottab line would look 
like this: 

pavs-srm:HPS300: :SYSTEM_BA6,SYSTEM_P:/AUTOST,INITLIB,STARTUP,TABLE 

• If you have all Pascal Workstation System clients and you want them all to 
automatically boot SYSTEM_P, then your /etc/boottab line would look like 
this: 

pavs-srm:HPS300: :SYSTEM_P,SYSTEM_BA6:/AUTOST,INITLIB,STARTUP,TABLE 

Every time you reboot the clients, and let them run unattended, they will boot 
the correct system boot file. 

Automatically Booting Node-Specific Systems 

If your SRM/UX system needs require client workstations to boot different 
systems, then follow the procedures below. 

Create the CDF: 

You will create a CDF with the name AUTOBOOT (you can use any name). 
The CDF AUTOBOOT will contain the actual system boot files you created 
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for the clients. The CDF can contain both HP BASIC/WS and Pascal 
Workstation System boot files. 

For example, let's say that you had an SRM/UX system with two HP 
BASIC /WS clients and one Pascal Workstation System client, all on the LAN 
connection. The first BASIC client will boot the SYSTEM_BA6 boot file. The 
second BASIC client will boot the SYSTEM_BA6_ALL boot file. The Pascal 
client will boot the SYSTEM_P boot file. 

Create the CDF by executing the following commands from the server's 
HP -UX shell: 

cd /srmuxroot/SYSTEMS #if /srmuxroot is your Volume 8 Root Directory 

mkdir AUTOBOOT 

chmod +H AUTOBOOT #convert AUTOBOOT to a CDF 

cd AUTOBOOT+ 

In -s /srmuxroot/SYSTEMS/SYSTEM_BA6 default 

In -s / srmuxroot/SYSTEMS/SYSTEM_BA6_ALL Ox0800090056A5 

In -s / srmuxroot/SYSTEMS/SYSTEM_P Ox08000900B69D 

This example shows the three different "automatic" boot files. Notice how 
the system boot files are symbolically linked to the client's LAN interface 
as specified by its link level address. (See the In(l) man page for details on 
symbolic links.) The link level address of the SRM/UX client is used as the 
"context" for the CDF, where "context" is an ASCII string made up of the 
following attributes: cnode name, fpoint hardware type, processor types, cnode 
type, and default. 

HP BASIC /WS client Ox0800090056A5 will autolnatically boot the 
SYSTEM_BAB_ALL boot file. The Pascal Workstation System client 
Ox08000900B69D will automatically boot the SYSTEM_P boot file. All other 
HP BASIC /WS clients (in this case there is only one more BASIC client) will 
boot the default boot file, specified here as SYSTEM_BAB. 
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Note The form of the link level address given in the In statement 
must match the format given in these examples exactly; that 
is, the leading Ox must be LOWER CASE (OX won't work), 
and other alpha characters in the link level address must be 
UPPER CASE (b69d won't work, B69D will). Each name must 
be exactly 14 characters long. 

If you have problems with the CDF structure, check these 
things first. 

You can list the structure of the example CDF as follows: 

• If you execute: 

11 -d / srmuxroot/SYSTEMS/ AUTOBOOT+ 

The output might be: 

drvsr-xr-x 2 jones srmux 1024 Oct 12 13:50 /srmuxroot/SYSTE~S/AUTOBOOT+ 

• If you execute: 

total 8 

II/srmuxroot/SYSTEMS/AUTOBOOT+ 

The output might be: 

lrvxr-xr-x 1 jones srmux 32 Oct 23 10:55 Ox0800090056A5 ->/srmuxroot/SYSTE~S/SYST~_BA6 
lrvxr-xr-x 1 jones srmux 26 Oct 23 20:26 Ox08000900B69D ->/srmuxroot/SYSTEMS/SYSTE~_P 
lrvxr-xr-x 1 jones srmux 28 Oct 12 13:50 default ->/srmuxroot/SYSTE~S/SYSTEM_BA6_ALL 

Changes to /etc/boottab: 

Once you have created the AUTOBOOT CDF, you simply add its name to the 
paws-srm line-as the first system boot file name in the fourth field-in the 
/etc/boottab file. (Again, the name AUTOBOOT is arbitrary; you can use 
whatever name you wish.) 

Your paws-srm line in /etc/boottab might look like this (if you haven't 
changed it from above): 

paws-srm:HPS300: :SYSTEM_BA6,SYSTEM_BA6_ALL,SYSTEM_P: 
/AUTOST, INITLIB ,STARTUP ,TABLE 
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The printed output appears here on multiple lines, but there is only 1 line in the 
actual /etc/boottab file 

To install the capability to automatically boot either HP BASICjWS or Pascal 
Workstation System, install the name of the CDF into the first position in the 
fourth field of the paws-srm line; for example: 

paws-srm:HPS300: :AUTOBOOT,SYSTEM_BA6,SYSTEM_BA6_ALL,SYSTEM_P: 
/AUTOST,INITLIB,STARTUP,TABLE 

The printed output appears he're on multiple lines, but there is only 1 line in the 
actual / etc/boottab file 

Note If the SRMjUX clients on the LAN connection will ALWAYS 
boot automatically, then you can leave SYSTEM_BA6, 
SYSTEM_BA6_ALL, and SYSTEM_P out of the paws-srm 
line. 

However, if you need to boot some clients manually (Le., with 
the attended boot mode), then leave these file names in the line 
so they will be displayed in the Boot ROM menu on the client's 
screen. 

On the SRM Connection 

All Clients Automatically Booting the Same System 

If your SRMjUX system needs require all client workstations to run the same 
system, then follow the procedures below. 

This is the simple case. All you need to do is create the system boot file you 
want all the clients to boot-using the procedures detailed above-and then 
place the system boot file FIRST in the jSYSTEMS directory under Volume 8 
using the procedures detailed in the "General Information on Booting Over the 
SRM Connection" section above. 

Automatically Booting Node-Specific Systems 

If your SRMjUX system needs require client workstations to boot different 
systems, then follow the procedures below. 
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The mechanism that provides automatic booting of a preferred system over the 
SRNI connection is the Loader Utility. The Loader Utility is the same one that 
was used with the SRM product. 

The Loader Utility consists of four types of files: SYSTEM_LD, CONFIGER, 
CONFIG_LD, and CONFIG_LDnn. The SRMjUX installation process installs 
the SYSTEM_LD and CONFIGER files on your SRMjUX file system, in the 
jSYSTEMS directory under Volume 8 (jsrmuxroot) as specified in the server's 
jetcjsrmdconf file. You then create the CONFIG_LD and CONFIG_LDnn files 
with the CONFIGER program. 

All Series 300 computers have Boot ROMs that are compatible with the Loader 
Utility. Series 200 computers must have a 3.0 or later Boot RaNI (but not 
revision 3.0L). 

How the Loader Utility Works. The Loader is an operating system that perforIns 
its function and then deletes itself, turning over control to the selected 
operating system (HP BASICjWS or Pascal Workstation System). 

The Loader Utility system boot file (SYSTEM_LD) must be the first systenl 
boot file in the jSYSTEMS directory under Volume 8. See the "General 
Information on Booting Over the SRM Connection" section above for 
instructions on how to nlake a system boot file the first file in a directory. The 
HP BASIC jWS and Pascal Workstation System boot files must also be in the 
jSYSTEMS directory under Volume 8 for automatic booting to work. 

Creating a Default CONFIG_LD File. To create a default CONFIG_LD file on 
the SRMjUX server's file system, do the following from the client workstation: 

1. MSI to the jSYSTE11S directory. Execute, for example: 

MSI "/SYSTEMS:REMOTE 23, O;LABEL SRMUXROOT" 

2. Load the CONFIGER program into memory. Execute: 

LOAD "CONFIGER" 

3. Start the CONFIGER program. Press the (Run) key. 

4. When the CONFIGER program displays the prompt: 

CONFIG FILE NAME 

Then:' 
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Enter the required name for the default configuration file you are about to 
create. Type: 

CONFIG_LD 

5. When CONFIGER displays the prompt: 

? 

Then: 

Enter the name of the Pascal Workstation System or HP BASIC /WS systenl 
boot file that you want to have load automatically for any workstation 
without its own configuration file. That is, enter the name of the system 
boot file that the majority of the clients will boot as a default. 

For example: 

SYSTEM_BA6 

6. After you enter the system boot file above, and the CONFIGER prograITI 
prompts again with: 

? 

Then: 

Type (Reiij"ffi), to end the CONFIGER program. 

The? prompt disappears and the CONFIGER program creates the default 
configuration file, CONFIG_LD, in /SYSTEMS. 

Creating a Node-Specific CONFIG_LDnn File. To create a node-specific 
CONFIG_LDnn file on the SRM/UX server's file system, do the following froln 
the client workstation: 

1. NISI to the /SYSTEMS directory. Execute, for example: 

MSI IJ/SYSTEMS:REMOTE 23, O;LABEL SRMUXROOTII 

2. Load the CONFIGER program into memory. Execute: 

LOAD IICONFIGER" 

3. Start the CONFIGER program. Press the (Run) key. 

·4. When the CONFIGER program displays the prompt: 
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CONFIG FILE NAME 

Then: 

Type CONFIG_LDnn (Rei'ijffi), where nn is the SRM client's node address in the 
SRMjUX system. 

For example, if the client's node address is 6, then type: 

CONFIG_LD6 (Rei'ijffi) 

5. When the CONFIGER program displays the pronlpt: 

? 

Then: 

Type the name of the Pascal Workstation Systenl or HP BASIC jWS system 
boot file that you want to boot autOlnatica.lly. For exaluple: 

SYSTEM_P (Rei'ijffi) 

6. When the CONFIGER program displays the prompt: 

? 

Then: 

Type: (Rei'ijffi), to end the CONFIGER program. 

The? prompt disappears and the CONFIGER progranl creates the 
node-specific configuration file, CONFIG_LDnn, in jSYSTEMS. 

7. Repeat steps 3 through 6 as many thnes as is necessary to create a 
node-specific configuration file for every client that needs one. 
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Installing and Configuring HP BASIC/WS 
Clients 

6 

This chapter tells how to instaU the HP BASIC /WS system on any HP 9000 
Series 200, or :300 cOlnputer so that it functions as a client in an SRM/UX 
systenl. 

The SRl\1/UX server perfornls three nlajor services for the clients: language
systeln booting, SR:NI/UX file systeln management, and client file-spooling 
managenlent. Chapter 4 discusses these functions in detail from the server's 
perspective. This chapter looks at the three SRM/UX functions from the HP 
BASIC /VVS client's perspective. 

Before You Start 

Before you begin the HP BASIC /WS system start-up: 

• ensure all of the hardware cornponents of your SRM/UX system are properly 
instaUed 

• ensure that the SRM/UX System Administrator has properly installed, 
configured, and started all of the software components of the SR:NI/UX server 

• ensure that the SRNI/UX Systenl Administrator has made the appropriate 
entries in the server's /etc/srnldconf file for your particular workstation. See 
chapter 4 of this manual for server configuration details and chapter 5 for 
information on client booting from the server. 
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What You Need for Start-up 

• the media which holds the HP BASIC /WS system software 

• the HP BASIC/WS systeln manual set, for more detailed information about 
the start-up options mentioned in this chapter 

Booting the HP BASIC/WS Language System 
For HP BASIC/vVS 6.1, the SRM/UX System Adlninistrator installs the 
systelll hoot file and the LAN, SCSI, and SRM binaries on the server. The 
client user then should copy the rest of the binaries from the HP BASIC /WS 
6.0 discs to the server. For later versions of HP BASIC/WS, the client user 
should copy the systelll boot file and all of the binaries to the server. 

Once this is done, the client users can boot from the SRM/UX server rather 
than their locallnass storage. This gives them the flexibility to boot all.clients 
into the saIne system configuration, or into unique system configurations. 

This chapter discusses booting HP BASIC /WS from local lllass storage and 
creating a "custoln" systenl boot file. Chapter 5 covers the full details of the 
HP BASIC/vVS booting environment on the server. 

From Your Workstation's Local Mass Storage 

Note If you are installing HP BASIC/WS version 6.1, then skip this 
section. 

For complete instructions on booting the BASIC system, refer to the Inanual: 
Installing and iVlaintaining HP BASIC for whichever version you are installing. 
There you will learn how to install the HP BASIC /WS system frolll the flexible 
discs shipped with the workstation. 

After YOIl install and boot the HP BASIC /vVS system from the flexible discs, 
decide which langua.ge extension and driver binary files you need to create your 
"extended" or "customized" HP BASIC /WS system. Once you have crea.ted 
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this system, store it in a directory (/SYSTEMS under Volume 8) on the 
SRM/UX file system. From then on, the client users can boot from the server. 

Note If you want to boot this system over a LAN connection, then 
you should ask your SRM/UX System Administrator to add 
the name of your system boot file to the paws-srm line in the 
server's /etc/boottab file. 

Creating and Storing an Extended HP BASIC/WS Language System 

To understand the process of booting an HP BASIC /WS client fro111 the 
server, read chapter 5. There you will see that the procedures for booting 
HP BASIC /vVS from the server are different for SRM and LAN connections, 
but only from the server's side. From the client's side, the procedure is the 
same. This section tells you how to create "customized" or "extended" systenl 
boot files (i.e., an extended HP BASIC/WS language system) froln the client 
workstation. 

If you want your -client to run under a custom HP BASIC /WS systeIll, then 
you must create and store the custom system boot file from the client. 

In order to create your custom system, you must boot the SYSTE1rI_BA6 
system boot file (or another existing boot file), and then load the binaries 
you need from the /RMBBINS directory under Volume 8 on the server 
(assunling that you copied all of your HP BASIC /WS binaries froul your 
locallnass storage to /R:NIBBINS on the SRM/UX server). Finally, you will 
store the custoln system in an appropriately named system boot file (e.g., 
SYS_CUSTO:NIl). See the procedures below. 

To boot SYSTEM_BA6 from the server and then create another, custOUl boot 
file, do the following: 

• Enter the attended-boot mode: repeatedly depress or hold down the (space) 

key after a SYSBOOT or after cycling the computer's power, until you get 
the Boot RO NI menu of boatable system files to appear on the right-hand 
side of the screen. 

• After you select the two or three character code for the system boot file 
you want (in this case SYSTEM_BA6), the HP BASIC/WS system COUles 
on-line (approxilnately one minute later). You are placed in the Volume 8 
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root directory after you have booted. Typically that will be the / srmuxroot 
directory (unless your SRM/UX System Administrator has assigned it 
differently in the server's /etc/srmdconf VOLUME-TABLE) . 

• You then load the additional language extension and driver binaries you need 
using LOAD BIN commands, and execute the STORE SYSTEM command, 
which creates a new system boot file from which you can subsequently boot 
every time you, or any other HP BASIC/WS system user on the SRM/UX 
system, want to use this particular version of the customized HP BASIC/WS 
system. 

Be sure to execute the STORE SYSTEl'vI command in the /SYSTEMS 
directory. 

Note 

Note 

The binaries that are required for HP BASIC /WS to 
communicate with SRM/UX are SRM and DCOMM (on the 
SRM connection) or SRM and LAN ( on the LAN connection). 
Before HP BASIC /WS can cOlnmunicate with the SRM/UX 
server, these binaries must either be in the systeln you booted 
or you must load them (using the LOAD BIN comnland). 

If you want to boot this system over a LAN connection, then 
you should ask your SR1tI/UX System Administrator to add 
the name of your system boot file to the paTJs-srm line in the 
server's / etc/boottab file. 

Day-to-Day Booting From the Server 

First, the SR1tI/UX System Administrator and HP BASIC /WS client users 
must establish the booting environment; that is, create the necessary system 
boot files and place them in /SYSTEMS under Volume 8 (as detailed above 
and in chapter .5). Then, the client users can boqt any system boot file they 
wish any time they wish. To do so, follow the procedures below: 

For Attended Booting: 

1. Enter the attended-boot mode: repeatedly depress or hold down the (space) 

key after a SYSBOOT or after cycling the computer's power, until you get 
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the Boot ROM menu of bootable system files to appear on the right-hand 
side of the screen. 

2. After selecting the two or three character code for the system boot file 
you want, the HP BASIC /WS system comes on-line (approximately one 
minute later). You are placed in the Volume 8 root directory after you 
have booted. Typically that will be the / srmuxroot directory (unless your 
SRM/UX System Administrator has assigned it differently in the server's 
/etc/srmdconf VOLUME-TABLE). 

For Unattended Booting: 

1. SYSBOOT or cycle the conlputer's power 

2. Let the system run unattended if you are booting over the SRM connection. 
It will autolnatically select the first systeln boot file in the /SYSTEMS 
directory under Volume 8. If you are booting over the LAN connection, it 
will select the first system boot file in the paws-srm line in /etc/boottab 
(See your SRM lUX System Administrator for details). 

The HP BASIC /WS system comes on-line (approximately one minute 
later). You are placed in the Volunle 8 root directory after you have booted. 
Typically that will be the /srmuxroot directory on the server's HP-UX 
file system (unless your SRM/UX Systenl Administrator has assigned it 
differently in the server's /etc/srmdconf VOL UME-TABLE). 

Using the SRM/UX File System From HP BASIC/WS 

Permissions, Uids, and Gids 

There is a complete discussion of file permissions in the HP BASIC 6.1 
Language Reference (and later revisions) manual, in the Keyword Dictionary 
under the keywords: PERMIT, CHOWN, and CHGRP. Permissions in HP 
BASIC /WS under SRM/UX work just as described there, so the discussion will 
not be repeated here. 

The HP-UX parameters uid (User ID) and gid (Group ID) may be new to the 
HP BASIC/WS user. The following will explain these two HP-UX paralneters. 
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The uid together with the gid are used for all file permissions checks done by 
the server. The uid will also be used for jobs submitted to the HP-UX print 
spooler for this client. 

In most cases, each client workstation will have one primary user; for example, 
Joe Smith will be the primary user of the client workstation with the Client 
Name of joe_smith. The HP-UX System Administrator or the SRMjUX 
System Administrator will assign Joe Smith a unique uid (e.g., uid=3:33) and a 
gid (e.g., gid=88). Now, when the SRM/UX System Administrator configures 
the servel~'s /etc/srmdconf file, he or she will enter Joe Smith's uid and gid in 
the Uid and Gid columns for the j oe_smi th client workstation. At this point, 
then, all files that are created by Joe Smith, while using j oe_smi th, will be 
assigned uid=333 and gid=88 and all jobs that he submits to the print spooler 
will also use uid=333. However, be aware that any other user that uses client 
workstation joe_smith will have Joe Smith's uid and gid assigned to all of his 
or her files and print spooler jobs. 

Compatibility Between File Types 

For a complete discussion of compatibility between SRM/UX Files and HP-UX 
files and between SRM/UX Files and HP BASIC-UX files, see the "Data 
Storage and Retrieval" chapter of the HP BASIC/WS 6.1 Program'ming 
Techniques, Volume 1 (and later revisions) manual. 

Moving Around Between Volumes 

You move around between volulnes in the SRMjUX file system by using the 
volume name (as specified in the server's /etc/srmdconf file) in the LABEL 
field of the MSI command, for example: 

MSI ":REMoTE 21, 5; LABEL NEWVoL" 

MSI ":REMoTE 21, 5;LABEL SRMUXRooT" 

etc. 

You are not allowed to move above the root of the volume that you specify 
in the LABEL field of the MSI statement. If you did issue the command 
to go above the root of the volullle-for example: MSI II •• / •• / •• ", from 
/SYSTEMS-you would be left at II /"(the volume's root directory) from the 
HP BASIC/WS system's perspective, and at /srmuxroot from the server's 
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HP-UX perspective. Trying to move above a volume's root will cause no 
problems and no error messages will be issued; the attempt will simply be 
unsuccessful. 

Pipes 

SRMjUX has the added capability over SRM of using named pipes. 

For a discussion on how to use pipes, see the "Directing Data Flow" chapter in 
the HP BASIC 6.1 Interfacing Techniques (and later revisions) manual. 

Note There is a limit of 20 opens at a thne on pipes. This could be 
20 different pipes open, or 20 different clients opening one pipe. 

Using the SRM/UX Spooling Environment From HP 
BASIC/WS 

Spooling With Normal Priority 

The SRM server allowed you to spool only a few file types: ASCII and HP-UX. 

With SRMjUX you can spool any textual file type, Le., ASCII, HP-UX, and 
BDAT files. You can also spool PROG files if BASIC JUX is installed and is 
executable on the SRMjUX server. 

Before the HP BASIC jWS client user can do file spooling to any printers 
or plotters, the SRMjUX System Administrator nlust set up the SRMjUX . 
spooling environment on the server-which also involves setting up the host 
workstation's HP-UX spooling environlnent. The Administrator will create 
spooling directories for the whole SRMjUX system, and will permit client 
workstations access to whichever spooling directories are appropriate in the 
server's jetc/srmdconf file. Ask your System Administrator about your client's 
spooling directories. 

After the SRMjUX spooling environment is in place on the server, the client 
user can spool files in the following ways: 
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• you can ASSIGN TO a file in the spooling directory and then send output to 
this file 

• you can COpy a file into the spooling directory 

• you can set: 

o PRINTER IS 
o PRINTALL IS 
o PLOTTER IS 
o DUMP DEVICE IS 

to a file in the spooling directory, and then send output to this file. 

• you can SAVE a program into the spooling directory 

• you can STORE a prograin into the spooling directory if HP BASIC lUX is 
installed and is executable on the SRM/UX server 

Once you close the file in the spooling directory, the SRM/UX server sends the 
file to the device specified in the /etc/srmdconf configuration file. See your 
SRM/UX System Administrator if you have questions about which spooling 
devices your client workstation is enabled to use. 

If you need to abort the spooling job, consult your SRM/UX and/or HP-UX 
System Adnlinistrator-spooling jobs can be aborted only froin the host 
computer's HP-UX system. 

Priority Spooling 

To spool files with priority over other spooling jobs, the SRNI/UX Systeln 
Administrator must set the permissions so that you can access the priority 
spooling directory. 

If the Adnlinistrator has set the permissions appropriately, then you can spool 
files by doing any of the above operations to the PRIORITY subdirectory of 
the designated spooling directory. 
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Environment Files 

If you want to pre-configure a spooling device, you may use an environment 
file. You specify the envirolunent file by including its name in the spooling 
command string, i.e., spoolfile. environmentfile.spoolfileextension. 

For example, if you want f ile2. Ase to be printed in the printer environment 
specified in the environment file elite. asc, then place f ile2 . elite. Ase in . 
the spool directory. 

This spooling comnland string causes the environment file to be prefixed to the 
spooled file and the spooled file is printed or plotted as desired. 

If You Have An HP-UX Account On The Server 

If you have an HP- UX account on the server's host workstation, then you 
can perform some of the tasks that ordinarily call for SRM/UX System 
Administrator privileges. 

Since you have an account on the HP-UX system, we assume you know your 
way around HP- UX well enough. Hence, no attempt is made to explain 
common HP- UX terminology or procedures. 

There are three things you can do with regard to spooling if you have an 
HP -UX account on the server: 

1. You can look at the server's / etc/ srmdconf configuration file to discover the 
inner workings of the SRNI/UX system spooling environment; for exanlple, 
what are the spooling directories, what are the PRIORITY spooling 
directories, what directories can my client workstation access, etc. 

2. You can abort spooling jobs. 

a. execute lpstat -t 

b. locate your spooling job's id by looking for the job with your user id 
(uid) 

c. execute cancel spooLjob_id 

This procedure will remove your spool job from the spooler queue. 

3. You can check the permissions on the PRIORITY spooling directories to see 
if you can use them. 
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Installing and Configuring 
Pascal Workstation Clients 

7 

This chapter tells how to install the Pascal Workstation System on any HP 
9000 Series 200 or 300 computer to be a client on an SRMjUX system. It also 
describes how to establish contact with an SRMjUX server from the client 
workstation. 

A major part of Pascal Workstation System start-up involves creating an 
appropriate directory structure on the SRMjUX file system. Much of this 
is done automatically by the SRMjUX installation process when you load 
the SRMjUX tape, but you must manipulate certain files to custonlize your 
SRIvljUX Pascal Workstation System clients. 

How you a.pproa.ch the client workstation start-up procedure depends on 
how tasks are divided between the SRMjUX System Administrator and the 
individual client workstation user, as well as the degree to which each client 
systenl will be customized. System customization involves modifying systenl 
boot files; Inodifying the TABLE and INITLIB files; andjor creating individual 
autostart files for each workstation. 

Before You Start 
Before you begin the Pascal Workstation system start-up: 

• ensure all of the hardware components of your SRMjUX system are properly 
installed 

• ensure that the SRMjUX system administrator has properly installed, 
configured, and started running all of the software conlponents of the 
SRMjUX server 
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• ensure that the SRMjUX system administrator has made the appropriate 
entries in the server's /etc/srmdconf file for your particular workstation. See 
chapter 4 of this manual for server configuration details. 

What You Need for Start-up 

• the media which holds the Pascal Workstation system software 

• the Pascal Workstation system manual set, for more detailed information 
about the start-up options mentioned in this chapter 

Booting Pascal and Establishing Access 
to the SRM/UX System 
For complete instructions on booting the Pascal Workstation system, refer to 
the manuals: PascaI3 ... X Workstation system Volume 1 and 2 for whichever 
version (for example: 3.2 replaces 3.X) you are installing. There you will learn 
how to install the Pascal vVorkstation system from the flexible discs shipped 
with the system. 

The search rules for these files are NOT the same as for HP BASIC. The 
path searched first is /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnnnnnn, where nnnnnn is 
the last 6 hex qigits of the Pascal Workstation system client LAN card Link 
address. 

Note Any alpha characters MUST be capitalized in the name of this 
directory; for example: /WORKSTATIONSjSYSTEM012ABC 
is correct, but jvVORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM012abc is not. 

If jWORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnnnnnn does not exist, the path 
jWORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM is searched for the three extension boot files. If 
neither of these paths exist, or if the INITLIB file is not found, the boot will 
fail with an error: -10. If the STARTUP or TABLE files are not found, booting 
will be completed, but the Pascal Workstation system client system will be 
practically unusable. Both of these paths are relative to the root directory for 
volume 8, as described in the jetc/srmdconf section in chapter 4. 
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The names of the INITLIB, STARTUP and TABLE programs should follow 
the standard rules, based on the name of the SYSTEM_P file. For example, 
if the system file has the name SYSP33, the other files should be nanled 
INITP33, STARTP33, and TABLEP33. 

Once booting is complete and TABLE has executed, rbootd is no longer used 
by the Pascal Workstation system client. Srmd on HP-UX and the SRM 
driver in the Pascal Workstation system INITLIB file take over. If srmd(lM) 
is not running or the proper modules are not in INITLIB, the client Pascal 
Workstation system will be unusable. 

To establish access to the SRMjUX system froIn a running Pascal vVorkstation 
system, that did NOT boot fronl the SRwIjUX server, do the following: 

1. execute the required driver files: DATA_COMM and SRM (for the SR1tl 
connection) or DATA_CaTvIM, LAN, and SRM (for the LAN connection) 

2. manually reexecute the Pascal Workstation system's auto-configuration 
program: TABLE 

Once the proper driver modules have been executed, the auto-configuration 
program can recognize the SRMjUX system. 

Note The following instructions assunle that the client workstation 
has its own flexible-disc drive. 
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Table 7-1. To Boot the Pascal Workstation system: 

Step Action 

1 Ensure that the 
workstation is off 

2 If the workstation has an 
attached disc drive, turn 
it on 

3 If the workstation is a 
Series 200, insert the disc 
labeled BOOT: into the 
drive with the lowest unit 
number. 

If the workstation is a 
Series 300, insert the disc 
labeled BOOT2: into the 
drive with the lowest unit 
number. 

4 If the workstation has a 
dual flexible disc drive, 
insert the disc labeled 
SYSVOL: into the other 
available drive. (The 
SYSVOL: disc must be 
wri te-enab led) 
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Result Explanation or Note 

To determine which 
drive has the lowest 
unit number, refer 
to the disc drive's 
operator's guide 



Step 

5 

6 

Table 7·1. To Boot the Pascal Workstation system: (continued) 

Action 

Turn on the workst.ation 

Enter the correct date and 
time by typing over the 
displayed date and time. 
Then press (Return) 

Result Explanation or Note 

The workstation loads the 
Pascal Workstation system 
(if booting from the server 
unattended; if you use 
attended booting, you 
should select the 
SYSTEM_P boot file from 
the Boot ROM menu) and 
then displays the prompt: 

New system date? 

If, instead, you get the --
prOlnpt: 

Please put SYSVOL in 
unit #3 and press the x 
key ... 

then replace the boot disc 
with the disc labeled 
SYSVOL: and press the 0 
key. ( The SYSVOL: disc 
must be write-enabled ) 

The Pascal Workstation Note that the tilne 
system displays the Main is recorded as 
Command Level prompt line 24-hour clock tin1e 

(i.e., 1:00 p.m. is 
13:00, 2:00 p.m. IS 

14:00, etc. ) 
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Once you have booted the Pascal system, follow these steps to establish access 
to the SRM/UX system: 

Table 7-2. To Establish Access to the SRM/UX system: 

Step Action 

1 If your Pascal 
Workstation systenl is on 
double-sided 
microdiskettes, replace 
t.he SYSVOL: disc wit.h 
the disc labeled ACCESS:. 
Otherwise, replace the 
SYSVOL: disc with the 
disc labeled CONFIG:. 

2 Press 0 

3 If you are running over 
the SRNI connection, do 
step ;3 (this st.ep) and skip 
step 4. 

If you have double-sided 
microdiskettes, type 
(including the trailing 
period): 

ACCESS:DATA_COMM. 
(Return ) 

Otherwise, type (including 
the trailing period): 

CONFIG:DATA_COMM. 
[Return ) 
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Result Explanation or Note 

The ACCESS: or 
CONFIG: disc 
cont.ains t.he driver 
llloduies required to 
access the SRM/UX 
system 

-

The Pascal Workstation To execute a file. 
system displays: 

Execute what file? 

To install the first. 
required driver 
module, 
DATA_COMM. 
The required driver 
modules are 
programs that 
install themselves 
automat.ically when 
you execute them. 



Step 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Table 7-2. 
To Establish Access to the SRM/UX system: (continued) 

Action 

If you have double-sided 
microdiskettes, type 
(including the trailing 
period): 

ACCESS:LAN. (Return I 

Press 0 

If you have doub-le-sided 
microdiskettes, type 
(including the trailing 
period): 

ACCESS:SRM. (Return I 

Otherwise, type (including 
the trailing period): 

CONFIG:SRM. (Return I 

If the workstation has 
only a single disc drive, 
replace the disc currently 
in the drive with the 
BOOT: or BOOT2: disc. 
Otherwise, ensure that 
the BOOT: or BOOT2: 
disc is still in one of the 
workstation's disc drives. 

Result Explanation or Note 

To install the 
required driver 
modules IOMPX 
and LANDVR. 

The Pascal vVorkst,ation To execute a file. 
system displays: 

Execute what file? 

To install the 
remaining required 
dri vel' 11l0d ule, 
SRM. 
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Table 7-2. 
To Establish Access to the SRM/UX system: (continued) 

Step Action 

8 Press 0 

9 If the workstation is a 
Series 300, type (including 
the trailing period): 

BOOT2:TABLE. (Rittiffi) 

Otherwise, type (including 
the trailing period): 

BOOT:TABLE. [Return) 

10 Replace the BOOT2: or 
BOOT: disc with the disc 
labeled ACCESS:. 

11 Press CD 

12 Press ® 

13 Continue with the next 
section on "Creating 
Directories on the 
SRMjUX System Disc." 
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Result Explanation or Note 

The Pascal Workstation To execute a file. 
system displays: 

Execute what file? 

To manually 
execute the Pascal 
Workstation 
system's 
auto-configuration 
program, TABLE. 

The Pascal vVorkstation To enter the Filer 
systenl displays the Filer's 
command line. 

The Filer displays a list of To see if the Pascal 
the volumes that the Pascal Workstation System 
Workstation System recognizes the 
recognizes. ( See the SRMjUX volmne 8 
following example display ) at volume #5. 



Example Pascal Filer Volu'mes Listing 

Volumes on-line: 
1 CONSOLE: 
2 SYSTERM: 
3 # ACCESS: 
5 # PRIMARY: 
6 PRINTER: 

Prefix is - PRIMARY: 

Notice that in the listing for Volullle .5 and in the last line, you should 
see either PRI1IIARY or the ·"VolUlne Nalne" that the SRM/UX system 
achninistrator has assigned to your client in the server's / etc/ srmdconf file. 

Table 7-3. Troubleshooting Hints 

H: 

the volume name of your SRM/UX 
volmne 8 is not in the display 

the Filer's Volumes cOl1unand still does 
not recognize volume #5 

neither of t.he two suggestions above work 

Tben: 

try reexecuting the DATA_COMM, LAN, 
SRM, and TABLE progralns 

check to see whether the SRlVI/UX 
hardware is properly configured and 
installed. For instance, the (unmodified) 
TABLE program expects the select code 
on the workstation's SRM interface to be 
at its factory setting: 21. Refer to 
"special config" for other select codes and 
host nodes. 

Refer to the troubleshooting appendix 
(Appendix B) of this manual and/or ask 
your SRM/UX System Administrator for 
help. 

The following illustration shows a directory structure suitable to support 
Pascal 'iVorkstation Systems on an SRM/UX system: 

This structure should be placed below the Volume 8 Root directory as defined 
in the SRNI/UX server's /etc/srmdconf file. If this structure is created by the 
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Pascal Workstation system client user, it will get placed under the Volume 8 
Root au tOlnatica.lly. 

/ 

I 
(Volume 8 root) 

I 
SYSTEtvlS WORI<STATIONS USERS 1 

SYSTEM 2 TEMP _FILES S'r'STEM nn 3 

SYSTEM nnnnnn 3 

1 
Th~ USERS directory is opti(lnal but highly recommended. 

,) 

. - The SYSTEIvI directory is the default systetTI directory, used by client 
workstetions TOt· wliich no dediceted system directory exists. 

I ... 

3 nn end nnnnnn repn~sent the two digit Node Address on SRM and the six 
hex character Link Level Address of the client workstation on LAN 

Figure 7-1. SRMjUX Pascal Workstation System Directory Structure 
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Step 

1 

la 

Ib 

lc 

ld 

Table 7-4. 
Create the Required Directory Structure on the Server's File 

System: 

Action 

Create the 
/vVORKSTATIONS 
directory as follows: 

Press @ 

Press ® 

Type: 

#5:/WORKSTATIONS 
(Return ) 

Check the directory name 
and if it is correct, press 
(3) 

If the directory na.me is 
wrong, press @and start 
over again with step la. 

Result Explanation or Note 

The Filer displays: To make a directory 

Make file or directory? 
(F/D) 

The Filer prolllpts: To make a directory 

Make what directory? 

The Filer prOlnpts: To specify the 

Directory is 
/vVORKSTATIONS 
directory on volume 

'WORKSTATIONS' correct ? 
#5 of the SRM/UX 

(YIN) 
system disc 

If you pressed (3) the Filer (3) accepts the new 
creates the new directory directory. ® rejects 
and displays: the new directory. 

Directory WORKSTATIONS 
made 

If you pressed @ the Filer 
displays its command line 
and does not create the 
directory. 
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Table 7-4. 
Create the Required Directory Structure on the Server's File 

System: (continued) 

Step Action 

2 Make jWORKSTATIONS 
the default directory as 
follows: 

2a Press ® 

2b Type: 

#5:/WORKSTATIONS 
(Return ) 

3 Within 
jWORKSTATIONS, the 
default directory, create 
the following directories 
(with names exactly as 
listed): 

SYSTEM 

TEMP_FILES 

4 Press ® and type: j 
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Result Explanation 01' Note 

To reduce the 
amount of typing 
involved in the next 
steps 

The Filer prompts: To specify a prefix 

Prefix to what 
directory path. The 
Filer prefixes every 

directory? directory path with 
the current prefix 
(default) directory 
path. 

The Filer displays: To specify the 

Prefix is WORKSTATIONS: 
jvVORKSTATIONS 
directory on volmue 
#5 of the SRMjUX 
system disc 

See Step 1 of this 
table for a detailed 
example of how to 
create a directory. 

The Filer displays the root To return to the 
directory's name root directory 



Step 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Table 7·4. 
Create the Required Directory Structure on the Server's File 

System: (continued) 

Action 

Create the directory: 

IUSERS 

Specify the directory 
name as you choose. 

Make the default directory 
. (as specified in Step 5): 

IUSERS 

Create a personal working 
directory for every 
workstation user. 

For example: john_public 

Change to the default 
directory, i.e., the Volun1e 
8 Root 

Result Explanation or Note 

To create a 
jUSERS directory 
on the SRMjUX file 
system. Within this 
directory, create a 
personal working 
directory for each 
workstation user. 

To reduce the 
an10unt of typing 
involved in the next 
step. See Step 2 for 
a detailed example 
of how to specify a 
prefix (default) 
directory. 

Valid directory 
names are 1 to 14 
characters long (1 
to 16 characters 
long if the server 
administrator has 
converted to long 
file names-see 
chapter 4 for 
details), and may 
have upper-and 
lower case letters, 
digits, underscores 
(_), and periods (.). 
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Table 7-4. 
Create the Required Directory Structure on the Server's File 

System: (continued) 

Step Action 

9 Continue creating 
additional directories 
below the SRM/UX root, 
as needed, e.g., UTILS 

10 Continue with the next 
section on "Placing Pascal 
system files in t.he 
SYSTEM Directory." 
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Result Explauation or Note 

To create an 
organized directory 
structure on the 
SRM/UX server's 
file systenl 



Placing Pascal Workstation System Files in the SYSTEM 
Directory 
To have workstations: 

• automatically loa.d the Pascal Worksta.tion system from the SR.NljUX systenl 
disc, and 

• load or access any Pascal Workstation system subsystems, utility programs, 
libraries, etc. froin the SR.MjUX file system, 

use one of the following methods: 

Table 7-5. Place system files in /SYSTEMS 

Method Requirement (s ) Result 

To boot in unattended • The Pascal systelll boot All workstations 
mode, let each file (SYSTEM_P) must autOlllatically boot the 
workstation's BootROM be the first bootable Pascal system. 
automatically boot the system file l in 
first system file in the /etc/boottab. 
/SYSTElVIS directory. 

• The rest of the Pascal 
system files must be in 
the /WORKSTA-
TIONS/SYSTEM 
directory. 

To boot in attended mode, The Pascal system boot If each workstation user 
repeatedly depress or hold file (SYSTEM_P) lllust be selects the same 
down the (space) key after a in the /WORKSTA- SYSTElVI_P file, then they 
SYSBOOT or cycle power TIONS/SYSTEM will all be configured with 
until you get the directory, along with the the same Pascal system. 
BootROM menu of rest of the Pascal system 
bootable system files to files. 
appear on the right-hand 
side of the screen. Then 
enter the characters to 
select the SYSTEM_P 
system boot file. 

1 A bootable system file is a system file whose name begins with SYS. 
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! (Volume 8 root) 

I 
I I 

SYSTEMS WORI"STATIONS 

CONFIG_SRM 
SYSTEtvLP ~ SYSTEM_SRM I 

~I--------~--------~I~--------~I ... 
SYSTEM 

INITUB 
TABLE 
STARTUP 

TEMP_FILES 

• (the rest of the files 

SYSTEMnn 1 

• fron, all the Pascal 
Workstation System discs) 

S'y'STEM nnnnnn i 

other SYSTEM nn I 

/SYSTEM nnnnnn 1 

directories 

1 nn and nnnnnn represent the two diqit Node Address on SRM and the six 
hex char~Jcter Link Level Address of the client workstotion on LA,N 

Figure 7-2. Required Location of Pascal Workstation System Files 
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To place Pascal system files in the jvVORKSTATIONSjSYSTEM directory on 
the SRMjUX file system from the client, follow these steps: 

Step 

1 

la 

Ib 

2 

Table 7-6. 
System Files in /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM on Server's Volume 8: 

Action 

Make /WORKSTA-
TIONS/SYSTEl\1 the 
default directory as 
follows: 

Press ® 

Type: 

/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM 
(Return ) 

Replace the ACCESS: 
disc in the workstation's 
disc drive with the disc 
labeled BOOT:. 

Result Explanation or Note 

To reduce the 
amount of typing 
involved in the next 
steps 

The Filer prompt.s: To specify a prefix 

Prefix to what directory 
directory pat.h. The 
Filer prefixes every 

? directory path with 
the current prefix 
( default) directory 
path. 

The Filer displays: To specify the 

Prefix is SYSTEM: 
/WORKSTA-
TIONS/SYSTE:M 
directory on the 
SRM/UX volume 8 

All of the files on 
the BOOT: disc a.re 
the same as those 
on the BOOT2: 
disc, except for the 
INITLIB file. 
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Table 7-6. 
System Files in jWORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM on Server's Volume 8: 

( continued) 

Step Actioll 

3 Copy all of the BOOT: 
disc's files except 
SYSTEM_P a.nd INITLIB 
to the default direct.ory 
/\VORKSTA-
TIONS/SYSTEM on the 
SRIVI/UX volume 8 as 
follows: 

3a Press ® 

:3b Type: 

BOOT:? ) $ (Return) 
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Result 

The Filer prompts: 

filecopy what file ? 

The Filer lists the first file 
on the disc and asks if you 
want to copy it 

Explanation or Note 

Later you will be 
copying 
SYSTEM_P to the 
/SYSTEMS 
directory on the 
SRM/UX volmue 8, 
and modifying the 
INITLIB files from 
the BOOT: and 
BOOT2: discs as 
you place them on 
the SRM/UX 
volume 8. 

To copy one or 
lllore files 

The ? is a wildcard 
that tells the Filer 
to individually list 
each file and ask 
you if you want to 
copy it from the 
disc. The $ is a 
wildcard that tells 
the Filer to give the 
copy of the file the 
sa.me name as the 
original. The 
comma separates 
the source file 
specification from 
the destination file 
specification. 



Step 

:k 

4 

4a 

4b 

5 

Table 7-6. 
System Files in /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM on Server's Volume 8: 

( continued) 

Actioll 

When the Filer displays 
the file names 
SYSTEl\1_P and 
INITLIB, press ® For 
every ot.her file, press (D. 

Copy SYSTEl\tI_P to the 
jSYSTEMS directory on 
the SRMjlJX volunle 8 as 
follows: 

Press CD 

Type: 

BOOT: SYSTEM_P , 
/SYSTEMS/$ (Return) 

Replace the disc in the 
workstation's disc drive 
with a Pascal vVorkstation 
system disc other than 
BOOT: and BOOT2: 

Result Explanation or Note 

The Filer reads and then To respond "yes" to 
writes each file you respond every file-copy 
"yes" to. except SYSTEM_P 

and INITLIB. 

SYSTEM_P is the 
Pascal vVorkstation 
system boot file 

The Filer prompts: To copy a file 

filecopy what file ? 

The Filer copies the file The $ is a wildcard 
that tells the Filer 
to give the copy of 
the file the same 
name as the 
original. The 
comnla separates 
the source file 
specification from 
the destination file 
specification. 
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Table 7-6. 
System Files in /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM on Server's Volume 8: 

( continued) 

St.ep Action 

6 Copy all of the files on the 
new disc to the default 
directory, /WORKSTA-
TIONS/SYSTEM on the 
SRM/UX volume 8, as 
follows: 

6a Press ® 

6b Type: 

disc_name: =, $ [Return ) 

where disc_name is the 
name of the new disc 
(incl uding the colon after 
the name). 
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Result Explanation or Note 

The Filer prompts: To copy one or 

filecopy what file ? 
more files 

The Filer copies the files on The = is a wildcard 
the new disc one after the that stands for any 
other. combination of 

characters and its 
use here causes the 
Filer to copy every· 
file on the new disc, 
without prompting. 

Example If you 
inserted the disc 
labeled ACCESS: 
into the 
workstation's disc 
drive, you would 
type: ACCESS: = , $ 
(Return ) 



Step 

7 

8 

Table 7-6. 
System Files in /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM on Server's Volume 8: 

(continued) 

Action Result Explanation or Note 

Repeat steps 5 and 6 for To copy all of the 
every remaining Pascal Pascal vVorkstation 
Workstation system disc system files to the 
(for example, SYSVOL: , /vVORKSTA-
eMP: , ASl\Il: ,etc. TIONS/SYSTEM 

directory on the 
SRM/UX volume 8 

® /'VORKSTATIONS To prefix back to 
/vVORKSTATIONS 

For convenience, designate the /vVORKSTATIONS /SYSTErvI directory on 
the SRM/UX file system as your workstation's systeln volunle. This allows 
you to access the SR11/UX system's copies of the Pascal vVorkstation systenl's 
subsystenls by pressing keys, such as ® for Editor, ® for Filer, etc. To do 
this, follow the steps in the next table. 
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Table 7-7. To Designate Your Workstation's system Volume: 

Step Action Result 

1 Press @ The Pascal Workstation 
system displays the Main 
Command Level prompt line 

2 Press (8) The Pascal Workstation 
system prompts: 

Execute what file ? 

3 Type (including the The TABLE 
trailing period): au to-configuration program 

TABLE. ( Return ) 
recognizes the SRlVI/UX 
server's /WORKSTA-
TIONS/SYSTEM directory 
on volume 8 as volume #45 

4 Press ® The Pascal Workstation 

Press ® system prompts: 

What new system unit 
number ? 

5 Type: The Pascal vVorkstation 

#45: (Return) 
system makes volume #45 
(the /vVORKSTA-
TIONS/SYSTElVI directory) 
the system volume 
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Explauation or Note 

To exit from (or 
quit) the Filer 

To execute a 
program 

To reexecute the 
TABLE 
au to-configuration 
program 

To designate a new 
system volume 



Table 7-7. 
To Designate Your Workstation's system Volume: (continued) 

Step Action Result Explanation or Note 

6 Press @) The What. command 
terminates 

Assembler Compiler Editor Filer Librarian 
library system volume Default volume Quit 

ASSEMBLER: SYSTEM:ASSEMBLER 
COMPILER: SYSTEMCMP:COMPILER 
EDITOR: SYSTEM:EDITOR 
FILER: SYSTEM: FILER 
LIBRARIAN: SYSTEM:LIBRARIAN 

* system volume: SYSTEM: 
Default volume: WORKSTATIONS: 

To quit the vVhat 
command. Continue 
on with the next 
section on "Giving 
Each vVorkstation 
Access to system 
files." 

Giving Each Workstation Access to System Files 
To make the Pascal Workstation system files available in every workstation's 
own system directory, create links from those directories to the Pascal 
Workstation systenl files. 

The illustration below shows the SRIvI/UX file system's directory structure 
with one possible set of links. The links are from one client workstation's 
system directory to the server's Pascal vVorkstation system files. 
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Note 

/ (Volume 8 root) 

I 
SYSTEM 

TABLE 

I 
WORKSTATIONS 

I 
TEMP_FILES 

STARTUP ... ~------------
SWVOL.CODE .~------
AUTOSTART 

• (tl-Ie rest of the files 
• from all the Pascal 

Workstation System discs) 

I 
SYSTEM nn' 

1 nn represents the two digit Node Address of the Client 
workstation on the SRM Connection. 

Figure 7-3. 
Access to Pascal Workstation System Files Through Links 

The two character client Node Address, that is specified for 
clients on the LAN connection in the server's /etc/srmdconf 
LAN-CLIENTS table, is meaningless to Pascal. Pascal 
Workstation system recognizes only the six-hex-digit Link Level 
Address. 
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Step 

1 

Ia 

Ib 

Ic 

Table 7-8. Create Links to the Pascal System Files 

Action 

Press CD 

Press ® 

Type: 

/WORKSTATIONS 

vVithin 
j''''ORKSTATIONS, 
create a dedicated system 
directory for every 
workstation on your 
SRMjUX system (See the 
following examples). 

Result Explanation or Note 

The Pascal Workstation To enter the Filer 
system displays the Filer 
prompt line 

The Filer pronlpts: To prefix to a 

Prefix to what directory 
directory 

? 

The Filer displays: To specify 

Prefix is WORKSTATIONS: 
jWORKSTATIONS 
as the default 
directory 

To dedicate a 
system directory to 
a workstation, 
append the 
workstation's two 
(SRM card) or six 
character (LAN 
interface) node 
address to the 
directory name 
SYSTEM. ( If a 
workstation's node 
address is only a 
single digit, precede 
it with a 0 (zero) to 
make it two digits 
long.) 

Every workstation's 
node address is 
either readable from 
an SRM card or is 
the last 6 digits of 
the workstation's 
LAN address. 
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Exa'mples: 

If a client workstation's node address is 8 (running over the SRM connection), 
create the directory: 

SYSTEM08 

If a client workstation's Link Level Address is Ox80009012345 then its client 
Node Address is 012345 (running over the LAN connection), so create the 
directory: 

SYSTEM012345 

Step Action 

Id Press ® 

2 Press ® 

3 Type: 

SYSTEM/?,SYSTEMnn/$ 
(Return ) 

OR 

SYSTEM/?,SYSTEMnnnnnn/~ 

(Return ) 

where nn is the client 
workstation's two-digit 
node address, and nnnnnn 
is the client workstation's 
six-hex-digit emulated 
node address. 
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Table 7·8. 

Result Explanation or Note 

The Filer prompts: To create a 

Duplicate or Move? (D/M) 
duplicate link to a 
file 

The Filer prompts: To tell the Filer 

Dup_link what file? 
that you want to 
duplicate, not move, 
a file 

The Filer lists the first file in Remember to use a 
the directory, /vVORKSTA- leading 0 (zero) 
TIONS/SYSTEM, and asks with single-digit 
if you want to create a node address. 
duplicate link to it 

The ? is a wildcard 
that tells the Filer 

. to display one file 
nallle at a tilne and 
allow you to select 
only those files you 
want to create a 
link to. 



Step 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Table 7 -8. (continued) 

Action 

Press ® when the Filer 
displays the file name 
AUTOSTART. Press CD 
when every other file 
nalne appears. 

Repeat steps 1 through 5 
as many tillles as 
necessary to creat.e a set 
of links frolll every 
workstation's own system 
directory to the Pascal 
Workstation system files 
in the jvVORKSTA-
TIONSjSYSTEM 
directory. 

Press @ 

Continue with the next 
section on "Adding 
Required Driver Modules 
to the Initialization 
Library." 

Result Explanation or Note 

As the Filer creates a To respond "yes" to 
duplicate link to each file every duplicate link 
you respond "yes" to, the except for 
Filer displays each file name. AUTOSTART. 

The Pascal vVorkstation 
system files are then 
accessible from every 
workstation's own system 
directory, and can be 
modified independently in 
each dedicated directory if so 
desired 

The Pascal Workstation To exit from (quit) 
system displays its Main the Filer 
Command Level prompt line. 
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Adding Required Driver Modules to the 
I nitialization Library 
Upon bootup, the Pascal Workstation System automatically loads the driver 
nl0dules required to access the SRMjUX system, if you include them in the 
system's initialization library (INITLIB file). The driver modules that provide 
access to the SR1tljUX system are: DATA_COM:NI, IOMPX, LANDVR, and 
SR1tI. LANDVR and IOMPX are not needed if you are running over the SRM 
connection only. Both IOMPX and LANDVR are contained in the file "LAN" 
on the ACCESS: disc. The Pasca.l Workstation System's Librarian makes it 
easy for you to add these lllodules to those already contained in the systeln's 
original INITLIB file. 

The INITLIB file on the Pascal vVorkstation System's BOOT: disc (for Series 
200 C0111puters), differs slightly frol11 the INITLIB file on the BOOT2: disc 
(for Series :300 COlllputers). To each of these two INITLIB files, add the 
DATA_COM11 and SR1tI driver llloduies (if on SRM) or DATA_COMIvI, 
I01tIPX, LANDVR, and SR1tI (if on LAN), as well as any other drivers you 
would nonnally wa.nt (e.g., GPIO), and create two new initialization libraries: 
one for client workstations that are Series 200 COlllputers and Olle for client 
workstations that are Series 300 cOlnputers. If you will be running over the 
LAN connection, add the LAN driver module to INITLIB as well. 

Both new initialization libraries will go into the SYSTEM directory of the 
SRIvljUX volume 8. So that you can easily distinguish between the two 
initialization libraries, name one INIT _200 and the other INIT _300. Of course, 
you are free to name the libraries as you wish; these names are not required by 
the Pascal Workstation system. 
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The following diagralll illustrates the process described above: 

/ (srmuxroot) 
I 

I 
... 

I 
BOOT SYSTEMS WORI<STATIONS 

l;N'TLl8 
Librarian Output I 

Input File I 
... 

File SYSTEIvI 
4~ · Modules · · Added { - SRM 

- O,t·\ TA_COtvHv1 

E:(lOT2 " 
- LAN 

~ ;~IITLIB 
Librarian · Input Output · 

File ""'" r- II\lIT_200 
File ,. 

... r- INIT _300 r 

Disc SRM System Disc' 

Figure 7-4. Adding SRMjUX Driver Modules to the Initialization Library 

Note To create an initialization library for Series 200 workstations 
A1VD Series 300 workstations, you must perforn1 the following 
procedure TWICE (once for each type of workstation). 
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Table 7-9. 
Create a system Initialization Library for Series 200 OR Series 

300 Workstations: 

Step Action Result Explanation or Note 

1 Press CD The Librarian displays its To load the 
prompt line and status Librarian. The 

Librarian should be 
loaded from the 
SRMjUX volunle 8. 

2 Specify the path to the 
new initialization library 
you will create, as follows: 

2a Press @) To specify the nalne 
of the Output file 

2b Enter one of the file The Librarian displays the To name the output -
names shown in Table message: file after the 
6-10 below (INIT_200 or 

COPYING 
workstations it is 

INIT_300) intended for. The 
output file will be 
created in default 
directory, jWORK-
STATIONS, where 
all of the other 
Pascal Workstation 
system files are. 

Table 7-10. INIT _200 and INIT _300 

H you are creating an initialization 
library for: 

then type (including the trailing period): 

Series 200 workstations 

Series 300 workstations 
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Table 7-10. 

Step Action Result Explanation or Note 

3 If you are creating an BOOT: contains the 
initialization library for INITLIB file for 
Series 200 workstations, Series 200 and 
insert the BOOT: disc BOOT2: contains 
into the local disc drive. the INITLIB file for 

If you are creating an 
Series 300 

initialization library for 
workstations 

Series ;300 workstations, 
insert the BOOT2: disc 
into the local disc drive. 

4 Specify the nan1e of the 
source INITLIB file that 
you will add modules to, 
as follows: 

4a Press CD To specify the name .. 
of the input file 

4b Enter one of the file The Librarian shows The Input file -is the 
names shown in Table INITLIB as the name of the INITLIB on the 
6-11 below. input file and displays the BOOT: or BOOT2: 

line: disc. 

M input Module: KERNEL 

Table 7-11. BOOT:INITLIB and BOOT2:INITLIB 

H you are creatiug an iuitialization 
library for: 

Series 200 workstations 

Series 300 workstations 

tben type (including the trailing period): 

BOOT:INITLIB. (Return) 

BOOT2:INITLIB. (Return) 
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Step 

5 Press CD 

Note 

Table 7-10. 

Action Result Explanation or Note 

After a few moments, the To transfer (copy) 
name of a new module the module 
(KED) appears. KERNEL to the 

output file 

Read the instructio'ns for the 'next step befo're you proceed. 
Each time you transfer a module to the output file, a new 
Inodule naine appears. You will continue to copy modules froin 
INITLIB to the output file UNTIL the name of the module 
LAST appears. Do NOT transfer the module LAST at that time. 
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Step Action 

6 Repeat step 5 ltntil you 
see the line: 

M input Module: LAST 

near the bottom of the 
display. Do not copy the 
mod,ltle LAST yet! 

7 Get the required SRM, 
LAN, and DATA_COMM 
drivers and include them 
in the output. file, as 
follows: 

7a Press Q) 

7b Type (including the 
trailing period): 

/WORKSTATIONS 
/SYSTEM/DATA_COMM. 
(Return ) 

7c Press ® 

Table 7-10. 

Result Explanatioll or Note 

A new module name appears To transfer all of 
after you transfer the current the INITLIB 
module to the output file. modules except 

LAST to the output 
file 

The SRM, LAN, 
and DATA_COMM 
dri vers allow t.he 
Pascal Workstation 
system to access an 
SRMjUX system. 

The Librarian clears the To change the input 
current input file nalne from file. 
the display 

The module name To specify the file 
DATA_COMM appears near the containing the 
bottom of the display DATA_COMl\tI 

driver. This file is 
in the default 
directory, 
jWORKSTA-
TIONSjSYSTEl\tI, 
on the SRl\tljUX 
volume 8 root. 

To tell the 
Librarian to 
transfer all modules 
from the input file, 
DATA_CONIM, t.o 
the output file. ( In 
this case, there is 
only one module in 
the input file.) 
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Table 7-1 o. (continued) 

Step Action Result 

7d Press CD The Librarian clears the 
current input file from the 
display 

7e If the clients using 
INITLIB will never access 
the server over the LAN 
connection, proceed to 
step 7i. 

7f Type (including the The module name lOMPX 
trailing period): appears near the bottonl of 

/WORKSTATlONS 
the display. 

/SYSTEM/LAN. (R;tUm) 

7g Press ® 

7h Press CD The Librarian clears the 
current input file from the 
display 
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Explanation or Note 

To change the Input 
file 

To avoid putting 
unnecessary 
modules in the 
INITLIB file. 

To specify the file 
containing the LAN 
driver. This file is 
in the default 
directory, 
/WORKSTA-
TIONS/SYSTEM 
on the SRNI/UX 
VOlU111e 8. 

To tell the 
Librarian to 
transfer all modules 
from the input file, 
LAN, to the output 
file. (There are two 
modules in the 
input file: IOMPX 
and LANDVR.) 

To change the Input 
file 



Step 

7i 

7j 

8 

8a 

8b 

Table 7-10. (continued) 

Action 

Type (including the 
trailing period): 

/WORKSTATIONS 
/SYSTEM/SRM. (RetUffi) 

Press ® 

N ow transfer the module 
LAST to the output file, 
as follows: 

Press Q) 

Enter one of the file 
names shown in Table 
6-11 below. 

Result Explanation or Note 

The module name SRM To specify the file 
appears near the bottom of containing the SRM 
the display. dri ver. This file is 

in the default 
directory, 
/WORKSTA-
TIONS/SYSTEM 
on the SRM/UX 
volunle 8 root. 

To tell the 
Librarian to 
transfer all modules 
from the input file, 
SRM, to the output 
file. (There is only 
one module in the 
input file.) 

The Librarian clears the To change the Input 
current input file name from file 
the display. 

The module name KERNEL The INITLIB file on 
appears near the bottonl of the BOOT: or 
the screen. BOOT2: disc 

contains the Illod ule 
LAST. 
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Table 7·11. BOOT: and BOOT2:-LAST 

If you are creatillg all initialization 
librm.·y . for: 

Series 200 workstations 

Series 300 workstations 
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then type (including the trailillg period): 

BOOT:INITLIB. (Ret'ij'ffi) 

BOOT2:INITLIB. [Return) 



Step Action 

8c Press @ 

8d Type: 

LAST (Return ) 

8e Press GJ 

9 Type® 

10 Press @) 

11 If you just created an 
initialization library for 
Series 200 workstations 
and you want to create 
one for Series 300 
workstations, or the other 
way around, repeat steps 
1 through 10. 

If you are finished creating 
the initialization library 
or libraries, continue with 
the next section on 
"Giving Each W?rkstation 

,Access to the Correct 
Initialization Library." 

Table 7-10. 

Result Explallation or Note 

To directly request 
a different module 

To select module 
LAST 

Now all of the modules To transfer the 
required to access SRM/UX module LAST to 
system resources are in the the output file. 
new initialization library. 

The Librarian saves the To "keep" the 
output file INIT _200 or output file 
INIT _300 in the default 
directory, /WORKSTA-
TIONS/SYSTEM, on the 
SRM/UX volume 8 root. 

The Pascal Workstation 
system displays its Main 
Command Level prompt line. 
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Giving Each Workstation Access to the Correct 
I nitialization Library 

For a workstation to boot the Pascal Workstation system from the SRMjUX 
server's file system, an initialization library must be available in the 
workstation's own system directory. If you have followed this procedure linearly 
from the beginning to this point, the client workstations don't yet contain an 
INITLIB in their system directories. 

The jWORKSTATIONSjSYSTEM directory, however, contains the 
initialization libraries you just created for the client workstations. The files 
INIT _200 and INIT _300 contain nlodules required by Series 200 and Series 300 
workstations, respectively. 

To nlake the correct initialization library available in every workstation's own 
systern directory, create links to INIT _200 and IN IT _300. For example, the file 
INIT _300 rnight be called INITLIB (as required by the Pascal Workstation 
system) in a client workstation's own system directory. 
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To create a link from every client workstation's system directory to the correct 
initialization library, either INIT _200 or INIT _300, follow these steps: 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Table 7-11. Create a Link to Either INIT _200 or INIT _300: 

Action 

Press ® 

Press ® 

Press ® 

On your hardware 
configuration worksheet (s) 
from chapter 3, look up 
the node address of a 
client workstation whose 
system directory does not 
yet have a link to the 
proper initialization 
library. Start with the 
first workstation listed on 
the worksheet 

Enter one of the responses 
shown in Table 6-12 
below. 

Result Explanation or Note 

The Filer displays its To enter the Filer 
prompt line 

The Filer prompts: To create a 

Duplicate or Move ? 
duplicate link to a 

(DIM) 
file 

The Filer prompts: To tell the Filer 

Dup_link what file? 
that you want to 
duplicate, not move, 
a file. 

To obtain the value 
you need for the 
next step 

The Filer creates a link to Remenlber to use a 
INIT _200 (naIned INITLIB leading 0 (zero) 
there) from the client with single-digit 
workstation's own system node addresses 
directory. 
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Table 7·12. Series 200 and 300 /SYSTEMnn/INITLIB 

H the node address belongs then type: 
to: 

a Series 200 workstation INIT_200, .. /SYSTEMnn/INITLIB (Return] 

where nn is the interface's two digit node address 

a Series 300 workstation INIT_300, .. /SYSTEMnn/INITLIB (Return) 

where nn is the interface's two or six digit node address 

Table 7·18. 

Step Action Result Explanation or Note 

6 Repeat steps 2 through 5 This makes the correct 
as many tilues as initialization library 
necessary to create a link available in every 
from every client workstation's system 
workstation's system directory 
directory to the correct 
initialization library. 

If a workstation does not have its own system directory, then the necessary 
Pascal Workstation system files, including INITLIB, must be in the 
/vVORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM directory on the server. At this point in the 
configuration process the /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM directory contains all 
of the system files, except INITLIB from the Pascal VVorkstation system discs. 

The /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM directory, however, does contain the 
initialization libraries INIT _200 and INIT _300 with the driver modules 
required to access the SRM/UX system. The Pascal Workstation system can't 
find and load either INIT _200 or INIT _300 because it looks for the INITLIB 
file. 

By creating a link from INIT _200 or INIT _300 to the file INITLIB, you 
make the initialization library available in the /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM 
directory. 
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Caution INIT _200 may not work for Series 300 workstations, 
and INIT _300 will not work for Series 200 workstations. 
Any workstation without its own, dedicated system 
directory will try to use the INITLIB file in the 
jWORKSTATIONSjSYSTEM directory. Therefore, make 
the default INITLIB file whichever file (either INIT _200 or 
INIT _300) would successfully serve a majority of the client 
workstations on your SRMjUX system, or any new system you 
l11ay attach before .creating its own dedicated system directory. 
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Table 7-19. Create a Link from INIT _200 or INIT _300 to INITLIB: 

Step Action Result Explanation or Note 

1 Press ® The. Filer prOlnpts: To create a 

Duplicate or Move ? 
duplicate link to a 

(DIM) 
file 

2 Press ® The Filer prompts: To tell the Filer 

Dup_link what file? 
that you want to 
duplicate, not move, 
a file 

3 If you expect to use The Filer creates a link fronl 
INITLIB for Series 200 INIT _200 or INIT _300 to 
computers, then type: the file INITLIB in the 

INIT_200,INITLIB 
default directory /WORK-

(Return ) 
STATIONS/SYSTEM. 

If you expect to use 
INITLIB for Series 300 
computers, then type: 

INIT_300, INITLIB 
(Return ) 

4 Press ® The Pascal Workstation To exit from (quit) 
system displays its Main the Filer 
Comlnand Level prompt line 

After booting the Pascal Workstation System from the SRIYI/UX server, client 
workstation users will be able to access the contents of the SRM/UX volullle( s) 
for which they are given access in the server's /etc/srmdconf file and for which 
TABLE has provided access. Client workstation users will not be allowed 
access to the SRM/UX server's HP-UX file system anywhere above the root 
directories of any of the volumes they have been given access to. However, the 
SRIYI/UX System Administrator can allow clients to have access to as many 
volumes as they need under the HP-UX root directory structure. 
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Unless you want to configure your SR"M/UX system so that the Pascal 
vVorkstation system clients can access multiple volumes, you are done installing 
the Pascal clients at this point. 

Giving Pascal Clients Access to Multiple SRM/UX 
Volumes 

This section aSSl.unes that your SRM/UX System Administrator has lnade the 
necessary entries in the / etc/ srmdconf file on the server to associate particular 
VOlU1l1e nUlnbers and Volume nanles with particular directories. 

If your SRIvI/UX systeln has directories not contained in the Volulne 8 subtree 
to which users need access, then you must modify the Pascal vVorkstation 
systeln's auto-configuration prograln, TABLE, and give clients access to the 
new TABLE prograln. 

The TABLE auto-configuration program assigns a unit 1).ulnber to each IIlass 
storage device available to a workstation when it runs. The systeln directory 
and default on Volume 8 directory are the only SRM/UX directories that the 
unnl0dified TABLE program can recognize and assign a unit number to. To 
have TABLE recognize and assign unit numbers to other SR1;I/UX directories, 
you must edit and recompile TABLE's source program: CTABLE. This section 
describes how to perform such a configuration change. 

Modifying the CTABLE Program 

The Pascal Workstation Systenl's CTABLE file already contains source code 
that assigns unit #5 to the SRM/UX volume 8 root and tries to assign unit 
#45 to the system directory froln which the client booted. 
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Table 7-20. 
Allocate New Unit Numbers"To Other SRM/UX Volumes 

Step Action 

1 Get the address number 
associated with each 
volume you want to 
automatically bring 
on-line. This infonnation 
is available in the 
VOLUME-TABLE section 
of the file /etc/srmdconf 
in the server's file system. 
Your SRM/UX system 
administrator should 
provide these numbers to 
you. 

2 Record the select code of 
the card over which you 
are talking to the server, 
(the select code is 
probably 21) 

3 Return to the client 
workstation from which 

, you began and Press CD 
(for Editor) 
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'. Result Explanation or Note 

The Editor displays the To enter the Editor 
prompt: 

file? 



Table 7-20. 
Allocate New Unit Numbers To Other SRMjUX Volumes 

( continued) 

Step Action Result Explanation or Note 

4 

5 

Type: The Editor displays the To edit the 

(Return ) 
source code CTABLE source 

*CTABLE program in the 
default system 
directory on the 
SRM/UX file 
system. 

N ear the beginning of the To prepare to insert 
source program, you will a required compiler 
see the note shown below. directi ve in the 
U sing the arrow keys, source program 
lTIOVe the cursor to the 
beginning of the first 
blank line below the 
"box". 

(************************************************) 
(* *) 

(* Note: You 9ill need to use the follo9ing *) 

(* compiler directive if the 'INTERFACE' *) 

(* file is not in your current LIBRARY. *) 

(* Modify the volume name as necessary for *) 

(* your configuration. *) 

(* *) 

(* $search 'CONFIG:INTERFACE. '$ *) 

(* *) 

(************************************************) 
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Table 7-22. 

Step Action Result 

6 Press CD The Editor's command line 
disappears 

7 Type the compiler 
directive shown below 

Type (includin,g the period a/te',. llVTERFACE): 

$search '#5:/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM/INTERFACE. '$ 

Step Action 

8 Press (Select] or (EXECUTE) 

9 Press 0 and then CD 

10 Use the up arrow key to 
scroll upward through the 
program until you see the 
section of code shown 
below 
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Result 

The Editor's command line 
appears again· 

The Editor displays the end 
of the source program 

. 

Explanation or Note 

To insert text 

Explanation or Note 

To accept the new 
line 

This section of code 
assigns unit 
numbers to 
SRMjUX volumes. 
The statement 
tea_srm{ 
45,sc,ba,du); 
tries to assign unit 
#45 to the system 
volume from which 
the client booted. 



{ duplicate entries for prefixing dovn the SRK } 

vith SRK_dav do 
begin 

{ tea_srm< 46,sc,ba,du); {free} 
tea_srm< 45,sc,ba,du>j {for possible use as the system unit} 

end; {vith} 

Table 7-23. sc, ba, and du 

Variable Description Default Value 

sc The select code of the workstation's SRM or LAN 
interface. This should have been recorded in step 2 of 
this procedure. 

ba 

du 

The node address of the server. Set this value to be 
what the SRM/UX systenl administrator has assigned 
and entered in the VOLUME-TABLE of the 
/ etc / srnldconf file. 

The volume address of the server's SRM/UX directory. 
This was recorded in step 1. 

Table 7-22. 

21 

In a one server 
system, usually 

o 

usually 8 

Step Action Result Explanation or Note 

11 Use the Editor's Delete, 
Insert, and eXchange 
functions to Inodify the 
section of CTABLE shown 
above as required for your 
SRM/UX system 
configuration. Read the 
example below before you 
proceed; use it as a guide. 

Renlember to press 
(Select) or ( EXECUTE) 

to accept the 
changes from one 
function and 
redisplay the 
Editor's command 
line to select 
another function. 
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Example: 

To illustrate the first set of changes required to give workstations access to 
rnultiple SRMjUX volumes, let us assume you have the following SRMjUX 
volumes available: 

CASE ONE: 
CASE TWO: 
CASE THREE: 

CASE FOUR: 
CASE FIVE: 

A server at node address 0 with: 

a directory at volume address 8 
a directory at volume address 9 
a directory at volume address 10 
The workstation's SRM interface cabled 
this server is at select code 21. 

Another server at node address 1 with: 

a disc at volume address 8 
a disc at volume address 9 

to 

The workstation has a second SRM interface 
at select code 22 cabled to this server. 

CTABLE contains the program line for CASE ONE (ba is assigned the 
value 0 and du is assigned the value 8, if no other value for them is 
specified). To allow access to the volumes in CASE TWO through CASE FIVE, 
assign a new unit number to each disc, by modifying CTABLE as shown: 

tea_srm( 46, sc, ba, 9); {change du to 9 for CASE TWO} 
tea_srm( 47, sc, ba, 10); {Add this line for CASE THREE} 
tea_srm( 48, 22, 1, 8); {Add this line for CASE FOUR} 
tea_srm( 49, 22, 1, 9); {Add this line for CASE FIVE} 

tea_srm( 45, sc, ba, du); { This line is for CASE ONE} 
{for possible use as the 

end; {with} 
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Table 7-22. 

Step Action Result Explanation or Note 

12 Use the down arrow key This section of code 
to scroll through the recognizes the 
program until you see the SRM/UX system 
section of code shown (root) directory as 
below. unit #5. Unit #45 

references the client 
workstation's own 
system directory. 

{ pre£ix the primary and secondary SRK unit entries } 

ir not unit_prerix_successrul('#S:/') then 
{do nothing}; {tries to set up uvid ror possible derault unit assignment belo9} 

i£ not unit_pre£ix_successrul('#4S:'+srmsyspre£ix+srmnode(unitable-[4S].sc» then 
i£ not unit_prefix_successful('#4S:'+srmsysprefix) then 

zap_assigned_unit(4S); 

Table 7-22. 

Step Action Result Explanation or Note 

13 Use the Editor's Delete, 
Insert, and eXchange 
functions to modify the 
section of CTABLE shown 
above as required for your 
SRM/UX system 
configuration. Read the 
example below before YO'lt 
proceed; 'ltse it as a guide. 

Relllember to press 
(Select) or ( EXECUTE) 

to accept the 
changes from one 
function and 
redisplay the 
Editor's cOlnmand 
line to select 
another function. 
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Exarnple: 

To illustrate the changes required to give workstations access to multiple 
SRM/UX volumes, the example SRM/UX system configuration shown above in 
step 11 continues here. 

For the Pascal Workstation System to recognize additional SRM/UX volumes 
(besides the SRM/UX systeln volume) by the new unit numbers you assigned 
to them, modify CTABLE as follows: 

{ prefix the primary and secondary SRK unit entries } 

if not unit_pre:fix_successful('#5:/ OI
) then 

{do nothing}; {tries to set up uvid for possible default unit assignment belo~} 

###Remove the { comment delimiter and the? for CASE TVO, as sho~n belovo 

###Add these lines for CASE THREE, CASE FOUR, and CASE FIVE, respectively: 

if not unit_prefix_successful('#47:/') then zap_assigned_unit(47); 
if not unit_prefix_successful('#48:/') then zap_assigned_unit(48); 
if not unit_prefix_successful('#49:/') then zap_assigned_unit(49); 

{free} 
{free} 
{free} 

if not unit_prefix_successful('#45:'+srmsysprefix+srmnode(unitableA [45].sc» then 
If not unit_prefix_successful('#45:'+srmsysprefix) then 

zap_assigned_unit(45); 
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Step Action 

14 From the Editor's 
command line, press @ 

15 Press ® 

16 Type: 

*NEWCTABLE [Return) 

17 Press ® 

18 Continue with the next 
section on "Compiling, 
Running, and Verifying 
the Modified CTABLE 
Program." 

Table 7-22. 

Result Explanation or Note 

The Editor displays several To tell the Editor 
exit options that you want to 

finish the editing 
seSSIOn 

The Editor prompts for the To write t.he edited 
name of the new file CTABLE out. t.o a 

new file, while 
keeping t.he original 
CTABLE file 
unchanged 

The Editor displays t.he To save the edited 
message Writing ... and CTABLE as 
t.hen prompt.s: NEWCTABLE in 

Erit from or Return to 
the default system 
directory on the 

the Editor ? server's SRMjUX 
file syst.em 

The Pascal Workstation To exit. from the 
system displays it.s Main Editor 
Command Level prompt line 

To produce a new 
au to-configuration 
program that can 
recognize all of the 
available directories 
on your SRMjUX 
syst.em 
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Compiling, Running, and Verifying the Modified CTABLE 
Program 
To compile, run, and verify your NEWCTABLE auto-configuration progranl, 
follow these steps: 

Table 7-23. Compile, Run, and Verify your NEWCTABLE program 

Step Action Result 

1 Press © The Compiler prompts: 

Compile what text? 

2 Type: The Compiler prompts: 

*NEWCTABLE (Return) Printer Listing? 

3 Press ® 
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Explallation or Note 

To load the Compiler 

To specify the 
modified CTABLE 
program you just 
created and saved to 
the default system 
directory 

For no listing 



Step 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Table 7-23. 
Compile, Run, and Verify your NEWCTABLE program (continued) 

Action 

Press (Return) 

If your did not get any 
compilation errors, press 

® 
Press CD 

Press (2) 

Press @ 

Continue with the next 
section on "Giving Each 
Workstation Access to 
the New TABLE 
Program." 

Result Explanation or Note 

The Compiler compiles the To accept the 
source program and displays displayed output file 
status messages as the name of 
compilation progresses and NEWCTABLE.CODE 
then finishes 

To run the 
NEvVCTABLE.CODE 
progralTI 

The Pascal system displays To enter the Filer 
the Filer's COlnnlancl line 

The Filer displays a list. of To verify that the 
the volullles that t.he new 
workstation recognizes. The au t.o-configuration 
listing should show the new prograul recogl1lzes 
unit nmnbers (for eXainple, all of your SRMjUX 
46,47,48, and so on) you volumes 
assigned to your addit.ional 
SRMjUX volUllles 

The Pascal vVorkstation To exit frOlll the Filer 
system displays it.s Main 
Command Level prompt line 

To make the new 
auto-configuration 
program available to 
all of the 
workstations on your 
SRJ\tljUX system 
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Giving Each Workstation Access to the New TABLE 
Program 
Your newly created auto-configuration program, NEWCTABLE.CODE, 
and the old, unnlodified auto-configuration progranl, TABLE, are both 
in the jWORKSTATIONSjSYSTE1tInnnnnn directory (where nnnnnn is 
your client's six hex-digit node address over the LAN connection) or the 
jvVORKSTATIONS/SYSTEJvlnn directory (where nn is your client's two-digit 
node address on the SRM connection). Also, at this point in the configuration 
process, every client workstation's own systerll directory contains a link to the 
old TABLE program. 

For workstations to boot the Pascal vVorkstation systelll from the SRJvI/UX 
server's file system, the new auto-configuration progranl NEvVCTABLE.CODE: 

• must be called TABLE, 

• must be accessible fronl every client workstation's own system directory 

You can accomplish both of these things by overwriting the old TABLE 
auto-configuration program with the new one. Overwriting changes the 
contents of a file while preserving its original nanle and its links. 
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To overwrite the old auto-configuration program, TABLE, with the new 
auto-configuration program, NEWCTABLE.CODE, follow these steps: 

Table 7-24. Overwrite TABLE with NEWCTABLE.CODE 

Step Action Result Explanation or Note 

1 Press CD The Pascal vVorkstation To enter the Filer 
system displays the Filer's 
comll1and line 

2 Press CD The Filer prompts: To attempt to copy a 

filecopy what file ? 
file (or perform a 
filecopy) 

3 Type: The Filer displays: To copy the file 
NEWCTABLE.CODE 

NEWCTABLE.CODE,TABLE Reading ... to TABLE in the 
(Return ) 

. and then: default directory, 

SYSTEM: TABLE exists ... 
jWORKSTA-

Re-
TIONSjSYSTEM 

move/Overwrite/Neither? 
(R/O/N) 

4 Press @) The Filer overwrites the file To overwrite the file 
TABLE with the contents of 
NEvVCTABLE.CODE 

5 Press @) The Pascal Workstation To exit from the Filer 
system displays its Main 
Command Level prompt line 

By booting the Pascal systenl from the SR1vIjUX server's file systeln, client 
workstation users get automatic access to all of the available volumes in the 
SRMjUX file system. At this point you have given workstation users complete 
access to SRMjUX system resources. 

There are a few more things you may want to do to make booting-up the 
Pascal Workstation system more convenient for users. See the next section on 
"System Customization Options" for details. 
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System Customization Options 
By custolllizing client-workstation's bootup schemes, you provide users with 
fast access to the particular SRM/UX volumes and system resources they use 
nlost often. For example, at boot up time the Pascal Workstation system can 
au tomatically: 

• Inake the user's personal SRM/UX directory the default directory, or make 
whichever SR11/UX directory the user accesses most frequently the default 
directory 

• load subsysterlls (FILER, EDITOR, COMPILER, etc.) and other frequently
run prograllls frOITI an SRIvI/UX system into a workstation's internal merllory 
so that they run quickly when invoked 

• assign unit nUInbers to a set of frequently-accessed directories on an 
SRIvI/UX disc, so that the user need only specify short unit nUInbers rather 
than long paths to access those directories 

This section explains how to provide workstation users with fast, easy access 
to essential SRIvI/UX resources each time they boot their Pascal Workstation 
system. 

Bootup-Time Default SRM/UX Directory 

If a workstation user works primarily with the files in a certain SRM/UX 
directory, there are two ways to configure the Pascal Workstation systenl to 
boot-up so that directory is the default directory: 

• create an autostart file for the workstation 

• ITIodify the workstation's auto-configuration program: *TABLE 

Creating an autostart file is the faster, easier way of nlaking this type of 
configuration change, but it will make boot-up take a few seconds longer 
than if you modify the TABLE program. But, unless you have other reasons 
to modify the TABLE program, the slight savings of boot-up time probably 
doesn't warrant going to the trouble. 
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Faster Program Execution 

To achieve faster program execution, configure the Pascal Workstation system 
to automatically "P-load" subsystems (FILER, EDITOR, COMPILER, etc.) 
and/or other frequently-run programs. To "P-load" means to permanently 
transfer a copy of the subsystem or program from the SRM/UX disc to the 
client workstation's internal nlemory. Once the subsystem or program is 
"P-Ioaded" in a workstation's internal memory, it runs imnlediately whenever 
the user invokes it. 

To nlake this kind of configuration change,_ create an autostart file for the client 
workstation. See the instructions later in this section to create autostart files. 

Note Be sure that the combined size of the subsystems and/or 
prograllls to be loaded does not exceed the capacity of the 
client workstation's memory. 

SRM/UX Directory Access by Unit Number, Rather Than by Path 

If a workstation user often accesses a number of directories on the sanle 
SRM/UX file system, configure the Pascal Workstation system to assign unit 
numbers to those directories. Then, to access one of those directories, the user 
need specify only the assigned unit number, instead of the (often lengthy) path 
to the directory. 

To make this type of configuration change, modify the workstation's 
auto-configuration program: TABLE. Also, your SRM/UX systenl 
administrator must make the proper entries in the server's /etc/srmclconf file to 
allow access to these directories (see chapter 4). 

Creating an Autostart File for Each Client Workstation 

Using the Pascal Workstation systelll Editor, create an autostart file for each 
client workstation on your SRIvI/UX system. The autostart file must be in the 
client's own system directory. 

The illustration below shows the correct placement of a client workstation's 
autostart file within the SRIvI/UX server's volume 8 directory structure: 
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/ (Volume 8 root) 

I 
I 

WORI<S T A TIONS 
I 

I 
SYSTEM 

I 
TEMP_FILES 

(files from all 
• the Pascal 
• Workstation 

System diSCS) 

AU TOSTART 

I 
SYSTEMnn 1 

(files from all 
• the Pascal 

I 
SYSTEM nnnnnn 1 

(files from all 
: the Pascal 

• Workstation • Workstation 
System discs) System diSCS) 

AUTOSTART AUTOSTART 

1 nn and nnnnnn represent the two digit No(je Address on SRM and the six 
hex character Link Level Address of the client workstation on LAN 

Figure 7-5. Required Location of Pascal Workstation system Autostart file 

The Pascal Workstation system treats the contents of an autostart file as if 
they came directly from a workstation's keyboard. Therefore, an autostart file 
may contain keystrokes that: 

• invoke or exit from Pascal vVorkstation system subsystems 

• initiate or ternlinate a command 

• are a response to a system prompt 

Immediately after a workstation boots the Pascal Workstation system, the 
system executes the contents of the workstation's autostart file (if one exists). 

To create an autostart file for each client workstation on your SR:NI/UX 
system, follow these steps: 
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Step 

1 

2 

3 

Note 

Step 

4 

Table 7-25. Create an Autostart file for Each client 

Action Result Explanation or Note 

From Main Command The Editor prompts: To start the Editor 
Level, press ® 

file? 

Press (Return) The Editor displays its This tells the Editor 

Press OJ 

prompt line and clears the that you are going 
screen to create a new file 

The Editor's c0l11mand line To insert text 
disappears 

Read the rest of this procedure 'without perfor'ming the tasks, to 
gain an understanding of the procedure flow. Examples for steps 
4 through 9 show how to create a custom autostart file for a 
workstation user na111ed Susan. Susan wants the Pascal Editor 
and Filer auto111atically "P-loaded" into her workstation's 
memory, to allow faster access to those subsystelns. She 
wants the default directory at boot-up time to be her private 
directory on the SRMjUX file system. Finally, she wants the 
default directory on another available SRMjUX directory (unit 
#46:) to be jMARKETINGjREPORTS. 

Table 7-32. 

Action Result Explanation or Note 

Type in the contents of a 
particular client 
workstation's autostart 
file, pressing (Return) to 
start each line. 
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Example 

To satisfy Susan's configuration needs, create this autostart file: 

Line 1: 
Line 2: [7] 
Line 3: P#45:EDITOR. 
Line 4: P#45:FILER. 
Line 5: FP#5:/USERS/SUSAN 
Line 6: U#46:/MARKETING/REPORTS 
Line 7: Q 

Explanation 

• Line 1 is a blank line, representing the keystroke (R'et"U'm) in response to the 
system's date prompt (the first prompt of the boot-up sequence). The Pascal 
Workstation system gets the correct date from the SRMjUX server, so there 
is no need to set the date here. 

• Line 2 has an optional 7 entered which sets the time zone for Mountain 
Standard Time, in response to the system's time prompt. The Pascal 
Workstation system gets the correct time from the SRMjUX server 
Computer, so it is not necessary to set the time here. 

• Line 3, P invokes the Permanent (P-Ioad) command from Main Comnland 
Level. #45: EDITOR. represents the response required to load the Editor from 
the SRMjUX server's volume 8. Remember to include the trailing period 
after the subsystem name. 

• Line 4, P invokes the Permanent command from Main Command Level. 
#45: FILER. represents the response required to load the Filer from the 
SRMjUX server's volume 8. Remember to include the trailing period after 
the subsystem name. 
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• Line 5, F invokes the Filer from Main Command Level. P invokes the Filer's 
Prefix command, and #5: /USERS/SUSAN represents the response required to 
set the default directory to Susan's personal SRM/UX directory. 

• Line 6, U invokes the Filer's Unit directory command. 
U#46: /MARKETING/REPORTS represents the response required to set 
the default directory on unit #46: to REPORTS. 

• Line 7 has a Q to Quit (exit from) the Filer and return to Main Command 
Level. 
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Table 7-32. 

Step Action Result 

5 Press (Select) The Editor redisplays its 
command line 

6 Press (§) The Editor displays several 
exit options 

7 On your hardware 
configuration worksheet(s) 
fronl chapter 3, look up 
the node address of the 
client workstation whose 
au tostart file you are 
creating. 

8 Press ® The Editor prompts for the 
name of the new file 

9 Enter the path shown 
below. 

Type (including the trailing period): 

#5:/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnn/AUTOSTART. ~ 

Explanation or Note 

To accept what you 
typed in 

To tell the Editor 
that you want to 
finish the editing 
seSSIOn 

To write the 
autostart 
instructions out to a 
new file 

To store the client 
workstation's 
autostart file in the 
workstation's own 
system directory. 
You must name the 
file * AUTOSTART. 

where nn is the workstation's two (SRM) or six (LAN) digit node address. 
(U se a leading 0 (zero) for single-digit node addresses.) 
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Table 7·33. Store the Client's Autostart File 

EXaIuple Ellt.ry: Result: 

If the node address of Susan's workstation This stores Susan's autostart file in her 
were 4, you would type 

#5:/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM04 
/AUTOSTART. ~ 

Step Action 

10 Press CD 

11 Repeat steps 1 through 10 
as many times as 
necessary to create a 
unique autostart file for 
every client workstation. 
2~f odify the examples in 
steps 4 and 9 as needed to 
suit your SRMjUX user's 
needs and to accurately 
reflect the client 
workstation's node 
addresses on your 
SRMjUX system. 

workstation's own system directory. 

Table 7·32. 

Result ExplaIlation or Note 

The Pascal vVorkstation To exit from the 
system dispiays its Main Editor 
Comll1and Level proll1pt line 

It ll1ay be easiest to 
do these steps from 
each client. 

If you do not intend to modify the auto-configuration program for each 
workstation, you are finished with the start-up procedure for the client Pascal 
Workstation systems. 
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Modifying Each Client Workstation's Auto-Configuration 
Program 
Each workstation's auto-configuration program, TABLE, has a source program 
called CTABLE. The program, CTABLE, is available in every workstation's 
own system directory. 

You may have already modified the copy of CTABLE that is in the 
/vVORKSTATIONS/SYSTENI directory, to give client workstations 
access to multiple to Illultiple SRNI/UX directories. If so, the source 
prograln for each workstation '8 TABLE prograrll is the modified version 
of CTABLE, which you nanled NEWCTABLE, and is now located in the 
/vVORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM directory. 

To custonlize each workstation's TABLE progralll, you nlust: 

• edit the proper source prograrll 

• compile the edited source program 

• make the new auto-configuration program available as TABLE in the client 
workstation's own system directory 

The earlier section of this chapter called: "Giving Workstations Access to 
Nlultiple SRM/UX Directories" has detailed instructions for custonlizing the 
TABLE program. Therefore, this section contains only an overview of how to 
customize each client-workstation's auto-configuration program. The differences 
are noted here, in detail, where the instructions differ fro In those in that 
section. 
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To custOlnize a client workstation's auto-configuration program, TABLE, follow 
these steps: 

Table 7-33. Customize a client's TABLE Program 

Step Action 

1 If you have already modified the client workstation's TABLE program to allow 
access to multiple SRM/UX directories, edit the source program: 

#5:/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM/NEWCTABLE.TEXT 

Otherwise, edit the source progranl: 

#5:/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEMnn/CTABLE.TEXT 

where nn stands for the workstation's two (SRM) or six (LAN) digit node 
address. 

2 If you have not already modified the workstation's TABLE program to allow 
access to multiple SRM/UX directories, add the following conlpiler directive to 
t.he beginning of the TABLE program: 

Note 

$search '#5:/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM/INTERFACE. '$ 

This directive belongs on the blank line just above t.he statenlent: 

program {self-configuring} ctable; 

Read the rest oj this p'rocedure without pe'rJo'f'1ning the tasks, to 
gain an understanding oj the procedure flow. Steps 3 through 6 
show how to create a customized TABLE program for a Pascal 
workstation user named Susan. Susan wants to access one of 
the SRM/UX system's spooler directories with a unit number 
(#47:), rather than a path (/PRINTER). She wants the default 
directory at boot-up time to be her private directory on the 
SRM/UX file system. Finally, she wants the default directory 
on another available SRM/UX ,directory (unit #46:) to be 
/MARKETING/REPORTS. 
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Table 7-37. 

Step Action 

3 Locate and modify the appropriate section(s) of code to make the Pascal 
Workstation system configuration most convenient for the user. 

Use the jollo'wing example as a guide. 

Example: 

To Inake the changes Susan requests, change parts of her auto-configuration 
source prograln, as follows: 

{ duplicate entries for prefixing dosn the SRK } 

(***********************************************************************) 
(* NOTE: Additional duplicate SRK entries may be assigned here, then *) 

(* prefixed dosn belos after assigning the temp_unitable. Hosever, *) 

(* for correct behavior in assigning the system unit, specifically *) 

(* if booting off the SRK/UI, unit #45 must be assigned AFTER all *) 

(* the other SRK!UX units have been assigned! *) 

(***********************************************************************) 

sith SRK_dav do 
begin 

# changes made previously to give access to another SRK/UI directory 
tea_srm( 46, se, ba, 1); {free} 

# Add this line to assign an additional unit number to the SRK/UI system, 
# (also assigned unit #45:) 
tea_srm( 47, se, ba, du); 

tea_srm( 45, sc, ba, du); {for possible use as the system unit} 
end; {vith} 

{ prefix the primary and secondary SRK/UI unit entries } 

# Auto-configuration program makes the directory referenced by unit #5: 
# the default directory. Add the correct path name to Susan's private 
# SRK/UX directory. 

if not unit_prefix_successful('#5:/USERS/SUSAN') then 
{do nothing};{tries to set up uvid for possible default unit assignment belos} 
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# Add the path name to access-time derault directory ror the other 
# available SRM/UX directory. 

ir not unit_prerix_successrul('#46:/MARKETING/REPORTS') 
then zap_assigned_unit(46); 
{rree} 

# Add the next line to allow the Pascal Workstation system to 
# recognize the additional unit number you assigned to 
# the SRM/UX volume 8 directory. 

# Also add the path name to or the directory which this unit 
# number is to rererence. 

ir not unit_prerix_successrul('#47:/PRINTER') 
then zap_assigned_uni t (47).; 

ir not unit_prerix_successrul('#45:'+srmsysprerix+srmnode(unitable~[45].sc» 
then ir not unit_prerix_successrul('#45:'+srmsysprerix) 

then zap_assigned_unit(45); 
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Table 7-37. 

Step Action 

4 Choose a name other than CTABLE for the edited source program and write 
it out to the client workstation's own system directory. Then exit the Editor. 

Example: 

If you decided to call Susan's edited source program CTABLE.TEXT, and the 
node address of her workstation was 9, write her source program to the file: 

#5:/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM09/CUSTOMCTABLE.TEXT 

5 Compile, run, and verify the new auto-configuration program. (The compiled 
progralll 11lay also be in the workstation's own system directory.) 

Example: 

If you conlpiled Susan's auto-configuration source program, 
CUSTOrvICTABLE.TEXT, the compiled version would be: 

#5:/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM09/CUSTOMCTABLE.CODE 

6 Copy the compiled auto_configuration program. to the file name TABLE in the 
client workstation's own system directory. (You must remove-not overwrite-
the workstation's original TABLE program at the Filer prompt, since this 
TABLE program is unique to the user.) 

Example: 

To specify the file copy for Susan's customized auto- configuration program, 
type: 

#5:/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM09/CUSTOMCTABLE.CODE, 
#5:/WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM09/TABLE 

7 Repeat steps 1 through 6 a.s many times as necessa.ry to customize every 
workstation's auto-configuration program: TABLE. 11lodify the examples in 
steps 2 through 5 as needed to suit your SRMjUX user's needs. 
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You are now finished with the start-up procedure for the Pascal Workstation 
systems on the SRMjUX system. Every client workstation with a BootRONI 
version 3.0 or later (but not 3.0L) will have the ability to automatically boot 
the Pascal Workstation system from the SRIvljUX server's file system. After 
the client workstations boot-up, they will customize their own configurations 
according to their resident auto_configuration programs and/or autostart files. 
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Migrating Applications and Data from 
SRM to SRMjUX Using srmdrestore(1) 

8 

The sl'mdl'estol'e(l) command can be used to read SRNI backup tapes onto the 
HP- UX file systelll on your SRMjUX server. It is the easiest \vay to move large 
nUlllbers of files from SRNI to SRMjUX. 

You should use s'rmdresto1'e(1) AFTER your SRMjUX server is installed and 
configured, so that the emulated SRNI volumes you will be restoring to will 
already be set up. 

There are two restrictions you Inust be aware of before using srmd-resto're( 1): 

• Sl'mdl'esto l'e ( 1) can only read SRM backup tapes frolll SRNI version :3.0 or 
later. Backup tapes from previous SRM versions have a completely different 
format . 

• Duplinked files are not allowed to appear on different SRNIjUX file systelll 
devices; that is, sl'mdl'esto1'e( 1) will not restore duplinked files from your 
SRM ba.ckup tape if you a.re trying to put them on separate disc drives. 
However, if you are restoring duplinked files to an emulated SRNI volulne 
in SRMjUX that does not itself contain any local or NFS mount points, 
then s'rmdl'estore( 1) will successfully restore those duplinked files, even if the 
emulated SRM volume's Root Directory is NFS mounted on your SRMjUX 
server's file system. 

To bring your SRM files over to SRMjUX, first make a backup tape of the 
SRM file system. Install that tape in your SRNIjUX server's tape drive. Do a 
"catalog" on the tape to see what files it contains (if you are not sure) using 
the -t option to sl'mdl'estore( 1). Finally, restore the files you want on your 
SRMjUX system by executing the SRMjUX command sl'mdresto're(l) with the 
appropriate options (see the table below). 
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The srmdrestore Command Options 

Table 8-1. Options to the srmdrestore Command 

Option What it does ... 

-d Create directories as needed. 

If a directory, which appears as a component of the path name of the file to 
be restored, does not exist: creat.e that directory. 

For exall1ple: Srmdrestore, upon restoring the file named 
"./srnluxroot./RMB/FILE.TEXT" , will create t.he directories "./srmuxroot" 
and "./srmuxroot/RNIB", if they do not. already exist. 

-m Retain t.he original modification dates and t.imes on t.he files. 

Normally, the current date and t.ill1e will be used when the file is restored. If 
this option is specified, the date the file was last. modified (as determined . 
from the tape) will be restored, instead. This option has no effect on 
directories as they are restored. 

-v Print additional information. (Verbose mode) 

Srmdrestore prints the full path name to stdout after each file is restored. If 
combined with the -t option, -v causes the cat.alog to print additional 
information. 

If you abort srmdrestore (for example: with a (CTRL }-C), then all of the file 
names that have been print.ed have been completely restored. This fact may 
help you to know the state of the restore process, i.e., which files have been 
restored and which haven't. 

-u Run in unconditional mode. 

Normally, srmdrestore will only overwrite files on the disc which are older 
than the ones on the tape .. If the -u option is specified, restored files will 
replace existing files on the disc, regardless of which files are newer. 
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Option 

-t 

-M 

Table 8-1. Options to the srmdrestore Command (continued) 

Wbat it does ... 

Catalog the tape. 

Do not restore any files. Just print a catalog of the tape. Print the catalog in 
the identical fonnat that SRM uses. When combined, options -t and -v print 
the address of the file on the tape, flags indicating information about the file, 
and the tape of a target cluplink. 

Set permission ll1ask. (umask) 

Normally, a restored file will have its pernlissions set to 666 (octal) if it's a 
regular file and 777 (octal) if it's a directory (as modified by the current 
mnask). This option allows you to set the restored file's mnask to some 
non-default value. The "execute" bit will always be cleared for non-directory 
files being restored. 

For example: "srmdrestore -1\11 0700" will force all directories to be restored 
with permission mode 0700 and all regular files to be restored with 
permission mode 0600. 
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Note The examples in this chapter use / dev /rct as the "generic" 
devic.e file for the cartridge tape device on the SRM/UX 
server. Check with your HP-UX System Administrator before 
executing srmd-restore(l) if you don't know the name of the 
appropriate device file on your SRM/UX server. 

Cataloging a Tape 
You c.an generate a c.atalog of files that are on a tape with the command: 

srmdrestore -t /dev/rct 

The srmdrestore output would look something like this: 

Volume 
Backup 
Backup 
Backup 
Backup 
Backup 

Backed Up: IIDISCl II 

Media Number: 1 
File: II dave II 

Date: 
Type: 
Log File: 

7 Aug 90 11:58:36 AM 
Copy 
IIBKP080790115836 II 

Tree SRM 
LvI Pathname 

Creation Last Mod 
Date Date 

Size 
(bytes) 

----------------
0 
1 USERS 
2 BASIC6 
3 B22 
4 AM 
5 AMD.TEXT 
5 AMDVR.TEXT 
5 AMEX.TEXT 
5 AMHDR.CODE 

--------- ---------
18 Apr 89 26 Jul 90 
8 Nov 84 16 Jul 90 

12 Sep 88 12 Jul 90 
16 May 90 17 May 90 
16 May 90 17 May 90 
26 Apr 90 7 Jun 90 
26 Apr.90 7 Jun 90 
26 Apr 90 7 Jun 90 
17 May 90 7 Jun 90 

9216 
27648 

5120 
3072 

You c.ould place this c.atalog in a file named, for example: tapel. cat by 
executing: 

srmdrestore -t /dev/rct >tapel.cat 
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Restoring Your Files 
Files will be restored to the directory you are in when you execute 
srmdrestore (1). 

Temporary Files 

TM# Files 

vVhen restoring files, srmdrestore( 1) will not overwrite a file on disc until the 
entire file has been read from the tape. Srmdresto're( 1) reads each file into 
a tenlporary file with the same nanle as the target file, but with the prefix 
"T1tI#". Thus, if you abort a restore in the middle, the only effect is to leave 
a temporary file; the file being restored is not created. Once the file has been 
cOlnpletely read from the tape, the temporary file is renamed to the target file 
nanle. 

Duplink Files 

vVhen files that have links to other files are restored, srmdrestore( 1) creates 
a directory that contains temporary files (temporary files are symbolic links 
to duplink files). This directory is created in the current directory with the 
name BKmmddyyhhmmss, where mmddyyhhmmss is the month, day, year, hour, 
minute and second of the backup. To find out what exactly this name is, look 
at the "Backup Log File" field of the tape catalog (generated when you run 
sr'mdrestore(l) with the -t option). This directory contains duplinked files with 
names of the form: DL#nnnn where nnnn is a decinlal integer (e.g., 7324). This 
directory and its contents are removed when srmdrestore(l) reaches the end of 
the last tape being restored . 

. For example, for the tape listed in the previous catalog, a duplink could be 
named: BK080790115836/DL#7324 and the temporary file for AMD. TEXT would 
be named: USERS/BASIC6/B22/ AM/TM#AMD. TEXT. 
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Multiple Tape Restores 

The srmdrestore(l) command is designed to allow some flexibility in how you 
restore files from multiple backup tapes. 

In the simplest case, srmdrestore(l) will issue the prompt: 

srmdrestore: type next tape device file name (Return=file_name) > 

when it encounters the end of each tape (except the last tape). When you get 
the above proIllpt, all you need to do is insert a new tape and hit (R'etiiffi) after 
the tape has completed loading. 

If you have Illultiple tape drives, you may type the name of the device file for 
another tape unit in response to the prompt. 

If an error occurs, or the command is aborted at this point, all you have to 
do to continue is to correct the error and then reexecute the sr'l1ulrestore( 1) 
comIlland. 

You can restore tapes out of sequence, with the following restrictions: 

• A file that is duplinked to another file on an earlier tape will not be restored, 
if the earlier tape has not been restored. Srmdrestore(l) issues a warning (to 
stderr) for each such duplinked file. 

To determine the files that will be affected, use the "-tv" option to catalog 
the tape. Files which have the letter "1" in the "Flags" field are duplinked 
files. The number following the "1" indicates the number of the tape that 
contains the first instance of the duplinked file. If that tape number has 
already been restored, or is the current tape, then the duplinked file will be 
restored. 

• A file that crosses a tape boundary will not be restored if the previous tape 
has not been restored. Srmdrestore( 1) issues a warning (to stderr) for each 
file that crosses a tape boundary. 

You can determine if a file crosses a tape boundary by examining the tape 
catalog (generated when you run srmdrestore(l) with the -t option). The 
files that cross tape boundaries will always be either the first or last file on 
the tape, and will be indicated by a * following the date field of that file's 
entry. 
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• All other files will be restored, even if the tapes are inserted out of sequence. 
This srmdrestore (1) feature allows you to recover selective files from the 
middle of a multiple backup-tape-set. 

Error Logging 

All errors in the restore process will be logged to stderr. Redirect these 
messages to a file if you wish to examine them later. 

To redirect the error messages to a file fro In sh (or ksh) execute: 

srmdrestore -dvm /dev/rct >restored.files 2>notrestored.files 

This command sequence will log all errors to the file named 
notrestored. files and will log all successfully restored file names to the file 
named restored. files . 

. Any tape change requests will be logged only to your terminal, not to stderr. 

Pattern Matching 

To selectively restore individual files, specify their full path names in the 
srmdrestore( 1) command line, exactly as they would appear in the catalog 
listing. You can specify wildcards to match Inultiple file names froin the tapes. 
These wildcards function just like the wildcards in the HP-UX "sh" shell do. 
(See regexp(7) in the HP-U .. Y Reference manual for details.) 

Restore Examples 

Example 1 

Execute the cOinmand: 

srmdrestore -dvm /dev/rct './USERS/BASIC6/B22/AM/AMEX.TEXT' './USERS/BASIC6/B22/AM/AMD.TEXT' 

This command will restore two files. The single quote characters are used to 
prevent the HP-UX shell from incorrectly interpreting characters in the file 
name. 
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Example 2 

Execute the comlnand: 

srmdrestore -dvm /dev/rct '*.TEXT' 

This command will restore all of the files (in any directory) that have names 
ending in ".TEXT". 

Example 3 

If you cataloged a tape by executing the command: 

srmdrestore -t /dev/rct 

and got this output: 

Volume Backed Up: "DISCl II 

Backup Media Number: 1 
Backup File: "dave II 

Backup Date: 7 Aug 90 11:58:36 AM 
Backup Type: Copy 
Backup Log File: "BKP080790115836 II 

Tree SRM Creation Last Mod Size 
LvI Pathname Date Date (bytes) 

---------------- --------- --------- --------
0 18 Apr 89 26 .Jul 90 
1 USERS 8 Nov 84 16 Jul 90 
2 BASIC6 12 Sep 88 12 Jul 90 
3 B22 16 May 90 17 May 90 
4 AM 16 May 90 17 May 90 
5 AMD.TEXT 26 Apr 90 7 Jun 90 9216 
5 AMDVR.TEXT 26 Apr 90 7 Jun 90 27648 
5 AMEX.TEXT 26 Apr 90 7 Jun 90 5120 
5 AMHDR.CODE 17 May 90 7 Jun 90 3072 

and you wanted to restore this tape to the directory / srmuxroot, you would 
execute the commands: 

cd /srmuxroot 
srmdrestore -dvm /dev/rct >restored.filelist 
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The path name of each file restored is printed to the file restored. f ilelist 
after it has been restored. 

After you executed the above srmdrestore command, the first file restored 
would be: 

./USERS/BASIC6/B22/AM/AMD.TEXT 

and it would have the modification date and time it had on the tape. 

Srmc/r'estore(l) would create the directories: . /USERS, . /USERS/BASIC6, 
. /USERS/BASIC6/B22, and . /USERS/BASIC6/B22/ AM before restoring the file 
AMD. TEXT, if the directories didn't already exist. 
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9 
SRMjUX System Examples 

In all of the following examples, and any time you set up your real SRMjUX 
systenl, we recomnlend setting up a simple, single-server, single-client system 
first (as shown in Exanlple 1 here). Then after you have set up the simple 
system, you can proceed to bring up the entire SRMjUX systeln more easily 
and successfully. 
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Example 1-A Simple SRM/UX System 

I All Computers are HP 9000 Series 300 I 

LAI'-I Server 
Node ,.c..ddr: 0 

SRfvl S~rver 

I'-Iod-:: Addr: 0 

SRfvl/UX 

Disc 

LAN 
Connection 

Connection 

t 

ClLA = Client link level Address 

CN = Client Name 

CNA = Client Node Address 
Node Addr = Node Address 
WS = Workst<)tion System 

CI'-I: DEVELOP 1 
ClLA: Ox080009001234 
(emuloted) CNA: -12 

CN: TESTI 
C(\IA: -I I 

Figure 9-1. Example 1-A Simple SRM/UX System 

To establish this simple SRM/UX system, follow these step-by-step 
instructions: 

1. Set up the systenl hardware by following the instructions in chapter 3 of 
this manual, and the instructions in each of the component's manuals. 

2. Photocopy the "SRM/UX Client Descriptions" worksheet, the "SRM/UX 
LAN Worksheet", and the "SRM/UX SR:rvI vVorksheet" in chapter 2. 
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3. Fill out the SRM/UX Client Descriptions worksheet as follows: 

Table 9-1. Example 1-SRM/UX Client Descriptions 

SERVER NAME: HUBO 

Client Name Cotnrnents Connection Volutne List 
Type 

DEVELOP 1 Susa.n H. ext. 501 Bldg. C LAN SRMUXROOT 
hp9000s370 

TEST1 Prod. line Post 5. Joe SRM SRMUXROOT 
hp9000s340 

-

4. Fill out the "SRIvljUX SRM Worksheet" as follows: 

Table 9-2. Example 1-SRM/UX SRM Worksheet 

SERVER NAME: HUBO 

Client Name Server Node Server's SRM Device Client Node Uid Gid Ulllask 
Address1 File Address 

TEST1 0 /dev/srm 11 105 9 022 

1 This field is not entered in the /etc/srmdconf SRM-CLIENTS table . 

. 5. Fill out the "SRMjUX LAN 'iVorksheet" as follows: 
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Table 9-3. Exa.mple 1-SRM/UX LAN Worksheet 

SERVER NAME: HUBO 

Client Client Link Level Client Internet Client Server Uid Gid 
Name Address Address Node Node 

Address l Address 

DEVELOP1 Ox080009001234 15.99.99.22 12 0 101 9 

1 The Client Node Address and Server Node Address are emulated on t.he LAN connection 

G. Ensure that the HP-UX System Administrator has HP-UX installed, 
configured, and running on the server computer. 

Umask 

022 

I. Install the SRM!UX server software by following the instructions in 
chapter 4 (and chapter 5 for installing the ability for clients to boot from 
the server) of this manual. 

8. Configure the server's HP-UX environment for SRIvljUX by following the 
instructions in chapter 4 of this manual. This involves reconfiguring the 
HP- UX kernel and creating an SRM device file. 
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9. Edit your server's / etc/ srmdconf file to appear as follows: 
• Long lines in this example will wrap in this printed output. 
VOLUME-TABLE 

• Volume Descriptions 

• 
• Volume 

• Name 

IVolumel 
INumberl Uid 

ITemp IRoot 

Gid IDi rectorylDi rectory 

.----------------+------+-----+-----+---------+---------------------------------
SRMUXROOT 8 : tmp : Is rmuxroot 

LAN-CL I ENTS 

• LAN CI ient Descriptions 

• 
• CI ient 
• Link Leve I 

• Address 

ICI ient 

II nternet 

IAddress 

ICI ientlServerl 

INode INode IClient 
IAddr IAddr IName 

IVolume 
Uid Gid IUmaskl List 

.--------------+---------------+------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+--------
Ox080009001234: 15.99.99.22 

• Susan's hp9000s370 

SRM-CL I ENTS 

• SRM Client Descriptions 

• 
• ICI ientl 
• Server's SRM INode ICI ient 
• Device Fi Ie IAddr IName 

12 o : DEVELO Pl : 101: 9 : 022 : SRMUXROOT 

IVo I urne 
Uid Gid IUmasklList 

.----------------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+-----------------------------
Idev/srrn 11 : TESTl : 105: 9 : 022 : SRMUXROOT 'Joe's hp9000s340 

SPOOL-ENV IRONMENT 

• The following environment variables are pre-initial ized for spool ing 

• processes. 

• • SHELL 

• TZ 

• • SRMSPOOLF I LENANE 

• • PATH 

• 

- defau Its to Ibi n/sh, un less overridden 
- inherited from the OS, if it is set there, 

othe rw i se defa u I ts to MST7MDT 

- defaults to the full pathnarne to the file 

being spooled (e.g. Isrmuxroot/PRINTER/xyzzy) 
- defaults to Ibin:/usr/bin. Recommend that 

it be set to inc I ude paths needed fo r a II 

• commands used in Spool Commands 

.------------------------------------------------------------------.,.---------------
PATH=/b in: lusr/b in: 

SPOOL-TABLE 

• Spoo ling Comma nds 

• 
• Spoo I 
• Di rectory 

• s rmd I pf i I te r is i n Ius r / bin 

ISpoo I 
I Pr i 0 r i ty I Comma nd 

.----------------------+--------+--------------------------------------------------
Isrmuxroot/PRINTER 2: srmdlpfi Iter I Ip $PRIORITY 

10. Run srmdconfcheck(lM) to validate the above srmdconf file. 

11. Bring up the server daemon, srmd, by executing: 
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/etc/srmd 

See the "Starting the srmd Process on the Server" section in chapter 4 for 
detailed instructions. 

12. Bring up your HP BASICjWS client on the SRM connection by following 
the instructions on booting the first client in chapter 5 of this manual. 

13. Bring up your Pascal Workstation System client on the LAN connection by 
following the instructions on booting the first client in chapter 5 of this 
manual. 

You are now done bringing up the siInple SRMjUX systenl. You verified the 
client booting environnlent in the steps above. Next, move around in Volume 8 
of the SRMjUX file system froin both clients to verify correct operation. And, 
finally, try spooling some files to test the SRMjUX spooling environment. 
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Example 2-Multiple Clients on SRM and LAN 
Connections 

I All Computers are HP 9000 Series 300 unless otherwise noted I 

SRM Server 

Node Addr: 3 

LAN Server 
Node Addr: 3 

SRM/UX 
Server 

Disc 

CN = Client Name 

CNA = Client Node Address 
Node Addr = Node Address 
WS = Workstation System 

LAN 
Connection 

WS 

CN: joanne 
CNA: 11 

~ I Series 200 I 

~ASIC/WS 

CN: david 

CNA: '12 

CN: TEST1 
ClLA: Ox080009006838 
(emuloted) Ct··IAI4 

CN: DEVELOP 1 
ClLA: Ox08000908:=:7A3 
(emulated) C"'JA 1:' 

CN: TEST2 
ClLA: Ox080009007014 
(emulated) CNA: 16 

Figure 9-2. Example 2-Multiple Clients on SRM and LAN 
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To establish this SRMjUX system, follow these step-by-step instructions: 

1. Set up the system hardware by following the instructions in chapter 3 of 
this manual, and the instructions in each of the component's manuals. 

2. Photocopy the "SRMjUX Client Descriptions" worksheet, the "SRMjUX 
LAN Worksheet", and the "SRMjUX SRIvI vVorksheet" in chapter 2. 

3. Fill out the SRM/UX Client Descriptions worksheet as follows: 

Table 9-4. Example 2-SRM/UX Client Descriptions 

SERVER NAME: HUB3 

Client NaIne COInInents Connection VoluIne List 
Type 

joanne Joanne F. hp9000s340 SRM SRMUXROOT,HPUXROOT, JOANNE 

david David B. hp9000s226 SRM SRMUXROOT, DAVID 

beth Beth R. hp9000s370 SRM SRMUXROOT, BETH 

TEST! John B hp9000s370 LAN SRMUXROOT, JOHNB 

DEVELOP! Robert B hp9000s340 LAN SRMUXROOT, HPUXROOT, ROBERTB 

TEST2 Joe C. hp9000s370 LAN SRMUXROOT, JOEC 

4. Fill out the "SRMjUX SRM vVorksheet" as follows: 
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Table 9-5. Example 2-SRMjUX SRM Worksheet 

SERVER NAME: HUB3 

Client Name Server Node Server's SRM Device Client Node Uid Gid Umask 

Address l File Address 

joa.nne 3 /dev/srm 11 107 9 022 

da.vid 3 /dev/srm 12 109 9 022 

beth 3 /dev/srm 13 111 9 022 

1 This field is not entered in the /et.c/srmdconf SRM-CLIENTS table. 

5. Fill out the "SRM/UX LAN \Vorksheet" a.s follows: 

Table 9-6. Example 2-.SRMjUX LAN Worksheet 

SERVER NAME: HUB3 

Client Client Link Level Client Intel·net Client Server Uid Gid Umask 
Name Address Address Node Node 

Address l Addl·ess 

TESTI Ox080009006B38 15.99.99.28 14 3 102 9 022 

DEVELOP 1 Ox0800090B27 A3 15.99.99.30 15 3 101 9 022 

TEST2 Ox080009007014 15.99.99.32 16 3 105 9 022 

1 The Client Node Address and Server Node Address are emulated on the LAN connection 
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6. Ensure that the HP- UX System Administrator has HP-UX installed, 
configured, and running on the server computer. 

7. Install the SRIvfjUX server software by following the instructions in 
chapter 4 (and chapter 5 for installing the ability for clients to boot from 
the server) of this Inanual. 

8. Configure the server's HP-UX environment for SRMjUX by following the 
instructions in chapter 4 of this Inanual. This involves reconfiguring the 
HP-UX kernel and crea.ting an SRM device file. 
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9. Edit your server's /etc/srmdconf file to appear as follows: 

• Long lines in this example will wrap in this printed output. 
VOLUME-TABLE 

• Volume Descriptions 

• Vo I ume IVo I umel ITemp IRoot 

• Name 
I Number! U i d Gid IDi rectorylDi rectory 

.----------------+------+-----+-----+---------+---------------------------------
SRMUXROOT 8 tmp :/srmuxroot 

HPUXROOT 9 tmp / 
JOHNB 10 tmp /users/johnb 
ROBERTB 10 tmp /users/robertb 

JOEC 10 tmp /users/joec 
JOANNE 10 tmp /users/joanne 

DAVID 10 tmp /usersldavid 
BETH 10 tmp /users/beth 

LAN-CL I ENTS 

• LAN CI ient Descriptions 

• 
• Client ICI ient ICI ientlServerl 

• Link Leve I I Internet INode INode ICI ient IVolume 

• Address IAddress IAddr IAddr IName Uid Gid IUmasklList 

.--------------+---------------+------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+--------
Ox080009006B38 : 15.99.99.28 14 3 TESTl 102 9 022 : SRMUXROOT , 
JOHNB • John S's hp9000s370 
Ox0800090B27 A3 : 15.99.99.30 15 3 DEVELOPl 101 9 022 : SRMUXROOT , 

HPUXROOT, ROBERTS • Robert B's hp9000s340 
Ox080009007014 : 15.99.99.32 
JOEC • Joe C's hp9000s370 

SRM-CL I ENTS 

t SRM CI ient Descriptions 

• 
t 

• Server's SRM 
t Dev i ce F i Ie 

ICI ientl 
INode ICI ient 

IAddr IName 

16 3 TEST2 105 9 022 : SRMUXROOT , 

IVo I ume 

U i d G i d I Uma ski Lis t 

.----------------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+-----------------------------
/dev/srm 11 joanne 107 9 022 :SRMUXROOT ,HPUXROOT ,JOANNE 
t Joanne F's hp9000s340 

/dev/srm 12 david 109 9 022 :SRMUXROOT,DAVID • David B's hp9000s226 
/dev/srm 13 beth 111 9 022 : SRMUXROOT, SETH • Beth R' s 

hp9000s370 
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SPOOL-ENV IRONMENT 

t The following environment variables are pre-initialized for spooling 

t processes. 
t 
t SHELL 
t TZ 

t 
t 
t 

SRMSPOOLF I LENAME 

PATH 

- defaults to /bin/sh. unless overridden 
- inherited from the OS. if it is set there. 

othe rw i se defa u I ts to M5T7MOT 

- defaults to the full pathname to the fi Ie 

being spooled <e.g. /srmuxroot/PRINTER/xyzzy) 
- defaults to /bin:/usr/bin. Recommend that 

it be set to inc I ude paths needed for a I I 

t commands used in Spool Commands. 

t------------------------------------:---------------------------------------------
PATH=/bin :/usr/bi n: 

SPOOL-TABLE 

t Spool ing Commands 

t 
t Spoo I 
t Directory 

t s rmd I pf i I te r i sin / u s r / bin 

ISpoo I 
I Pr i or i ty ICommand . 

t----------------------+--------+--------------------------------------------------
/srmuxroot/PRINTER 2: srmdlpfilter I Ip $PRIORITY 

10. Run s'rmdconfcheck( 1M) to validate the above srmdconf file. 

11. Create the Volume 10 directories that you have entered into the 
VOLUME-TABLE above, i.e., those for JOHNB, ROBERTB, JOEC, 
JOANNE, DAVID, and BETH. 

Note VVe reconlmend that you create a tmp directory in the 
Root Directory of each VOIU111e that appears in the 
VOLUME-TABLE of the Jetc/srnldconf file below (e.g., 
for Volume JOHNB, there would be a /users/johnb/tmp 
directory) . 

You may instead choose to put all Temp Directories in 
a common location, such as /tmp, as long as each Temp 
Directory is under the same HP-UX mount point as the Root 
Directory of its Volume. 

12. Bring up the server daemon, srmd, by executing: 

/etc/srmd 

See the "Starting the srmd Process on the Server" section in chapter 4 for 
detailed instructions. 
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13. Bring up the first HP BASIC /WS client on the SRM connection by 
following the instructions on booting the first client in chapter .5 of this 
manual. . 

14. Bring up the first Pascal Workstation System client on the SRM 
connection by following the instructions on booting the first client in 
chapter 5 of this manual. 

15. Bring up the first HP BASIC /WS client on the LAN connection by 
following the instructions on booting the first client in chapter 5 of this 
manual. 

16. Bring up the first Pascal vVorkstation System client on the LAN connection 
by following the instructions on booting the first client in chapter 5 of this 
manual. 

17. Bring up all of the relnaining clients on both the SR11 and LAN 
connection by following the instructions in the "Adding Clients to the 
Booting Environment" section of chapter 5 of this manual. 

You are now done bringing up the Example 2 SRM/UX systenl. You verified 
the client booting environment in the steps above. Next, move around in 
various volumes of the SRM/UX file system from all of the clients to verify 
correct operation. And, finally, try spooling some files from each client to test 
the SR11/UX spooling environment. 
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Example 3-A Multiple Server, Multiple Client, Multiple 
Connections System 

I All Computers are HP 9000 Series 300 unless otherwise noted.1 

HP 50960A 

SRM Server 

Node Addr: 0 SRM Server 
Node Addr: 1 

LAN Server 
Node Add .. : 1 

SRM/UX 
Server 

-+SRM .... 
Connection 

LA [\1 
Connection 

SRMt~fXJ Ir-S-e-ri-e-s -8-0-0--'1 

CN = Client Name 

LAN Server 
Node Addr: 2 

CNA = Client Node Address 
Node Addr = Node Address 
WS = Workstation System 

r--'Ill Series 200 I 
~WS 
I---n CN: james 
~ CNA:12 

eric 
CNA:t3 

(emulated) CNA:14 

Figure 9-3. Example 3-Multiple Servers, Multiple Clients on SRM and LAN 
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To establish this SRMjUX system, follow the step-by-step instructions 
provided in the sections below. Each section contains the procedures for 
configuring one of the servers. Even though the SRMjUX system contains 
multiple servers, you can bring up the system in discrete subsystem units. 
There is nothing special that needs to be done to have all of the subsystems 
work together as a complete SRMjUX system, except for the hardware 
interconnections. 

Configure the SRM Server 

The SR1tI server is used in this exanlple to show that you can use your SR1tI 
server with SRMjUX servers in an overall systerll. The SR1tl server should 
already have been set up by following the instructions in the Shar'ed Resoul'ce 
lv!anagement Syste'm JVlanager's Guide, Shared Resource JVJanagemenJ Hard-ware 
Installation JVJanuai, and Shared Resource JVI anagernent Softwar'e Installatior" 
JVJ an'uai. 

Configure the Series 300 Server 

To establish this SRMjUX system, follow these step-by-step instructions: 

1. Set up the system hardware by following the instructions in chapter :3 of 
this manual, and the instructions in each of the component's nlanuals. 

2. Photocopy the "SRMjUX Client Descriptions" worksheet, the "SRIVljUX 
LAN vVorksheet", and the "SRMjUX SRM Worksheet" in chapter 2. 
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3. Fill out the SRM/UX Client Descriptions worksheet for the Series 300 
server (at Server Node Address 1) as follows: 

Table 9-7. 
Example 3-SRMjUX Client Descriptions (Series 300 server) 

SERVER NAME: HUBl 

Client Name Comments Connection Volume List 
Type 

ka.thy BASIC/WS Kathy W. s340 SRM SRMUXROOT, KATHY 
ext.533 

james PAWS, James's s236 ext.229 SRM SRMUXROOT, JAMES 

eric PAWS, Eric M's s310 Bldg. 3 SRM SRMUXROOT,HPUXROOT,EruC 
ext.113 

kristin BASIC/WS Kristin W. s370 LAN SRMUXROOT, KRISTIN 
ext.191 

jim PAWS Jim H's s340 ext.212 LAN SRMUXROOT, JIM 

hpwgs BASIC/WS Fred G. Bldg.2 LAN SRMUXROOT,HPUXROOT,HPWGS 
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4. Fill out the "SRM/UX SRM Worksheet" for the Series ;300 server (at 
Server Node Address 1) as follows: 

Table 9-8. 
Example 3-SRMjUX SRM Worksheet (Series 300 server) 

SERVER NAME: HUBl 

Client Name Server Node Server's SRM Device Client Node Uid Gid 

Address1 File Address 

kathy 1 /dev/srm 11 119 9 

james 1 /dev/srm 12 121 9 

eric 1 /dev/srm 13 123 9 

1 This field is not entered in t.he /et.c/srmdconf SRM-CLIENTS t.able. 

Umask 

022 

022 

022 
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5. Fill out the "SRMjUX LAN vVorksheet" for the Series 300 server (at 
Server Node Address 1) as follows: 

Table 9-9. 
Example 3-SRMjUX LAN Worksheet (Series 300 server) 

SERVER NAME: HUBl 

Client Client Link Level Client Intel'net Client Server Uid Gid Umask 
Name Addl'ess Addl"eSS Node Node 

Addl"ess1 Address 

kristin Ox0800090104 7 A 15.99.99.33 14 1 111 9 

jim Ox080009003824 15.99.99.35 15 1 113 9 

hpwgs Ox0800090B3165 15.99.99.:37 16 1 115 9 

1 The Client Node Address and Server Node Address are emulated on the LAN connection 

6. Ensure that the HP- UX Systenl Adnlinistrator has HP-UX installed, 
configured, and running on the Series 300 server computer. 

022 

022 

022 

7. Install the SRMjUX server software on the Series 300 server by following 
the instructions in chapter 4 (and chapter .5 for installing the ability for 
clients to boot froin the server) of this Inanual. 

8. Configure the Series 300 server's HP-UX environment for SRMjUX 
by following the instructions in chapter 4 of this manual. This involves 
reconfiguring the HP -UX kernel and creating an SRM device file. 
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9. Edit your Series 300 server's /etc/srmdconf file to appear as follows: 

t Long lines in this example will wrap in this printed output. 
VDLUME-TABLE 

t Volume Descriptions 

t 
IVolumel ITemp IRoot t Vo I ume 

t Name INumber! Uid Gid IDirectorylDirectory 

t----------------+------+-----+-----+---------+---------------------------------
SRMUXRDDT 8 tmp Isrmuxroot 

HPUXRDDT 9 tmp / 
KATHY 10 
JAMES 10 
ERIC 10 
KR ISTI N 10 

JIM 10 
HPWGS 10 

LAN-CL I ENTS 

t LAN CI ient Descriptions 

t 
t CI ient 

t Link Leve I 

t Address 

ICI ient 

II nternet 

IAddress 

tmp lusers/kathy 
tmp lusers/james 
tmp lusers/eric 
tmp /users/kristi n 

tmp lusers/j im 
tmp lusers/hpwgs 

I C lie n t I Se rye r I 

INode INode ICI ient IVo I ume 

IAddr IAddr IName Uid Gid IUmasklList 

t--------------+---------------+------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+--------
Ox08000901047A : 15.99.99.33 14 
KRISTIN t Kristin W's hp9000s370 
Ox080009003824 : 15.99.99.35 15 

JIM t Jim's hp9000s340 
Ox0800090B3165 : 15.99.99.37 16 
HPUXRDOT, HPWGS t Fred's h p9000s370 

SRM-CLI ENTS 

t SRM ClIent Descriptions 

t 
t 
t Server's SRH 

t Dev i ce F i Ie 

ICI ientl 

INode ICI ient 

IAddr IName 

kristi n 111 9 022 : SRMUXRDOT , 

jim 113 9 022 :SRHUXRDOT, 

hpwgs 115 9 022 : SRMUXRDOT , 

IVo I ume 

Uid Gid IUmasklList 

t----------------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+-----------------------------
Idev/srm 
/dev/srm 

/dev/srm 

11 
12 

13 

kathy 
james 

er ic 

119 
121 

123 

9 

9 

9 

022 SRHUXROOT ,KATHY I Kathy W's s340 
022 SRHUXRODT,JAMES t James's s236 

022 SRHUXRODT,HPUXROOT,ERIC I Eric H'5 5310, Bldg. 3 
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SPOOL- ENV IRONMENT 

t: The following environment variables are pre-initialized for spooling 

t: processes. 

t: 
t: SHELL - defaults to /bin/sh. unless overridden 

t: TZ - inherited from the OS, if it is set there, 

• otherwise defaults to MST7MDT 

• SRMSPOOLF I LENAME - defaults to the full pathname to the file 

being spooled <e.g. /srmuxroot/PRINTER/xyzzy) 

- defaults to /bin:/usr/bin. Recommend that 
t: 
t: PATH 

t: it be set to inc I ude paths needed fo r a II 

• commands used in Spool Commands • . ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PATH=/bin:/usr/bin: 

SPOOL-TABLE 

• Spoo ling Commands 

• 
t: Spoo I 

• Directory 

• s rmd I pi i I te r is in/ u s r / bin 

ISpool 
I Pr i or i ty I Command 

.----------------------+--------+--------------------------------------------------
/srmuxroot/PRINTER 2: srmdlpfi Iter I Ip $PRIORITY 

10. Run srnulconfcheck( 1M) to validate the above srmdconf file. 

11. Create the Volulue 10 directories that you have entered into the 
VOLUlvIE-TABLE above, i.e., those for KATHY, JAMES, ERIC, 
KRISTIN, .JIlY!, HPWGS. 

Note \Ve recommend that you create a tmp directory in the 
Root Directory of each Volume that appears in the 
VOLUME-TABLE of the /etc/srmdconf file below (e.g., 
for Volume KATHY, there would be a/users/kathy /tmp 
directory) . 

You nlay instead choose to put all Temp Directories in 
a common location, such as /tmp, as long as each Temp 
Directory is under the sanle HP-UX mount point as the Root 
Directory of its Volume. 

12. Bring up the server daemon, srmd(IM), by executing: 

/etc/srrnd 

See the "Starting the srmd Process on the Server" section in chapter 4 for 
detailed instructions. 
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13. Bring up the HP BASIC jWS client on the SRM connection by following 
the instructions on booting the first client in chapter 5 of this manual. 

14. Bring up the first Pascal Workstation System client on the SRM 
connection by following the instructions on booting the first client in 
chapter 5 of this manual. 

15. Bring up the first HP BASIC jWS client on the LAN connection by 
following the instructions on booting the first client in chapter 5 of this 
manual. 

16. Bring up the first Pascal vVorkstation System client on the LAN connection 
by following the instructions on booting the first client in chapter 5 of this 
nlanual. 

17. Bring up all of the remaining clients on both the SRM and LAN 
connection by following the instructions in the "Adding Clients to the 
Booting Environnlent" section of chapter .5 of this manual. 

You are now done bringing up the Series 300 server's subsystenl. You verified 
the client booting environment in the steps above. Next, move around in 
various volumes of the SRMjUX file system from all of the clients to verify 
correct operation. And, finally, try spooling some files from each client to test 
the SRMjUX spooling environment. 

Note Pascal users must Inodify their TABLE programs in order to 
access more than one server, or more than one volume per 
server. See "Giving Pascal Clients Access to Multiple SRIvljUX 
Volumes" in Chapter 7 for details. 

Configure the Series 800 Server 

1. Set up the __ system. hardware by following the instructions in chapter 3 of 
this manual, and the instructions in each of the component's manuals. 

Note The Series 800 server can not have SRM clients. 
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2. Photocopy the "SRM/UX Client Descriptions" worksheet and the 
~'SRM/UX LAN Worksheet'" in chapter 2. 

3. Fill out the SRM/UX Client Descriptions worksheet as follows: 

Table 9-10. 
Example 3-SRM/UX Client Descriptions (Series 800 server) 

SERVER NAME: SERV800 

Client Name Comments Connection Volume List 
Type 

kristin BASIC/WS Kristin W. s370 LAN SRMUXROOT, KRISTIN 
ext.191 

jim PAWS Jim H';;; s340 ext.212 LAN SRMUXROOT, JIM 

hpwg;;; BASIC/WS Fred G. Bldg.2 LAN SRMUXROOT,HPUXROOT,HPWGS 
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4. Fill out the "SRMjUX LAN Worksheet" for the Series 800 server (at 
Server Node Address 2) as follows: 

Table 9-11. 
Example 2-SRM/UX LAN Worksheet (Series 800 server) 

SERVER NAME: SERV800 

Client Client Link Level Client Internet Client Server Uid Gid Ulllask 
Nanle Address Address Node Node 

Addl-ess1 Address 

kristin Ox08000901047A 15.99.99.33 14 2 111 9 

jim Ox080009003824 15.99.99.35 15 2 113 9 

hpwgs Ox0800090B3165 15.99.99.37 16 2 115 9 

1 The Client Node Address and Server Node Address are emulated on the LAN connection 

5. Ensure that the HP- UX System Adnlinistrator has HP-UX installed, 
configured, and running on the Series 800 server computer. 

022 

022 

022 

6. Install the SRMjUX server software on the Series 800 server by following 
the instructions in chapter 4 (and chapter 5 for installing the ability for 
clients to boot from the server) of this manual. 

7. Configure the Series 800 server's HP-UX environnlent for SRMjUX 
by following the instructions in chapter 4 of this nlanuaL This involves 
reconfiguring the HP -UX kernel. 
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8. Edit your Series 800 server's /etc/srnldconf file to appear as follows: 

t Long lines in this example will wrap in this printed output. 
VOLUME-TABLE 

t Volume Descriptions 

t 
t Volume 

t Name 

IVolumel 

INumberl U id 
ITemp IRoot 

Gid IDirectorylDirectory 

t----------------+------+-----+-----+---------+---------------------------------
SRMUXROOT 8 tmp /s rmuxroot 

HPUXROOT 9 tmp / 

KR 1ST I N 10 tmp /users/kristin 
JIM 10 tmp /users/j im 
HPWGS 10 tmp /users/hpwgs 

LAN-CL I ENTS 

• LAN CI ient Descriptions 

t 
t CI ient ICI ient I C lie n t I Se rye r I 

• Link Leve I II nternet INode INode ICI ient IVo I ume 

t Add ress IAddress IAddr IAddr IName Uid Gid IUmasklList 

.--------------+---------------+------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+--------
Ox08000901047A : 15.99.99.33 14 

KR 1ST I N t Kristin W's hp9000s370 

Ox080009003824 : 15.99.99.35 15 

JIM • Jim's hp9000s340 
Ox0800090B3165 : 15.99.99.37 16 

HPUXRODT> HPWGS • Fred '5 hp9000s370 

SRM-CL I ENTS 

• SRM CI ient Descriptions 

• • ICI ientl 

• Server's SRM INode ICI ient 
• Device File IAddr I Name 

2 kristin 111 9 022 : SRMUXROOT > 

2 jim 113 9 022 : SRMUXROOT > 

2 hpwgs 115 9 022 : SRMUXROOT > 

IVo I ume 
Uid Gid IUmasklList 

.----------------+------+----------+-----+-----+-----+-----------------------------
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SPOOL-ENV IRONMENT 

• The following environment variables are pre-initialized for spooling 

• processes. 

• • SHELL 

• TZ 

• • SRMSPOOLF I LENAME 

• PATH 

• 

- defaults to /bin/sh, unless overridden 

- inherited from the OS, if it is set there, 
otherwise defau Its to MST7MDT 

- defau Its to the fu II pathname to the file 

being spooled (e.g. /srmuxroot/PRINTER/xyzzy) 

- defaults to /bin:/usr/bin. Recommend that 
it be set to inc I ude paths needed for a II 

• commands used in Spoo I Commands . . ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------:. 
PATH=/bin:/usr/bin: 

SPOOL-TABLE 

• Spool ing Commands 

• 
• Spoo I 
• Directory 

• s rmd I pf i I te r i sin / u s r / bin 

ISpool 
I P rio r i ty I Comma nd 

.----------------------+--------+--------------------------------------------------
/srmuxroot/PRINTER 2: srmdlpfi Iter I Ip $PRIORITY 

9. Run srrndconfcheck(IM) to validate the above srmdconf file. 

10. Create the Volume 10 directories that you have entered into the 
VOLUNIE-TABLE above, i.e., those for KRISTIN, JIM, and HPvVGS. 

Note vVe recommend that you create a tmp directory in the 
Root Directory of each Volunle that appears in the 
VOLUME-TABLE of the /etc/srnldconf file below (e.g., 
for Volume KATHY, there would be a/users/kathy /tInp 
directory). 

You may instead choose to put all Temp Directories in 
a common location, such as /tInp, as long as each Temp 
Directory is under the same HP-UX mount point as the Root 
Directory of its Volume. 

11. Bring up the server daemon, srmd(IM), by executing: 

letc/srmd 

See the "Starting the srmd Process on the Server" section in chapter 4 for 
detailed instructions. 
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12. Bring up the first HP BASIC jWS client on the LAN connection by 
following the instructions on booting the first client in chapter 5 of this 
manual. 

13. Bring up the Pascal Workstation System client on the LAN connection by 
following the instructions on booting the first client in chapter ~5 of this 
nlanual. 

14. Bring up all of the remaining clients on the LAN connection by following 
the instructions in the "Adding Clients to the Booting Environnlent" 
section of chapter 5 of this manual. 

You are now done bringing up the Series 800 server's subsystenl. You verified 
the client booting environnlent in the steps above. Next, nlove around in 
various volumes of the SRMjUX file system from all of the clients to verify 
correct operation. And, finally, try spooling SOllle files froln each client to test 
the SRMjUX spooling environment. 

Note Pascal users must lnodify their TABLE progranls in order to 
access lllore than one server, or lnore than one vohune per 
server. See "Giving Pascal Clients Access to Nlultiple SRNljUX 
Volulnes" in Chapter 7 for details. 

The Full SRM/UX System 

If you have followed the procedures in each of the server sections above, then 
you should now have a completely configured SRMjUX systeln. Verify the 
operation of all the clients in terms of client booting, moving around the 
SRMjUX file system, and using the SRMjUX spooling environment. 

If you have problems, ensure that you have followed the above instructions 
carefully. If you have, then see Appendix B for help in troubleshooting your 
systenl. 
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Recommendations For Managing Complex Systems 

Clients nlay access multiple servers on SRNI and/or LAN connections. 
Following the rules for setting unique node addresses on all SRM cards will 
ensure correct operation of SRM/UX on the SRM connection. The following 
rules and recommendations will ensure correct operation of SRMjUX on the 
LAN connection: 

• Each client, as defined by its Client Link Level Address, MUST have the 
SAME Client Internet Address in /etc/snudconf on ALL of its servers. 

• Each client, as defined by its Client Link Level Address, MUST be given 
a UNIQUE Server Node Address in /etc/snndconf on EACH of its servers. 
This will be easier to Inanage if each server uses the same Server Node 
Address for all of its clients. 

• We reconunend that each client, as defined by its Client Link Level 
Address, be given the SAME Client Node Address in jetcjsrmdconf on 
ALL of its servers. 

Client C0111puters Inay use 111ultiple SRNI or LAN interfaces. The following 
rules and recomlnendations will ensure correct operation of SRMjUX: 

• If a client has multiple LAN interfaces, then each interface NIUST be 
assigned a UNIQUE Client Internet Address in jetcjsrmdconf, even if 
they are on the same subnet. 

• A client may use nlultiple interfaces to access the same server, to provide 
hardware redundancy. However, we recoillmend that a client NOT use 
multiple interfaces to access the sanle server SIMULTANEOUSLY, because 
the server will not be able to tell that it is serving a single client instead of 
multiple clients. Operations such as file locking may cause deadlocks in this 
situation. 
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Protecting Data 
As the SRlvljUX Systeul Adulinistrator, you may wish to prevent other HP-UX 
progratns from l1l0difying files l1laintained by SRMjUX. SRJvljUX file locking 
(for example, the HP BASICjvVS -'LOCK" cOl1unand) does not provide this 
protection. It only protects files fronl other SRMjUX clients. 

You could use HP-UX security Inechanisms to protect a tree of the file system, 
and at the saIne tiule allow clients to share data freely or protect themselves 
frOUl each other. For example, you could ensure that only SRMjUX clients 
can Il10dify files kept under jsnl1uxroot, by Inaking sure all clients share 
the saIne Group ID (Gid). Specify a Gid of 9 for this purpose. Set the Gid 
field of volulne 8 in jetcjsruldconf to 9, and start up srmd(lJ11), or execute 
srmdl'econfig(l lvI), if srmd( 111;1) is already running. Then, all clients will belong 
to group 9 when accessing vohllne 8. If you choose a gid other than 9 for this 
scheme, you will need to change the group ID of all shared directories and files 
to that gid to a.llow client access to the shared directories and files. 

When you installed SRMjUX on the server, all files and directories defaulted 
to Uid=l (bin) and Gid=9 (ws). 

lvlake sure that jsrrnuxroot, a.nd all of the directories and files that you wish 
clients to be able to modify, belong to group 9. 

On HP BASIC jvVS clients, you can use the CAT command to display the 
group of files, and the CHGRP cOlnmand to change the group if the client owns 
the file. Froin HP -UX on the server, the II (1) and chgrp( 1) cOlnmands can 
accomplish the saIne tasks. 

Set the pernlissions of all directories and files to 775. This allows clients to 
access them through group permissions, while preventing users other than root 
from modifying them. 

Client users may set the permissions on specific files to prevent group sharing if 
they wish. 
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Porting BASIC and Pascal Application 
Programs from SRM to SRM/UX 

Porting BASIC Programs 

Differences Between SRM and SRM/UX 

SRNIjUX differs fronl the SRM system in the following ways: 

A 

• SRMjUX supports HFS-style permissions (using CHGRP, CHOvVN, and 
PERNIIT) to control access to files and directories. 

• SRMjUX does not support use of the PROTECT statement to control access 
to files and directories .. 

• SRMjUX ignores SRM passwords. 

• CAT listings of SRNIjUX directories differ from SRNI listings in that they 
reflect the change to HFS-style permissions. 

• SRMjUX can be used with local area networks (LAN connections), in 
addition to SRNI connections. 

• SRNIjUX allows the use of named pipes. 

The sections that follow describe the above differences as they apply to porting 
applications that run on SRM so they will run on SRNljUX. 

Use of the MSVS 

Users should address the SRNIjUX server's file system in the same way as 
th.ey address the SRNI. They should provide the Select Code, Server Node 
Address, and Volume Name in the form, :REMOTE sc,sna;LABEL volname, 
for example: 

: REMOTE 21,O;LABEL DISC1 
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which is the same as a standard SRM msvs. The Server Node Address and' 
Volume Name are determined by the entries in the LAN-CLIENTS table 
in the /etc/srnldconf file made by the SRM/UX System Adlninistrator for 
LAN dients. For SRM clients, the Server Node Address is determined by the 
switches on the server's SRM interface card. The Volume Name is determined 
by the entries in the SRM-CLIENTS table in the server's /etc/srmdconf file. 

Because the msvs does not distinguish between an actual SRM server file 
systelll and the SRM/UX server file system, the user can execute the following 
progralll segnlent to find out which type of file systenl he or she is accessing: 

10 DIM A$(0:2) [80] 
20 MSI ":REMOTE 21,0; LABEL DISC1" 
30 CAT TO A$(*) 
40 PRINT A$(2) 

or whatever the msvs 

The result: FORMAT: SDF will indicate a true SRM file systenl, while: FORMAT: 
SRM-UX will indicate an SRM/UX file system. (This applies for both LAN and 
SRNI cards.) . 

Passwords and File Access Control 

The main difference between SRM and SRM/UX fro III the HP BASIC /vVS 
dients' perspectives is how the server controls file access. That is: 

• SRM uses a password-per-file scheme, with each password controlling up to 6 
different properties. 

• SRNI supports multiple passwords per file or directory, each with different 
property control sets. The SRM file access control properties are unrelated 
to the HP-UX read/write/execute file protection properties; that is, SR:NI 
passwords and the HP-UX file protection scheille are not compatible. (See 
the lIP- U .. Y System Administration Concepts manual in the "File system" 
chapter for a complete discussion of HP-UX file protection.) 

• The HP-UX file protection properties are the ones that must be observed by 
SRM/UX to protect the non-SRM/UX HP-UX files and processes running on 
the server platform. The SRM/UX server ignores SRM passwords specified 
in path names. Therefore, the dient will not have to nlodify any applications 
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if they presently use passwords in path n"ames, with the exception of HP 
BASIC/WS application programs that use the PROTECT statelllent. 

Different CAT Statement Format 

The output of the CAT statement from SRM/UX is different from SRlvI 
and reflects the HFS-like permissions instead of the SRM passwords. It is a 
combination of the SRM and HFS formats (see the examples below). The 
SRM/UX server hides files with names longer than 16 characters from the HP 
BASIC clients. 

The output of CAT TO A$ (*) has the standard SRM fonnat, just as LIF and 
HFS do in the current release of HP BASIC. (The PUB ACC field of SRM 
output will show an 'M' if the user owns the file. It will show Rand/or W 
depending on whether or not the public read and write pennission bits are set. 
These rules are the saIne as the current local HFS rules for CAT TO A$ (*) .) If 
the user specifies the EXTEND keyword on CAT TO A$ (* ), then the ou tpu twill 
be formatted with SRM/UX formatting rules instead. (This is analogous to the 
way HFS and LIF CAT output is done on CAT TO A$ (*).) The string array 
must be declared with at least SO characters per element; this is the saIne size 
requirement as the SRlvI CAT TO A$(*). 

Example SRlvI/UX CAT Output-SO Column Display 

123 4 5 678 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

:REMOTE 21,0 
LABEL: BOOT 
FORMAT: SRK-UX 
AVAILABLE SPACE: 123456789 

FILE NUMBER REC MODIFIED OPEN 
FILE NAME TYPE RECORDS LEN DATE TIME PERMS OVNER GROUP STAT 
================ ===== ======== ===== =============== ========= ===== ===== ==== 
SYSTEMS DIR 1024 
VORKSTATIONS DIR 1024 
EDITTEST.TEXT TEXT 8 
AUTOST PROG 2 
PRINTER DIR 1024 
PTEST ASCII 1 
PTESTCAT HP-UX 984 

1 1-Mar-90 16:56 RWXRVXRVX 2 9 
1 7-Feb-90 12:30 RVXRWXRVX 2 9 

256 12-Dec-89 15:20 RV-R--R-- 175 54 
256 

1 
256 

1 

5-Jan-90 15:07 RV-RW-RV- 175 54 
7-Feb-90 12:30 RVXRVXRWX 2 9 
2-Jan-90 10:51 RV-RW-RV- 17 9 LOCK 
2-Mar-90 15:12 RV-RV-R-- 175 54 OPEN 
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Example SRMjUX CAT Output-50 Colunln Display 

1 234 5 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

:REMOTE 21,0 
LABEL: BOOT 
FORMAT: SRM-UI 
AVAILABLE SPACE: 123456789 

FILE NUMBER REC 
FILE NAME TYPE RECORDS LEN 

OP 
PERMS ST 

================ ===== ======== ===== ========= == 
SYSTEMS DIR 1024 1 RVXRWXRWX 
WORKSTATIONS DIR 1024 1 RVXRWXRWX 
EDITTEST.TEXT TEXT 8 256 RW-R--R--
AUTOST PROG 2 256 RW-RW-RV-
PRINTER DIR 1024 1 RVXRVXRVX 
PTEST ASCII 1 256 RV-RV-RV- LO 
PTESTCAT HP-UI 984 1 RV-RW-R-- OP 

LAN Interface Status/Control Registers 

SRM/UX status registers have been hnplemented to correspond as closely as 
possible with the SRM interfa.ce card sta.tus registers, except that there are 
additional registers for which there is no SRM analog. In addition, new LAN 
control registers have been inlplelnented. 

Status 
Register 

o 

1 

2 

3 

5 

Meaning 
Card Identification 

21 if the Remote Control switch (R) is set to 0 
149 if the switch is set to 1 

Interface Interrupts 
1 = interrupts enabled 
o = interrupts disabled 

Not implemented (interface busy on SRM) 

Not implemented (interface Firmware ID on SRM) 

Data Availability 
o = receiver buffer empty 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

11 

12 

13 

This will always be the result, because the 
performance of the LAN card is so 
high. Hence, the BASIC user will never 
perceive any other situation. 

Node Address 
When the SRM binary is loaded, a "pseudo" 
node number is provided by the SRM/UX 
server (from /etc/srmdconf). This 2-digit 
number is used for a node-specific 
autostart file (e.g., /SYSTEMS/AUTOSTxx ). 
If the SRM binary is not loaded, STATUS of 
thi.s register will return O. 

CRC Errors (and Frame Errors) 
Cyclic redundancy check errors plus frame 
errors detected since powerup or reset 

Number of Buffer Overflows 
in receive buffers since powerup or reset 

Card State 
o = card not powered up 
1 = card buffers incorrectly defined 
2 = data/address ports not responding 
3 = card stopped 
4 = normal operation 
5 = driver detected a non-recoverable 

hardware error; card is stopped 

Amount of available Space in Transmit Buffer 

Number of Transmission Retries 
since powerup or reset 

Current scale factor for connection 
establishment timeouts (default value is 1; 
default reset at powerup and SCRATCH A); 
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21-26 

Control 
Register 

18 

35 

legal range of values is 1 to 32 inclusive 

Current scale factor for normal operations 
timeouts (default value is 1; 
default reset at powerup and SCRATCH A); 
legal range of values is 1 to 32, inclusive 

Link Level Address 6 Bytes 
Status registers 21 through 26 each contain 
one byte of the Link Level Address. The 
first byte is in register 21, the second byte 
is in register 22, etc. 

Meaning 

Initialize driver statistics to 0 
Ordinarily done at power up 

Set Default Configuration 
Causes driver to set all of its pseudo 
registers to power up defaults; 
hardware is not reconfigured 

Link address is set from interface card RAM 
MODE is set to 0 
Multicast mask is set to all O's 
Receive buffer size is set to 32 
Number of receive buffers is set to 320 
Number of transmit buffers is set to 4 
LAN stats are set to zero 
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Porting Pascal Programs 

The Filer with SRM/UX 

The Filer cOlnmands available to the Pascal Workstation System user are 
a mixture of SRM and HFS commands. For SRIVljUX volumes, the Filer 
displays both file locking and HFS permissions inforlllation when the extended 
listing is requested. 

For a nonnallisting, the only difference visible to the user is where the Filer 
displays: Directory type =. For SRNI volullles, as an exanlple, Directory 
type = SRM 21,0,8 is displayed. This shows that the select code is 21, the 
server node is 0, and the disc volume is 8. For HFS volulnes, Directory type 
= HFS 777 17 9 will be displayed, indicating file pernlissions 777 and uid = 
17, gid = 9. For SRMjUX volullles when booted over LAN, Directory type 
= SRM/UX 21,127 ,8 will be displayed, i.e. the elnulated SRIVI infornlation is 
displayed. 

For an extended listing with an SRMjUX volulne, the field .. directory 
info. .. has been enhanced to show both the SRNI- like file locking status for 
the file, and also the HFS pennissions associated with the file. For exalnple, 
SRNI volumes lllay display: 

.. directory info ... 
MRWSPC CLOSED 

Also, the words SHARED, EXCLUSIVE and CORRUPT can be used to 
replace CLOSED in the directory info description. Of course, CLOSED, 
SHARED and EXCLUSIVE represent the file locking attributes held by the 
file. 

MWRSPC describes access rights to the file. 

HFS volumes display: 

... directory info ... 
d777m 17u 9g 
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If the file is a regular file, d will be blank. The 777 entry describes the file 
permissions, 17 and 9 the user and group id's associated with the file. See the 
Pascal Workstation System manuals for nlore details on HFS. 

For SRMjUX volumes, the directory inforn1ation field will contain a mixture 
of these two formats. The HFS information will relnain in place, and also an 
abbreviation will indicate the current file locking status with 'CL' for closed, 
etc. : 

... directory info ..... 
d777m 17u 9g CL 

Here 'CL' could also be 'EX', 'SH' or 'CO'. 

Passwords and File Access Control 

The main difference between SRM and SRIvI/UX froll1 the Pascal Workstation 
System client's perspective is how the server controls file access. That is: 

• SRM uses a password-per-file schenle, with each password controlling up to 6 
different properties. 

• SRIvl supports multiple passwords per file or directory, each with different 
property control sets. The SRM file access control properties are unrelated 
to the HP-UX read/write/execute file protection properties; that is, SRIvI 
passwords and the HP-UX file protection schen1e are not compatible. (See 
the HP- UX System Administr'ation Concepts nlanual in the '''File systeIn" 
chapter for a complete discussion of HP-UX file protection.) 

• The HP-UX file protection properties are the ones that Inust be observed by 
SRM/UX to protect the non-SR:NljUX HP-UX files and processes running on 
the server platform. The SRIvr/UX server ignores SR11 passwords specified 
in path names. 
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New Commands 

The Filer's BFS cOllunand has been enhanced to work with SRM/UX units 
as well as HFS units (note that for the workstation, HFS means a local hard 
disk and not the SRM/UX file systeln which is an HFS disk from the server's 
perspective). vVith the HFS conlmand, for files to which the workstation has 
access, the FILER lnay be used to IllOdify the Uid and Gid fields, as well as the 
file mode which describes access rights for owner, group, and other. 

In addition, the TABLE prograill has been modified to allow the LAN interface 
to replace the SR"NI interface card when Inaking a tea_srm call. This Ineans 
that users Illay lnodify the TABLE program for SRTvI/UX units in the saIne 
way as they always have for SRTvI units, whether they are running SR11/UX 
over the SR:NI connection or the LAN connection. 
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B 
Troubleshooting Your SRMjUX System 

You will need an HP- UX account on the host computer that is acting as the 
SR~I/UX server to use most of the techniques and procedures in this chapter. 
If the HP-UX System Adnlinistrator gives a client user an HP- UX account on 
the SRNI/UX server, then he or she can use the troubleshooting techniques 
in this chapter. Otherwise, the SRM/UX System Adnlinistrator will have to 
do the troubleshooting. In most cases, you do not need to have super-user 
llrivileges to perform these procedures. 

The problenls below are presented from the client user's perspective; that is, 
they are presented as you would see thenl fronl a client workstation as you were 
trying to use SRM/UX. 

General Information 
SRNI/UX uses several log files to provide helpful infonnation for tracking down 
problems. 

• The server process, srrnd(lM), logs Inessages to lusr/adm/srInd.log 

• Spooling processes started by sr'rnd(lM) log luessages to 
I usr IIi b I srmuxl srmdspool.log 

• The HP-UX diskless-boot-daemon, rbootd(lM) (used for booting clients over 
the LAN connection), logs messages to lusr/adm/rbootd.log, (unless the 
HP- UX Systelu Adnlinistrator has specified a different log file with the -L 
option on the invocation of rbootd in /etc/rc ). 
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Note The SRM Access Utilities (e.g. srmcp(l)) will not correctly 
1110ve files between SRM and SRM/UX, unless the files are of 
type UX. The reason is that other file types (such as PROG, 
BDAT, or TEXT types) need to have a 512 byte header 
block, called a "WSHeader", stored with them on SRM/UX. 
The "WSHeader" contains information that is included 
in directories on SRM, but cannot be included in HP-UX 
directories on the SRM/UX server. The SRM Access Utilities 
cannot create or understand "WSHeaders". 

Client Booting Problems 

SRM Connections 

The SYll1ptom: The Boot RONI menu doesn't display any files from the 
SRNI/UX server. 

The possible problems: 

1. Is srmd(lNI) running on the server? 
2. Is this client configured correctly on server? 
3. Are there any SYSTEM files in /SYSTEMS on Volume 8 (usually 
/ srmuxroot /SYSTEMS)? 
4. Are there any hardware problems '? 

The solutions: 

1 and 2. To check the first two items, i.e., whether S'rmd(lM) is running on the 
server and whether this client is correctly configured on the server, proceed as 
follows: 

• Use srmd.5tat(1) on the server. For exalnple, if the client SRM card is at 
node address 20, and the device file for the SRM card on the server-is 
/dev/srm, you would execute (froll1 the server): 

/etc/srmdstat -s /dev/srm 20 
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• Or, if you know that your client workstation is supposed to have a client 
name of ABeD you could execute: 

/etc/srmdstat -n ABeD 

After you execute srmdstat (1): 

• If srmd(lM) is not running, you will see a message on the server's screen 
similar to this: 

srmdstat: SRM/UX server not executing 

See your SRM/UX Systeln Adlninistrator to get srmd(lIvI) started. (See the 
"Starting the srllld Process on the Server" section of Chapter 4.) 

• If srmd (INl) is running, but your workstation is not configured as a client, 
you will see an srmdstat( 1) nlessage sinlilar to this: 

SRM client not found 

OR this: 

client name not found 

Your SRM/UX System Adnlinistrator will need to add a client definition for 
your workstation to /etc/srmdconf, or possibly fix a definition that is already 
there. He or she can use sr'l1ulconfcheck(IM) and srmdl'econfig(IM) to do 
this without having to shut down the entire server (which would impact 
other SRNI/UX clients). 

• If your workstation is configured· correctly, you will see an srmdstat( 1) 
message similar to this: 

ABeD on /dev/srrn at node 20 not active 

OR this: 

ABeD on /dev/srrn at node 20 has 0 open files 

3. To check if there are any SYSTEM files in /srmuxroot/SYSTENIS: 

• From the server execute: 

11 /srrnuxroot/SYSTEMS 

to see if the correct system boot files are present in the directory. 

• From an HP BASIC /vV.S client: 
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If another SRMjUX client is able to boot successfully from your server, 
then execute CAT II /SYSTEMS" from the other client and you should see the 
expected files with "type" SYSTM in the CAT output. 

• From a Pascal vVorkstation System client: 

If another SRMjUX client is able to boot successfully from your server, then 
do an Extended list in the Filer of the jSYSTEMS directory from the other 
client and you should see the expected files with "type" SYSTM in the Filer 
output. 

4. If there are any hardware problems: 

• Hardware problems are Inostly beyond the scope of this manual. However, 
if your client workstation has an HP .50961 Resource Management Coax 
Adaptor, make sure that the switches on the SRM card itself, and on the 
Coax Adaptor are set to the same Node Address. (It is easy to mistakenly 
set one of the switches to the 1 's conlplelnent of the other.) See chapter :3 for 
instructions on setting up the hardware for an SRMjUX system. 

LAN Connections 

SYlnptom 1: The Boot ROM nlenu doesn't display any files from the SRM/UX 
server. 

The possible problems: 

1. Does the client have the correct Boot ROM for booting from LAN? 
2. Is rbootd(lM) running on the server? 
:3. Is this client configured correctly on the server? 
4. Is jetc/boottab configured correctly? 
5. Are there any SYSTEJvI files in /SYSTEMS on Volume 8 (usually 
/ srmuxroot /SYSTEMS)? 

The solutions: 

1. Check the version of your client's Boot ROM: 

• The Boot ROM menu will show what version of the Boot ROM is installed in 
your client. You must have Revision B or later to boot from LAN. All Series 
:300 client Boot ROMs can be upgraded to Revision B, if necessary, in order 
to boot from LAN. However, Series 200 computers cannot support booting 
from LAN. 
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2. Check to see if rbootd(lM) is running on the server: 

• Execute the following HP- UX command from the server: 

ps -ef I grep rbootd I grep -v grep 

If the cOlumand doesn't produce any output, then rbootd(lM) is not 
executing. See your HP-UX System Administrator to get rbootd(lM) 
running. 

:3. Check that this client is configured correctly on the server: 

• Check that the Link Level Address of your workstation's LAN Interface 
(displayed by nlost Boot ROMs at powerup) matches the Client Link Level 
Address declared for this client in the LAN-CLIENTS table in the server~s 
/etc/srmdconf file. 

• Check that your workstation's Volume List in the LAN-CLIENTS table 
in /etc/snndconf includes the Volume Name for Volulue 8 as it is defined 
in the VOLUME-TABLE in /etc/srnldconf. (If there is a misluatch in the 
labels, then srnulconfcheck(lNI) will report an error, or an error message 
will be in /usr/adnl/snnd.log frolu when srmd(lM) was last started up or 
reconfigured. ) 

4. Check to see that / etc/boottab is configured correctly: 

• Check that correct file names for your system boot files appear in the 
paws-srm (or basic-snu) line(s) in / etc/boottab. (See chapter .5 for deta.ils on 
configuring / etc /boottab.) 

5. To check if there are any SYSTEIvI files in /srmuxrootjSYSTEIvIS: 

• From the server execute: 

11 /srmuxroot/SYSTEMS 

to see if the correct systenl boot files are present in the directory. 

• From an HP BASIC/WS client: 

If another SRMjUX client is able to boot successfully fronl your server, 
then execute CAT" /SYSTEMS" from the other client and you should see the 
expected files with "type" SYSTM in the CAT output. 

• From a Pascal \Vorkstation System client: 
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If another SRlVI/UX client is able to boot successfully from your server, then 
do an Extended list in the Filer of the /SYSTEMS directory froin the other 
client and you should see the expected files with "type" SYST:NI in the Filer 
output. 

Sympton12: The Boot ROM boots a system, but the client workstation does 
not complete its initialization correctly. 

The possible problems: 

1. Is srmd( 1M) running on server? 
2. Is this client configured correctly on server'? 
:3. Is some other cOinputer using your workstation's Internet Address'? 
4. If booting a Pascal client, are the boot extension files present in the 
correct directory? 
.5. If booting a Pascal client, is the last thing displayed on the CRT the 
copyright message'? 
6. If booting a Pascal client, are Volumes #.5 and #4.5 undefined? 

The solutions: 

1 and 2. To check the first two itenls, i.e., if srmd(lM) is running Oll the server 
and if this client is correctly configured on the server, proceed as follows: 

• Use srmdstat(l) all the server. For exalnple, if the Client's Internet 
Address is 1.5.99.99.10, you would execute: 

/etc/srmdstat -i 15.99.99.10 

• Or, if you know that your client workstation is supposed to have a Client 
Name of XYZ you could execute: 

/etc/srmdstat -n XYZ 

After you execute srmdstat(lM): 

• If srmd(l:NI) is not running, you will see a message on the server's screen 
similar to this: 

srmdstat: SRM/UX server not executing 

See your SRM/UX System Administrator to get srrnd(l:NI) started. (See the 
"Starting the srmd Process on the Server" section of Chapter 4.) 
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• If srmd(IM) is running, but your workstation is not configured as a client, 
you will see an srmdstat( 1) message sinlilar to this: 

LAN client not found 

OR this: 

client name not found 

Your SRM/UX System Administrator will need to add a client definition for 
your workstation to /etc/srmdconf, or possibly fix a definition that is already 
there. He or she can use srmdconfcheck( I rvI) and srnurreconjig( ITvI) to do 
this without having to shut down the entire sel'ver (which would ilnpact 
other SRTvI/UX clients). 

• If your workstation is configured correctly, YOll will see an .~wmdstat( I) 
message similar to this: 

XYZ at 15.99.99.10 not active 

OR this: 

XYZ at 15.99.99.10 has 0 open files 

:3. Check to see if sonle other conlputer is using your workstation's Internet 
(IP) Address: 

• Check /etc/hosts on your server to see if some other cOlnputer is also trying 
to use your workstation's IP address. It is recolnlnended that you add 
SRM/UX clients to the server's / etc/hosts file to help avoid this problenl. 
(See chapter 4 for details.) 

• If you have multiple SRM/UX servers on your LAN connection (subnet), 
check the /etc/srmdconf files on aU servers to see if a different SRM/UX 
client on one of the other servers is using your workstation's IP address. 

• If another HP- UX computer is using your workstation's IP address, you can 
usually detect it with HP-UX by executing: . 

telnet 15.99.99.10 

where 15.99.99.10 is an example IP address; you should use your client's IP 
address in the telnet(l) statement. 

If you get a login prompt from some HP- UX COlnputer, then you have found 
the computer which is using your workstation's IP address. 
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If you find that your Client Internet Address is a duplicate of another 
SRM/UX client, then have your SRM/UX System Administrator(s) correct 
the situation. If your cliellt's IP address is a duplicate of a computer that 
is not a member of the SRlVI/UX systenl, then you will have to get your 
site's HP-UX System Administrator(s) together with your SRM/UX System 
Administrator( s) to resolve the problem. 

4. The INITLIB, STARTUP, and TABLE files Inust be present in either 
/WORKSTATIONSjSYSTElVlnnnnnn or /WORKSTATIONS/SYSTEM. Have 
your SRM/UX System Adlninistrator verify that these extension boot files are 
in one of these correct loc~.tions. . 

5. If the copyright message is the last thing displayed on your CRT, then use 
the techniques in the "Booting the First Pascal Workstation System Client 
Over LAN" section of chapter .5 to establish a connection to your SRM/UX 
server. Then: 

• If you are using a Series 200 cOlnputer a,s the client workstation, Inake sure 
that your INITLIB file canle fronl the BOOT: flexible disc (the INIT _200 
version of INITLIB as discussed in chapter 7). Or if you are using a Series 
300 computer as the client workstation, make sure that your INITLIB file 
canle from the BOOT2: flexible disc (the INIT _300 version of INITLIB as 
discussed in chapter 7). 

6. If Volumes #5 and #4.5 are undefined, then use the techniques in the 
"Booting the First Pascal vVorkstation Systeln Client Over LAN" section of 
chapter 5 to establish a connection to your SR111jUX server. Then: 

• Make sure modifications to TABLE do not disable SRM/UX access. Use 
the EDITOR to examine the source CTABLE.TEXT (or whatever you may 
have named it), and ensure that no changes you have made are affecting 
units #5 or #4.5. See the "Modifying the TABLE Program" section of the 
Special Configurations chapter of Pascal VVorkstation System, Volu17~e 2 for 
details on safely modifying CTABLE. TEXT. Follow those instructions for 
reinstalling TABLE. 

• Make sure that the necessary drivers for SRM/UX on the LAN connection 
are in INITLIB. Use the Librarian to verify that the IOMPX, LANDVR, and 
SRM modules are in INITLIB. 
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File Serving Problems 
Synlptoln 1: Accesses to an open file appear to hang. 

The possible probleln: 

1. Does another SRTvI/UX client have the file locked? 

The solution: 

1. Check to see if another SRM/UX client has the file locked: 

• U s·e 8rmdstat( 1) to see which SRM/UX clients have the file open, and to 
check to see if any have the file locked. (See chapter 4 and/or the TIlan page 
for a discussion of S'f"l1ul.stat( 1)) 

Execute (for exalllple): 

srmdstat -f /srmuxroot/SHARED_DATA 

which would produce output that looks like this: 

/srmuxroot/SHARED_DATA open by: 
XYZ at 15.99.99.10 o~ns LOCK 
RST at 15.99.99.11 

In this exanlple, client RST's attempts to read or write this file would hang 
until client XYZ released its LOCK. 

The SRM/UX Systerrl Administrator could force client XYZ to release the 
lock by using srmdr'eset( 1M). (See the "Resetting SRM/UX Clients" section 
of chapter 4 and/or the srmdreset( 1M) man page.) 

Symptom 2: HP BASIC /\VS clients get ERROR 450 - (Volume not found) 

The possible probleln: 

1. Does the volullle LABEL in the HP BASIC /vVS ·statement match one 
of the Volume Names in the client's Volume List in the LAN-CLIENTS or 
SRIvI-CLIENTS tables in /etc/srmdconf? (It must.) 

The solutions for 1: 
If the BASIC/vVS user misspelled the volume LABEL, reexecute the 
BASIC cOlllmand with a correct volullle LABEL. 
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Use s'rmdconfcheck(lNI), or look at /usr/adm/srmd.log, to make sure that 
the vohune was configured correctly in /etc/srmdconf. (See chapter 4 
and/or the s'r'l1ulco'l1,fcheck(lM) man page.) 
See the SRNI/UX System Administrator if you need to add an additional 
volunle to your client's Volume List. The SRM/UX Administrator can 
edit /etc/srmdconf, and use srmdconfcheck(lNI) and srmdreconfig(lM) to 
add a new volulne without having to shut down and restart the SRNI/UX 
server. (The details on how to add a volume to a client's Volume List 
a.ppear in chapter 4.) 

Synlptolll 3: HP BASIC/'.vS clients get ERROR 51 - (File not currently 
ass igned) or Pascal clients get error -10: unrecognized SRM error. 

The possible probleIlls: 

1. The SRNI/UX Adlulnistrator stopped the server with srmdshut(lNI) 
2. The SRNI/UX Adluinistrator closed a.ll of the client's files with an 
s'T'nuireset( 1~1) 
3. The client wa.s rebooted or reinitialized. 

Exanline /usr/adnl/snnd.log for more deta.ils. (See chapter 4 for details about 
s'T'nulshut( 1NI) and sl"l1ulreset( 1M), and chapter 5 for details about rebooting 
and reini tialization.) 

The solutions: 

1,2, and 3. HP BASIC/WS clients are fairly tolerant of server restarts. You 
can often continue an interactive session by executing: 

MSI SYSTEM$("MSI") 

from the HP BASIC/vVS client, although you will probably have to rerun 
programs froIn the beginning. 

1, 2, and 3. For Pascal vVorkstation System clients to recover from server 
restarts, you should put the line P *TABLE in your AUTOSTART file. Then 
after srmd(lNI) is restarted, the Pascal user can execute TABLE from the 
Command Interpreter. You will have to rerun programs from the beginning. 

Symptom 4: HP BASIC /WS clients on the LAN' connection sometimes 
get ERROR 319 (Connection not established) or ERROR 353 (Data link 
failure) 
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The possible problems: 

1. Is the server heavily loaded? (Large numbers of clients and/or clients 
doing lots of file I/O to SRM/UX) 
2. Is the SRM/UX server accessing NFS-mounted file systems for clients? 

The solutions: 

1. Check to see if the server is heavily loaded. (Le., are there large numbers of 
clients and/or clients doing lots of file I/O to SRM/UX? ) 

• You can increase the tinleout values for HP BASIC/vVS by using CONTROL 
registers 1:3 and 14. The values of these registers, which can be up to :32, 
are used to increase the tinleouts of the HP BASIC/vVS client. The value 
is multiplied by the default tirneout to generate the actual timeout used; 
so a value of 4 will increase the tinleout by a factor of 4. (See the LAN 
Interface STATUS and CONTROL registers section of Appendix A of the HP 
BASIC/~VS Language Reference manual for details (Version 6.1 or later).) 

2. Check to see if the SRIvI/UX server is accessing NFS-mounted file systenls 
for clients: 

• For NFS-mounts to systenls on the saIne LAN connection (subnet) as the 
SRM/UX server, no problenls should occur. However, if the NFS-nl0unt is 
accessed via a lower bandwidth connection, then the response tinle of the 
NFS-mount may become long enough to cause SR1vI/UX client-requests to 
time out. 

NFS-nlounts which are not on the same LAN connection (subnet) 
should always use the -0 rs ize= 1024, TNS ize= 1 024 option on the HP -UX 
jete/mount conllnand, which does the NFS-mount. (You can specify this in 
the /etc/checklist file or as an option to /ete/mou'nt; see mount(1M).) 

Either: 

o Use CONTROL registers 1:3 and 14 as described above 

Or: 

o Restructure the application to use an HP-UX process to transfer data to 
and fronl the SRM/UX server, so that SRM/UX clients can always access 
files which are local to the SR1v1/UX server. 
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Pascal-Specific File Serving Problems 

Linking Temporary Files to Their Final Destinations 

Many of the Pascal Workstation System programs (such as the COIllpiler and 
Librarian) will create temporary files, write to them, and then attempt to link 
thenl to their final name. This scenario is especially COIllmon when the final 
target file already exists, and will be replaced only if the operation, such as a 
cOlllpile, succeeds. If the final target file and the Temp Directory are on the 
same physical disk, then everything works correctly. Otherwise the link will fail 
because hard links are not allowed across physical disks. This can occur if the 
SRM/UX server has local mounted disks, or if it has NFS lllonnts. (The SRNI 
will have analogous problems if the SRM's NIOUNT comllland is used.) 

The best solution to this problem is usually to configure the VOL UNIE-TABLE 
in letc/srllldconf so that each physical disk, or NFS lllount point, which is to 
be accessed by SRM/UX clients, has its own volume. 

If the SRM/UX server has only 1 local disk, and no other locallnonnted disks 
or NFS lllonnts, then this problelll will not occur. 

Spooling Problems 

General Information 

• Spooling processes started by sr'md(lM) will log messages to 
/usr/lib/srmux/srmdspool.log 

• HP -UX spooling for lp( 1) will log messages to IUSI'I spool IIp Ilog 

• If you have spooling problems, you can check the output of 
srmdconfcheck(lM) to see if the SPOOL-TABLE section of letc/srmdconf is 
configured correctly. (See chapter 4 for details) 

• You can use lpstat( 1) to get the current status of HP -UX spooling 
jobs. SRM/UX jobs will be spooled under the user id (Uid) that the 
file was opened with, which will be either the client Uid from the 
LAN-CLIENTS or SRM-CLIENTS Table of letc/srmdconf, or the Uid from 
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the VOLUME-TABLE, if one was specified there. (See chapter 4 for details 
on the tables in /etc/snndconf, and/or the lpstat(l) man page for details on 
checking the HP- UX spooling jobs status.) 

• Files placed in the Spool Directory by processes other than srmd(lM) (e.g. 
BASIC/UX) will NOT be spooled by srmd(lM). 

Specific Problems -

Symptom 1: No output comes out on the printer or the plotter 

The possible problems: 

1. Is the HP- UX spooler up? 
2. Are the spool files still in the Spool Directory? 
3. Are the spool files in the ABORTED subdirectory of the Spool 
Directory, or in the ABORTED subdirectory of the PRIORITY 
subdirectory? 
4. Are the Spool Commands from the SPOOL-TABLE in /etc/srmdconf 
working correctly? 

The solutions: 

1. Check to see if the HP- UX spooler is up: 

• Use Ipstat(l) to verify that the HP-UX spooler is running, and that 
the printer or plotter is accepting requests. (See your HP- UX Systenl 
Administrator for help if lpstat( 1) indicates a problem. Also, see chapter 4 of 
this manual for nlore details on the SR1tI/UX spooling environment.) 

2. Check to see if the spool files are still in the Spool Directory: 

If the spool files are still present in the Spool Directory, then the spool 
process may not have completed yet, or the client workstation may not have 
closed the file yet. 

• To see if any spool processes are currently executing, from the server execute: 

ps -ef I grep srmdlpfilter I grep -v grep 

• For example, if /srmuxroot/PRINTERj.JOBl was still present, you could 
check to see if it is still opened by a client by executing from the server: 

srmdstat -f /srmuxroot/PRINTER/JOBl 
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o If no SRMjUX client has the file open, the srmdstat(l) output will look 
like this: 

/srmserve/PRINTER/JOB1 not open 

o If the file is still open, the output will look like this: 

/srmuxroot/PRINTER/JOB1 open by: 
XYZ at 15.99.99.10 

Note Files are not spooled until the client closes the file. 

3. Check to see if the spool files are in the ABORTED subdirectory of the 
Spool Direct'ory, or in the ABORTED subdirectory of the PRIORITY 
subdirectory. 

This could have happened because: 

• The SRNljUX System Administra.tor stopped the server with sr'mdshut(lM) 

• The SRMjUX Systenl Adnlinistrator closed all of the client's files with 
snndreset( 1M) 

• The client was rebooted or reinitia.lized 

The server process will put lllessages in jusrjadllljsrnld.log when it moves 
spool files to ABORTED subdirectories. (See chapter 4 for details about 
srmdshut(lM) and srmd-reset(lM), and chapter 5 for details about rebooting 
and reini tialization.) 

4. Check to see if the Spool Commands fronl the SPOOL-TABLE in 
jetcjsrmdconf work as stand-alone commands: 

• Suppose, for example, that your Spool Command is: 

srmdlpfilter I lp $PRIORITY 

o You could test the HP-UX spooling part of your Spool Command (if you 
wanted to simulate a normal priority spool job) by executing: 

cat <file> I lp 

where <file> is an ordinary HP-UX file. 
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o You could test the HP-UX spooling part of your Spool Command (if you 
wanted to simulate a PRIORITY spool job) by executing: 

cat <file> I lp -p2 

where <file> is an ordinary HP-UX file. 

If no output appears on your printer or plotter after executing those two 
comlnands, then you may need to see your HP-UX Systeln Administrator for 
assistance . 

• If the nornlal and PRIORITY parts of your Spool Command work correctly, 
then you can test the entire conlmand by executing: 

SRMSPOOLFILENAME=<file>; cat <file> I srmdlpfilter I lp 

where <file>-might be an ordinary HP- UX file, or it lllight be one of the 
special workstation types that your workstation wa.s trying to spool. 

Note vVhen files are printed using s'rmdlpfilte-r( 1) a.s a stand-alone 
command, they are NOT removed when the printing is 
completed. See chapter 4 and/or the Ulan page for details on 
srmdlpfilter( 1). 

Other Problems 

BASICjUX and SRMjUX Conflict On SRM Cards 

The SRIvI/UX server requires exclusive access to any SRIvI cards on the server 
conlputer that will be used to talk to SRM/PX clients. If BASIC/UX is being 
used on the same computer as the SRIvI/UX server, then BASIC/UX on that 
computer will not be able to use any SRM cards that srmd(lM) is using. -

There is currently a defect that causes BASIC lUX to hang during bootup if 
there are SRM device files in / dev /rmb which have non-zero permissions, and 
which are currently in use by srmd(lM). 

The work-around is to execute (from the server): 
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chmodO /dev/rmb/srm* 

before starting up BASIC lUX. (If you have multiple SRM cards in your server, 
and srmd( IN1) is only using some of them, then BASIC lUX can still use the 
remaining SRNl cards. In that case you would only set the permissions to 0 
on the SRNI device files in Idev Irmb that correspond. to the SRNl cards that 
srmd(IM)is using.) 

Note This work-around will fail if you start up BASIC lUX as the 
super-user. If you need to run BASIC/UX as the super-user, 
you will have to renlove aU SRM device files froin I dev Irmb 
that correspond to SRNl cards that sr'md(lNI) uses. You will 
also have to do this after each l'mbconfig(l). 
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SRMjUX Reference 

SRM/UX Front Panel Interface Commands 
Several new cOInmands have been incorporated in SRMjUX which provide 
functionality similar to SOlne of the SRlVI console comInands. 

c 

Below is a list of the SRlVljUX command '"nlan-pages" that are also accessible 
on-line: 

• srmd(lM) 

• srmdconf( 4) 

• srmdconfcheck(lM) 

• srmdlpfilter( 1) 

• srmdreconfig(lM) 

• srmdreset(lM) 

• srmdrestore(l) 

• srmdshut(lNI) 

• srmdstat( 1) 
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SRMD(lM) 

NAME 
srmd • start the SRM/UX daemon 

SYNOPSIS 
snnd 

DESCRIPTION 

SRMD(lM) 

The SRM/UX daemon is a boot-server, file·server, and spooling-server for HP BASIC/WS and Pascal 
Workstation System clients. 

The SRM/UX daemon is started by executing /etc/snnd. Usually this will be done in /etc/rc when the 
HP-UX system boots up. 

Srmd logs errors, warnings, and general information to /usr/adm/snnd.log and spooling information to 
/usr /lib/srmux/snndspooLlog. 

Only the superuser can execute snnd. 

DIAGNOSTICS 
Errors will occur under the following conditions: 

If srmd is executed on a diskless cnode. 

If another instance of snnd is already executing. 

If the configuration file /etc/srmdconf does not exist, or contains fatal errors. 

AUTHOR 

FILES 

Srmd was developed by HP. 

/ etc/ srmdconf 
/usr/adm/srmd.1og 
/ usr /lib / srmux/ srmdpipe 
/usr/lib /srmux/srmd.1ock 
/ usr /lib / srmux/ srmdspo01.log 

SEE ALSO 
srmdconf(4), srmdconfcheck(IM), srmdreconfig(IM), srmdreset(IM), srmdshut(IM), srmdstat(I). 
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NAME 
srmdconf - SRMjUX server and client configuration file 

SYNOPSIS 
snndconf 

DESCRIPTION 

SRMDCONF(4) 

The file /etc/srmdconf describes the SRMjUX file system, lAN clients, SRM clients and spooling 
environment. The file has five sections (VOLUME-TABLE, lAN-CLIENTS, SRM-CLIENrS, SPOOL
ENVIRONMENT and SPOOL-TABLE), each with its own format The sections must be in the order 
listed above. A template srmdconf can be found in the /etc/newconfig/snnox directory. The file itself has 
the following format 

VOLUME-TABLE 

VOLUME-TABLE entries (detailed b~low) 

LAN-CUENTS 

LAN-CLIENTS table entries (detailed below) 

SRM-CUENTS 

SRM~CLIENfS table entries (detailed below) 

SPOOL-E~RONMENT 

SPOOL-ENVIRONME~T table entries (detailed below) 

SPOOL-TABLE 

SPOOL-TABLE entries (detailed below) 

Lines in snndconf that start with "#" are comment lines. 

A VOLUME-TABLE entry is described by a series of colon (:) separated fields, terminated by a newline 
character. The fields are: 

Volume Name Emulated volume label of an SRM disk. The volume name can be up to 16 characters 
long. 

Volume Number Emulated SRJ,\1 disk volume number. 

Uid 

Gid 

User ID assigned by the smzd server process for files and directories created on this 
volume. Uid is an integer of up to five digits. 

Group ID assigned by the snnd server process for files and directories created on this 
volume. Gid is an integer of up to five digits. 

Temp Directory Directory- map for jWORKSTATIONSjTEMP_FILES. 
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Root Directory Path to SRMjUX root directory. 

A IAN-CLIENT entry is described by a series of C:) separated fields, terminated by a newline character. 
The fields are: 

Client Link Level Address 
The ETHERNET address of the attached LAN card. This is a 12 character hexadecimal 
number. 

Client Internet Address 
Client's internet address. 

Client Node Address 
Client's emulated node address. 

Server Node Address 

Client Name 

Uid 

Gid 

Umask 

Volume List 

Emulated node address of the server. 

The name associated with this client. The client name can be up to 10 characters long. 

User 10 assigned by the srmd server for files and directories created by this client. Uid 
is an integer of up to five digits. 

Group 10 assigned by the srmd server for files and directories created by this client. Gid 
is an integer of up to five digits. 

HP-UX umask applied to new files and directories created by this client. 

List of accessable volumes. Volume names must be found in the VOLUME-TABLE. 

An SRM-CLIENT entry is described by a series of C:) separated fields, terminated by a newline character. 
The fields are: 

Server's SRM Device File 
Name of the SRMjUX serve.r's SRM interface device file. 

Client Node Address 

Client Name 

Uid 

Gid 

Client's node address (set on the card's DIP switches) 

The name associated with this client. The client name can be up to 10 characters long. 

User 10 assigned by the srmd server for files and directories created by this client. Uid 
is an integer of up to five digits. 

Group 10 assigned by the srmd server for files and directories created by this client. Gid 
is an integer of up to five digits. 
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Umask HP-UX umask applied to new files and directories created by this client. 

Volume List List of accessable volumes. Volume names must be found in the VOLUME-TABLE. 

A SPOOL-ENVIRONMENT entry assigns a value to an environment variable to be passed to the shell 
executing the spool command. The entry must contain an (=) sign to be valid. No other checking is done. 

A SPOOL-TABLE entry is described by a series of (:) separated fields, terminated by a newline character. 
The fields are: 

Spool Directory Absolute path to SRM/UX spooling directory. 

Priority 

Spool Command 

Priority assigned to jobs spooled to this spool device. Valid priorities are 1 through 7, 
inclusive. This field is optional. 

Command to be executed by SHELL to ~ccomplish spooling to this device. 

Begin configuring SRMjUX with the template provided in /etc/newconfig/srmux/srmdconl. Then add 
volumes, lA.L'i clients, SRM clients, spooling environment variables and spooling commands to your 
srmdconf. See chapter 4 of the SRM/UX: System Administrator's and Users Guide for details on how to 
build snndconf. 

Check the validity of your additions and/or changes to snndconfwith /etc/srmdconlcheck. 

Finally, start the snnd(lM) server /etc/srmd or reconfigure the server using /etc/srmdreconfig. 

DEPENDENCIES 
Series 800 

Entries in the SRM-CLIENTS section are not allowed. The series 800 does not support the SRM 
interface card. 

AUTHOR 
Snndconfwas developed by HP. 

FILES 
/ etc/ newconfig/ srmux/ srmdconf 

SEE ALSO 
rbootd(lM), srmd(lM), srmdconfcheck(lM), srmdreconfig(1M). 
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NAME 
srmdconfcheck - validate a new SRMjUX configuration file 

SYNOPSIS 
srmdconfcheck [ -f file ] 

DESCRIPTION 
Srmdconfcheck validates a new SRMjUX configuration file. It processes /etc/srmdconf, unless a different 
file name is specified with the -f option. It reports all problems it finds in the configuration file on stdout 

The intended usage is that the SRMjUX System Administrator will edit /etc/srmdconf (or a copy in a 
different file name), validate it with srmdconfcheck, and then start up srmd(lM) with the new configura
tion file, or dynamically reconfigure srmd (1M) via srmdreconfig(lM). 

Only the superuser can execute srmdconfcheck. 

Options 
-I file 

RETURN VALUE 

Check this file instead of /etc/srmdconf 

srmdconfcheck returns 0 if no errors are detected in the configuration file; otherwise it returns 1. 

DIAGNOSTICS 
Errors will occur under the following conditions: 

If the configuration file to be checked does not exist, or cannot be opened for reading. 

If srmdconfcheck detects an error in the specified configuration file. (See chapter 4 in the 
SRM/UX: System Administrator's and User's Guide for a complete description of the rules for 
SRMjUX configuration files.) 

AUTHOR 
Srmdconfcheck was developed by HP. 

FILES 
j etcj srmdconf 

EXAMPLES 
To validate your /etc/srmdconf file, execute the command: 

/ etc/srmdconfcheck 

To validate a copy of the srmdconf file, execute the command: 

/etc/snndconfcheck -f snndconf_copy 

where smzdconf_copy is a copy of the srmdconf file. 
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SEE ALSO 
srmd(1M), srmdconf( 4), srmdreconfig(1M), srmdreset(1M), srmdshut(1M), srmdstat(1). 
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NAME 
srmdlpfilter - translate a workstation file to an HP-UX file 

SYNOPSIS 
srmdlpfilter [ ·rl ] [ -p "parms" ] [ ·r file ] 

DESCRJPIlON 
Srmdlpfilter provides file translation from HP BASIC/WS and Pascal/WS files to HP-UX ASCII files. 
The following types are supported: ASCII, BOAT, PROO, HP-UX, Pascal data and Pascal TEXT. The 
translated file is sent to standard output. 

Options 
·r 

-I 

Cause no translation and remove the workstation header 

When used with the ·r option prefixes the LIF file type and the LIF extension to the 
nontranslated workstation file. Useful when creating user-built filters for unsupported 
file types. 

The ·1 option is ignored if the ·r option is not specified. 

.p "parms" Passes command line parameters to HP BASIC/UX when invoking HP BASIC/UX to 
translate HP BASIC PROO files. 

-f file Specify the file to filter. Allows srmdlpfilter to be used as a standalone command. 

EXAMPLES 
Use srmdlpfilter in the SPOOL-TABLE section of /etc/srmdconf to send unfiltered binary output (e.g., 
dump graphics output from HP BASIC) to a laser printer: 

snndlpmter ·r I Ip -oraw $PRIORI1Y 

OR to send filtered output to a laser printer: 

snndlpfilter I Ip $PRIORI1Y 

Below is a simple use of srmdlpfilter to translate a workstation ASCII file to an HP-UX file: 

cat /tmp/me.ASC I snndlpftlter > /tmp/file.UX 

To filter an unsupported file type: 

srmdlpftlter .rl ·f lusr /local/bin/myfile I myfilter 

Srmdlpfilter will strip the workstation header and will prefix the LIF type and LIF extension fields so that 
the user-created filter my filter can process a file type not supported by srmdlpfilter. 

Filtering an HP BASIC/UX PROG file can be done by: 

srmdlpfilter -p "·i .w3000k" ·f ACKER 

The above command attempts to start HP BASIC/UX with a workspace of 3000 kilobytes and run 
/usr/lib/nnb/nnbclean at startup time to filter the HP BASIC/UX PROG file. The filtered output will 
be sent to standard output. Note, HP BASIC/UX must be installed on the SRM/UX sen'er for 
srmdlpfilter to translate PROG meso 

AUTIIOR 
Srmdlpfilter was developed by HP. 
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FILES 
/usr/bin/srmdlpfilter 
/ etc/ srmdconf 
/usr/birt/rmb 

SEE ALSO 
rmb(l), srmd(1M), srmdconf(4). 
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NAME 
srmdreconfig - reconfigure the SRMjUX daemon 

SYNOPSIS 
snndreconfig 

DESCRIPTION 

SRMDRECONFIG(lM) 

Snndreconfig causes a currently executing SRMjUX daemon to reread /etc/snndconf and reconfigure 
itself without having to shut down, and start over. This allows SRMjUX clients whose configurations are 
not modified by a revised /etcjsnndconf to continue their normal operations without an interruption 
caused by the SRMjUX daemon shutting down. 

It is recommended that modifications to /etcjsnndconf be validated with snndconfcheck(lM) before exe
cuting snndreconfig. 

Some modifications to the SRMjUX system configuration can be done only if the affected clients are not 
active. Snndreconfig will report any modifications that it cannot carry out in the file jusrjadmjsrmd.log. 
The SRMjUX administrator can choose to do an snndreset(lM) on those clients which could not be 
changed, and then re-execute snndreconfig, or the administrator can choose to wait until the next time 
that the S&VfjUX daemon is halted by snndshut(lM) and restarted for the new configuration to take full 
effect (The SRMjUX daemon can be restarted by executing /etc/snnd.) 

Only the superuser can execute snndreconfig. 

DIAGNOSTICS 
Errors will occur under the following condition: 

If the SRMjUX daemon is not running when snndreconfig is executed. 

Snndreconfig will report any configuration changes that it could not carry out because of SRMjUX 
client activity in /usr/adm/snnd.log. 

AUTHOR 

FILES 

Snndreconfig was developed by HP. 

j etcj srmdconf 
jusr jlib j srmuxj srmdpipe 
j usr j admj srmd.log 

SEE ALSO 
srmd(lM), srmdconf( 4), srmdconfcheck(lM), srmdreset(lM), srmdshut(lM), srmdstat(l). 
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NAME 
srmdreset - reset SRMjUX clients 

SYNOPSIS 
srmdreset [ -a ] [ -n name ] [ -s deY-file node ] [ .j internet ] [files .•. ] 

DESCRIPTION 
Snndreset provides the SRJ.\1's REMOVE_USER functionality. 

One of the options ( -a, -n, -s, or -j ) must be specified. 

Options 
-a 

-nname 

specifies that all clients are to be reset. If no files are specified, then all open files for 
all clients are unlocked and closed. If one or more files are specified, then the specified 
files are unlocked and closed for all clients which have them open. 

specifies that user name is to be reset, where name is the client name from the LAN
CLIENTS or SRM-CLIENTS blocks of /etc/srmdconf. If no files are specified, then all 
of the client's open files are unlocked and closed; otherwise only the specified files are 
unlocked and closed. 

-s deY-file node specifies that the SRM client with node number node, on the SRM card specified by 
dev-file, is to be reset. If no files are specified, then all of the client's open files are 
unlocked and closed; otherwise only the specified files are unlocked and closed. 

-i internet specifies that the LAN client with internet address internet is to be reset. If no files are 
specified, then all of the client's open files are unlocked and closed; otherwise only the 
specified files are unlocked and closed. 

Files in spooling directories will not be spooled when they are closed by snndreset. If the spooling direc
tory has a sub-directory "ABORTED", then the partial spool file will be moved to that directory (replac
ing any previous file with the same name). If there is no "ABORTED" sub-directory, or the move opera
tion fails, then the partial spool file will be purged. A list of spool files moved to a "ABORTED" sub
directory, or purged, will be written to /usr/adm/smld.log. 

Only the superuser can execute snndreset. 

DIAGNOSTICS 
Errors will occur under the following conditions: 

If the SRMjUX daemon is not running when snndreset is executed. 

If the client specified by en, -s, or -i cannot be found in the LAN-CLIENTS or SRM-CLIENTS 
tables of /etc/srmdconf. 

If one or more of the files does not exist. Files that do exist will still be closed. 

EXAMPLES 
Execute: 

/etc/srmdreset -n design47 /srmuxroot/STATTESf 

The name option is specified. The above command closes the file /srmuxroot/SfATTESf on client 
design47 and also releases any LOCKs that design47 had on this file. Any other clients that have the file 
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open, will still have it open. Any other files that client design47 has open will remain open. 

Execute: 

/etc/srmdreset -i 15.99.99.17 

The internet option is specified. The above command closes all files opened by the client whose internet 
address is 15.99.99.17. It will also release all LOCKs held by this client All other clients are unaffected. 

Execute: 

/etc/srmdreset -a 

The all option is specified. The above command closes all files that all clients have open. 

AUTIfOR 

FILES 

Snndreset was developed by HP. 

/usr/adm/srmd.log 
/etc/srmdconf 
/usr/lib/srmux/srmdpipe 

SEE ALSO 
srmd(lM), srmdconf(4), srmdreconfig(lM), srmdshut(lM), srmdstat(l). 
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NAME 
srmdrestore - copy in files from SRM backup tapes 

SYNOPSIS 
srmdrestore [ -<lmtuv 1 [ -M mode 1 jile [patterns 1 

DESCRIPTION 
Snndrestore, with various options, provides a mechanism to import files from SRM 3.x backup tapes to 
SRM/UX. 

The SRM backup will be read from jile, which will typically be the name of a device file for a cartridge 
tape device. 

Path names in the SRM backup are interpreted relative to the current directory. 

Only files with names that match patterns are selected. Patterns are the same as the sh(l) command. 
(See regexp(5) under PATmRN MATCHING NOTATION.) 

Multiple patterns can be specified. If no patterns are specified, all files are selected. 

Files which are restored will be owned by the current user. The permissions will be set to octal 666 (m 
for directories) as modified by his or her current umask, unless overridden by specifying the -M option. 
SRM passwords on the SR..t\1 backup tape are ignored. 

The -<I, -m, -t, -U, and -v options are based on cpio(l). 

Options 
-d 

-m 

-t 

-u 

-v 

-M mode 

12 (Section 1) 

Create directories as needed. If a directory, which appears as a component of the path 
name of a file to be restored, does not exist: create that directory. 

Retain previous file modification time. Normally, the modification time will be set to the 
current time when the file is restored. If this option is specified, the modification time 
from file on tape will be restored instead. This option is ineffective on directories that 
are being restored. 

Print only a catalog of the SRM backup. No files are created. Print the catalog in the 
identical format that the SRM uses. When combined, options -t and -v print the address 
of the file on the tape, flags indicating information about the file, and the tape of a link 
target. 

Restore unconditionally. Normally, Snndrestore will only overwrite files on the disc 
which are older than the one on the tape. If this option is specified, each restored file 
will replace the one on the disc, if the file already exists, regardless of which file is 
newer. 

Be Verbose. Snndrestore prints the full path name to stdout, after each file is restored. 
If combined with the -t option, -v causes the catalog to print additional information. 

Set file mode. Change the restored files' permission mask to mode. Mode should be an 
octal number for the desired permission bits. The execute bit will be cleared for non
directory files being restored. 
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EXAMPLES 
Execute: 

srmdrestore -t /dev/ret 

SRMDRESTORE(l) 

This command will catalog the backup tape on the tape drive specified by the device file /dev /ret. 

Execute: 

srmdrestore -dvm /dev /ret './user / AMEX.TEXT' './user / AMD.TEXT' 

This command will restore two files. The single quote characters are used to prevent the HP-UX shell 
from incorrectly interpreting characters in the file name. 

Execute: 

srmdrestore -dvm /dev /ret ' •• TEXT' 

This command will restore all of the files (in any directoIY) that have names ending in ".TEXT". 

AUfHOR 
Srmdrestore was developed by HP. 
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NAME 
srmdshut - terminate the SRM/UX daemon 

SYNOPSIS 
snndshut 

DESCRIPTION 
Snndshut provides the SRM's SYSIEM DOWN functionality. Note that the SRM's powerfail option is 
NOT supported. 

Snndshut will do a "graceful" shutdown of the SRM/UX daemon. Incoming client requests will be dis
abled, and then all open files will be unlocked and closed before terminating the daemon process. The 
daemon will wait for a brief time for spooling activity to complete so that spool files can be removed from 
spool directories after they have been spooled. If spooling operations have not completed when the dae
mon terminates, then spool files will remain in the spool directory. (A list of these files will be put in 
/usr/adm/snnd.log before the daemon terminates.) Snndshut will wait for the daemon to terminate. 

Files in spooling directories will not be spooled when they are closed by snndshut. If the spooling direc
tory has a sub-directory "ABORTED", then the partial spool file will be moved to that directory (replac
ing any previous file with the same name). If there is no "ABORTED" sub-directory, or the move opera
tion fails, then the partial spool file will be purged. (A list of spool files moved to a "ABORTED" sub
directory, or purged, will be written to /usr/adm/snnd.log before the daemon terminates.) 

The SRM/UX daemon can be restarted by executing /etc/srmd. 

Only the superuser can execute snndshut. 

DIAGNOSTICS 
Errors will occur on the following condition: 

If the SRM/UX daemon is not running when snndshut is executed. 

AUTHOR 

FILES 

Snndshut was developed by HP. 

/usr/adm/snnd.log 
/usr/lib/srmux/srmdpipe 

SEE ALSO 
srmd(lM), snndreconfig(lM), srmdreset(lM), srmdstat(l). 
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NAME 
srmdstat - obtain status information on SRMjUX clients 

SYNOPSIS 
srmdstat [ -n name I ·s dev-file node I .i internet 1 
srmdstat [ -f files .•. 1 
srmdstat [ -u 1 

DESCRlPDON 
Snndstat, with various options, provides the SRM's FILES, USERS, and NODES functionality. 

Options 
No more than 1 option is allowed per execution of snndstat. 

If no option is specified, snndstat outputs a list of all active clients, and lists all of the files each client has 
open. 

-nname lists the files that user name has open, where name is the client name from the LAN
CLIENTS or SRM-CLIENTS tables of jetc/srmdconf. 

-s deY-file node lists the files that the SRM client with node number node, on the SRM card specified by 
dev-file, has open. 

-i internet lists the files that the LAN client with internet address internet has open. 

-f files lists the clients which have the specified files open. 

-u lists all clients which have open files and lists how many files each client has open. 

DIAGNOSTICS 
Errors will occur under the following conditions: 

If the SRMjUX daemon is not running when snndstat is executed. 

If the client specified by en, -s, or -i cannot be found in the LAN-CLIENTS or SRM-CLIENTS 
tables of /etc/srmdconl. 

If one or more of the files specified by -f does not exist. Files that do exist will still be listed. 

EXAMPLES 
Execute: 

/etcjsrmdstat -u 

The -u option produces a condensed version of the default snndstat output; it reports only those clients 
that have open files, and tells how many files each client has open. 

Execute: 

/etcjsrmdstat -n design33 
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The ·n ( name ) option reports the status of a single client, the one with the specified name. Srmdstat 
reports the same information (for the named client) with this option as it reports with no options speci
fied. 

Execute: 

/etc/snndstat ·i 15.99.99.42 

The ·i ( internet) option reports the status of a single client, the one with the specified internet address. 
Srmdstat reports the same information (for the specified client) with this option as it reports with no 
options specified. 

Execute: 

/etc/snndstat ·f /snnuxroot/STATIEST 

The ·f option is used to show which clients are using particular file(s). It also tells which client, if any, has 
a file LOCKed. 

The SRM/UX System Administrator can use this option to see if one client is holding onto a LOCK 
inappropriately. -

AUTHOR 
Srmdstat was developed by HP. 

FILES 
/ etc/ srmdconf 
/usr/lib jsrmuxjsrmdpipe 

SEE ALSO 
srmd(1M), srmdconf( 4), srmdreconfig(lM), srmdreset(lM), srmdshut(lM). 
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Glossary 

Note More general definitions of some of the following ternls, as well 
as definitions of related terms, can be found in the following 
HP -UX doclllnentation: 

• Section 9: Glossary of the HP- UX Reference 

• The Glossary of the HP- U~Y System Administration Concepts 
luanual 

• The Glossary of the ARPA Services/300 User's Guide 

• The "NFS Services Overview" chapter of the Installing and 
Administering iVFS Se'rviceB manual. -

cluster server (also called root server) 
The HP-UX system which acts as a boot and file system server for diskless 
HP-UX systelns. The SRMjUX server may also be a cluster server. 

daemon 
A process that runs quietly in the background, doing some useful task. For 
exanlple, the SR1vljUX server process, srmd(lM), is a daemon. 

ENVIRONMENT file 
A file that contains printer or plotter control information. This file 
can be prefixed to a spool file, in which case it defines the print or plot 
environlnent in which the spool file is output. 

file system 
A collection of files and supporting data structures residing on a mass 
storage volume. In this manual, the HP-UX file system refers to the 
collection of all local mass storage volumes and NFS file systems mounted 
under the root directory on the HP- UX computer which is acting as an 
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SRNI/UX server. The SRM/UX file system refers to the collection of one 
or more subtrees of the HP-UX file system that the SRM/UX System 
Adlninistrator chooses to make available to SRM/UX clients. 

front-panel commands 
A set of commands, used by the SRM/UX System Administrator to 
perform SRM/UX administration tasks. They include srmdconfcheck(lM), 
srmdreconfig(lM), srmdreset(lM), srmdshut(lM), and srmdstat(l). They 
are known as the front-panel commands for two reasons: 

• They emulate sonle of the SRM's console ("front-panel") comlnancls 
which the adnlinistrator uses to administer the SRM . 

• They provide a "virtual front-panel" for the SRM/UX Adnlinistrator 
to communicate with the srrnd(lM) process which is running in the 
background on HP-UX, and cannot be communicated with directly frol11 
a ternlinal or window. 

HP -UX root directory 
The highest level directory of the HP-UX file system, from which an other 
files branch. In HP-UX, the slash (/) character refers to the root directory. 
The root directory is the only directory in the file systenl that is its own 
parent directory. (See also SRM root directory) 

HP -UX spooling 
The HP-UX spooling system controls output requests for printers and 
plotters, so that nlultiple progralns do not output 'to the sanle physical 
device simultaneously. (See the "Managing the LP Spooler" chapter of 
the HP- UK Syste'm Administration Tasks lllanual for more infonnation on 
HP-UX spooling.) (See also SRM/UX spooling) 

HP-UX System Administrator 
The HP-UX Systel11 Administrator installs, configures, and administers 
HP-UX. The SRNI/UX System Administrator will work with the HP-UX 
System Administrator to configure the HP-UX kernel, the HP-UX file 
system, the HP-UX spoolers, and the HP-UX network to meet the needs of 
the SRM/UX system configuration. 
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Internet Address (also IP Address) 
A four-byte address used by NS_ARPA Services and SRM/UX. It consists 
of two parts: a network number and a host number. For exalnple, an 
Internet Address of 15.99.99.1 has a network number of 15.99.99 and a host 
number of 1. Nodes on the same LAN subnet will have the same network 
number and distinct host numbers. 

LAN interface (or LAN card) 
Refers to the built-in LAN interface on some Series ;300 and Series 400 
computers, or to one of the following HP LAN card part nunlbers: 
HP98643A, HP98171A, HP;36967 A, or HP91786B. 

Link Level Address (or LLA) 
. A unique 12-digit hexadecinlal number which is part of every LAN card. 

NFS (Network File System) 
An industry standard systerl1 for allowing many systems to share the saIne 
files. The SRM/UX Systenl Adnlinistrator nlay chose to give SR:NI/UX 
clients access to files that the SR:Nl/UX server accesses via NFS Renl0te 
File Access. (See the In-stalling and Administering NFS Se1"vices lnanual.) 
(NFS is a tradenlark of Sun Nlicrosystems, Inc.) 

Node Address 
A Node Address is a 2-digit number that you can set with switches on the 
50962A or 98629A SRM cards, and is elnulated for LAN card clients by 
SRM/UX. 

parent directory 
A directory's parent directory is the directory one level above it in the 
file hierarchy, with the exception of the directory entries for. (dot) and .. 
(dot-dot). All directories except the root directory (/) have one (and only 
one) parent directory. 

process 
An invocation of a program. For example, the SRM/UX server process is 
an invocation of the program /etc/srmd. 

root server 
See cluster server. 
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root user 
See super-user. 

shared file 
A file which can be concurrently accessed by multiple SRMjUX clients. 
lvlay also refer to a file which is accessed by one or more cooperating 
HP- UX processes concurrently with one or more SRMjUX clients. 

Shared Resource Multiplexer 
A switching device that controls lllessage flow between computers, allowing 
one conlputer to send inforllla.tion, while others receive. It is usua.lly 
referred to as a multiplexer or a Inux. Ea.ch SR11 llluitiplexer (HP 98028A) 
in the systelll connects one or In ore workstation computers (up to four) to 
one or more servers (up to four). This device is now obsolete. 

SRM 
Stands for Shared Resource Mana.gement, typically used to refer to the 
SRM server (HP50960A), its operating systeln software, and the peripherals 
attached to the SRlvI server. SRMjUX is an eillulation of the SRM on 
HP-UX. 

SRM card (or SRM interface) 
Refers to one of the following HP SRM card part numbers: HP98629A, 
HP98629 + HP50961 U cOlubination, or HP50962A. 

SRM Coax Adapter 
Refers to the HP 50961 Resource lvIanagelnent Coax Adapter. This adapter 
attaches to an HP 98629 to allow the use of this SRlvI interface on a coax 
connection. 

SRM coax connection 
Describes the SRlvI hardware configuration that uses SRM coax interfaces 
or HP 50961 Resource Management Coax Adapters at the client and server 
workstations, and uses coax cabling to connect the client ( s) and server( s) in 
a bus fashion.· 

SRM coax interface 
Refers to the HP50962A SRM card. This interface is functionally equivalent 
to the HP98629 SRM card and HP50961 U Coax Adapter cOlnbination, 
which is also used on a coax connection. 
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SRM file name 
A string containing between 1 and 16 characters naming a file. 

SRM multiplexer connection 
Describes the SRM hardware configuration in which the HP 98028A 
Resource lIIanagenlent lIIultiplexer and HP 97061 cables are used to 
connect clients and the SR1I1 server. This configuration is obsolete. 

SRM password 
A string containing between 1 and 16 characters which the SRM uses to 
lhnit a,ccess capabilities to SR1I1 files and directories. SRMjUX ignores 
SRM passwords. The HP-UX read, write, and execute permissions control 
access capabilities to SRMjUX files and directories. 

SRM root directory 
The highest level directory of an SR1I1 volulne, fronl which all other files 
on that volume branch. In SRM, the slash (j) character refers to the root 
directory. The root directory is the only directory on an SRIvI volunle that 
is its own parent directory. (See also HP -UX root directory) 

SRM volume 
A collection of files and supporting data structures residing on a mass 
storage volume. This will usually correspond to one physical disk attached 
to the SRlII. The SRMjUX System Administrator configures the SRNljUX 
server to emulate one or more SRM volumes by designating sub-trees of the 
HP-UX file system as SRMjUX volumes. 

SRM JUX client 
An SRNljUX client is an HP Series 200 or 300 workstation executing HP 
BasicjWS or the Pascal Workstation System, which uses the SRMjUX 
server for booting, file system requests, and spooling. 

SRMjUX configuration file 
The SRMjUX System Administrator uses the file jetcjsrmdconf on the 
SRMjUX server to configure SRMjUX. 

SRMjUX spooling 
A method by which a file can be sent to a shared printer or plotter by 
means of a spooling directory. In SRMjUX, the file is usually sent to one of 
the HP-UX spoolers for actual output on a printer or plotter. Once the file 
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is written to the spooling directory, the client workstation is free to perform 
other tasks. (See HP-UX spooling) 

SRMjUX server 
An SRMjUX server is an HP Series 300, 400 or 800 HP-UX cOlnputer 
running a special application (s'rmd(lM)) that provides booting, file systenl, 
and spooling services to SRM/UX clients. It provides these services such 

/ that in most cases SRM/UX clients do not have to know that they are 
using an SRIvI/UX server instead of an SRM. 

SRMjUX System Administrator 
The SRM/UX Systenl Administrator installs, configures, and aciIninisters 
the SR11/UX system. This person will work with the HP-UX System 
Administrator on tasks which involve the underlying HP-UX configuration 
on the SRM/UX Server. 

sub-directory 
A directory that is one (or perhaps more) levels lower in the file systelll 
hierarchy than a given directory. Sometimes called a subordinate directory. 

subnet 
A network consistiI"lg of nodes with the same network nUlnber in their 
Internet Addresses. SRIvI/UX clients which use the LAN connection to 
access their SRM/UX server must be on the same subnet as the server. 
(See Internet Address) 

super-user 
The HP-UX Systenl Administrator. This user has access to all files, and 
can perform privileged operations. The super-user has a real and effective 
user ID of 0, and, by convention, the user name of root. (The SRNI/UX 
System Administrator will need to have super-user capability, even if he or 
she is not the System Administrator for the whole HP-UX system which is 
acting as the SRNI/UX server.) 

workstation 
In this manual a workstation refers to either an SRM/UX server 
workstation, or a.n SRM/UX client workstation. 
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